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Abstract
The overall goal of the work described in this thesis is: “To design a flexible
tool for state-of-the-art model-based derivation and automatic application of
black-box tests for reactive systems, usable both for education and outside an
academic context.” From this goal, we derive functional and non-functional
design requirements. The core of the thesis is a discussion of the design, in
which we show how the functional requirements are fulfilled. In addition, we
provide evidence to validate the non-functional requirements, in the form of case
studies and responses to a tool user questionnaire.
We describe the overall architecture of our tool, and discuss three usage scenarios which are necessary to fulfill the functional requirements: random on-line
testing, guided on-line testing, and off-line test derivation and execution. With
on-line testing, test derivation and test execution takes place in an integrated
manner: a next test step is only derived when it is necessary for execution.
With random testing, during test derivation a random walk through the model
is done. With guided testing, during test derivation additional (guidance) information is used, to guide the derivation through specific paths in the model.
With off-line testing, test derivation and test execution take place as separate
activities.
In our architecture we identify two major components: a test derivation engine, which synthesizes test primitives from a given model and from optional
test guidance information, and a test execution engine, which contains the functionality to connect the test tool to the system under test. We refer to this latter
functionality as the “adapter”. In the description of the test derivation engine,
we look at the same three usage scenarios, and we discuss support for visualization, and for dealing with divergence in the model. In the description of
the test execution engine, we discuss three example adapter instances, and then
generalise this to a general adapter design. We conclude with a description of
extensions to deal with symbolic treatment of data and time.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The overall goal of the work described in this thesis can be summarised as
follows: “To design a flexible tool for state-of-the-art model-based derivation
and automatic application of black-box tests for reactive systems, usable both
for education and outside an academic context.” We refer to our test tool
design as TorX1 . The design that we describe in this thesis encompasses work
on several test tool implementations, in particular TorX [BFdV+ 99, TB03a]
and JTorX [Bel10]. TorX was our first implementation, in which we shaped our
design. It was developed for a large part during a research project called Côte
de Resyste [TB03b]. JTorX, developed several years later, is a reimplementation
of TorX, created with ease of deployment in mind. We give more information
about TorX and JTorX in Appendix A.
In this introduction, we provide a bridge between the high-level summary
above and the remainder of this thesis. We start by introducing the concepts
mentioned in the above summary. We then discuss the functional and nonfunctional requirements that we “impose” on the tool, and discuss how we validate them. For the functional requirements, this validation consists of indicating
where, in the remainder of this thesis, they are introduced into the design of
the tool. For the non-functional requirements, we discuss how to show that our
tool satisfies them. We end this chapter with an outline of the remainder of this
thesis.

1.1

Concepts

We introduce the concepts of the summary above one by one, where we first
look at concepts that have to do with the functionality of the tool. We start
with a discussion of “reactive systems”, followed by a general introduction to
testing, and a discussion of various kinds of testing, of which “black box” is
one. We then discuss testing activities, where we explain “test derivation” and
“test application”; we discuss test automation; and we give an introduction to
1 The acronym TorX– Testing Open arCHitecture – was chosen during the Côte de Resyste
project [TB03b] in which the tool TorX was originally developed.
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“model-based” testing, and explain what we mean by “state-of-the-art” in that
context.
Reactive systems The systems that we consider for testing are so-called
reactive systems. For this kind of systems, the system behaviour is largely driven
by the behaviour of the environment, i.e. the system behaviour is a reaction to
the behaviour of the environment. Reactive systems are (almost by definition)
open systems: systems that depend on an environment (which would be a user
or another part of a larger system) that interacts with them. In contrast, a
closed system, like a system that prepares a batch of monthly salary statements
from an employer’s employee database, is typically not reactive—such a system
just transforms input data into output data. Many (most?) systems that we use
everyday in daily life are reactive. A typical example of a reactive system is the
plain old telephone system. We pick up the handset of a phone and we hear a
dialling tone. We start dialling and the dialling tone stops. Once we completed
dialling a number we hear an indication of the dial ed phone ringing, or tones
that tell us that the dial ed number is busy or is not in use. This example
nicely shows how a reactive system reacts to the actions of the user (picking
up the handset, dialling a number) and how the user can observe the reaction
of the system to these actions (the various tones heard, and the silence). For
testing the behaviour of such system—the kind of testing that we focus on in
this thesis—we can build on this interaction: We provide stimuli to the system
(we pick up the handset) we observe what the system does (we listen whether
we hear a dialling tone), and then we compare the observed system behaviour
(dialling tone or silence or something else) to the expected behaviour (dialling
tone).
Testing Testing is the activity of assessing some quality of a system—our focus is on reactive systems—by means of experimentation, i.e. stimuli are applied
to the system, and its responses to these stimuli are observed, and evaluated,
which typically leads to a so-called verdict (discussed below). The system that
we want to test is called the Implementation Under Test (abbreviated as IUT).
In Figure 1.1 we show testing in a very abstract way.
stimuli
Tester

IUT
observations

verdict
Figure 1.1: Tester with Implementation Under Test and Verdict
Testing is an important means to ascertain the quality of systems, by attempting to find errors in them (and thus allowing these to be repaired), as
well as to increase confidence in the quality of systems, by showing that important functionality works as expected. As the V-model [Roo86] shows, during

1.1. CONCEPTS

3

1. XBus Requirements
2. XBus Design
a. Developing architecture (class diagram)
b. Specifying business logic (formal model)
3. Implementation

6. Acceptance Testing

5. Integration Testing
(model-based)

4. Unit Testing

Figure 1.2: The V-model used for development of XBus, see Chapter 8.

the construction of systems, considerable effort is spent on testing on many
levels—from the unit test of small parts via integration tests when components
are combined till acceptance tests on the entire system when it is handed over
to a client. When parts of a system are revised, regression tests help to ensure
that functionality untouched by the revision continues working as expected. In
Fig. 1.2 we show the V-model used in the development of a software bus called
the XBus; we discuss development and testing of the XBus in Chapter 8.
Of course, testing is not the sole activity that is decisive when it comes
to the quality of systems. Testing points out errors in the implementation
of a system, but it does not build the system. And though it may help to
improve the confidence in the quality of systems, testing can only demonstrate
the presence of errors, not guarantee their absence. During the construction of a
system, other activities help to improve its quality. Validation of the design, for
example using techniques like model-checking, helps to catch design errors before
the system is implemented. During implementation traditional techniques, like
code reviewing of central parts of the code, remain useful. New techniques like
model-checking the implementation of a system itself (instead of only a model
of it), may in a nearby future be an important complement to testing.
All techniques available to control and improve quality of systems, of which
testing is just a single one, have their particular strong points. Using the techniques in combination is the best way to build better systems, in particular
because that avoids using testing as the ‘catchall’ for all errors. Moreover, errors that are found soon after they have been made are relatively cheap to repair;
a design error that is found only when the complete system is tested may be
very expensive to repair. That said, testing right now remains one of the chief
techniques to catch errors before systems are put into production use.
Kinds of testing There are many different kinds of testing. In the first place,
testing differs based on the aspect one wants to assess. For example, usability
testing tries to discover how easy it is to use a system; robustness testing tests
how well the system deals with other inputs than those anticipated for ‘normal’
use of the system; stress testing tests how well the system can cope with a
high load; interoperability testing tests whether two or more systems can work
together (communicate with each other); conformance testing tests whether a
system complies with a functional specification of it. In this thesis we focus on
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conformance testing.
As we have seen above, testing also differs in the system level on which
it is applied: whether on individual units, modules, combinations of modules,
subsystems or complete systems.
Testing can also differ in who is doing the testing (or for whom the testing
is being done). For example, a software module can be tested by a developer
who tests his own work, but also by an integrator who tests the modules he has
to combine; a system can be tested by a user before accepting it, but also by an
independent testing institute that tests it, e.g. for certification.
Another difference is the distinction between black box and white box testing. When we cannot look inside the system and do not not know its internal
structure but can only use the interfaces that it offers to interact with it, we say
that we are black box testing. This is the natural way of testing when doing conformance testing, because then we test whether the system behaviour conforms
to a given specification in terms of its interactions with its environment. When
we can look inside the system and do know its internal structure, and can use
that for testing we are white box testing. Between black and white there usually
is grey; also here. When we have a limited view on the internal structure of the
system that we test we are grey box testing.
The last difference that we mention is about the relation between two testing activities: test derivation (making, designing, or in any other way obtaining
the test “experiments”, which are typically referred to as test cases) and test
execution (applying the test cases, i.e. performing the test “experiments” on
the system under test). (Below we discuss these activities in more detail.) Test
derivation and test execution are usually done in separate phases, where the
test suite (the collection of test cases) is the intermediate result. We call that
approach off-line testing, it is also referred to as batch testing. We illustrate
this approach in Fig. 1.3, which we obtained from Fig. 1.1 by decomposing component “Tester” into the combination of “Test Derivation”, “Test Execution”
and “Test Suite”. A different approach is to derive a test on demand during
execution, which for example may occur when a programmer is exploring freshly
written code and uses observations made so far as inspiration for the next stimulus to give. In that case there is no test suite as intermediate result. We call
this approach on-line testing, it is also referred to as on-the-fly testing.
Test
Derivation

Test
Suite

Test
Execution

stimuli
IUT
observations

verdict
Figure 1.3: Off-line Testing, with Implementation Under Test and Verdict. Note
how component “Tester” of Fig. 1.1 has been decomposed into the combination
of “Test Derivation”, “Test Execution” and “Test Suite”.
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Conformance testing As seen above, conformance testing is the activity of
testing whether or not a system implementation conforms to (is a valid implementation of) a functional specification of it. The functional specification of
a system prescribes the behaviour of the system—how it should interact with
its environment, which can be seen as the user (in a broad sense) of the system. The functional specification prescribes nothing about the implementation
of the system, not even about its structure. In a way, it only defines the interface between the system and its user. In an ideal world such specification
could be the basis for the implementation of a system, in which case the activity
of conformance testing allows testing whether the implementation behaves as
expected.
Conformance testing originated in the application domain of communication
protocols. Typical examples of such protocols are those that ‘run’ the Internet
like IP [Int81], UDP [Pos80], TCP [Pos81], and, to give an example of an older
system, those that make the ‘plain old telephone system’ work. Such protocols
need a rigid and unambiguous specification to allow multiple parties to independently create implementations that can cooperate (interoperate). For this
purpose such protocols are typically standardised. The existence of a standard almost automatically raises the question whether a particular implementation complies with the standard—a question to which conformance testing can
provide an answer.
The answer that conformance testing provides is a judgement about the
correctness of a system: a verdict. Verdicts are issued on multiple levels: they
are associated with the result of an individual test run, and also with the result
of an entire test suite. Typical verdicts are pass, fail , inconclusive and error .
Verdicts pass and fail are used to indicate whether or not the system complies
with the specification, at least as far as the tested behaviour is concerned. It
may not be possible to give such conclusive verdict. Verdict inconclusive is
used when a system does not exhibit the behaviour that we want to test, but
at the same time does not produce an error. This may be the case with a
non-deterministic system that at a certain ‘point’ can choose between multiple
behaviours, and then chooses a different behaviour than the one that we want to
test. Verdict error is used when an error occurred during testing, not because
of errors in the implementation under test, but because of errors in the tester.
Testing activities Usually the activity of testing is subdivided into activities
test derivation and test execution, already mentioned in the discussion of kinds
of testing, above. When testing is used to find errors in order to repair them,
a third important activity is analysis of the test execution results (if testing
is only used to decide whether the system is correct or not, one may not care
about the details of the errors).
The activity of test derivation is responsible for deciding which stimuli to
provide, in which order, and for deciding which observations will be interpreted
as indicative for correct behaviour. Each test case that results from this activity
consists of test steps which represent the interactions (providing stimuli, making
observations) with the system. A test case may have an associated test purpose:
the objective of the test case.
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The activity of test execution is responsible for doing the actual experimentation with the system that is to be tested, i.e. to provide stimuli and make
observations, and to evaluate whether the observations obtained can be interpreted as indicative of correct behaviour.
For test result analysis the most important ingredients are the sequences
of stimuli and observations that result from execution. There may be more
information that can be used, information produced by the implementation
that is not part of its “normal” interaction with its user, and thus not part of
the observations used in testing. Examples could be diagnostics or debugging
messages. Essentially all information that can help to get insight in what the
implementation was doing when it was in error may be helpful.
Test selection and scheduling In general, it will be neither possible nor
desirable to execute all imaginable (or derivable) test cases on a system: selection is necessary. In addition, in some cases the order in which test cases are
executed matters, and then scheduling of the selected test cases is necessary
too. Selection can be done in each of the activities of derivation and execution: one can be selective about which tests to derive, and one can be selective
about which tests to execute. We mention three ways in which one can do test
selection, and then we discuss scheduling.
Firstly, one can use random selection: whenever, in the derivation or execution activity, there is a choice among multiple alternatives, one makes a random
choice. One can use random selection as the complete and sole selection strategy,
but also as “fallback” strategy in combination with other selection strategies. In
the latter case, when other selection strategies are not fully decisive, but leave
a choice among multiple alternatives, random selection is used to resolve such
choice.
Secondly, in addition to the information about the behaviour of the system,
there may be other information about the system that can be used for selection, like: (1) behaviour that the user wants to observe (or to not observe),
i.e. a test purpose, or (2) information about typical interaction scenarios, or
(3) information about the (relative) importance of (testing) certain behaviours.
Finally, there may be information from previous test runs, (or even from
the test that is actively being derived) that can be used in the test selection
process, for example: coverage information. Coverage information is about how
much of the requirements, or how much of the model from which the tests are
derived, or how much of the implementation (code), has already been covered
by the tests derived or executed so far. Using such coverage information, one
then derives or selects the test or tests that will increase the coverage most. In
the case of on-line testing, one can use information obtained from the test steps
executed so far, during the derivation of additional test steps for the current test
run—one can imagine tool-guided exploratory testing, where choices in the test
derivation process are resolved by a user that interacts with the testing tool.
When multiple test cases have to be executed, one has to choose in which
order the individual tests are executed (unless in the test execution activity
all tests are executed in parallel). Although in many cases the order may not
matter—in each run, all test cases are always executed—there may be cases
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where such order is important. For example, when risks or costs are associated
with errors, one may want to start with those test cases that expose errors
with the highest risk resp. the highest cost. Other criteria to schedule the
order in which test cases are executed, may be, for example, the importance of
functionality to the user, the cost or availability of the resources necessary for
the execution of each of the test cases, the time that each of the test cases takes
to execute, or the dependencies between the test cases. Dependencies between
the test cases can be such that if one test fails other tests become irrelevant
because the features they test for depend on functionality that has been shown
to contain errors already.
Test automation Testing can be a laborious task with lots of repetition,
which makes it error-prone, and at the same time an ideal candidate for automation, for both the activities of test derivation and test execution.
For test execution, there are many solutions that help to automate it. The
so-called ‘capture and playback’ tools essentially repeat (playback) on command
(pieces of) a task that has been demonstrated (captured) once. Other tools read
a test case or test suite in some given format and automatically execute each of
the test steps. Such tool will typically either be only usable for a certain class
of systems, or it will contain some kind of “glue code” that can be adapted to
match the (kind of) system it has to interact with. There are tools that help
to realise the actual interaction with the system under test. For unit testing,
libraries exist that allow one to easily define (program) tests for the software
modules one is working on, and to execute these. Also support for regression
testing exists.
For test derivation, automation is less common: in many cases, test derivation is done manually, from ad-hoc quick testing by a programmer to ‘test if it
works’ to systematic manual derivation of tests from the system requirements
or system specification. This does not mean that automatic derivation of tests
is not done at all; to us, the most promising way do automatic test derivation
is by using model-based testing, which we discuss below.
Model-based testing In model-based testing, tests are derived algorithmically from a formal model , typically in an automated way. This means that the
model must be available in a form that allows automatic processing, and that
the model must have a precise meaning (semantics). To us, there is a natural
match between conformance testing, where we want to check for conformance
of a system to a specification, and model-based testing, where we automatically
derive tests from a given model. This match is realised (made effective) by
deriving the tests, necessary to check conformance, automatically from a model
that describes the behaviour of the system in terms of its interactions with its
environment.
Of course, such automatically derived tests must not give fail verdicts for
implementations that we (intuitively) would consider conforming, i.e. they have
to be sound . Moreover, we want to have some form of guarantee that the
automatically derived tests do not consistently overlook certain errors, i.e. the
derivation algorithm must have no inherent “blind spots”; it must be exhaustive.
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The formal framework for conformance testing, which we discuss in Chapter 2,
allows us to reason about this.
Test architecture In Figure 1.1 we depicted that the tester can directly
interact with the IUT. In practice this may not always be the case, for example
because the system that we want to test (i.e., the IUT) is actually a subsystem
of a bigger system from which it cannot be isolated for testing. Then, we have
to interact with the IUT ‘through’ this bigger system. A test architecture gives
an abstract view of how the tester interacts with the IUT. It contains the IUT,
the tester, the test context and the interfaces between them. Figure 1.4 shows
an example.

PCO

Tester
PCO

Test
Context

IAP

IUT
IAP

System Under Test (SUT)
Figure 1.4: Test Architecture with test tool, SUT, test context and IUT.
The test context consists of those parts of a system that are not the object
of testing, but nevertheless are present when the IUT is tested. For testing
we usually assume that these parts are correct. From now on we say that the
tester interacts with the system under test (abbreviated as SUT), i.e. with the
combination of IUT and test context. The interfaces that the tester uses to
interact with the SUT are called the points of control and observation (PCOs).
The interfaces by which the IUT offers access to its environment (its user, in
a broad sense) are called the implementation access points (IAPs). Ideally, the
test context is empty, such that the SUT coincides with the IUT, and the IAPs
coincide with the PCOs, but often this is not the case. We are not very strict,
though: when the difference between IUT and SUT does not matter for the
discussion at hand, we may use either SUT, IUT or “the implementation” to
refer to the system under test.
Model-driven testing? Beyond the notion “model-based” there is, in our
view, the notion “model-driven”. To our understanding, the model-driven development approach takes automation a step further than we do with model-based
testing. In the model-driven development approach the focus is on automation, using (domain) models as input—all other artefacts are either generic or
automatically created from the models.
In our model-based testing approach we do have artefacts that are automatically created from models (test cases), and generic artefacts (the test tool), but
also at least one artefact that is, at least in some cases, neither generic, nor
automatically created: the “glue code” that allows the (generic) testing tool to
interact with the SUT. Typically, when, for a given SUT, there is no generic
“‘glue code” available, we create ad hoc “glue code”, by hand.
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A natural extension of our “model-based” approach would be to use, in
addition to models that describe the behaviour of the SUT, also models that
describe how the SUT interacts with its environment, such that also the “glue
code” can be automatically derived.
In this thesis we do discuss the functionality that has to be provided by
the “‘glue code”, but we leave the ability to automatically generate the “glue
code” from a model for future research. In this sense, we limit ourselves to
model-based testing.

1.2

Design Choices and Design Goal

Now that we discussed the concepts used to formulate the overall design goal
at the start of this chapter, we discuss how we mapped this overall goal on
functional and non-functional requirements. We do this in two steps. First,
in Section 1.2.1, we discuss the design choices that we made, i.e. those choices
that we made at the start of the design, to focus the design. These choices
constrain the design space. Then, in Section 1.2.2 we discuss the design goal,
i.e. we present the functional and non-functional requirements.

1.2.1

Design Choices and Criteria

State-of-the-art theory An important decision was to use existing, state
of the art theory, and not work on theoretical extensions. The theory that
we chose consists of a formal framework for conformance testing (we give an
overview in the first part of Chapter 2, ‘Theoretical Foundation’ on page 21)—
together with an instantiation of that framework (presented in the second part of
Chapter 2). The framework formalises the concepts that play a role in conformance testing, like model, implementation, test, observation, verdict, execution,
but also the concept of conformance itself—what does it take for a system to
conform to a specification—as abstract concepts, for which a concrete instantiation can be chosen. We chose to instantiate the framework with Tretmans’
ioco theory [Tre96, Tre08], with models that are (can be interpreted as) labelled
transition systems.
Modelling formalism and language The ioco theory that we use is defined
on models that are labelled transition systems (LTSes), i.e. models that describe
the behaviour of a system in terms of states and transitions between the states,
where the transitions are annotated with (action) labels that represent actions
of the system (interactions between the system and its environment). Thus, we
chose LTSes as the (abstract) model type on which we base our design.
For very small systems (toy examples) we may write (or draw) an LTS by
hand, but for bigger systems, describing the behaviour directly as an LTS is
cumbersome and, worse, error-prone. To describe the behaviour of bigger systems we typically use more higher-level description languages, like the processalgebras LOTOS [ISO89], mCRL2 [GKM+ 08], or Promela [Hol91], and then
derive the LTS from such higher-level description. Because, on the one hand,
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we had no clear preference for a higher-level modelling language, and on the
other hand, we wanted to be able to reuse existing tool support for such languages, we decided that for our tool design we should strive for independence
of modelling languages.
Coping with large models When describing a system in a higher-level language, it is not uncommon to obtain a model of which the LTS has a high,
or even infinite, number of states and transitions (state space). First creating
such large (or infinite) LTS from a model, and then reading the LTS into the
testing tool, may take a relatively long time (or not finish at all, in the case of
an infinite state space).
The ioco theory can handle models that have a large, even infinite, number of states, as long as each state has a finite number of outgoing transitions
(is finitely branching), and as long as there is no infinite sequence of internal
transitions (cycles of internal transitions are o.k.). The ioco theory can handle
large models, because in the test derivation algorithm, for each test step, the
algorithm only looks at the outgoing transitions of the “current set of model
states”. This set of model states initially only contains the initial state of the
model; after a test step this state set is updated to contain the destination states
of those transitions that correspond with the current test step.
Thus, for test derivation with ioco we can cope with large models by obtaining the LTS from the model on demand (on-the-fly), during (concurrent with
the) test derivation, as needed by the activity of test derivation. We chose to use
this way of accessing the LTS for our design, for two reasons. Firstly, because,
as we discussed already, it allows us to deal with large models. Secondly, because it seemed the most general way of obtaining the information necessary for
test derivation from a higher-level language model—and such generality seemed
beneficial to our design, given our decision to strive for independence of the modelling language. (A side effect of this choice is that we may not know how many
states and transitions the LTS of our higher-level model contains, which may
affect e.g. the ability to compute model coverage criteria like state-transition
coverage).
Black-box testing An immediate consequence of the choice for the ioco theory is the choice for black-box testing, with models that describe the interaction
between the system under test and its environment: that is what the ioco theory is about. And, as we wrote when we mentioned black-box testing as one of
the “kinds of testing” in Section 1.1: this is the natural way of testing, when
doing conformance testing. An advantage of this choice for black-box testing
is that we have rather limited requirements on the implementations that we
will test: We only have to be able to interact with them, i.e. it will not be a
problem when we do not have access to the actual implementation, for example
because it is at the other side of the network connection via which we access it,
or because it is running on (inside) an embedded device.
Test selection and test execution The theory describes how to derive test
cases, but does not say anything about test selection, nor about the relation
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between test derivation and test execution (i.e. about the choice between online and off-line testing), allowing us to take our own decision in this regard. We
decided that our design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line testing.
That said, we chose to focus mostly on on-line testing, because it is easier
to implement. Regarding test selection, we chose to support two approaches
that were based on available theory. Both approaches affect the test derivation
activity, because of our focus on on-line testing.
1. Our first selection approach is a simple one: to use a random walk in the
(state space of the) model.
2. Our second selection approach is based on the use of test purposes, where,
to us, a test purpose is a model of a part of the system behaviour that
we want to focus on during testing. During test derivation, a given test
purpose is used to guide the test to a part of the the system behaviour
(and thus, the corresponding part of the state space) that we want to focus
on.

1.2.2

Design Goal

The overall design goal stated at the beginning of this chapter can now, with
the help of the concepts and design choices discussed above, be broken down
into functional requirements (denoted by (f)) and non-functional requirements
(denoted by (nf)).
Functional requirements Expressed as functional requirements, our design
goal is:
1 (f). the tool should be based on ioco theory;
2 (f). the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics;
3 (f). the tool design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line testing;
4 (f). the tool should support on-line testing;
5 (f). the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages;
6 (f). the tool should support very large and infinite state space models;
7 (f). for on-line testing, the tool should support random mode and guided
mode;
8 (f). the tool design should make no assumptions about the SUT, except
that it is a reactive system.
Non-functional requirements In the design goal summary we mentioned
the following high-level non-functional requirements: (a) the tool should be
flexible, (b) it should be usable for education, and (c) it should be usable
outside an academic environment. These high-level requirements entail more
concrete requirements, some of which are functional, and some of which are
non-functional.
Ad a: Flexibility Flexibility of the tool translates to the following requirements about evolving the tool.
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9 (nf). it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress;
10 (nf). it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations;
11 (nf). it should be easy to incorporate new test selection strategies.
Ad b: Usability for education Use in education involves the following two
scenarios. Firstly, the tool should be usable in courses at bachelor or master
level, to allow the students to experience the concept of model-based testing.
In this scenario, the students use the tool not only to test real (toy) implementations, but also to compare models by testing (i.e. to obtain an answer to the
question: does an implementation, represented by given model i, conform to
the specification, represented by model m). Secondly, the tool should be usable
to explain, on an intuitive level, the basic principles of model-based testing, to
almost any person (but in particular: testers and managers). This means:
12 (nf). it should be easy to deploy the tool (install and use);
13 (f). it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for
use with the tool;
14 (f). the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it
implements, e.g. by visualisation;
15 (f). it should be possible to use a simulated model as system under test;
16 (nf). it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations (this
requirement is subsumed by requirement 24 below).
Ad c: Usability outside an academic context Usability outside an academic context involves two scenarios. Firstly, the tool should be usable by
students that need model-based testing functionality when doing an internship
or an external graduation project. Secondly, the tool should be usable by the
people (like experienced testers) at the company where the internship or graduation project takes place, or where a case study (that involves model-based
testing) takes place. This means:
12 (nf). (as for educational use) it should be easy to deploy the tool (install
and use);
17 (nf). it should be possible to use the tool without being an expert in the
theory that the tool implements;
18 (f). the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable for nonexperts;
19 (f). the design should allow use of modelling languages with suitable expressive power;
20 (f). it must be possible to validate the models, either in the tool, or using
external tools;
21 (f). the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis;
22 (f). the tool should be correct (i.e. it should correctly implement the
theory);
23 (nf). the tool should have sufficient performance to be usable;
24 (nf). it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under test (this
requirement subsumes requirement 16).
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Validation

Here we discuss how the design goal can be validated. In Chapter 8 we do the
actual validation. In that chapter, we evaluate to what extent the design goal
is fulfilled. That evaluation is preceded by a discussion of the “evidence” that
is used in the evaluation: two implementations of our design, TorX [BFdV+ 99]
and JTorX [Bel10], case studies done with these implementations, their use in
research and industry, and results of a questionnaire posed to users.
Below, we discuss each of the requirements in turn.
Ad 1 (f ): the tool should be based on ioco theory. In Chapter 2 we show
the ioco test derivation algorithm. In Chapter 3 we discuss the architecture of
our tool for model-based testing, and we show how the ioco test derivation can
be performed by the components in our architecture.
Ad 2 (f ): the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics.
In Chapter 3 we discuss our architecture for test derivation and execution. In
Section 4.2.1 we discuss the decomposition of the test derivation component of
that architecture into two sub-components: (1) a modelling-language-specific
one, that provides access to the LTS of the model, and (2) a generic one, that
does the ioco test derivation using the interface provided by the modellinglanguage-specific sub-component.
Ad 3 (f ): the tool design should be suitable for both on-line and
off-line testing. In Chapter 3 we discuss our architecture for test derivation
and execution. In Section 3.4 we discuss how it supports on-line testing; in
Section 3.6 we discuss how it supports off-line testing.
Ad 4 (f ): the tool should support on-line testing. In Section 3.4 we
decompose the tool into components and show an algorithm for on-line testing
that does its work using these components.
Ad 5 (f ): the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages. In Section 4.2.1 we show how we decomposed the test
derivation component into two sub-components: (1) a modelling-languagespecific one, that provides access to the LTS of the model, and (2) a generic
one, that does the ioco test derivation using the interface provided by the
modelling-language-specific sub-component. In this way, instances of the first
sub-component hide modelling language specific details from the rest of the tool.
Ad 6 (f ): the tool should support very large and infinite state space
models. In Section 4.2.2 we discuss the interface between the modellinglanguage-specific and the modelling-language-independent test derivation subcomponents; this interface offers on-the-fly model access, which provides support
for infinite state space models.
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Ad 7 (f ): for on-line testing, the tool should support random mode
and guided mode. In Section 3.4 we discuss the random mode, and in Section 3.5 the guided mode.
Ad 8 (f ): the tool design should make no assumptions about the
SUT, except that it is a reactive system. In our architecture, the adapter
component provides an abstract interface to the SUT (i.e. the “glue code” that
provides the connection between tester and SUT). This interface, which we
discuss in Section 3.4.2, only assumes that we can provide stimuli to the SUT,
and obtain responses from the SUT.
Ad 9 (nf ): it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress.
In Section 8.5.2 we validate this requirement by discussing the impact on the
design of our tool of (i) a change in the ioco theory, and (ii) the addition of
the ability to deal with divergence (τ -loops).
Ad i: In the initial definition in [Tre96] test cases were not input-enabled,
i.e. in a test step, in which the tester would try to apply a stimulus, the tester
would not be willing to accept a response from the SUT. In [Tre08] this was
revised to make test cases input-enabled: the tester is always willing to accept
a response from the SUT.
We evolved the design of our tool over time, and, a number of years after
our initial implementation TorX, we made a reimplementation JTorX [Bel10].
Initially, in TorX, we used the initial ioco definition; later, in JTorX, we used
the revised definition.
Ad ii: The ioco theory of [Tre96, Tre08] explicitly rules out models with τ cycles. In [Sto12, STS13] ioco is also defined in case of divergence. In Section 4.1
we discuss the changes necessary to our design to include basic support for
divergence.
Ad 10 (nf ): it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations. In Section 8.5.2 we validate this requirement by discussing the impact
of the addition of support for the uioco conformance relation [vdBRT04]. Initially, we only supported test derivation based on ioco; later we added support
for uioco. (It should be noted, though, that uioco is very similar to ioco.)
Ad 11 (nf ): it should be easy to incorporate new test selection
strategies. In Section 8.5.2 we validate this requirement by discussing how
we, for a case study, delegated the selection of the next test step to a separate
component in the architecture.
Ad 12 (nf ): it should be easy to deploy the tool (install and use). In
Chapter 8 we discuss experience with the tool; this includes experience reported
by users in publications about case studies done with the tool, and experience
reported in response to a questionnaire. In Section 8.5.3 we use this experience
to validate this requirement.
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Ad 13 (f ): it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for use with the tool. As indicated above, the tool design allows
the use of multiple different concrete modelling languages. JTorX has built-in
support for the GraphML [Gra12] format that is written by the graph editor
yEd [yWo]. This graph editor allows creation of models by drawing them.
Moreover, the layout of GraphML models is respected by the visualisation of
JTorX. We discuss the former in Section 4.2.4 and the latter in Section 4.2.5.
We use a questionnaire to get information about the user’s perception.
Ad 14 (f ): the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it implements, e.g. by visualisation. We have chosen to
provide insight in the test derivation algorithm, by using visualisation to show
the relation between the model and the test steps that are derived from it. In
Section 4.2.5 we discuss the impact of this choice on the design. Moreover, JTorX contains an interactive simulator (see Section A.2), which is coupled to the
visualisation functionality. We do not discuss details of the interactive simulator
in this thesis.
Ad 15 (f ): it should be possible to use a simulated model as system
under test. As we discuss in Chapter 5, in our design the adapter component
provides the connection (the “glue code”) between the generic functionality of
our tool, and a given SUT. We have a few generic instances of the adapter
component, one which allows us to use a simulated model as SUT. We mention
this adapter instance in the introduction to Chapter 5.
Ad 16 (nf ): it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations. Among the generic instances of the adapter component which
are mentioned above Ad 15 (f), there are two that are specifically designed to
make it simple to connect to a toy SUT. These adapter instances expect that
the SUT interacts either on its standard input and standard output, or via a
TCP connection. They also expect that the SUT interacts using messages that
are a textual representation of the interaction description in the model, i.e. messages that are a textual representation of the labels of the LTS. We discuss these
adapter instances in Section 5.1.1.
Ad 17 (f ): it should be possible to use the tool without being an
expert in the theory that the tool implements. In Chapter 8 we discuss
the experience with the tool. In Section 8.5.3 we discuss to what extent the
reported experience allows us to validate this requirement.
Ad 18 (f ): the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable
for non-experts. Any language, of which the semantics can be expressed as
an LTS, can be used with the tool, as long as a modelling-language-specific
model-access component for the language is available. It may not always be
feasible to construct such model-access component. However, if there is an
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interactive simulator for the language available, and an API to access the LTSrelated data structures inside it (states, transitions, labels), it may be possible
to construct a model-access component, based on the simulator. In Section 4.2.2
we discuss the interface that a model-access component must provide.
Ad 19 (f ): the design should allow use of modelling languages with
suitable expressive power. In Chapter 8 we discuss the experience with the
tool. In particular, we list the case studies that have been carried out, and with
each case study we indicate the modelling language (formalism) that was used.
In Section 8.5.3 we use this information—where we pay special attention to the
suitability of the modelling language to represent the behaviour of the SUT—to
validate this requirement.
Ad 20 (f ): it must be possible to validate the models, either in the
tool, or using external tools. For modelling formalisms that have their
own tool environment, typically this tool environment contains functionality to
validate the model, like an interactive simulator, or model-checking functionality. However, not all modelling formalisms that we support in JTorX have
a tool environment that contains this kind of functionality. Examples of such
formalisms are the GraphML formalism, and the GraphViz input language. As
discussed in Section A.2, we integrated an interactive simulator in our tool (in
the JTorX implementation of our design), to provide at least some validation
functionality for such formalisms.
Ad 21 (f ): the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis. The tools produce a test log that contains, for all test steps that were
executed, (i) a timestamp, (ii) the model representation of the interaction with
the SUT, (iii) information about the states and transitions that have been traversed in the model, (iv) a concrete representation of the interaction with the
SUT, when reported by the “glue code” that connects the tool to the SUT.
We don’t discuss further details about these logs in this thesis. In Chapter 7
we discuss a case study in greater detail. There we present information that is
obtained from log file analysis during the case study.
Ad 22 (f ): the tool should be correct. What we mean is: the tool should
not give a fail verdict for a correct (conforming) implementation (i.e. the tool
should be sound ), and, moreover, testing a non-conforming implementation
with the tool should eventually—ideally in a reasonable amount of time, even
though in practice it may take longer than we are willing to wait—produce a
fail verdict (the tool should not have inherent blind spots). In Chapter 8 we
discuss experience with the tool; in none of the cases correctness of the tool was
an issue. In one of the case studies, discussed in Section B.1, we created 25
mutants from an assumed-to-be-correct program, by introducing errors into it,
and used the tool to identify the erroneous mutants. To our surprise, the tool
was unable to find errors in two of the mutants. After analysis, we found that
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the model, used for testing, was incomplete in one aspect, and did not contain
the scenario that was necessary to trigger that particular error.

Ad 23 (nf ): the tool should have sufficient performance to be usable.
In Chapters 7 and 8 we discuss the experience with the tool. In all cases tool
performance sufficed to carry out the case study, even when in some of the case
studies it initially took some work to obtain sufficient performance. In most
of the discussed case studies we did not look at performance in detail. We
did study performance of the tool in more detail in the case study discussed
in Chapter 7. In Section 8.5.3 we use the experience results to validate this
requirement.

Ad 24 (nf ): it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under
test. In Chapter 8 we discuss experience with the tool; for each case study we
indicate how we connected the tool to the SUT. In Section 8.5.3 we discuss to
what extent this experience allows us to validate this requirement.

1.3

Overview

For easy reference, we list the functional requirements in Table 1.1, and the nonfunctional ones in Tables 1.2 (non-functional requirements w.r.t. development
of the tool) and 1.3 (non-functional requirements w.r.t. use of the tool).
requirement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
13
14
15
18
19
20
21
22

the tool should be based on ioco theory
the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics
the tool design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line testing
the tool should support on-line testing
the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages
the tool should support very large and infinite state space models
for on-line testing, the tool should support random mode and guided mode
the tool design should make no assumptions about the SUT, except that it is a
reactive system
it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for use with the
tool
the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it implements,
e.g. by visualisation
it should be possible to use a simulated model as system under test
the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable for non-experts
the design should allow use of modelling languages with suitable expressive power
it must be possible to validate the models, either in the tool, or using external
tools
the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis
the tool should be correct

Table 1.1: Functional requirements

1
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requirement

9
10
11

it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress
it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations
it should be easy to incorporate new test selection strategies

Table 1.2: Non-functional requirements w.r.t. development of the tool
requirement
12
16
17
23
24

it should be easy to deploy the tool (install and use)
it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations
it should be possible to use the tool without being an expert in the theory that
the tool implements
the tool should have sufficient performance to be usable
it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under test (subsumes 16)

Table 1.3: Non-functional requirements w.r.t. use of the tool

1.4

Synopsis

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 serves as starting point for the remaining chapters in this thesis:
it provides the reader with a formal background for the remaining chapters.
This chapter only recapitulates theory published by others.
Chapter 3 introduces the global architecture of TorX. The main decomposition into components was, in my recollection, more or less a group decision in
the Côte-de-Resyste project. Our contribution is in the design of the interfaces
and the algorithms.
Chapter 4 discusses the test derivation engine of TorX. First the basic test
derivation engine is introduced; subsequently it is shown how this can be extended with means to guide the test derivation. Again, the main decomposition
into components was a group decisions; our contribution lies in the interfaces
and the algorithms.
Chapter 5 discusses the test execution engine of TorX, and in particular
the TorX component (to which we refer as Adapter) that is responsible for the
connection to and interaction with the system under test. We first present three
example Adapter instances, and then present our Adapter design. Our contribution consists of the design of the example Adapter instances (even though
typically case studies are a collaborative effort, we did design these), and of our
Adapter design.
Chapter 6 discusses extensions to deal with symbolic treatment of data and
time. Our contribution to this chapter is the (A)PTS formalism, which we use
to describe the interfaces in the symbolic setting, and the extensions to our
design that allow us to use the symbolic and timed Explorer components, which
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were all (with the exception of SmileExp) designed and developed by others.
The other theory presented in this chapter (e.g. about STS) recapitulates work
published by others.
Chapter 7 presents a case study: Model-based specification, implementation
and testing of a software bus at Neopost. The work in this case study was
done in two phases: a first phase, which took place during the internship of
a student at Neopost, and a second phase in which we tried to evaluate the
thoroughness of the model-based testing that had taken place in the first phase.
Our contribution consists of the work done in the second phase; in the first
phase, the work was done by the student.
Chapter 8 presents an evaluation of our design w.r.t. the design requirements.
This evaluation is preceded by the ‘evidence’ on which the evaluation is based,
i.e., by a discussion of case studies that have been done with TorX and JTorX,
of the use of TorX and JTorX for research and for education, and of the relevant
responses to a questionnaire about them.
Chapter 9 summarises the thesis, presents overall conclusions and ideas for
future work.
Appendix A discusses two implementations of our design: TorX and JTorX.
Our contribution consists of the design and implementation of these two tools.
Appendix B gives additional details about the case studies presented in
Chapter 8. Typically, case studies are an collaborative effort.
For the “Conference Protocol Entity” case, our contribution was on the test
tool, the Adapter, and the actual test runs; the models and implementations
were produced by other team members.
For the “EasyLink” case, our contribution was mostly on the test tool, and
in the collaborative solving of problems as they arose once we started running
the tests (like dealing with the unknown initial state of the television set); model
and Adapter were created by other team members.
For the “Oosterschelde Storm Surge Barrier” case our contribution was in
the model, in a small Adapter to connect TorX to the already existing test
environment, and in running the tests.
For the “Myrianed Protocol Entity” case our contribution was again in creation of a model (this time for JTorX) and in a small Adapter to connect the
testing tool to a testing environment created by the company that developed
the Myrianed Protocol Entity, and in testing with JTorX. Other persons made
the models, and ran the tests, with other testing tools.
For the “RiverCrossing Puzzle” case, our contribution was in creation of an
Adapter, and of a visualisation of the IUT; the IUT itself was created by Mark
Timmer (another member of the teaching team of the Testing Techniques course
for which this “case” was developed), and the model was decided on by the team
in a collaborative effort.
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gives the questions and responses of the questionnaire.

2
Chapter 2

Theoretical Foundation
In the previous chapter we formulated requirements on our testing tool design.
In this chapter we give a brief overview of the main existing theory that forms
the foundation of our work.
Model-based testing (black box conformance testing) studies the relation
between a specification of a system and an implementation of that specification,
i.e. the working system. The question that it tries to get an answer to is whether
or not a given system implementation “is a correct implementation of” or “does
conform to” a given specification. Because the implementation is treated as a
black box, the method to get an answer is testing: performing experiments on
the implementation and observing the responses. The left part of Figure 2.1
sketches the process of model-based testing. The idea is that to test whether
implementation IUT “conforms to” specification s we apply test suite Ts . If
IUT passes all tests, it conforms to s.
Mere conformance of an IUT to a specification s is no guarantee for a useful
product, as we will try to illustrate with the following example. Imagine the
following specification for a coffee- and tea machine. After a user inserted a coin
of the right value, the machine must offer the user the ability to choose between
coffee and tea, and then it will serve the chosen drink. However, the machine
may also decide to immediately return the coin, instead of offering the choice
between coffee and tea. This would be correct behaviour when the machine is
unable to produce coffee or tea, for example because it has run out of coffee or
tea. The choice between returning the coin and offering the choice between coffee and tea can not be controlled from outside of the machine. A machine that
accepts a coin, and then immediately returns it would be a valid implementation
of such a specification. However, to a typical user this would be a fairly useless
implementation. Therefore, an extension to the process of model based testing
has been proposed, orthogonal to the notion of “conforms to”, that allows us
to test whether an IUT “exhibits” interesting behaviour p—“interesting behaviour” p is referred to as a test purpose. The right part of Figure 2.1 visualises
this extension. For the example above “interesting behaviour” would consist of
the two scenarios in which the machine, after insertion of a coin, offers the user
the choice between coffee and tea, and then produces the chosen drink.
21
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In this chapter we present existing theory that allows formal reasoning about
this process of model based testing. This theory is presented in four parts.
test purpose
p
specification
s

exhibits
specification
s

conforms-to
Test
Derivation

conforms-to
Test
Derivation

implementation
IUT
test suite
Ts

implementation
IUT
test suite
Ts

Test
Execution
Test
Execution
verdict
verdict

Figure 2.1: Left: Schematic view of model-based testing. Right: This framework, extended for testing whether the implementation exhibits a given interesting behaviour.
In Section 2.1, we show the general framework of formal methods in conformance testing which defines concepts and their relationships. A more detailed
exposition of this framework can be found in [BAL+ 90, Tre94, ISO96, Tre99].
In Section 2.2 we will instantiate this framework with a particular notion
of “conforms to”. We have chosen to base our work on a conformance relation
called ioco [Tre96, Tre08] (design requirement 1). Note that on a practical level
the most important thing is that to be able to build tools we do need a notion
of conformance; which particular notion of conformance is chosen may not be
that relevant.
In Section 2.3, we show an extension of the general framework of formal
methods in conformance testing with concepts that allow reasoning about when
an IUT “exhibits” interesting behaviour.
In Section 2.4 we instantiate this extended framework with a particular
notion of “exhibits”.
Bibliographic note The remainder of this chapter is effectively a summary
of chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 of [Tre02] and of parts of [Tre08] (Sections 2.1 and 2.2),
and of parts of [dV01] (Sections 2.3 and 2.4), mostly by omitting information
deemed irrelevant for the presentation here, and paraphrasing or (almost) verbatim including relevant information.
This presentation differs with these sources in one respect: in this presentation we do not use the separate action θ to represent quiescence in test cases,
but for simplicity we use δ instead.
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Formal Framework for Conformance Testing

We reason about conformance testing in the formal world of mathematics; to
do that we need in the formal world representations of the “ingredients” that
we want to reason about, most of which are shown in Figure 2.1, i.e. the specification, the implementation, the conformance relation, the test suite, test
derivation, test execution and the verdict. We assume SPECS to be the set of
all specifications, and thus s ∈ SPECS ; we assume IMPS to be the set of all
implementations, so IUT ∈ IMPS . Now we would like to have a formal relation
between s and IUT, like conforms-to ⊆ IMPS × SPECS , but that is where
we face a problem: the system implementation is not a formal object, it is a
concrete object like a piece of hardware or software and it is difficult to formally relate to that (we assume formal specifications written down in languages
that have a formally defined semantics so specifications are formal objects). We
work around this problem by making an assumption, the so-called test hypothesis, which says that each possible concrete implementation in IMPS has a
corresponding model in the formal world. It is sufficient to assume that such
formal model exists, we do not need to assume that we a priori know the model.
We assume MODS to be the set of models of implementations, and we use
iIUT ∈ MODS to denote the model of implementation IUT ∈ IMPS . The test
hypothesis allows formal reasoning about conformance between specifications
and (models of) implementations, and formally expressing such conformance as
a relation: the implementation relation imp (also referred to as conformance
relation), where imp ⊆ MODS × SPECS . We can now mirror the informal
relation conforms-to between IMPS and SPECS in the informal world by
the (formal) relation imp between MODS and SPECS in the formal world,
as depicted in Figure 2.2, and we say that IUT is correct with respect to s,
i.e. IUT conforms-to s, if and only if relation imp holds between iIUT and s:
iIUT imp s.
IUT conforms-to s =def iIUT imp s

(2.1)

Physical world

Formal world

specifications
SPECS

specifications
SPECS

IUT conforms-to s
implementations
IMPS

iIUT imp s
models of
implementations
MODS

Figure 2.2: Relating implementations and implementation models with specifications.
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Because the implementation is treated as a black box, we can only experience
its behaviour by interacting with it: by performing experiments on it and observing the reactions. Also these experiments are formalised. The specification
of each such experiment is called a test case, and the process of performing such
experiment on an implementation under test is called test execution. A single
test case may be applied to an implementation more than once; the application
of a test case to an implementation is called a test run. Each test run results in
an observation. We formalise this as follows. We assume TESTS to be the set of
all test cases, and OBS the set of all observations. We represent the application
of test case t ∈ TESTS on implementation IUT (multiple times, when necessary to get all different test runs) by EXEC(t, IUT). Due to non-deterministic
behaviour of the implementation different test runs of the same test case on the
same implementation may result in different observations and thus we say that
the result of EXEC(t, IUT) consists of a set of observations, i.e. it is a subset
of OBS . Since IUT is not a formal object, EXEC is not a formal concept; it
just represents the concrete execution of a test case. We mirror the concrete
execution EXEC(t, IUT) in the formal world as obs(t, iIUT ) using observation
function obs : TESTS × MODS → P(OBS). Here we used P(OBS) to denote
the powerset of OBS (the set of all subsets of OBS).
The essence of formal testing now is that we assume that we cannot distinguish the real IUT from its formal model iIUT by executing tests and comparing
observations (essentially formalising what is said in the test hypothesis):
∀IUT ∈ IMPS ∃iIUT ∈ MODS ∀t ∈ TESTS : EXEC(t, IUT) = obs(t, iIUT )
(2.2)
With the result of executing a test on an implementation a verdict is associated, which is either pass or fail. We formalise this using a family of verdict
functions vt : P(OBS ) → {pass, fail} that for each test case t associate a verdict with the set of observations that results from executing the test case. We
can now define what it means to pass a test:
IUT passes t =def vt (EXEC(t, IUT)) = pass

(2.3)

To pass a test suite T ⊆ TESTS all tests in it must be passed:
IUT passes T ⇔ ∀t ∈ T : IUT passes t

(2.4)

The test suite is failed if it does not pass:
IUT fails T ⇔ IUT passes
/
T

(2.5)

We now have almost all the ingredients to talk about test execution in the
informal world and to reason about conformance in the formal world. What is
missing is how we get a test suite, and how we get the verdict functions for the
test cases in it. We assume that for each implementation relation imp that we
are interested in we can come up with a test derivation algorithm genimp that
from a specification s ∈ SP ECS derives a set of test cases Ts ⊆ TESTS , i.e.
we can see test derivation as a function genimp : SPECS → P(TESTS ), with
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the associated family of verdict functions. The actual algorithm and verdict
functions depend on the actual relation that we are interested in.
Now that we know how we will get test cases from a specification, we can
make the connection between the test execution in the informal world and the
reasoning about conformance in the formal world. We do that by making the
connection between conforms-to and passes.
IUT fails Ts
IUT passes Ts

IUT conforms-to
/
s

IUT conforms-to s

Figure 2.3: Correct and incorrect implementations pass and fail tests
Given a specification s, an implementation IUT and a test suite Ts we have
that either IUT conforms-to s or IUT conforms-to
/
s and either IUT passes Ts
or IUT fails Ts . We illustrate this in Figure 2.3. In this figure the box represents all possible implementations. Those implementations that conforms-to s
are at the right hand side of the vertical line that divides the box. Those that
conforms-to
/
s are at the left. Those implementations that pass the test suite
are inside the ellipse, those outside if fail it. We now have two “problematic”
areas in the box: we have implementations that fail even though they conform,
and we have implementations that pass even though they do not conform. We
call a test suite sound if the only implementations that fail are those that do
not conform (however, some non-conforming implementations may pass). This
is a very important property because when it holds each test execution failure
is a symptom of a genuine error, i.e. there are no “false negatives”. Formally:
IUT conforms-to s ⇒ IUT passes Ts

(2.6)

We call a test suite exhaustive if all implementations that do not conform do not
pass, i.e. if an implementation does pass we are guaranteed that it conforms
(however, also implementations that do conform may fail). Formally:
IUT conforms-to s ⇐ IUT passes Ts

(2.7)

We call a test suite complete if it is both sound and exhaustive, i.e. the test
suite perfectly distinguishes between implementations that conform and those
that do not conform. Formally:
IUT conforms-to s ⇔ IUT passes Ts

(2.8)

Completeness is a very strong requirement. We may need a very large (possibly
infinite) test suite to realise this; executing an infinite test suite is not a very
practical thing to do. In the figure, the test suite is complete when the ellipse
coincides with the right part of the box.
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To do real testing we have to instantiate the model with a “real” relation
imp, for which we need a test derivation algorithm (and corresponding verdict functions). When we want to show that the test suites that we derive
for a particular relation imp are sound or exhaustive we can do the necessary
mathematical reasoning in the formal world, reasoning about models of implementations. For soundness resp. exhaustiveness we have to prove, on the level
of models, the left-to-right resp. the right-to-left implication of:
∀i ∈ MODS : i imp s ⇔ ∀t ∈ T : vt (obs(t, i)) = pass

(2.9)

If we have proven completeness on the level of models, and we have reason to
believe that the test hypothesis holds, then we obtain as consequence that we
can decide on conformance of an implementation with respect to a specification
by means of a testing procedure.
To conclude our discussion of the framework we give in Table 2.1 an overview
of the elements that we have seen.
physical ingredients:
black-box implementation
execution of a test case

IUT belongs to IMPS
EXEC(t, IUT)

formal ingredients:
specification
model of implementation
implementation relation

s ∈ SPECS
iIUT ∈ MODS
imp

test case
observations
model of execution of a
test case
verdict functions
test derivation algorithm
assumptions:
test hypothesis

prove obligations:
soundness
exhaustiveness

t ∈ TESTS
OBS
obs : TESTS × MODS → P(OBS )
vt : P(OBS ) → {pass, fail}
genimp : SPECS → P(TESTS )

for all IUT some iIUT models IUT
obs(t, iIUT ) models EXEC(t, IUT)
genimp is sound for any s ∈ SPECS
genimp is exhaustive for any s ∈ SPECS

Table 2.1: The ingredients of the formal testing framework

Extensions Several extensions have been made to this framework. Two of
them are important to us. The first enhances the framework to formally deal
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with the test context (as discussed in the previous chapter on page 8). We will
come back to this in Chapter 5. The other enhances the framework to formally
deal with test purposes to guide the test derivation such that the resulting tests
trigger the implementation to exhibit a particular behaviour of interest. We will
come back to this in Chapter 4.

2.2

Instantiating the Formal Framework

We will instantiate the framework with the implementation relation that interests us: ioco. Before we discuss the ioco relation itself we present the
concepts needed for its definition. In particular, we will first choose the formalisms that we will use to represent specifications, models of implementations,
and tests, and we will discuss what we mean by test execution. The choices
that we make here are such that they nicely provide what is needed to define
ioco. Only then we will discuss the ioco implementation relation, after which
we will show a test derivation algorithm for ioco.

2.2.1

Specifications

Labelled Transition Systems
We will use labelled transition systems as formal representation of specifications.
Labelled transition systems are commonly used as a semantic model of formal
specification languages, and there exists much theory on labelled transition systems.
Definition 2.2.1
A labelled transition system (LTS) consists of a 4-tuple hS, L, T, s0 i with S a
countable, non-empty set of states, L a countable set of labels, T ⊆ S × (L ∪
{τ }) × S the transition relation, and s0 ∈ S the initial state.
2
We use the labels in L to represent observable actions of the system and τ
to represent internal actions that cannot be observed from outside the system.
We use Lτ to denote L ∪ {τ }. When a state cannot do an internal (τ ) action we
µ
call it stable. We often write s −−
→ s0 for a transition µ from state s to state s0
0
(this corresponds with hs, µ, s i of the transition relation). We interpret this as:
when the system is in state s it may perform action µ and go to state s0 . We
represent a labelled transition system by a directed, edge-labelled graph where
nodes represent states and edges represent transitions.
We call the composition of a (finite) number of transitions in a row as in
µ1
µn
···
s1 −−
→ s2 −−
→ sn−1 −−
→ sn a computation. It reflects both observable behaviour
of the system (the sequence of actions, i.e. the transition labels) and “internal”
information about system that usually can not be observed from the outside (the
state in which the system is). If we take a computation and “abstract away”
the information about the states we get a trace of the computation: a finite
sequence of actions. The set of all finite sequences of actions over L is denoted
by L∗ , and we use  to denote the empty sequence. We denote concatenation of

2
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sequences σ1 , σ2 ∈ L∗ as σ1 ·σ2 . The computation above has the following trace:
µ1 ·. . .·µn . Of course, many different computations may lead to the same trace.
Definition 2.2.2
Consider labelled transition system hS, L, T, s0 i, let s, s0 ∈ S, let µ(i) ∈ Lτ , let
a(i) ∈ L, and σ ∈ L∗ :
µ1 ·...·µn
µ1
µ2
µn
1. s −−
−−−−→ s0 =def ∃s0 , . . . , sn : s = s0 −−
→ s1 −−
→ . . . −−
→ sn = s0
µ1 ·...·µn
µ1 ·...·µn
0
0
2. s −−−−−−→ =def ∃s : s −−−−−−→ s
µ ·...·µn
µ1 ·...·µn
3. s −−−1−−−−
→
/ =def not ∃s0 : s −−
−−−−→ s0

τ ·...·τ
4. s =⇒ s0 =def s = s0 or s −−
−−→ s0
a


a
0
5. s =⇒ s =def ∃s1 , s2 : s =⇒ s1 −→
s2 =⇒ s0
a1 ·...·an
a
a
a
6. s ======⇒ s0 =def ∃s0 , . . . , sn : s = s0 ==1⇒ s1 ==2⇒ . . . ==n⇒ sn = s0
σ
σ
7. s =⇒ =def ∃s0 : s =⇒ s0
σ

σ

8. s =6 ⇒ =def not ∃s0 : s =⇒ s0

2

We will not always distinguish between a labelled transition system and its
initial state: we may identify a process p = hS, L, T, s0 i with its initial state s0
σ
σ
and write, for example, p =⇒ s1 instead of s0 =⇒ s1 .
We now define a number of functions that we use on labelled transition
systems. We use init(p) to denote the outgoing transitions of a state p in a
labelled transition system. We use traces(p) to denote the set of traces from
a state p of a labelled transition system. We use p after σ to denote the set
of states that we can reach (“end up in”) starting from state p by doing the
transitions in σ, and we use P after σ to denote the set of states that we can
reach by doing the transitions in σ when starting from a set of states P . The
expression P refuses A is true if at least one of the states in P can not “do”
(has no outgoing transition for) any of the labels in A, and also has no outgoing
transition labelled τ . We use der(p) to denote the set of states that we can
reach from state p.
Definition 2.2.3
Consider labelled transition system hS, L, T, s0 i, let P ⊆ S, let p, p0 ∈ S, let
A ⊆ L, and let σ ∈ L∗ .
µ
1. init(p) =def {µ ∈ Lτ | p −−
→}
σ
∗
2. traces(p) =def {σ ∈ L | p =⇒ }
σ
0
0
3. p after σ =def {p
S | p =⇒ p }
4. P after σ =def
{ p after σ | p ∈ P }
µ
5. P refuses A =def ∃p ∈ P, ∀µ ∈ A ∪ {τ } : p −−→
/
σ
0
∗
0
6. der(p) =def {p | ∃σ ∈ L : p =⇒ p }
2
A failure trace is a trace consisting of actions and refusals. Each action
reflects a behaviour that a system is able to do, just like in an ordinary trace.
Each refusal reflects behaviour that a system is not able to do. A refusal is
represented by the set of actions A ⊆ L that the system is not able to do
(refuses to do) in a particular state. We only allow refusals in stable states
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(states without outgoing τ transition). We can extend a labelled transition
system with refusal transitions to make the refusals explicit. We do this by
adding a self loop transition to each stable state. The self loop transition is
labelled with the set of actions refused in that stable state. Formally, the refusal
µ
A
transition p −−
→ p for a state p in a labelled transition system means that p −−→
/
for any µ ∈ (A ∪ {τ }). We use F traces(p) to denote the set of failure traces
from a state p of a labelled transition system. In its definition we use P(L) to
denote the powerset of L: the set of all subsets of L: P(L) =def {L0 | L0 ⊆ L}.
Definition 2.2.4
Consider labelled transition system hS, L, T, s0 i, let P ⊆ S, let p, p0 ∈ S, let
σ ∈ L∗ , and let A ⊆ L.
µ
A
1. p −−
→ p0 =def p = p0 and ∀µ ∈ (A ∪ {τ }) : p −−→
/
φ

2. F traces(p) =def {φ ∈ (L ∪ P(L))∗ | p =⇒ }

2

We now define the class of transition systems that we will use as the basic
class for our models. We will denote it as LT S(L).
Definition 2.2.5
Consider labelled transition system hS, L, T, s0 i, and let p ∈ S.
1. p has finite behaviour if there is a natural number n such that all traces
in traces(p) have length smaller than n
2. p is finite state if the number of reachable states der(p) is finite.
3. p is deterministic if, for all σ ∈ L∗ , p after σ has at most one element.
If σ ∈ traces(p), then p after σ may be overloaded to denote this element.
4. p is image finite if, for all σ ∈ L∗ , p after σ is finite.
5. p is strongly converging if there is no state of p that can perform an infinite
sequence of internal transitions.
6. LT S(L) is the class of all image finite and strongly converging labelled
transition systems with labels in L.
2
The restriction of LT S(L) to image finite and strongly converging transition
systems makes it possible to algorithmically compute an after -set. As we will
see in Algorithm 2.2.18 on page 39, this computation is a crucial element of our
test derivation algorithm.
We let two labelled transition systems p and q interact by composing them
in parallel, denoted by pkq. The systems that are composed in parallel must
synchronise on identical labels. This means that for an observable action a ∈ L
a
to “happen” ( i.e. pkq −→
) both labelled transition systems must be willing to
a
“do” action a, i.e. in both systems action a must be enabled (thus: p −→
and
a
q −→ ). If that is the case, both systems do the corresponding transition at the
same moment. When both systems offer more than one interaction then it is
assumed that by some mysterious negotiation mechanism they will agree on a
common interaction. A system can autonomously decide to “do” an internal
action (a transition labelled with τ ). As a consequence, a system can only
make progress on observable actions in cooperation with its environment (and
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autonomously, by τ transitions). If an observable action is enabled in one system
but not in the other (not even after performing τ transitions), the action cannot
“happen” and the latter system is said to block the action.
Definition 2.2.6
We define operator k : LT S(L) × LT S(L) → LT S(L) by the following inference
rules:
τ
τ
1. p −−
→ p0 ` pkq −−
→ p0 kq
τ
τ
0
2. q −−→ q ` pkq −−→ pkq 0
a
a
a
3. p −→
p0 , q −→
q 0 , a ∈ L ` pkq −→
p0 kq 0
2
This way of composing systems gives us synchronous symmetric communication between a system and its environment. We call it synchronous because
when an interaction occurs, it occurs at exactly the same time in both composed systems. We call it symmetric because all actions are treated in the same
way for both communicating partners – there is no notion of input or output,
initiative or direction. We depict this in Figure 2.4.
system

environment

Figure 2.4: Symmetric communication between system and environment

Inputs and Outputs We have seen that with labelled transition systems we
have synchronous symmetric communication between a system and its environment. There is no notion of initiative or direction, nor of input or output
associated with this kind of communication.
Many real systems do not abstract from initiative and direction: they make
a distinction between actions initiated by their environment, i.e. inputs, and
actions initiated by themselves, i.e. outputs. To model such systems, our formalism needs to be able to express asymmetric communication between a system
and its environment, as depicted in Figure 2.5.
system

environment

Figure 2.5: Asymmetric communication between system and environment
We define labelled transition systems with inputs and outputs to model systems for which the set of actions is partitioned into input actions contained in
an input label set LI and output actions contained in an output label set LU .
Definition 2.2.7
A labelled transition system with inputs and outputs is a 5-tuple hS, LI , LU , T, s0 i
where
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◦ hS, LI ∪ LU , T, s0 i is a labelled transition system in LT S(LI ∪ LU );
◦ LI and LU are countable sets of input labels and output labels, respectively, which are disjoint: LI ∩ LU = ∅.
The class of labelled transition system with inputs in LI and outputs in LU
is denoted as LT S(LI , LU ).
2

Instantiation of the formal framework We now instantiate SPECS in the
formal framework.
For specifications we allow the use of labelled transition systems, or any
formal language with a labelled transition system semantics. The actions of
the transition system must be known, and, it must be possible to partition
the actions into inputs and outputs, denoted by LI and LU respectively. No
restrictions are imposed on inputs or outputs. So, we instantiate SPECS with
LT S(LI , LU ).

Notation for Labelled Transition Systems
To denote a labelled transition system we use at some places in this thesis
a notation that is based on notation that is used in process-algebra [BPS01,
Fok00], for example in definition 2.2.13 on page 34 and Algorithm 2.2.18 on
page 39.
This notation denotes the behaviour of so-called processes, in terms of the
temporal ordering of actions. This ordering is expressed using behaviour-expressions.
We
P construct these behaviour expressions using three operators: “;”, “+” and
“ ”. Each behaviour expression that we construct with these operators corresponds to a labelled transition system, in which the actions correspond to
transitions labelled with the action names.
We use the action-prefix operator “;” to denote that a given action is followed by subsequent behaviour: B ::= a; B 0 . For example, p := a; p0 denotes
a
a transition system with state set {p, p0 }, label set {a}, transition p −→
p0 , and
initial state p.
The summation operator “+” denotes a choice between behaviours: B ::=
B1 + B2 . In the corresponding labelled transition system we have transitions for
B ::= B1 and for B := B2 . For example, p0 := a; pa + b; pb denotes a transition
a
b
system with state set {p0 , pa , pb }, label set {a, b}, transitions {p0 −→
pa , p0 −→
pb }
and initial state p0 .
P
The operator Pgeneralises the summation operator to operate on a set of
behaviours: B :=
Bi . In the corresponding labelled
Ptransition system we
have transitions for each B ::= Bi . For example, p0 := {xi ; pxi | xi ∈ {a, b}}
denotes a transition system with state set {p0 , pa , pb }, label set {a, b}, transitions
a
b
{p0 −→
pa , p0 −→
pb } and initial state p0 .
We denote cycles by writing a recursive behaviour expression: p := a; p
a
denotes a state p with a self-loop p −→
p.
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2.2.2

Implementations and Implementation Models

Input-output Transition Systems
The formalism labelled transition systems with inputs and outputs allows us to
distinguish between inputs and outputs. However, to allow a system to make
progress autonomously on the actions that it initiates, we need something more.
The formalism of input-output transition systems allows us to model systems
with inputs and outputs, in which outputs are initiated by the system and
never refused by the environment, and inputs are initiated by the system’s
environment and never refused by the system. This means that the system is
always prepared to perform any input action, i.e. all inputs are always enabled
in all states. We say that the system is input-enabled .
Definition 2.2.8
An input-output transition system is a labelled transition system with inputs and
outputs hS, LI , LU , T, s0 i where all input actions are enabled in any reachable
state:
a
∀s ∈ der(s0 ), ∀a ∈ LI : s =⇒
We use IOT S(LI , LU ) ⊆ LT S(LI , LU ) to denote the class of input-output
transition systems with input actions in LI and output actions in LU .
2
Quiescence
When we let two input-output transition systems interact and make sure that
the inputs of the one are the outputs of the other and vice versa, an inputoutput transition system can autonomously decide to perform output actions
because its environment will always accept them. In states where output actions
are enabled it can autonomously decide whether to continue or not. However,
in (stable) states where no output actions are enabled it has to wait for the
environment to provide the next input action. If that is the case, we say that
the system is quiescent or suspended. A state in which no output actions are
enabled is called a quiescent state.
We use δ(p) to denote that state p is quiescent. A state p is quiescent if
µ
∀µ ∈ (LU ∪ {τ }) : p −−→
/ . We use the special action δ ∈
/ (L ∪ {τ }) to represent
quiescence. We can extend a labelled transition system to make the quiescence
δ
explicit by adding self loops with label δ, i.e. p −→
p. Suspension traces are
traces of a system in which action δ may occur. We use Straces(p) to denote
the set of suspensions traces from a state p of a labelled transition system.
Definition 2.2.9
Let p ∈ LT S(L).
φ

1. Straces(p) =def {φ ∈ (L ∪ {δ})∗ | p =⇒ }

2

In a way, quiescence can be seen as refusal of all output actions. So, we can
also see a suspension trace as a failure trace where all refusals are (LU ∪ {τ }),
i.e. δ.
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For input-output transition systems we use out(p) to denote the set containing all output actions that are enabled in state p. If p is quiescent we add δ to
out(p). We use LδU to denote LU ∪ {δ}.
Definition 2.2.10
Let p be a state in a transition system, and P be a set of states, then
x
1. out(p) =def {x
S ∈ LU | p −−→ } ∪ {δ | δ(p)}
2. out(P ) =def
{out(p) | p ∈ P }

2

We use in(p) to denote the set containing all input actions that are enabled
in state p.
Definition 2.2.11
Let p be a state in a transition system, and P be a set of states, then
a
1. in(p) =def {a
S∈ LI | p −→ }
2. in(P ) =def
{in(p) | p ∈ P }

2

Suspension Automaton
From a labelled transition system with inputs, outputs and quiescence we can
create a deterministic transition system of which the traces are the suspension
traces of the original system, as follows. We first make quiescence explicit in
δ
the system by adding self loops with label δ, i.e. p −→
p for all quiescent states,
after which we determinize the resulting automaton. The resulting deterministic
transition system is referred to as a suspension automaton.
Definition 2.2.12
Let p = hS, LI , LU , T, s0 i ∈ LT S(LI , LU ) be a labelled transition system,
with inputs and outputs, then the suspension automaton of p, Γp , is the labelled
transition system hSΓ , LI , LδU , TΓ , q0 i, where
SΓ
=def
P(S) \ {∅}
LδU
=def
LU ∪ {δ}
a
a
TΓ
=def
{q −→
q 0 | a ∈ LI ∪ LU , q, q 0 ∈ SΓ , q 0 = {s0 ∈ S | ∃s ∈ q : s =⇒ s0 }}
δ
0
0
0
∪{q −→ q | q, q ∈ SΓ , q = {s ∈ q | δ(s)}}

q0
=def
{s0 ∈ S | s0 =⇒ s0 }
2
We consider δ to be an output action of a suspension automaton, i.e. it has LI
as inputs and LU ∪ {δ} as outputs. A suspension automaton is deterministic. In
σ
σ
the suspension automaton −−
→ and =⇒ coincide. The traces of a suspension
automaton Γp are identical to the suspension traces of the original system p.
Each state q ∈ SΓ of suspension automaton Γp coincides with (is) a set of states
Q ⊆ S of the original system p: the set of states p after σ that is reached
a
by σ, a suspension trace of p. Such a state has (outgoing) transitions q −→
q0
for each input label a ∈ in(q) and each output (or quiescence) label a ∈ out(q).
Furthermore σ is a trace of Γp iff out( Γp after σ ) 6= ∅, because the set of states
P 0 that we reach by a valid suspension trace from p either has at least one state
with an outgoing output action, or contains at least one quiescent state. In
either case out(P 0 ) 6= ∅.
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Instantiation of the formal framework We now instantiate MODS and
IMPS in the formal framework.
We assume that implementations can be modelled as labelled transition systems over the same inputs LI and outputs LU as the specification. Moreover,
we assume that implementations can always perform all their inputs, i.e. any
input action is always enabled in any state. So, we instantiate MODS with
IOT S(LI , LU ).
For IMPS we allow any computer system or program which can be modelled
as an input-output transition system, i.e. a system that has distinct inputs and
outputs, where inputs and outputs can be mapped one-to-one on LI resp. LU ,
and where inputs can always occur.

2.2.3

Tests

We now define the formalisation of test cases. A test case specifies the experiment that we want to conduct on an implementation. We use a special kind
of input-output transition system for test cases. It will synchronise with the
implementation, and it will use δ to represent the observation of quiescence.
We want tests to be finite (we will never be able to run an infinite test in finite
time). We want to have maximal control over the testing. Therefore, we want
tests to be deterministic. A test should not allow the choice between multiple
input actions. However, the test should be input-enabled for all outputs of the
implementation (to avoid blocking the implementation when it wants to provide
output). Note that we do not regard quiescence to be an output of the implementation – it is something that we observe during test execution, typically
when a timer expires. As a consequence each state of a test case is either a sink
state (accepting all outputs of the implementation) or a state that offers exactly
one input to the implementation (and accepts all outputs of the implementation), or a state that accepts all outputs of the implementation and quiescence.
Each test execution should result in a verdict, pass or fail, which we achieve
by labelling the sink states with pass and fail.
Definition 2.2.13
A test case t for an implementation with inputs in LI and outputs in LU is an
input-output transition system hS, LU , LI ∪ {δ}, T, s0 i ∈ IOT S(LU , LI ∪ {δ})
such that:
1. t is deterministic and is finite state
2. S contains special
P states pass and fail, pass 6= fail, with
pass := P{x; pass | x ∈ LU ∪ {δ}}
fail :=
{x; fail | x ∈ LU ∪ {δ}}
3. t has no cycles except those in states pass and fail
σ
(formally: for σ ∈ (L ∪ {δ})∗ \ {} : q =⇒ q implies q = pass or q = fail)
4. for any state p ∈ S of the test case
either init(p) = {a} ∪ LU for some a ∈ LI ,
or init(p) = LU ∪ {δ}
The class of test cases for implementations with inputs LI and outputs LU
is denoted as T T S(LU , LI ).
A test suite T is a set of test cases: T ⊆ T T S(LU , LI ).
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Instantiation of the formal framework
formal framework with T T S(LU , LI ).

We instantiate TESTS of the

Bibliographic note Initial publications of the theory that we summarise in
this chapter defined test cases that were not input enabled [Tre96]. Only relatively recently that initial theory has been enhanced with the definition of
input-enabled test cases, and with corresponding changes to the test derivation
algorithm [Tre08].

2.2.4

Test Execution, Observations and Verdicts

When a test is executed outputs of the specification (i.e. outputs of the test case)
are inputs for the implementation and vice versa. To reduce possible confusion
we will use the term stimulus for an output of a test case (i.e. an input to the
implementation) and response for an output of the implementation (i.e. an input
to the test case).
Execution of a test case on an implementation is modelled by parallel composition of the test case and the implementation, where inputs of the test case
synchronise with outputs of the implementation and vice versa. Note that in
case of quiescence the test case and the implementation synchronise on δ. Test
execution takes place until the test case reaches one of its sink states. Reaching
a sink state is guaranteed by the special structure of a test case. The verdict of
a test run is given by the label of the sink state (pass or fail).
Definition 2.2.14
1. A test run of test case t ∈ T T S(LU , LI ) and implementation i ∈ IOT S(LI , LU )
is a trace of the synchronous parallel composition tki leading to one of the
sink states of t:
σ

σ

σ is a test run of t and i =def ∃i0 : tki =⇒ passki0 or tki =⇒ failki0
2. Implementation i passes test case t if all their test runs lead to a sink state
of t with label pass:
σ

i passes t =def ∀σ ∈ L∗δ , ∀i0 : tki =⇒
/ failki0
3. Implementation i passes test suite T if it passes all test cases in T :
i passes T =def ∀t ∈ T : i passes t
If i does not pass test suite T , it fails:
i fails T =def ∃t ∈ T : i passes
/ t
2
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Instantiation of the formal framework We can now instantiate OBS , obs,
and vt in the formal framework
As observations we can use logs of actions, i.e. traces over L ∪ {δ}, so OBS
is instantiated with (L ∪ {δ})∗ .
We can define the observation function using the test runs we have defined.
It restricts OBS to those observations that can be obtained from test runs for
given t and i:
obs(t, i) =def {σ ∈ (L ∪ {δ})∗ | σ is a test run of t and i}

(2.10)

An implementation i passes a test case t if all their test runs lead to a state
labelled pass of t. We rephrase this in terms of the testing framework by defining
the verdict functions that assign a verdict to set of observations O ⊆ OBS as:

σ
pass if ∀σ ∈ O : t =⇒ pass
vt (O) =def
fail
otherwise

2.2.5

Implementation Relation

Two elements of the formal framework now remain to be instantiated: the
relation imp and the corresponding test derivation algorithm genimp . We have
already defined TESTS , which imposes constraints on genimp .
As said in the introduction to this chapter, we will use implementation relation ioco. Informally, ioco requires that all outputs produced by the implementation during test runs can be predicted by the specification. Also all
absence of output (quiescence) of the implementation must be predicted by the
specification.
Definition 2.2.15
i ioco s =def ∀σ ∈ Straces(s) : out( i after σ ) ⊆ out( s after σ )

Instantiation of the formal framework
framework with ioco.

2

We instantiate imp of the formal

Generalisations and Extensions
We discuss a few of the generalisations and extensions of ioco that have been
proposed in the literature. Section 4.2 of [Tre08] contains a more elaborate
overview.
iocoF Relation ioco is a specific instance of a family of implementation relations iocoF .
Definition 2.2.16
i iocoF s =def ∀σ ∈ F : out( i after σ ) ⊆ out( s after σ )

2
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The relations in iocoF differ in F: the traces that they consider for the test
runs.
One such difference is whether or not the traces can contain (multiple occurrences of) quiescence. Another difference is whether all possible traces are
considered, or only those that are present in the specification.
If only those traces are considered that are present in the specification, then
the implementation is free to implement additional functionality as long as it
is triggered by an input that is not enabled at that point in the specification.
During testing this additional functionality will not be reached because the
tester will never apply the stimulus that triggers it.
If all possible traces are considered the relation is more strict. In that case
all behaviour of the implementation after an input that was not enabled at
that point in the specification will result in failures, due to the definition of
out: if σ ∈ Straces(s) and a ∈ LI and σ · a 6∈ Straces(s) then s after σ·a =
∅ and thus out( s after σ·a ) = ∅, whereas, assuming σ · a ∈ Straces(i) then
P = i after σ·a 6= ∅, which means that there is at least one state p ∈ P .
State p will either be quiescent or non-quiescent. If state p is quiescent, δ ∈
out(P ) 6= ∅; if state p is non-quiescent, there is at least one output action
x ∈ LU that is enabled in p, and thus x ∈ out(P ) 6= ∅. In both cases we have that
out( i after σ·a ) 6= ∅ whereas out( s after σ·a ) = ∅ and thus out( i after σ·a ) 6⊆
out( s after σ·a ).
In the remainder of this thesis we do not consider the general family of
implementation relations iocoF , but only its specific instance ioco for which
F = Straces(s).
miocoF In [Hee98] an implementation relation is presented that generalises
iocoF : miocoF . Relation iocoF (implicitly) deals with a single communication channel between a system and its environment (or, to be more precise,
with two uni-directional channels), such that a property like quiescence is perceived as a global property of a system. In contrast, miocoF allows multiple
communication channels between a system and its environment, where quiescence is a per-channel property (i.e. the implementation may be quiescent on
one channel, and simultaneously producing output on another one). In addition, iocoF assumes (depends on) input-completeness of the implementation,
whereas miocoF also allows input-suspension, i.e. allows the implementation
to refuse input, again per channel.
Where for iocoF implementations are modelled as input-output transition
system and the label set L is partitioned in input label set LI and output
label set LU , for miocoF implementations are modelled as multi input-output
transition systems in which LI is partitioned into multiple disjoint sets of input
labels LjI and LU is partitioned into multiple sets of output labels LkU , each of
which corresponds to a uni-directional input or output communication channel
between the implementation and its environment. Each of the input and output
label sets has its own special action δij or δuk to represent input suspension resp.
quiescence on the corresponding channel.
In [Hee98] it is shown that iocoF is a special case of miocoF . Also a test derivation algorithm is given for miocoF , of which soundness and exhaustiveness
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is proved.
uioco Relation uioco, presented in [vdBRT04] was designed to better handle
specifications that are not input-enabled and therefore underspecified . When a
specification is not input-enabled and contains non-determinism it may occur
that we get test failures that were not intended. This may happen when during
test execution, at a point where the current tester S state consists of multiple
specification states, we chose to apply an input a that is enabled in some, but
not all states in S. For those states in S for which a is not enabled, we effectively
did not specify how the implementation should behave after input a. However,
when judging the behaviour of the implementation after a, ioco only considers
the behaviour in states S after a as correct. This ignores the possibility that
the implementation might have been in a state that corresponds with a state in
S in which a was not enabled, and because of that produced output, or did not
produce output, in a way that is not accounted for in the specification – leading
to an unexpected observation, and a fail verdict.
With relation uioco this is resolved by not using the Straces of the specification for testing, but a subset of it, the Utraces that only contains those input
actions that are not underspecified.
Definition 2.2.17
Consider input-output transition system i ∈ IOT S(Li , LU ), and labelled transition system with inputs and outputs s ∈ LT S(LI , LU ).
1. Utraces(s) =def {σ ∈ Straces(s) | ∀σ1 , σ2 ∈ L∗ , a ∈ LI :
σ = σ1 ·a·σ2 implies not s after σ1 refuses {a} }
2. i uioco s =def i iocoUtraces(s) s
2
tiocoM , rtioco For testing with (real-)time, various extensions of ioco have
been proposed, of which we mention tiocoM , presented in [BB04], and rtioco,
presented in [LMN05]. For an overview of relations for timed testing, see [ST08].
sioco Relation sioco, presented in [FTW05] extends ioco for testing in a
setting where actions are parameterised with data, and where the data is treated
in a symbolic way to avoid state explosion during test derivation. It does not
alter ioco, but only gives a presentation of the relation in case data variables
and parameters are involved.

2.2.6

Test Derivation

There are several algorithms to derive tests for iocoF or ioco in the literature.
Most of these derive the non-input enabled test cases of [Tre96]. We are aware
of only one that derives input-enabled test cases.
For non-input-enabled test cases We first discuss the older algorithms
that derive non-input-enabled test cases. They differ in two aspects. They
differ in whether they derive tests directly from the specification, other via an
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intermediate structure, and they differ in whether the set of traces that they
consider (as denoted by F) is made explicit in the algorithm.
We are aware of two algorithms to derive tests for iocoF . Both these algorithms make the set of traces that are considered, denoted by F, explicit in
the algorithm. Both these algorithms do not derive tests for arbitrary F but
only for suspension traces of the specification (F = Straces(s)). Algorithm 6.2
of [Tre96] does not derive the tests directly from the (traces of the) specification but from (traces of) an intermediate structure, the suspension automaton
as defined in definition 2.2.12. The algorithm given in Figure 7.9 of [Hee98]
derives tests directly from the specification, i.e. it does not need the intermediate suspension automaton. Algorithm 5.3.2 of [Tre02] derives tests directly
for ioco, directly from the specification. In this algorithm F is not explicitly
present.
For input-enabled test cases Algorithm 1 of [Tre08] derives input-enabled
tests directly for ioco, directly from the specification. In this algorithm F is
not explicitly present. We paraphrase this algorithm below in algorithm 2.2.18.
Algorithm 2.2.18
Let s ∈ LT S(LI , LU ) be a specification, and let S be a non-empty set of states
with initially S = s after  . A test case t ∈ T T S(LU , LI ) is obtained from
S by a finite number of recursive applications of one of the following three
nondeterministic choices (rules). The resulting test case has a tree structure.
Initially the tree consists of just the root node which acts as a placeholder to be
expanded. Each rule expands a placeholder node, but may also add new placeholders node. Below we use white (non-filled) nodes to represent placeholders
and dark (filled) nodes to represent placeholders that have been expanded. In
the rules we use a process-algebraic notation to denote the construction of the
tree that is explained where we use it.
Initially, the tree consists of just the root node which acts as a placeholder
to be expanded. This corresponds to a transition system with a single state
that is not pass or fail.
t
The rules are:
1. (* terminate the test case; stop the recursion in the algorithm *)
t := pass

LU ∪ {δ}

pass

This rule turns a placeholder t into a sink state pass. In this state any
output from the implementation (including quiescence) is accepted.
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2. (* give a next input to the implementation, but be prepared to accept
output *)
t :=
a;
Pta
+ P{xi ; txi | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out(S)}
+
{xj ; fail | xj ∈ LU ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)}
where a ∈ LI , S after a 6= ∅ (i.e. a ∈ in(S))
and ta is obtained by recursively applying the algorithm on S after a
and for each xi ∈ out(S), txi is obtained by recursively applying the
algorithm for the set of states S after xi .

xi ∈ LU ∩ out(S)

xj ∈ LU \ out(S)
a

tx1

txi

ta

fail

fail

LU ∪ {δ}

LU ∪ {δ}

This rule extends the tree by turning a placeholder t into a non-leaf node
by creating from it a whole set of edges: one for the input that we want to
give, and one for each output label (but not for quiescence). The edge for
the input is labelled with an input action a, arbitrarily chosen from the
input actions enabled at this point. This edge points to a newly created
placeholder ta . Those edges that correspond to output actions that are
not present in (expected by) the specification at that point lead to a sink
state fail. Those edges that correspond to output actions that are present
in the specification lead to newly created placeholders. Note that here
we only accept immediate “pending” output actions – we do not accept
quiescence, because during test execution we do not intend to wait at this
point until quiescence is detected.
3. (* check thePnext output of the implementation *)
δ
t :=
P{xi ; txi | xi ∈ (LUδ) ∧ xi ∈ out(S)}
+
{xj ; fail | xj ∈ (LU ) ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)}
where txi is obtained by recursively applying the algorithm on S after x .

xi ∈ (LU ∪ {δ}) ∩ out(S)

tx1

t xk

xj ∈ (LU ∪ {δ}) \ out(S)

fail
LU ∪ {δ}

fail
LU ∪ {δ}
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This rule extends the tree by turning a placeholder t into a non-leaf node by
creating from it a whole set of edges, one for each output label (including
quiescence). Those edges that correspond to output actions or quiescence
states that are not present in (expected by) the specification at that point
lead to a sink state fail. Those edges that correspond to output actions
(or quiescent states) that are present in the specification lead to newly
created placeholders.
2
Each run of algorithm 2.2.18 produces a test case. Each test case so produced is sound by construction, by the following reasoning. (Proofs of soundness
and exhaustiveness for derivation of non-input-enabled test cases can be found
in [Tre96]. We are not aware of publications that give these proofs for the case of
input-enabled test cases.) The tests only lead to fail verdicts when outputs are
checked. In every step where outputs are checked (say, after performing trace σ)
the only outputs x that lead to fail states are those for which x 6∈ out( s after σ ).
The other outputs lead to pass or test deeper. So, the only way for an implementation to fail the test is to produce an output x 6∈ out( s after σ ). However,
in that case the implementation does not conform to ioco because the produced
output x ∈ out( i after σ ) 6⊆ out( s after σ ) because x 6∈ out( s after σ ).
Each run of the algorithm contains a number of non-deterministic choices: in
each recursive step (i.e. for each placeholder) a rule has to be chosen. In addition,
when applying a stimulus in rule 2, a stimulus has to be chosen from LI . By
choosing differently in different runs of the algorithm we obtain different test
cases. If we run the algorithm repeatedly and choose differently in a systematic
way we eventually end up with a (possible infinite) test suite containing all
possible tests that can be derived from the specification.
It has been shown in [Tre96] that the resulting (possibly infinite) test suite
(of non-input enabled test cases) is exhaustive.
The fact that a possibly infinite test suite is exhaustive may seem to be of
little practical value. However, the fact that the test suite is exhaustive, even if
only “in the limit” demonstrates that the test derivation algorithm does consider
all possible test cases that “in the limit” find (detect) all possible errors. This
means that there are no inherent “blind spots” in the algorithm.
Definition 2.2.19
Let s ∈ LT S(LI ∪ LU ) be a specification and Ts be the set of all test cases
that can be derived from s with algorithm 2.2.18, then we define genioco :
LT S(LI , LU ) → P(T T S(LU , LI)) as follows:
genioco =def a test derivation function such that genioco (s) ⊆ Ts
2
Instantiation of the formal framework
formal framework with genioco .

We instantiate genimp of the
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2.2.7

Overview

To conclude our discussion of how we instantiate the framework we present in
Table 2.2 on the current page an updated version of Table 2.1 on page 26, in
which the instantiations that we have chosen are shown.

physical ingredients:
black-box implementation

execution of a test case

formal ingredients:
specification
model of implementation
implementation relation
test case
observations
model of execution of a
test case
verdict functions
test derivation algorithm

assumptions:
test hypothesis

prove obligations:
soundness
exhaustiveness

IUT can be any computer system or
program which can can be modelled as
input-output transition system, where
inputs and outputs can be mapped oneto-one on LI resp. LU and inputs can
always occur
EXEC(t, IUT): physical execution of
test case t on IUT; may involve multiple
runs, e.g. to cater for non-determinism
s ∈ LT S(LI , LU )
iIUT ∈ IOT S(LI , LU )
ioco
t ∈ T T S(LU , LI )
(L ∪ {δ})∗
obs : T T S(LU , LI ) × IOT S(LI , LU ) →
P((L ∪ {δ})∗ )
vt : P((L ∪ {δ})∗ ) → {pass, fail}
genioco
:
LT S(LI , LU )
→
P(T T S(LU , LI ))

for all IUT some iIUT models IUT
obs(t, iIUT ) models EXEC(t, IUT)

genioco is sound for any s
LT S(LI , LU )
genioco is exhaustive for any s
LT S(LI , LU )

∈
∈

Table 2.2: Our instantiation of the ingredients of the formal testing framework
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Formal Framework for Observation Objectives

We now extend the framework of Section 2.1 with observation objectives.
An observation objective describes the observations that we wish to see from
the implementation during a test. Whether an implementation is able to show
these observations is called exhibition: an implementation exhibits an observation objective if it has the possibility to show the observations described in the
observation objective. The idea is that this notion of exhibition is orthogonal
to correctness.
We assume TOBS to be the set of all observation objectives, and thus observation objective e ∈ TOBS . The relation exhibits ⊆ IMPS × TOBS relates
an observation objective with all implementations that are able to exhibit that
observation objective. Now we would like to have a formal relation between e
and IUT, but as we have seen in the framework for conformance testing, the
implementation is not a formal object. Again we link the informal, experimental
world and the formal world by making the assumption of the testing hypothesis,
and we formally express the relation between exhibition of observation objectives
by (models of) implementations as the reveal relation rev ⊆ MODS × TOBS .
We can now mirror the informal relation exhibits between IMPS and TOBS
in the informal world by the (formal) relation rev between MODS and TOBS
in the formal world, as depicted in Figure 2.6, and we say that IUT satisfies an
observation objective e, i.e. IUT exhibits e, if and only if relation rev holds
between iIUT and e: iIUT rev e.
Physical world

Formal world

observation objectives
TOBS

observation objectives
TOBS

IUT exhibits e
implementations
IMPS

iIUT rev e
models of
implementations
MODS

Figure 2.6: Relating implementations and implementation models with observation objectives.
To decide whether an implementation exhibits an observation objective we
use testing, and interpret the observations obtained by the experiments. Like in
the framework for conformance testing, we associate a verdict with the result of
executing a test on an implementation. We formalise this using a family of hit
functions He : P(OBS ) → {hit, miss}. Here hit expresses that we have found
evidence during experimenting that the implementation is able to exhibit a given
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observation objective. We can now define what it means to hit an observation
objective by a test, where te is a test case related to an observation objective e,
i.e. developed based on e.
IUT hits e by te =def He (EXEC(te , IUT)) = hit

(2.11)

This is extended to hitting an observation objective by a test suite Te (note how
this differs from the extension for passing a test suite, cnf. Equation 2.4)
IUT hits e by Te =def He (∪{EXEC(t, IUT) | t ∈ Te }) = hit

(2.12)

An implementation misses a test suite Te if it does not hit:
IUT misses e by Te =def ¬(IUT hits e by Te )

(2.13)

We now make a connection between exhibits and hits. Analogous to conformance testing, we can introduce notions of completeness, exhaustiveness and
soundness. We call a test suite e-exhaustive when it only can detect nonexhibiting implementations. Formally:
IUT exhibits e by Te ⇒ IUT hits e by Te

(2.14)

We call a test suite e-sound when it only can detect exhibiting implementations.
Formally:
IUT exhibits e by Te ⇐ IUT hits e by Te
(2.15)
We call a test suite e-complete when it can distinguish among all exhibiting and
non-exhibiting implementations. Formally:
IUT exhibits e by Te ⇔ IUT hits e by Te

(2.16)

To reason whether a test suite is able to challenge an implementation to
exhibit an observation objective and is able to detect all exhibiting implementations, we have to show e-soundness and e-completeness of such a test suite,
i.e. we have to prove, on the level of models, the left-to-right resp. right-to-left
implication of:
∀i ∈ MODS : i rev e ⇔ He (∪{obs(te , i) | te ∈ Te }) = hit

(2.17)

Finally, we have to decide which relation we want between correctness and
exhibition.
For a practical approach to conformance testing using exhibition we choose
our observation objectives e such that
{i | i rev e} ∩ {i | i imp s} =
6 ∅

(2.18)

This is visualised in Figure 2.7. (This scenario for the intersection of i rev e
and i passes T is, together with three other possible scenarios, discussed in
greater detail in [dV01].) Here i imp s is the set of all conforming models of
the implementation, i passes T is the set of all models that pass a sound test
suite of T , and i rev e is the set of models that exhibit observation objective
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i passes T
i imp s
i rev e

Figure 2.7: Practical approach towards combining exhibition and conformance
e (this latter set corresponds to the set of IUT hits e by Te with Te being an
e-complete test suite).
We have most confidence in the correctness of an implementation that conforms and exhibits (verdict hpass, hiti). However, we might still find an implementation that is correct, but does not exhibit (which corresponds to the notion
of the inconclusive verdict [ISO91]), or an implementation that is incorrect and
exhibits.
From such an observation objective e and formal specification s we derive a
test suite Ts,e that is e-complete and sound. After execution of Ts,e we reject
an implementation that gives a fail verdict. We have an increased confidence
in the correctness when the test result evaluates to a hpass, hiti verdict. An
experiment that evaluates to a hpass, missi verdict has not found any evidence
of non-conformance of the implementation, but has also not detected any behaviour that supports our confidence in the correctness of the implementation.
To conclude our discussion of the extension of the framework for conformance
testing with we give an overview of the elements that we have seen in Table 2.1.

2.4

Instantiating the Formal Framework for Observation Objectives

We now instantiate the framework for exhibition presented in Section 2.3 with
the ioco theory of Section 2.2.

2.4.1

Reveal Relations

We instantiate the framework of Section 2.3 with the ioco theory. We inherit
TESTS = T T S(LU , LI ), OBS i = (L ∪ {δ})∗ , and MODS = IOT S(LI , LU ).
Singular observation objectives We first consider singular observation objectives. A singular observation objective can be exhibited by one observation
of a test case execution.
We take as specification of the observation objective a set of traces from L∗δ .
So TOBS = P(L∗δ ) and we instantiate rev ⊆ IOTS(LI , LU )×((LI ∪LU ∪{δ})∗ ).
We define the reveal input output singular relation rios for the singular case.
This relation relates formally all models of implementations that are potentially
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physical ingredients:
black-box implementation
execution of a test case

IUT belongs to IMPS
EXEC(t, IUT)

formal ingredients:
specification
model of implementation
implementation relation

s ∈ SPECS
iIUT ∈ MODS
imp

observation objective
reveal relation

e ∈ TOBS
rev

test case
observations
model of execution of a
test case

t ∈ TESTS
OBS
obs : TESTS × MODS → P(OBS )

verdict functions
hit functions
test derivation algorithm

vt : P(OBS ) → {pass, fail}
He : P(OBS ) → {hit, miss}
genimp : SPECS → P(TESTS )

assumptions:
test hypothesis

prove obligations:
soundness
exhaustiveness
e-soundness
e-exhaustiveness

for all IUT some iIUT models IUT
obs(t, iIUT ) models EXEC(t, IUT)

genimp is sound for any s ∈ SPECS
genimp is exhaustive for any s ∈ SPECS
genimp is e-sound for any e ∈ TOBS for
which {i | i rev e} ∩ {i | i imp s} =
6 ∅
genimp is e-exhaustive for any e ∈
TOBS for which {i | i rev e} ∩ {i |
i imp s} =
6 ∅

Table 2.3: The ingredients of the formal testing framework extended with exhibition testing

able to exhibit a singular test objective to that observation objective. A model
of an implementation exhibits the singular test objective if one of its suspension
traces is an element of the observation objective. So a hit-function He for
a singular observation objective evaluates to hit if one of the prefixes of an
observation(test run, i.e. trace from L∗δ ) is included in the observation objective.
Definition 2.4.1
Let i ∈ IOT S(LI , LU ) be an implementation, O ⊆ L∗δ a set of observations,
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and e ⊆ L∗δ a singular observation objective, then
1. prefix(O) = {σ1 | σ1 · σ2 ∈ O with σ2 ∈ L∗δ }
2. i rios e =def Straces(i) ∩ e 6= ∅
3. Herios (O) = hit =def prefix(O) ∩ e 6= ∅

2
2

Plural observation objectives With a singular objective we can only require the exhibition of one trace from that observation objective. This limits
the expressivity of an observation objective. We want to specify more than one
trace that should be exhibited during the experiment. We can do this with
plural observation objectives. A plural observation objective is composed out of
multiple singular observation objectives, each of which should be individually
exhibited during the execution of the test suite in order to satisfy the composed
(plural) observation objective.
In ioco terms a plural observation objective is a set which is element of
TOBS = P(P(L∗δ )) and the reveal relation is rev ⊆ IOTS(LI , LU )×P(P(L∗δ )).
The exhibition of a plural test objective E requires in general more than one
observation during testing, since seldom ∩{e | e ∈ E} =
6 ∅, which can be
satisfied by just one observation. We define the reveal plural relation riop and
the hit-function Heriop (O), analogously to the singular case.
Definition 2.4.2
Let i ∈ IOT S(LI , LU ) be an implementation, O ⊆ L∗δ a set of observations,
and E ⊆ P(L∗δ ) a plural observation objective, then
1. i riop E =def ∀e ∈ E : i rios e
riop
(O) = hit iff ∀e ∈ E : Herios (O) = hit
2. HE
2

2.4.2

Test generation

We first consider the singular case. We have formal definitions of the rev relation
and of the imp relation, resp. as rios and ioco. We want to generate a test
suite that is sound and e-complete. Furthermore we restrict our observation
objective such that {i ∈ MODS | i rios e} ∩ {i ∈ MODS | i ioco s} =
6 ∅
(c.f. Section 2.3 Equation 2.18). Observation objectives that are contained in
the suspension traces of the specification (observation objective e ⊆ Straces(s))
satisfy this restriction. For such observation objectives Algorithm 5.6 in [dV01]
derives a test suite that is sound and e-complete, by deriving a test case for
each trace of the observation objective—note that e need not be finite, i.e. it
may contain an infinite number of traces.
Algorithm 2.4.3
Let s ∈ LT S(LI , LU ) be a specification, and let e ⊆ Straces(s) ⊆ L∗δ be a
singular observation objective. A test suite T ⊆ T T S(LU , LI ) can be obtained
by adding a test case t,σ to T for every trace of e, i.e. T = {t,σ | σ ∈ e}. The
test case t,σ is obtained by application of the following rules:
1. (* terminate the test case when we reach the end of a guidance trace *)
tρ, :=
pass
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2. (* the next item in the guidance trace is an input action a: apply it to the
implementation, and be prepared to accept output, but then terminate
the test case *)
tρ,a·σ0 :=
a; tρ·a,σ0 with a ∈ LI
P
+ P{xi ; pass | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out( s after ρ )}
+
{xj ; fail | xj ∈ LU ∧ xj 6∈ out( s after ρ )}
3. (* the next item in the guidance trace is an output action x: check the
next output of the implementation; terminate the test case when the
output is not expected by model or guidance trace. (note that by our
choice that observation objectives are e ∈ Straces(s) it is the case that
x ∈ out( s after ρ )}) *)
tρ,x·σ0 :=
x;
Ptρ·x,σ0 , with x ∈ LU ∪ {δ}
+ P{xi ; pass | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out( s after ρ ) \ {x}}
+
{xj ; fail | xj ∈ LU ∧ xj 6∈ out( s after ρ )}
2

In order to judge if we have found evidence whether an implementation
exhibits the observation objective, we collect all observations during testing,
which gives us a set of test runs. We obtain the exhibition verdict by applying
the hit-function Herios .
The test generation of test suites for plural observation objectives is straightforward. We flatten the set of singular observation objectives to one set and
apply Algorithm 2.4.3. So, for specification s ∈ LT S(LI , LU ) and plural observation objective E ⊆ P(Straces(s)) a test suite
S T ⊆ T T S(LU , LI ) can be
obtained by applying Algorithm 2.4.3 with e = E. We obtain the exhibition
riop
for the set of test runs obtained
verdict by applying the hit-function HE
during the execution of the test suite.

2.4.3

Including hit and miss verdicts into test cases

In the previous section we gave test derivation algorithm 2.4.3 that derives
tests for ioco and rios, but where we have to apply the hit-function separately
to obtain the exhibition verdict. With on line testing we restrict ourself to
singular observation objectives, which can be exhibited by one observation of
a test case execution (for plural observation objectives we need, by definition,
multiple test runs). If such test case already contains the exhibition verdicts
hit and miss (like it contains the verdicts pass and fail) we do not have to
apply the hit-function separately. We adapt the ioco algorithm that we gave
as Algorithm 2.2.18 on page 39 to support the use of guidance information and
to include the exhibition verdicts into the derived test cases, and present the
result as Algorithm 2.4.5 on the facing page.
The main difference between our adaptation of the ioco algorithm (Algorithm 2.4.5) and Algorithm 2.4.3 (that derives tests for ioco and rios) is
that the latter shows how to derive a test case for a specific individual trace of
the observation objective, where our algorithm essentially does the same random
test derivation as in the ioco algorithm, with the random choices constrained
to follow the observation objective.
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Extended observation objectives In Algorithm 2.4.3 we considered observation objectives that are contained in the suspension traces of the specification.
This means that a trace σ, that brings the IUT to a known error, (i.e. it makes
the IUT respond with action x, where σ·x is not in the suspension traces of the
specification) is among the observation objectives that we considered, but trace
σ·x is not (it isn’t a suspension trace of the specification).
However, we want to be able to use such trace σ.x as observation objective:
on an IUT that contains the error, a test case for it should yield verdict hfail, hiti.
Therefore, for Algorithm 2.4.5 we consider a slightly larger class of observation objectives. Each trace of the observation objective either is a suspension
trace of the specification, or it is a suspension trace of the specification extended
with one observation that is not in the specification. Such latter trace is of the
form σ·x with σ ∈ Straces(s) and x ∈ LδU and σ·x 6∈ Straces(s).
Function out tr We use out tr to denote the output actions (including δ) that
are enabled in state p of a trace of an observation objective (treating δ as an
ordinary output action, without synthesising it—this is where out tr differs from
out).
Definition 2.4.4
Let p be a state in a transition system, and P be a set of states, then
x
δ
1. out tr (p) =def {x
S ∈ LU | p −−→ }
2. out tr (P ) =def
{out tr (p) | p ∈ P }

2

Algorithm 2.4.5
Let s ∈ LT S(LI , LU ) be a specification, and let S be a non-empty set of states
with initially S = s after  . Let g ∈ LT S(LI , LU ∪ {δ}) be a guidance specification, and let G be a non-empty set of states with initially G = g after  .
A test case t ∈ T T S(LU , LI ) is obtained from S and G by a finite number
of recursive applications of the following nondeterministic choices (rules). The
resulting test case has a tree structure. Initially the tree consists of just the
root node which acts as a placeholder to be expanded. Each rule expands a
placeholder node, but may also add new placeholder nodes. In the rules we use
the process-algebraic notation that we mentioned at the end of Section 2.2.1 to
denote the construction of the tree. We use (p) to denote that at state p the
end of the guidance trace is reached (i.e. p is a sink state). and (P ) to denote
that ∃p ∈ P : (p)1 .
The rules are:
1a. (* for when we terminate the test case before we reach the end of a guidance trace; stop the recursion in the algorithm *)
t := hpass, missi if 6 (G)
This rule turns a placeholder t into an end state hpass, missi.
1 In the implementation in TorX and JTorX we typically mark the end of a guidance trace
in an observation objective LTS with a self-loop with label .
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1b. (* terminate the test case when we reached the end of a guidance trace;
stop the recursion in the algorithm *)
t := hpass, hiti if (G)
This rule turns a placeholder t into a sink state hpass, hiti.
2. (* give a next input to the implementation, and be prepared to accept
output *)
t :=
P a; ta
+
{xj ; hfail, missi | xj ∈ LU ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)
P ∧ (xj 6∈ out tr (G) ∨ (xj ∈ out tr (G)∧ 6 ( G after xj )))}
+
{xj ; hfail, hiti | xj ∈ LU ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)
P ∧ (xj ∈ out tr (G) ∧ ( G after xj ))}
+
{xi ; hpass, missi | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out(S)
P ∧xi 6∈ out tr (G)}
+
{xi ; hpass, hiti | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out(S)
P ∧ xi ∈ out tr (G) ∧ ( G after xi )}
+
{xi ; txi | xi ∈ LU ∧ xi ∈ out(S)
∧ xi ∈ out tr (G)∧ 6 ( G after xi )}
where a ∈ LI , S after a 6= ∅ (i.e. a ∈ in(S)) and G after a 6= ∅ (i.e.
a ∈ in(G)),
and ta is hpass, hiti if ( G after a ),
and otherwise (6 ( G after a )) ta is obtained by recursively applying the
algorithm on S after a and G after a
and for each xi ∈ out(S), txi is obtained by recursively applying the
algorithm for the set of states S after xi and G after xi .
a
With t := a; t0 we mean that we add a state t0 and a transition t −→
t0 .

This rule extends the tree by turning placeholder t into a non-leaf node
by creating from it a whole set of edges: one for the input that we want
to give, and one for each output label (but not for quiescence).
The edge for the input is labelled with an input action a, arbitrarily chosen
from those input actions enabled at this point in the specification that are
also enabled in the guidance information. This edge points to a newly
created node, which is either a newly created placeholder ta , when the
end of the guidance trace is not reached, or sink state hpass, hiti, when
the end of the guidance trace is reached.
Those edges that correspond to output actions that are not present in (expected by) the specification at that point lead to a sink state that contains
fail. If the output action is not present in the guidance information at
that point, or not the last action of the guidance trace, the sink state also
contains miss; otherwise it contains hit.
Those edges that correspond to output actions that are present in (expected by) the specification at that point, but are not present in the guidance
information at that point, lead to a sink state that contains hpass, missi.
Those edges that correspond to output actions that are present in the
specification and are present in the guidance information and are the last
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action of a guidance information trace lead to a sink state that contains
hpass, hiti.
Those edges that correspond to output actions that are present in the specification and are present in the guidance information but are not the last
action of a guidance information trace lead to newly created placeholders.
3. (* check thePnext output of the implementation *)
t :=
{xj ; hfail, missi | xj ∈ (LδU ) ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)
P ∧ (xj 6∈ out tr (G) ∨ (xj δ∈ out tr (G)∧ 6 ( G after xj )))}
+
{xj ; hfail, hiti | xj ∈ (LU ) ∧ xj 6∈ out(S)
P ∧ (xj ∈ out tr (G) ∧ ( G after xj )))}
+ P {xi ; hpass, missi | xi ∈ (LδU ) ∧ xi ∈ out(S) ∧ xi 6∈ out tr (G)}
+
{xi ; hpass, hiti | xi ∈ (LδU ) ∧ xi ∈ out(S)
P ∧ xi ∈ out tr (G)δ ∧ ( G after xi )}
+
{xi ; txi | xi ∈ (LU ) ∧ xi ∈ out(S)
∧ xi ∈ out tr (G)∧ 6 ( G after xi )}
where txi is obtained by recursively applying the algorithm on S after xi
and G after xi .
This rule extends the tree by turning a placeholder t into a non-leaf node
by creating from it a whole set of edges, one for each output label (including quiescence). This rule is very similar to the part of rule 2 that
describes dealing with accepted output: the only difference is that we accept quiescence here, and we do not accept it (wait for it to be “observed”)
in rule 2.
2
In the algorithm we not only have rules 1a and 1b to end the test case with
a verdict that contains pass, but we also in rules 2 and 3 explicitly test if we
reached the end of a guidance trace. Rule 1a is present for generality, to allow
user interaction during the guided testing: it allows us to give the right verdict
when a user stops testing prematurely (when left alone, the algorithm will never
choose rule 1a). Rule 1b is present only for the case where initially already (G);
in rules 2 and 3, we test whether we reached the end of the guidance trace when
we might recursively apply the algorithm.
Comparison with Algorithm 2.2.18
with the non-guided one.

We now compare the guided algorithm

• Both algorithms have a similar structure of (essentially) three rules.
• In both algorithms we can always replace a placeholder by a sink state
with label pass (rule 1).
• In both algorithms we replace a placeholder by an edge leading to a sink
state with label fail (rules 2 and 3) under the same condition on the
specification: xj ∈ LU ∧xj 6∈ out(S) (rule 2) resp. xj ∈ (LδU )∧ xj 6∈ out(S)
(rule 3).
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• In the guided algorithm there are more cases in rules 2 and 3 where we
replace a placeholder by an edge leading to a sink state with label pass
than in the non-guided one: these are the cases where we can decide that
we hit or miss an observation objective. In the non-guided algorithm we
would create a placeholder instead of the sink state. However, because
we can always replace a placeholder by a sink state with label pass, we
can with the non-guided algorithm obtain a test case with the same sink
states (only looking at pass and fail verdicts) as with the guided one.

2.4.4

Conclusion

To conclude our discussion of how we instantiate the framework we give in
Table 2.4 an updated version of Table 2.3 on page 46, in which the instantiations
that we have chosen are shown.
Bibliographical note This section, up-to (but not including) Section 2.4.3,
has been taken from [dV01]. Algorithm 2.4.3 in Section 2.4.2 is based on Algorithm 5.6 of [dV01]; we extended it to generate input-enabled test cases.
Section 2.4.3 is our own extension of the existing work.

2.5

Summary

We have presented the framework of formal methods in conformance testing,
and instantiated it with implementation relation ioco. For ioco sound test
cases can be produced, resulting in an exhaustive test suite “in the limit” of
running the test derivation algorithm. We discussed an extension to guide the
test derivation. We briefly mentioned a few generalisations and variants of ioco:
implementation relations iocoF , miocoF , uioco, tiocoM , rtioco and sioco.
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physical ingredients:
black-box implementation

execution of a test case

formal ingredients:
specification
model of implementation
implementation relation
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IUT can be any computer system or
program which can can be modelled as
input-output transition system, where
inputs and outputs can be mapped oneto-one on LI resp. LU and inputs can
always occur
EXEC(t, IUT): physical execution of
test case t on IUT; may involve multiple
runs, e.g. to cater for non-determinism
s ∈ LT S(LI , LU )
iIUT ∈ IOT S(LI , LU )
ioco

observation objective
reveal relations

e ∈ P(L∗δ )
rios (singular o.o.), riop (plural o.o.)

test case
observations
model of execution of a
test case

t ∈ T T S(LU , LI )
(L ∪ {δ})∗
obs : TESTS × MODS → P(OBS )

verdict functions
hit functions
hit functions
test derivation algorithm

vt : P((L ∪ {δ})∗ ) → {pass, fail}
Herios : P((L ∪ {δ})∗ ) → {hit, miss}
riop
HE
: P((L ∪ {δ})∗ ) → {hit, miss}
genioco,rios
:
LT S(LI , LU )
→
P(T T S(LU , LI ))

assumptions:
test hypothesis

prove obligations:
soundness
exhaustiveness
e-soundness

e-exhaustiveness

for all IUT some iIUT models IUT
obs(t, iIUT ) models EXEC(t, IUT)
genioco,rios is sound for any s ∈
LT S(LI , LU )
genioco,rios is exhaustive for any s ∈
LT S(LI , LU )
genioco,rios is e-sound for any e ∈
TOBS for which {i | i rev e} ∩ {i |
i imp s} =
6 ∅
genioco,rios is e-exhaustive for any e ∈
TOBS for which {i | i rev e} ∩ {i |
i imp s} =
6 ∅

Table 2.4: Our instantiation of the framework for conformance and exhibition
testing
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Chapter 3

Architecture of TorX
In the previous chapters we introduced our design goal and presented the theory
that we build on. In this chapter we present the global architecture of our design;
we refer to the design as TorX. In Chapter A we discuss two implementations
of this design: the model-based testing tools TorX and JTorX.
We start this chapter with a very abstract view of the architecture in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we make the connection between this abstract view and
the theory that we discussed in Chapter 2.
In the remainder of this chapter, and in the following chapters, we refine this
abstract architectural view to fulfil our design goal, where we look in particular
at requirement 3 (the design should be suitable for on-line and off-line testing)
and requirement 7 (the design should support random and guided on-line testing). We do this by discussing configurations of TorX that correspond with
these requirements, as shown in Table 3.1.

on-line
off-line (Sect. 3.6)

exhaustive
non-exhaustive

random
Sect. 3.4
Sect. 3.6.3
Sect. 3.6.4

guided
Sect. 3.5
Sect. 3.6.5
Sect. 3.6.5

Table 3.1: Overview of TorX configurations discussed, with section numbers.
For each configuration we show its decomposition in components, and the interfaces between them, and we show how those components that “are in charge”
can accomplish their task using the other components. We use a running example to illustrate each scenario; we introduce the example in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4 we discuss on-line testing with random test selection, which we
in Section 3.5 extend with guided test selection (i.e. the use of test purposes to
guide test derivation). In Section 3.6 we discuss off-line testing with systematic
exhaustive test derivation, derivation with random test selection, and guided
derivation of test cases. Section 3.7 ends the chapter with a summary of the
inter-component interfaces.
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Typographic conventions In the previous chapter we typically used a slanted
font for ‘mathematical’ functions, e.g. those on LTSes, like in and out. In this
chapter we introduce interface functions for which we use a sans serif font. Some
of the functions that we introduce here have names that coincide with names
of ‘mathematical’ functions of the previous chapter, e.g. in and out, but which
thus can be distinguished by font.

3.1

Starting Point

We start with the most abstract view of the TorX architecture and its environment, depicted in Figure 3.1. This view is obtained by taking the abstract view
of testing that we gave in Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’ as Figure 1.1 on page 2,
and extending it with the model (Specification), to reflect the fact that we are
dealing with model-based testing.
stimuli
Specification

TorX
responses

Implementation
IUT

verdict
Figure 3.1: Abstract view of TorX: it interacts with Implementation via stimuli
and responses. It derives the stimuli and predictions for the responses from
Specification. Testing results in a verdict.
In Figure 3.1 the tester (TorX) itself is shown as a black box. We surrounded the tester (TorX) with a dashed box to indicate the border between
the tester and its environment. When we decompose the tester in subsequent
figures, we also show the dashed box there. The environment of TorX consists of the Specification (at its left side in the figure), and the Implementation
(at its right side in the figure). Neither Specification nor Implementation are
part of TorX itself, but TorX uses the Specification (to derive tests from) and
interacts with the Implementation (by “playing the role” of its environment).
Note that we have omitted the user from the picture. For now we only talk
about automated testing for which we do not need a user. We come back to the
user later, in Section 3.5.

3.2

Link with Theory

In the previous chapter we have seen the formal framework of model-based
testing, and the instantiation of it for the implementation relation ioco.
Formal framework The formal framework was schematically presented in
Figure 2.1 on page 22. From the formal model we take the basic testing concepts that we use in the architecture: specification, test purpose (a.k.a. ob-
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Specification

Observation
Objective

DerivationEngine
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Manager

Test Derivation

Adapter

IUT

3

Test Execution

verdict

Figure 3.2: Schematic view of on-line model-based testing. Test derivation (top
inner box) and test execution (bottom inner box) take place in an integrated
manner. Each test step that is derived from Specification, and optional Observation Objective, is immediately executed on the IUT, and only then the next
test step is derived. Thus, a test case is only implicitly present, and therefore
there is no test suite in this figure. Execution of the test on IUT yields a verdict.

Specification

Observation
Objective

DerivationEngine

DerivationManager

test suite

ExecutionManager

Adapter

Test Derivation

DerivationEngine

IUT

Test Execution
verdict

Figure 3.3: Schematic view of off-line model-based testing. Test derivation,
in the top inner box, uses Specification, and optional Observation Objective,
as input and produces a test suite. Test execution, in the bottom inner box,
applies the test suite to the IUT, to yield a verdict.

servation objective), test derivation, test suite, implementation, test execution,
and verdict. We leave out the implementation relation because its role in the
architecture is only indirect (it is implicitly present in the test derivation). We
rearrange these elements of Figure 2.1 into a form that is more suitable for use
as basis of the architecture for on-line (Fig. 3.2) and off-line (Fig. 3.3) testing.
In both these figures we already “opened up” the test derivation and test execution boxes; the outer dashed box separates the components of the architecture
from their environment.
In Figure 3.2 we show our basic architecture for on-line testing. Here, no
test suite is shown, because tests are only implicitly present: recall that each
test step that is derived, is immediately executed. The integration between test
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derivation and test execution is shown: they share the Manager component.
Figure 3.3 targets off-line testing, as the presence of the test suite indicates.
This figure has the same components as the abstract view of off-line testing of
Figure 1.3 on page 4, except for the model that had not yet been introduced at
that point.
The formal framework and its instantiation with ioco leave choices open,
like about the relation between test derivation and test execution (on-line or
off-line?) and about how to do test selection. When a tool that is based on
this theory is used to do actual testing, all these open choices will have to be
resolved. For TorX we resolved some of them by our design choices, discussed
in Chapter 1; others we made part of the design goal, and thus they are passed
on to the user as user-configurable options of TorX.
Test Derivation As laid down by requirements 1 and 2 we use the ioco
algorithm (discussed in Section 2.2.5) to derive test cases from a labelled transition system (LTS) representation of the specification. How we obtain an LTS
from a specification in an “arbitrary” formalism is outside the scope of the ioco
theory, and, as laid down by requirement 5, we strive for language independence. Nevertheless, obtaining the LTS from a given model is an indispensable
part of a working testing tool. For now, we assume that the test derivation
tool component will take care of this; we will discuss this in greater detail in
Chapter 4.
As laid down in requirement 3, the tool should be suitable for both on- and
off-line testing. To obtain a test suite (multiple different test cases) we have to
run the ioco algorithm multiple times and vary the two choices that the ioco
algorithm leaves open: the choice of the next test step (do we try to stimulate,
do we observe, or do we stop?) and the choice of the particular stimulus when
we have chosen to stimulate. This will give us an exhaustive test suite “in the
limit”.
Test Execution In the formal framework, test execution function EXEC
takes a test suite and an IUT and returns a verdict. In the ioco testing theory with which we instantiated the formal framework, the execution of a test
suite consists of the application of each of its test cases to the IUT. The test
cases themselves are (by construction) deterministic, but when there is nondeterministic behaviour in the system under test, or when the system under
test contains uncontrollable choices (such that the same sequence of stimuli
yields different responses) the repeated application of a test case may lead to
different observations. How often test cases must be applied and in which order
are choices left open by the formal framework and the ioco testing theory. The
implementations of our design leave this to their user.

3.3

Running Example

We will illustrate each of the configurations of Table 3.1 with a small example.
For this example we will use a model, depicted in Figure 3.4, that is based on
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0
?coin

?coin

?coin

?tea
1

!coin
2

?cof

!cof

3

?cof
3
?tea

!tea

?cof ?tea ?kick
?cof
?tea
?kick

4

5
?kick

?cof
?tea
?kick

Figure 3.4: Quirky Coffee Machine (Specification)

0
?coin

!coin
2

?cof ?tea ?kick
Figure 3.5: Refund-only Machine (not input-enabled; when used as implementation, missing or omitted inputs are assumed to be on self-loops, see the text).

0
?coin
?tea
?kick

?coin

?coin
1

!coin
2

?cof

!cof

3

?cof
?kick
?tea

!tea

?cof ?tea ?kick
?cof
?tea
?kick

4

5

?cof
?tea
?kick

Figure 3.6: Kick-insensitive Machine: ?kick in states 1 and 3 has no effect.
(not input-enabled; when used as implementation, missing or omitted inputs
are assumed to be on self-loops, see the text).
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the Quirky Coffee machine of Rom Langerak [Lan90]. In this model we prefix
inputs (to the system under test) with a question mark (?) and outputs with an
exclamation mark (!). The model describes a machine that is able to produce
coffee and tea, although obtaining the preferred beverage may take some effort.
When a coin is inserted the machine nondeterministically goes to one of three
states: 1, 2, or 3. In state 2 it will immediately return the coin and return to
the initial state. In state 1 only the functionality to produce coffee, and in state
3 only the functionality to produce tea is working. In states 1 and 3, when the
button is pressed for the beverage that cannot be produced, the machine does
nothing (modelled as a self loop). However, kicking the machine, while it is in
one of these states, makes it change state (from 1 to 3, and vice versa), such
that the functionality for the other beverage (and only for that one) is working.
So, when the machine consumes an inserted coin (and does not immediately
return it), but does not produce coffee when the coffee button is pressed, it is
possible to obtain coffee by kicking the machine and pressing the coffee button
once more. Tea can be obtained in a similar way.
Implementations In the examples we use two different implementations of
this machine: a refund-only one, and a kick-insensitive one. Note that the implementation examples that we present here do not allow all inputs in all states,
i.e. they are not input-enabled. We assume that any model, which is used as
implementation, is (implicitly) made input-enabled by adding self-loops for the
missing inputs—our tool implementation (i.e. the Adapter for use of simulated
model as IUT, design req. 15) does such input-completion automatically. This
allows us to use also models, that are not input-enabled, as implementation.
The refund-only implementation, depicted in Figure 3.5, never serves coffee
or tea, but only refunds money. It is ioco-correct w.r.t. the specification.
The kick-insensitive implementation, depicted in Figure 3.6, does serve coffee
and tea, but deviates from the specification in its behaviour when it is kicked.
In the specification, a kick in the right states (state 1 or 3) triggers a transition
to a new state, in which the beverage is available that before was inaccessible.
However, in the kick-insensitive implementation, kicking does not help: the
machine remains in the same state, and thus, kicking does not affect which
beverage can be served. We illustrate this by showing the sets of expected
outputs for the traces that describe these scenarios, where we use i for the
kick-insensitive implementation, and s for the specification.
with σ2 = ?coin · ?cof · δ · ?kick · ?cof:
out( i after σ2 ) = {δ} 6⊆ {!cof} = out( s after σ2 )
with σ1 = ?coin · ?tea · δ · ?kick · ?tea:
out( i after σ1 ) = {δ} 6⊆ {!tea} = out( s after σ1 )
Moreover, the behaviour of the kick-insensitive implementation also differs
from the specification when, after not receiving the requested beverage and then
kicking the machine, one asks for the opposite beverage: the kick-insensitive
implementation serves it, but the specification does not (and remains quiescent).
with σ3 = ?coin · ?cof · δ · ?kick · ?tea:
out( i after σ3 ) = {!tea} 6⊆ {δ} = out( s after σ3 )
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with σ4 = ?coin · ?tea · δ · ?kick · ?cof:
out( i after σ4 ) = {!cof} 6⊆ {δ} = out( s after σ4 )
This shows that the kick-insensitive implementation is ioco-incorrect w.r.t. the
specification.

3.4

Random On-Line Testing

When we integrate test derivation and test execution to the point where each
test step is derived “on demand” driven by the test execution, i.e. when we do
on-line testing, we can simplify the architecture that we showed in Figure 2.1.
This section is structured as follows. After defining components (Section 3.4.1)
and interfaces (Section 3.4.2), we show how these can be used for random on-line
testing (Section 3.4.3), and illustrate this using our example (Section 3.4.4).

3.4.1

Components

In our schematic view of model-based testing of Figure 2.1 we have separate
activities Test Derivation and Test Execution, with the test suite as object that
is passed from the former to the latter. Conceptually, we use the approach of
separation of concerns to decompose both test derivation and test execution in
components that provide access to the Specification (the DerivationEngine component) resp. the IUT (the Adapter component), and a Manager component that
is responsible for the progress, and for resolving any remaining open choices in
test derivation resp. test execution. Figure 3.2, without the optional observation
objective, depicts the architecture. (We discuss the case where the observation
objective is present in Section 3.5.)
The DerivationEngine hides the details of the Specification from the Manager. The DerivationEngine computes the information (those “primitives”) that
the Manager needs from the Specification. As we will see, the DerivationEngine
provides access to the suspension automaton of Specification; the Manager uses
this to implement the test derivation algorithm. In this way, the Manager is as
independent as possible from the Specification; in particular, it is independent
from its syntactical format, and the Manager only has to resolve the open choices
in the test derivation algorithm: it decides which test case to construct.
The Adapter hides IUT-specific details from the Manager (which is IUTindependent) and provides it with a uniform interface to the IUT. The Adapter
is, by definition, IUT-dependent. It provides the connection to the IUT, which
encompasses the connection proper as well as the mapping between the abstract
labels of the Specification (and thus of the test case) and the concrete interactions with the IUT. This mapping in the Adapter resolves the remaining open
choices for test execution: the choice of interaction details (like test data) that
are not represented in (have been abstracted away from) the stimuli labels.
For on-line testing we don’t have to pass a test suite from test derivation to
test execution – passing one test step at a time suffices, and thus we omit the
test suite from the architecture for on-line testing.
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3.4.2

3

Interfaces

Here we discuss the interfaces between the components in our decomposition.
Before we look at the individual interfaces we discuss the form of our interfaces
in general.
In general our interfaces are between two components, and in general the
interaction between them follows a question-answer (request-response, clientserver) scheme: one of them always takes the initiative, the other always responds. Components may exchange formal objects over the interfaces, like labels, states or sets of these. For now we do not care about the specific way in
which the interfaces may be implemented, nor about the concrete representation of the formal objects that are exchanged over them. We therefore present
the interfaces as functions of which we give the signature, typically in terms of
labels, states, or sets of these. For the discussion in this thesis, we assume that
no errors result from the application of the interface functions, and thus they
do not appear in the interface definitions.
In general we strive for lean interfaces. Lean interfaces between modules
are an indication of high independence between the modules, which is a sign of
successful decomposition. Two practical consequences of lean interfaces are runtime efficiency (reduced amount of data to be passed between the components)
and implementation efficiency (reduced number of interface functions that have
to be implemented).

Between Manager and Adapter
Inspiration for the interface between Manager and Adapter comes from the testing process. When the test is derived and executed one step at a time, these
test steps, i.e. the stimuli that are to be given and the observed responses, are
natural elements in the interface between Manager and Adapter.
Because the testing is “driven” by the Manager, we choose that the Manager
will take the initiative on this interface. The interface must at least be capable of
transferring a stimulus from Manager to Adapter, and transferring an observation
in the opposite direction. As mentioned before, we use labels from LI ∪ LδU to
represent stimuli and observations. To this we add functions for initialisation
and cleanup. Our interface thus exists of the following four functions, to be
implemented by the Adapter. (We explain below why tryStim and getObs return
a tuple instead of just a label.)
1.
2.
3.
4.

start :→ void
tryStim : LI → {i, u} × (LI ∪ LU )
getObs :→ {u} × (LU ∪ {δ})
stop :→ void
Table 3.2: Signature of Adapter interface functions.
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Ad 1: start With function start the Manager can ask the Adapter to start the
IUT (or make a connection to it, or reserve resources, or anything else that is
necessary for a specific IUT).
Ad 2: tryStim With function tryStim the Manager can ask the Adapter to
attempt to apply a given stimulus. By construction, our test cases are able
to consume observations that are (turn out to be) pending when an attempt
is made to apply a stimulus (see property 4 of Definitions 2.2.13 on page 34,
and step 2 of Algorithm 2.2.18). We delegate the issue of maintaining a queue
of pending observations to the Adapter, and provide minimal (but sufficient)
support via our definition of tryStim. It is defined as follows.
(
hu, xi with x ∈ LU if x was produced before a could be applied
tryStim(a) =def
hi, ai with a ∈ LI
otherwise (i.e. a was applied to the IUT)
The return value of tryStim is a tuple ht, li. It contains a type t ∈ {i, u} and
a label l. The type t is there to be able to distinguish the two kinds of return
values without knowledge of the label sets LI and LU . The label l is either
◦ an acknowledgement of the successful application of stimulus a (when
there was no pending observation), or
◦ the first pending observation, x (when there was a pending observation).
The acknowledgement consists of the stimulus that was applied, because then in
either case the Adapter returns a representation of the latest interaction between
Adapter and IUT. Application of a stimulus should always succeed when there
is no observation pending, because the IUT is assumed to be input-enabled.
Ad 3: getObs With function getObs the Manager can ask the Adapter for an
observation. It is defined as follows.
(
hu, xi with x ∈ LU when x was produced by the IUT
getObs() =def
hu, δi
when the IUT did not produce output
For consistency with tryStim also getObs returns a tuple ht, li. Here t is always
u, and l is either the first pending or freshly observed observation, or δ (as
representation of quiescence).
Ad 4: stop With function stop the Manager can ask the Adapter to stop the
IUT (or break the connection to it, or release resources, or anything else that is
necessary for a specific IUT).
Between Manager and DerivationEngine
The Manager drives the test derivation algorithm and resolves its open choices,
and uses the DerivationEngine to access the specification. In the interaction
between Manager and DerivationEngine it always is the former that takes the
initiative.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

3

start :→ P
in : P → P(LI )
out : P → P(LU ∪ {δ})
next : P × (LI ∪ LU ∪ {δ}) → P ] {⊥}

Table 3.3: Signature of DerivationEngine interface functions (non-guided), given
in terms of label(set)s LI , LU and δ, and the pseudo-state type of Table 3.4.
5. PS : SΓ → P
6. m : P → SΓ
Table 3.4: Signature of pseudo-state type (used in non-guided DerivationEngine
interface).
Our interface consists of the four functions, to be implemented by the DerivationEngine, given in Table 3.3.
Inspiration for the interface between Manager and DerivationEngine comes
from the ioco test derivation Algorithm 2.2.18. In each step of the algorithm,
the next step in the test case is derived from a set of states from the specification which we will call S in the following. In particular, each instance of S
encountered during test derivation corresponds to a state of Γs , the suspension
automaton of s (defined in Definition 2.2.12). At the start of the algorithm
this set is s0 after  . To derive a test step the algorithm looks at the sets of
stimuli and responses that are enabled in S, i.e. at in(S) resp. out(S). For the
next step the algorithm looks at S after l , the states that can be reached from
S via a transition with observable label l. We thus let the DerivationEngine
provide access to the suspension automaton states, and to the sets of stimuli
and responses that are enabled in these states.
For now we do not care how the suspension automaton states are represented
on the interface (whether as actual sets of state representations in serialised
form, as set of state identifiers, or as state set identifiers) nor where the actual
states and state sets are stored (in DerivationEngine or Manager– when states are
stored in DerivationEngine, the interface needs an additional function to allow
the Manager to indicate which states or state sets can be deleted). We make
this explicit, by using an indirection: functions start and next return a pseudostate object, and functions in, out and next accept a pseudo-state as argument.
The signature of the pseudo-state functions is given in Table 3.4. We let PS
construct a pseudo-state from a suspension automaton state, and let method m
return the suspension automaton state from a pseudo-state:
PS(s).m() =def s
Below we give the functionality of the DerivationEngine interface functions
in terms of the functions in, out and after of Chapter 2, and the pseudo-state
functions of Table 3.4. (In Chapter 4 we discuss how the interface functions can
be implemented). There s is the (initial state of) the specification, and P is a
pseudo-state (that gives access to a suspension automaton state, i.e. to a set of
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states).

start() =def PS( s after  )
in(P ) =def in(P.m())
out(P ) =def out(P.m())
(
⊥
if P.m() after l = ∅
next(P, l) =def
PS( P.m() after l ) otherwise
Note that we let next(P, l) return the special value ⊥ when there is no outgoing transition from P.m() that has observable label l. We used special value
⊥ to make it stand out. Moreover, ∅, i.e. the empty set of states of the specification, is not part of SΓ , as given in Definition 2.2.12—otherwise we could have
used PS(∅) instead of ⊥.

3.4.3

Manager Algorithm

Above we mentioned that when we do on-line derivation and execution we do not
explicitly use a test suite, nor even a test case. We show this in Algorithm 3.1
for random on-line test derivation and execution, presented on the following
page. Algorithm 3.1 is based on Algorithm 2.2.18 on page 39, and we discuss
the correspondence below.
Algorithm 2.2.18 constructs a test case by the application of three rules:
1. to terminate the test case at any point with a pass verdict,
2. to try to apply a stimulus (and be ready to consume and check an observation), and
3. to obtain and check an observation.
Algorithm 2.2.18 keeps a state set S, with initial value s after  as its main
data structure.
Algorithm 3.1 uses a pseudo-state P , that gives access to the same state set
S, with the same initial value (set at line 2). It applies the first rule at line 5
when a given maximal length for the test run (intended depth) has been reached.
It bases its choice between the second and the third rule on the knowledge
whether stimuli are enabled, and on knowledge whether the previous interaction
consisted of the observation of quiescence, as follows (see lines 7–12, and lines 4
and 25).
◦ If no stimuli are enabled, it applies the third rule;
◦ otherwise, if the previous interaction was an observation of quiescence, it
applies the second rule (this is an heuristic that tries to avoid consecutive
observations of quiescence);
◦ otherwise it randomly chooses one of the rules.
The application of the second rule starts at line 14, and the application of the
third rule at line 17. For both rules, l, the result of the interaction with the IUT,
is checked by asking the DerivationEngine to compute the successor pseudo-state
P 0 (at line 19), and evaluating whether P 0 = ⊥ at line 20. (By the definition of
next, P 0 will be either ⊥ or PS( P.m() after l ).)
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Algorithm 3.1: Random On-Line Test Derivation and Execution
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification and
an Adapter a that gives access to the SUT
output: A verdict
1 begin
2
P ←− d.start()
3
a.start()
4
prevLabel ←− ⊥
5
while intended depth not reached do
6
stimuli ←− d.in(P )
7
if stimuli = ∅ then
8
action ←− observe
9
else if prevLabel = δ then
10
action ←− stimulate
11
else
12
action ←− random choice from {stimulate, observe}
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

switch action do
case stimulate
pick stimulus l0 ∈ stimuli
t, l ←− a.tryStim(l0 )
case observe
t, l ←− a.getObs()
P 0 ←− d.next(P, l)
if P 0 = ⊥ and t = u then
a.stop()
return fail
else
P ←− P 0
prevLabel ←− l
a.stop()
return pass

◦ When l is an unexpected observation (i.e. when P 0 = ⊥ and t = u) the
test run is aborted with a fail verdict.
When testing continues, P is updated (at line 24) to PS( S after l ), which
directly corresponds to what happens in Algorithm 2.2.18. When testing stops,
Algorithm 3.1 stops the IUT and returns the verdict. The actual implementation
of the algorithm in our testing tool also shows the expected responses to the
user.
Note that the algorithm doesn’t access the suspension automaton states of
the pseudo-states; all that the algorithm does with the pseudo-states, is pass
them back to the DerivationEngine as argument to a DerivationEngine interface
function.
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Examples

We illustrate Algorithm 3.1 by showing two runs with the Quirky Coffee Machine
specification of Figure 3.4, one on the refund-only implementation of Figure 3.5,
and one on the kick-insensitive implementation of Figure 3.6. Recall that we
assume implicit input-completion on a model that is used as implementation
(see the “Implementations” paragraph of Section 3.3).
Example 1: Refund-only implementation
In Figure 3.7 we show a run with the Quirky Coffee Machine specification of
Figure 3.4 on the refund-only implementation of Figure 3.5. In particular, we
show the interaction between the Manager and the DerivationEngine and the
Adapter. We look at a run of maximal 5 steps. We assume that the IUT makes
its own choices, such that the test tool has no control over them. In Figure 3.8
on page 69 we show the transitions that are covered in the model by this run.
Below, we follow the structure of Figure 3.7.
Initialisation Pseudo-state P is initialised to PS({0}), representing only the
initial state of the specification (there are no internal transitions enabled in the
initial state), and via the Adapter the IUT is started.
Test step 1 Set stimuli = in(PS({0})) = {?coin} =
6 ∅. Because stimuli 6= ∅
the algorithm makes a random choice from {stimulate, observe}. Assume it
chooses to observe1 . The algorithm obtains an observation via the Adapter
(line 18). The IUT is still in its initial state and has not produced output, and
thus the Adapter returns hu, δi. The label value is in out(PS({0})) = {δ}, and
thus testing continues, with P updated to PS( {0} after δ ) = PS({0}) (i.e. it
remains unchanged), and with prevLabel = δ.
Test step 2 Now, the algorithm chooses to try to apply a stimulus (stimuli 6=
∅, and prevLabel = δ). There is only one enabled stimulus, ?coin. The Adapter
is requested to apply it, which succeeds, such that the IUT moves to state 2,
and thus l = ?coin and t = i at line 19. Successor pseudo-state P 0 is computed:
P 0 = PS( {0} after ?coin ) = PS({1, 2, 3}) 6= ⊥. Thus, testing continues with P
updated to P 0 = PS({1, 2, 3}), and with prevLabel = ?coin.
Test step 3 Now, stimuli = in(PS({1, 2, 3})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} 6= ∅, and
prevLabel 6= δ; again the algorithm makes a random choice from {stimulate, observe}.
Assume this time it chooses to apply a stimulus, ?kick. However, when the Adapter receives the request to apply this stimulus, and is ready to pass it on to
the IUT, the IUT decides to produce output. The Adapter thus receives an observation: !coin, which it passes on as return value of tryStim: t = u and l =
!coin. Successor pseudo-state P 0 is computed: P 0 = PS( {1, 2, 3} after !coin ) =
1 This is what the implemented algorithm does in JTorX-1.8.0 on mac, with random number
generator seed 547723777.
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initialisation

3

Adapter

start()
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{?cof, ?tea, ?kick}
tryStim(?kick)
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hu, !coini
next(PS({1, 2, 3}), !coin)

test step 1
in(PS({0}))
{?coin}

PS({0})

test step 4: omitted: identical to test step 1
getObs()
hu, δi

test step 5

next(PS({0}), δ)

in(PS({0}))

PS({0})

{?coin}
tryStim(?coin)

test step 2

hi, ?coini

in(PS({0}))
{?coin}

next(PS({0}), ?coin)

tryStim(?coin)
hi, ?coini
next(PS({0}), ?coin)

PS({1, 2, 3})

finalisation
stop()

PS({1, 2, 3})

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Sequence diagrams showing interaction between Manager and
DerivationEngine and Adapter for the refund-only implementation.

PS({0}) 6= ⊥. Thus, testing continues, with P updated to P 0 = PS({0}), and
with prevLabel = !coin.

Test step 4 Now stimuli = in(PS({0})) = {?coin} =
6 ∅, and prevLabel 6= δ.
Assume this time the algorithm decides to observe. It requests an observation
from the Adapter, which returns hu, δi, as in the first test step. Testing continues, with P updated to PS( {0} after δ ) = PS({0}) (i.e. unchanged), and with
prevLabel = δ.

Test step 5 Set stimuli has the same value as for the fourth step, but now
prevLabel = δ, thus the algorithm chooses to try to apply a stimulus, i.e. ?coin,
the only stimulus enabled. The Adapter successfully applies it, such that the IUT
moves to state 2, and l = ?coin and t = i at line 19. Successor pseudo-state P 0
is computed: P 0 = PS( {0} after ?coin ) = PS({1, 2, 3}) 6= ⊥. Testing continues
with P updated to P 0 = PS({1, 2, 3}), and with prevLabel = ?coin.
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0
?coin
?coin

?tea
1

!coin
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?cof

!cof
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?tea
?kick

?coin

4
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3
?tea

?cof
?tea
?kick
?kick

!tea
5

?cof
?tea
?kick

Figure 3.8: Transitions covered in quirky coffee machine model, in run of example 1, on refund-only implementation.

Finalisation Now, the expression in the condition at line 5 of the algorithm
evaluates to false, the Adapter is requested to stop the IUT, and the verdict pass
is returned.
Example 2: Kick-insensitive implementation
We now show a run with the Quirky Coffee Machine specification of Figure 3.4
on the kick-insensitive implementation of Figure 3.6. The interaction between
Manager, DerivationEngine and Adapter is shown in Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.10
on page 71 we show the transitions that are covered in the model by this run.
For most of the steps, the presentation in Figure 3.9 will speak for itself. We
give just a few lines of explanation for each step.
Test step 1 The algorithm has a random choice from {stimulate, observe};
we assume it chooses to stimulate with the only enabled stimulus ?coin. We
assume that the IUT accepts the stimulus, randomly chooses one of the enabled
transitions with label ?coin, and makes a transition to its state 32 .
Test step 2 The algorithm again has a random choice from {stimulate, observe};
we assume it again chooses to stimulate, this time with ?cof. The IUT accepts
the stimulus, and follows its only enabled ?cof transition, which is a self-loop.
Test step 3 The algorithm again has a random choice from {stimulate, observe};
we assume it chooses to obtain and check an observation. The IUT has not
produced output, and does not produce output while the adapter waits, so
quiescence is observed, which is correct.
2 In JTorX we can configure two random number generator seeds: one for the test derivation
functionality, and one for the simulator that is used when we use a model as IUT. With a
simulator seed value of 1279935 in JTorX 1.8.0 on Mac, it makes this transition.
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⊥
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hu, δi
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(to show expected observations)
out(PS({4}))
{!cof}

finalisation
stop()

PS({3})

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Sequence diagrams showing interaction between Manager and
DerivationEngine and Adapter for the kick-insensitive implementation.

Test step 4 Having observed quiescence in the previous step, the algorithm
chooses to stimulate, with, we assume, ?kick. The IUT accepts the stimulus,
and follows its only enabled ?kick transition, which is a self-loop.

Test step 5 The algorithm again has a random choice from {stimulate, observe};
we assume it chooses to stimulate, this time with ?cof. The IUT accepts the
stimulus, and follows its only enabled ?cof transition, which is a self-loop.
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0
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?coin

?tea
1
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?kick
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?tea
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Figure 3.10: Transitions covered in quirky coffee machine model, in run of example 2, on kick-insensitive implementation. The dashed transition has the
output that was expected, but not produced by the kick-insensitive implementation.
Test step 6 The algorithm again has a random choice from {stimulate, observe};
we assume it chooses to obtain and check an observation. The IUT has not produced output, and does not produce output while the adapter waits, so quiescence is observed, which is not correct. (In our testing tool implementation, the
Manager requests the set of expected observations from the DerivationEngine, to
show it to the user. This set is {!cof}.) Testing stops with a fail verdict.

3.4.5

Concluding Remarks and Observations

We conclude this section on on-line testing with the following remarks and
observations.
(a) The Manager is not aware of LI and LU , which shows success in decoupling;
(b) Typically we see for each test step three interactions between Manager,
DerivationEngine and Adapter (Figures 3.7 and 3.9 illustrate this clearly):
1. Manager obtains potential behaviour from DerivationEngine,
2. Manager interacts with Adapter for actual next step,
3. Manager updates DerivationEngine with executed next step.
There seem to be two optimisations possible.
On the one hand, it seems that we could reduce the number of interactions
from three to two by combining the two interactions between Manager and
DerivationEngine, i.e. by letting the DerivationEngine include the potential
behaviour for the next test step in its response to the update with the last
executed step. We leave this for future work.
On the other hand, the Manager can skip obtaining potential behaviour
from DerivationEngine, when it knows that the Adapter has a pending
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observation. However, the Adapter interface of Table 3.2 does not provide
a means to pass information about pending observations from Adapter to
DerivationEngine. Also this we leave for future work.

3

(c) For random on-line testing DerivationEngine.start, DerivationEngine.in and
DerivationEngine.next suffice: we only use DerivationEngine.out to provide
more information to the user, e.g. to help diagnose fail verdicts.
(d) By adding a simple user interface we can easily allow a user to make the
choices that Algorithm 3.1 makes randomly. The user can then control the
testing not unlike he would control an interactive simulator, except that
during a test run we can not go one step back and explore an alternative
branch (which is typically easily possible with an interactive simulator).
To provide the user more insight in the testing, it is best to obtain, together
with the set of possible stimuli, also the list of expected responses, and
show that to the user. (For this we do need function DerivationEngine.out.)

3.5

Guided On-Line Testing

In the previous section we described an architecture for random on-line testing.
Now we describe how this can be extended to guidance information, i.e. using
additional information not present in the specification.
We consider two (strongly related) kinds of guidance information:
1. guidance information that directs the test derivation (e.g. to a particular
behaviour in the specification), and
2. guidance information that constrains the test derivation (e.g. by imposing
a particular interaction pattern).
The essential difference is that the former consists of (can be treated as) a
(possibly infinite) set of finite traces, whereas the latter consists of (can be
treated as) a set of infinite traces. In practice, however, we treat both kinds of
guidance information in the same way.
In Chapter 4 we discuss a different class of guidance, namely how we can
change the random test derivation such that certain actions or behaviours have
a higher likely-hood to appear in the test runs than others.
Guidance based on exhibition testing We base our support for guidance
on the theory for exhibition testing described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, in particular on Algorithm 2.4.5 on page 49. In the context of this theory, the guidance
information represents a singular observation objective.
Recall that we take as specification of the observation objective a set of traces
from Lδ ∗ which describe the behaviour we are interested in testing. In this setting, we get a two-dimensional verdict hc, ei, with c the usual ioco correctness
verdict (pass or fail), and e an indication of whether the implementation exhibited the observation objective (hit or miss). Thus, we may get four different
verdicts:
hpass, hiti no error was found, and a wanted trace has been observed;
hpass, missi no error was found, but no wanted trace has been observed;
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Figure 3.11: Observation objective (a) attempts to obtain coffee, either directly,
or via ?kick. Observation objective (b) attempts to “hit” the error in the kickinsensitive implementation. The end states of the traces that we want to see
(i.e., states that we want to reach) are marked with a double circle. In both
observation objectives action !coin will be enabled only in the first 100 iterations
through the loop. Thus, when the implementation returns !coin for the 101fst
time, action !coin will not be enabled, and the test run will end with verdict
hpass, missi.

hfail, hiti
hfail, missi

an error was found, and a wanted trace has been observed;
an error was found, but no wanted trace has been observed.

Examples We show two example observation objectives in Figure 3.11; in
Section 3.5.4 we show test runs with them.
Observation objective (a) attempts to guide the test run such that coffee
is obtained, either directly, or by kicking the machine. When in this way coffee
is obtained, the test run will end with a verdict hpass, hiti. Otherwise, a test
run will end with either hpass, missi or with hfail, missi. It will end with
hpass, missi when the goal is not reached, but no error was detected—this
verdict we will get, for example, with the refund-only implementation. It will
end with verdict hfail, missi when an error is found, because this observation
objective does not contain erroneous outputs—this we may get with the kickinsensitive implementation, because it may serve tea when coffee is requested.
Observation objective (b) attempts to guide the test run such that the error in the kick-insensitive implementation is exposed, as follows. A first attempt
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to get coffee is made. When the IUT remains quiescent after this first attempt,
the IUT is kicked, and a second attempt to get coffee is made. At that moment, a
correct implementation should serve coffee, but the kick-insensitive implementation will remain silent. Thus, the observation objective expects quiescence at
that moment. When a test run gets to that point, and observes quiescence,
the run will end with a verdict hfail, hiti, which tells us that we successfully
reproduced the error scenario. Otherwise, again, a test run with observation
objective (b) will end with either hpass, missi or hfail, missi. Again, it will
end with verdict hpass, missi with e.g. the refund-only implementation, but
also with the kick-insensitive implementation, or even the specification, when
they choose the “wrong” transition when the coin is inserted. It will end with
verdict hfail, missi when any other error than the expected one is encountered.
About observation objectives that can lead to hfail, hiti Note that observation objectives that can give us hfail, hiti differ from the other ones, in the
following way. Whereas for the other observation objectives, all traces to their
goal states typically are (included in the suspension) traces of the specification
s for which they are made, this is not the case for observation objectives that
can give us hfail, hiti. For the latter ones, the traces to their goal states are of
/ out( s after σ ).
the form σ · x, with x ∈ LδU , with σ ∈ Straces(s), and with x ∈
Thus, the last output of such trace takes us out of the specification.

3.5.1

Components

We now look at the extensions necessary to support singular observation objectives in our architecture. Figure 3.2, with the optional observation objective
present, depicts the architecture.
The verdict now contains both a conformance and an exhibition aspect. We
use a special DerivationEngine instance that is able to handle both a specification and a singular observation objective, and thus gives access to a richer
structure than the specification-only DerivationEngine that we use for random
on-line testing. Therefore, we extend the DerivationEngine interface, and we extend the Manager to use this extended DerivationEngine. As before, an Adapter
provides the Manager with uniform access to the IUT.
The DerivationEngine for specification and test objective Where the
specification-only DerivationEngine that we defined in Section 3.4.2 gives access
to the suspension automaton of the specification (in a sense, a representation
of all ioco test cases for the specification), this DerivationEngine gives access to
a structure that is a representation of all ioco test cases for the specification
satisfying the observation objective (like they are derived by Algorithm 2.4.5).
We refer to this structure as the exhibition automaton. It is like a cross product
of the suspension automaton of the specification and the (determinized) observation objective, with the following two special characteristics: (1) it offers the
intersection of enabled input actions, and the union of enabled output actions,
and (2) states in which the observation objective has been hit, or missed, are
libelled with a verdict.
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Although the DerivationEngine interface defined in Section 3.4 clearly offers
functionality to give access to the basic elements of the exhibition automaton,
extensions are necessary to give access to all information contained in it. Access
to the basic elements is provided as follows: we let function in return the intersection of enabled input actions, and function out the union of enabled output
actions, and functions start and next the initial state of, resp. a successor state
in, the exhibition automaton. However, the Manager needs access to additional
information contained in the exhibition automaton, on the one hand to let itself be guided by it; and on the other hand to be able to provide additional
information to the user. The extensions give the Manager access to:
1. information to affect the choice that the Manager makes between rule 2
(try to apply stimulus) and rule 3 (obtain and check observation);
2. the verdict, if any, that is associated with an output that is returned by
out (to be precise: the verdict, if any, that is associated with the state
that is reached by the output);
3. the verdict, if any, that is associated with a state that is returned by start;
4. the verdict, if any, that is associated with a state that is returned by next.
We discuss each of these below.
Ad: 1: Making the Manager choose for rule 3 (observe) is trivial (and does not
need extensions to the interface): the exhibition automaton contains the intersection of inputs enabled in specification and observation objective, and this is
passed as return value of function in. Thus, it suffices to have no stimuli enabled
in the concerning states in the observation objective: then the intersection will
be empty, and the Manager will choose to observe.
Making the Manager choose for rule 2 (stimulate) is more involved: the
exhibition automaton contains the union of outputs enabled in specification and
observation objective. The Manager should choose to stimulate when this union
is empty, or when all outputs in the union lead to miss. (We may be tempted
to say that the Manager should choose to stimulate when the intersection of
outputs enabled in specification and observation objective is empty, but that
does not work for observation objectives that lead to an error, i.e. to a verdict
hfail, hiti: for such observation objective the intersection of enabled outputs is
empty, and the union of enabled outputs contains at least one element that does
not lead to miss.)
We need to extend the interface, to be able to provide the Manager with the
information whether the union of enabled outputs contains one or more outputs
that do not lead to miss.
Ad 2: When the Manager shows the enabled outputs to the user, obtained
using function out, the user not only wants to see what outputs are enabled,
but also, for each enabled output, the verdict (if any) that is associated with
the state reached by the output. We need to extend the interface, to be able to
pass such verdict information.
Ad 3: The initial state, as returned by function start, may have a verdict
associated with it (e.g. when we have an observation objective that is satisfied
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by the empty trace). We need to extend the interface, to be able to pass such
verdicts.

3

Ad 4: States returned by function next may have a verdict associated with
them. We need to extend the interface, to be able to pass such verdicts.

3.5.2

Interfaces

Our aim is to be able to use a single Manager (algorithm) that will work without
change for both guided and unguided testing. We arrange the DerivationEngine
interface functions to achieve this, as we discuss below.
Between Manager and Adapter
The interface between Manager and Adapter is unchanged w.r.t. random on-line
testing.
Between Manager and DerivationEngine
Our DerivationEngine interface functions have the signature given in Table 3.5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

start :→ P × (LV ] {⊥})
in : P → P(LI )
hasOutputs : P → bool
out : P → P((LU ∪ {δ}) × (LV ] {⊥})
next : P × (LI ∪ LU ∪ {δ}) → P × (LV ] {⊥})
defPosVerdict :→ LV
defNegVerdict :→ LV

Table 3.5: Signature of DerivationEngine interface functions (incl. guidance),
given in terms of label(set)s LI , LU and δ, verdicts LV and the pseudo-state
type of Table 3.6.

8. PS : SΓ × GΓ → P
9. m : P → SΓ
10. g : P → GΓ
Table 3.6: Signature of pseudo-state type (used in guided DerivationEngine interface).
Here LV represents the set of verdicts, i.e. LV = {hv, ei | v ∈ {pass, fail} and
e ∈ {hit, miss}}. A pseudo-state P now wraps a tuple of SΓ and GΓ , where SΓ
and GΓ represent the set of states of Γs resp. Γg , i.e. each element of SΓ resp.
GΓ represents a set of states of the LTS of resp. specification s and observation
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objective g.
PS(SΓ , GΓ ).m() =def SΓ
PS(SΓ , GΓ ).g() =def GΓ

3
We now discuss the interface functions, where we focus on the changes w.r.t.
Table 3.3.
Ad 1: start Function start now returns a pseudo-state that gives access to the
exhibition automaton initial state, and a verdict.
Ad 2: in Function in returns the intersection of the inputs (stimuli) enabled
in specification and observation objective.
Ad 3: hasOutputs Function hasOutputs has been added to the interface, to
provide the Manager with the information whether the union of enabled outputs
contains one or more outputs that do not lead to miss.
Ad 4: out Function out returns the union of the outputs (expected observations) enabled in specification and observation objective, with, for each output
returned, the verdict (if any) associated with the state reached by the output.
Ad 5: next Function next now returns a pseudo-state that gives access to the
successor state in the exhibition automaton, and the verdict, if any, associated
with it.
Ad 6: defPosVerdict Function defPosVerdict has been added to the interface,
to allow the manager to give the right verdict, hpass, missi, when testing stops
and no other verdict is available. This corresponds to the case where we terminate the test case with pass in the ioco algorithm.
Ad 7: defNegVerdict Function defNegVerdict has been added to the interface,
to allow the manager to give the right verdict, hfail, missi, when we check an
observation and it is expected by neither the specification nor the observation
objective, i.e. when it is not in the cross product. This corresponds to the case
where we terminate the test case with fail in the ioco algorithm.
Ad 8: PS Function PS is a constructor for the pseudo-state type; in the guided
setting it constructs a pseudo-state from an exhibition automaton state.
Ad 9: m Function m is a pseudo-state method; it returns the specification
(suspension automaton) state from a pseudo-state.
Ad 10: g Function g is a pseudo-state method; it returns the guidance (determinized observation objective) state from a pseudo-state.
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Interface definition Below we define the interface functions in terms of functions in, out, out tr , after and , of resp. Definitions 2.2.11, 2.2.10, 2.4.4, 2.2.3,
and Algorithm 2.4.5. (In Chapter 4 we discuss how the interface functions can
be implemented). Below s and g are the (initial states of) the specification
resp. the observation objective, and S and G are sets of states (i.e. a suspension
automaton state, resp. a state of a determinized LTS).

start() =def

(
hPS( s after  , g after  ), hpass, hitii if ( g after  )
hPS( s after  , g after  ), ⊥i
otherwise

in(P ) =def in(P.m()) ∩ in(P.g())
out(P ) =def {hl, hfail, hitii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l 6∈ out(P.m())∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g()) ∧ ( P.g() after l )}
∪ {hl, hpass, hitii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l ∈ out(P.m())∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g()) ∧ ( P.g() after l )}
∪ {hl, hpass, missii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l ∈ out(P.m())∧
l 6∈ out tr (P.g())}
∪ {hl, ⊥i | l ∈

LδU ∧

l ∈ out(P.m())∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g())∧ 6 ( P.g() after l )}
hasOutputs(P ) =def ∃ l ∈ out tr (P.g()) : l ∈ out(P.m())∨

next(P, l) =def

( P.g() after l )


hPS( P.m() after l , P.g() after l ), hfail, hitii





if l ∈ LδU ∧ l 6∈ out(P.m())∧




l ∈ out tr (P.g()) ∧ ( P.g() after l )





h⊥,
⊥i




 if l ∈ LδU ∧ l 6∈ out(P.m())∧





(l 6∈ out tr (P.g())∨ 6 ( P.g() after l ))





hPS(
P.m()
after l , P.g() after l ), hpass, hitii

if l ∈ (in(P.m()) ∪ out(P.m()))∧



l ∈ (in(P.g()) ∪ out tr (P.g()))∧





( P.g() after l )





hPS( P.m() after l , P.g() after l ), hpass, missii





if l ∈ (in(P.m()) ∪ out(S))∧




l 6∈ (in(P.g()) ∪ out tr (P.g()))




hPS( P.m() after l , P.g() after l ), ⊥i



 otherwise
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defPosVerdict() =def hpass, missi
defNegVerdict() =def hfail, missi

3.5.3

Manager Algorithm

We now give the algorithm that the Manager runs, as Algorithm 3.2. This
algorithm differs from Algorithm 3.1, for random on-line testing, in the following

Algorithm 3.2: On-Line Test Derivation and Execution Algorithm, usable for random on-line testing and guided on-line testing.
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification and
the observation objective, and an Adapter a that gives access to
the SUT
output: A verdict
1 begin
2
P, v ←− d.start()
3
a.start()
4
prevLabel ←− ⊥
5
while v = ⊥ and the user does not stop the testing do
6
stimuli ←− d.in(P )
7
if stimuli = ∅ then
8
action ←− observe
9
else if prevLabel = δ or ¬d.hasOutputs(P ) then
10
action ←− stimulate
11
else
12
action ←− random choice from {stimulate, observe}
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

if action = stimulate then
pick input l0 ∈ stimuli
t, l ←− a.tryStim(l0 )
else obtain and check observation
t, l ←− a.getObs()
P 0 , v 0 ←− d.next(P, l)
if t = u and P 0 = ⊥ then
v ←− d.defNegVerdict()
else
P, v ←− P 0 , v 0
prevLabel ←− l

26

a.stop()
if v 6= ⊥ then
return v

27

return d.defPosVerdict()

24
25
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aspects.
◦ the termination condition in the main loop has changed;
◦ we implicitly obtain a verdict at each test step;
◦ we use function hasOutputs to be able to force application of a stimulus;
note that without guidance there will always be an expected observation,
either a real one, or quiescence;
◦ when next returns h⊥, ⊥i we give the verdict obtained with function
defNegVerdict, i.e. hfail, missi (was fail);
◦ when testing is stopped, and no other verdict is available we give the
verdict obtained with function defPosVerdict, i.e. hpass, missi (was pass).
Making the specification-only DerivationEngine compatible with Algorithm 3.2 The specification-only DerivationEngine (i.e. the DerivationEngine
that gives access to only a specification), as defined in Section 3.4.2, is incompatible with Algorithm 3.2: it lacks the interface extensions that we made in
Section 3.5.2 to support the use of guidance. For completeness sake, we list the
changes that make it compatible with Algorithm 3.2:
◦ Add a function hasOutputs(P ) that returns out(P.m()) 6= ∅;
◦ Add a function defPosVerdict() that returns pass;
◦ Add a function defNegVerdict() that returns fail;
◦ Change function out to return, instead of a set of labels, a set of tuples
hl, ⊥i, consisting of a label l and an empty verdict ⊥;
◦ Change function init and next to return, in addition to the pseudo-state,
an empty verdict ⊥.

3.5.4

Examples

We illustrate Algorithm 3.2 by showing runs with the Quirky Coffee Machine
specification of Figure 3.4. We discuss runs on the kick-insensitive machine
(Fig. 3.6) and the correct machine (Fig. 3.4), both with the observation objective
of Figure 3.11 (a), that tries to obtain coffee, and with the observation objective
of Figure 3.11 (b), that tries to expose the error in the kick-insensitive machine.
Recall that we assume implicit input-completion on a model that is used as
implementation (see the “Implementations” paragraph of Section 3.3).
Example 1: run on kick-insensitive machine with obs. objective (a)
In this example we try to obtain coffee from the kick-insensitive machine (Figure 3.6). For this run, shown in Fig. 3.12, we assume that the IUT, upon
insertion of the coin, goes to state 3, in which it is only able to produce tea.
Thus, after requesting coffee, the tester observes quiescence, kicks the machine,
requests coffee once more without effect, and thus a verdict hfail, missi results.
For each step in the test run, the observation objective provides the action
kind (apply stimulus, or obtain and check observation), and when a stimulus is
to be applied, it provides the stimulus.
Note that in states 1 and 3 the observation objective allows two possible
responses from the IUT: coffee and quiescence. This allows the observation
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objective to deal (to a certain extent) with the non-determinism in the IUT.
Initialisation At the start of the test run d.start() is invoked. It returns a
pseudo-state that gives access to the initial state PS({0}, {0}) and verdict ⊥.
Test step 1 Initially, stimuli = in(PS({0}, {0})) = {?coin} ∩ {?coin} =
{?coin} 6= ∅. Therefore, the algorithm checks whether prevLabel = δ, which is
not true. Thus, it checks whether d.hasOutputs(PS({0}, {0})) is false, which is
the case, and thus it chooses to stimulate. The algorithm requests the Adapter to
apply ?coin – the only available stimulus (line 15). The IUT accepts the stimulus.
It randomly chooses one of the enabled transitions with label ?coin. We assume
that it makes a transition to its state 3. The Adapter thus returns hi, ?coini. The
algorithm invokes d.next(PS({0}, {0}), ?coin), which results in verdict ⊥ (because ?coin is enabled in the specification and in the observation objective) and
in new pseudo-state PS( {0} after ?coin , {0} after ?coin ) = PS({1, 2, 3}, {1})
and thus testing continues, with prevLabel set to ?coin.
Test step 2 Now, stimuli = in(PS({1, 2, 3}, {1})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick}∩∅ = ∅.
The algorithm thus chooses to obtain and check an observation. It requests
the Adapter to obtain an observation. The IUT is still in state 3 and has not
produced output, and will not produce output even when the Adapter is willing
to wait for it. Thus, the Adapter returns hu, δi, the observation of quiescence.
The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({1, 2, 3}, {1}), δ), which results in verdict ⊥
(because δ is expected by both specification and observation objective) and in
new pseudo-state PS( {1, 2, 3} after δ , {1} after δ ) = PS({1, 3}, {2}), and thus
testing continues. Now, prevLabel is set to δ.
Test step 3 Now, stimuli = in(PS({1, 3}, {2})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick}∩{?cof} =
6
∅. Thus, the algorithm checks whether prevLabel = δ, which is true. This suffices to make the algorithm choose to stimulate. It requests the Adapter to apply
the only available stimulus ?cof. The IUT still is in state 3, where the only enabled ?cof transition consists of a self-loop. It thus stays in state 3, and the Adapter returns hi, ?cofi. The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({1, 3}, {2}), ?cof), which
results in verdict ⊥ (because ?cof is enabled in both specification and observation objective) and in new pseudo-state PS( {1, 3} after ?cof , {2} after ?cof ) =
PS({3, 4}, {3}), and thus testing continues, with prevLabel set to ?cof.
Test step 4 Now, stimuli = in(PS({3, 4}, {3})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} ∩ ∅ = ∅.
The algorithm thus chooses to obtain and check an observation. It requests
the Adapter to obtain an observation. The IUT is still in state 3 and has
not produced output, and will not produce output even when the Adapter is
willing to wait for it. Thus, the Adapter returns hu, δi. The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({3, 4}, {3}), δ), which results in verdict ⊥ (because δ is expected in both specification and observation objective) and in new pseudo-state
PS( {3, 4} after δ , {3} after δ ) = PS({3}, {4}), and thus testing continues, with
prevLabel set to δ.
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Test step 5 Now, stimuli = in(PS({3}, {4})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} ∩ {?kick} =
6
∅. Thus, the algorithm checks whether prevLabel = δ, which is true. Assuming
short-circuit evaluation of the expression, this suffices to make the algorithm
choose to stimulate. (Without short-circuit evaluation the algorithm would
also check whether d.hasOutputs(PS({3}, {4})) is false, which is the case.) It
requests the Adapter to apply the only available stimulus ?kick. The IUT is still
in state 3. It accepts the stimulus and takes the only enabled ?kick transition,
which is a self-loop, and thus it stays in state 3. The Adapter returns hi, ?kicki.
The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({3}, {4}), ?kick), which results in verdict ⊥
(because ?kick is enabled in both specification and observation objective) and
in new pseudo-state PS( {3} after ?kick , {4} after ?kick ) = PS({1}, {5}), and
thus testing continues, with prevLabel set to ?kick.
Test step 6 Now, stimuli = in(PS({1}, {5})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} ∩ {?cof} 6=
∅. Thus, the algorithm checks whether prevLabel = δ, which is false. Thus,
the algorithm checks whether d.hasOutputs(PS({1}, {5})) is false, which is the
case, and thus it chooses to apply a stimulus. It requests the Adapter to apply the only available stimulus ?cof. The IUT is in state 3. It accepts the
stimulus and takes the only enabled ?cof transition, which is a self-loop, and
thus it stays in state 3. The Adapter returns hi, ?cofi. The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({1}, {5}), ?cof), which results in verdict ⊥ (because ?cof is enabled in both specification and observation objective) and in new pseudo-state
PS( {1} after ?cof , {5} after ?cof ) = PS({4}, {7}), and thus testing continues,
with prevLabel set to ?cof.
Test step 7 Now, stimuli = in(PS({4}, {7})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} ∩ ∅ = ∅.
The algorithm thus chooses to obtain and check an observation. It requests
the Adapter to obtain an observation. The IUT is still in state 3 and has not
produced output, and will not produce output even when the Adapter is willing to wait for it. Thus, the Adapter returns hu, δi. The algorithm invokes
d.next(PS({4}, {7}), δ), which results in verdict ⊥ and new pseudo-state ⊥ because δ is expected by neither specification nor observation objective. Thus, the
algorithm requests verdict d.defNegVerdict, which is hfail, missi. Then, the test
at line 5 evaluates to false, the Adapter is requested to stop the IUT and testing
stops with verdict hfail, missi.
Note that the implementation may go to a different state when it receives
the ?coin stimulus in the first test step, and this will give us a different test run.
Example 2: run on quirky coffee machine with obs. objective (a)
We now show a similar run on the correct quirky coffee machine, see Figure 3.13,
and explain how it differs from the run on the kick-insensitive machine.
We assume that the IUT behaves in the same way, and thus the first part of
the test run (up-to and including step 4) is the same as with the kick-insensitive
IUT. From step 5 on, the (correct) IUT internally behaves in a different way
than the kick-insensitive one, but this is not visible to the tester, until coffee is
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{?kick}
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tryStim(?kick)
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next(PS({3}, {4}), ?kick)

test step 1
in(PS({0}, {0}))
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hPS({1}, {5}), ⊥i

test step 6

hasOutputs(PS({0}, {0}))
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{?cof}
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tryStim(?coin)
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hPS({1, 2, 3}, {1}), ⊥i
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next(PS({1}, {5}), ?cof)

test step 2
in(PS({1, 2, 3}, {1}))
∅

hPS({4}, {7}), ⊥i

test step 7
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in(PS({4}, {7}))

hu, δi

∅

next(PS({1, 2, 3}, {1}), δ)
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hPS({1, 3}, {2}), ⊥i

hu, δi
next(PS({4}, {7}), δ)

test step 3
in(PS({1, 3}, {2}))

h⊥, ⊥i

{?cof}

defNegVerdict()

tryStim(?cof)
hi, ?cofi
next(PS({1, 3}, {2}), ?cof)

hfail, missi

finalisation
stop()

hPS({3, 4}, {3}), ⊥i

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Sequence diagrams showing interaction between Manager and
DerivationEngine and Adapter of guided testing the kick-insensitive machine.
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3
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in(PS({3, 4}, {3}))
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∅
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test step 7

next(PS({3, 4}, {3}), δ)

in(PS({4}, {7}))

hPS({3}, {4}), ⊥i

∅
getObs()

test step 5 (identical, as far as tester can see)
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in(PS({3}, {4}))

next(PS({4}, {7}), !cof)

{?kick}
tryStim(?kick)
hi, ?kicki
next(PS({3}, {4}), ?kick)

hPS({0}, {6}), hpass, hitii

finalisation
stop()

hPS(e{1}, {5}), ⊥i

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.13: Sequence diagrams showing interaction between Manager and
DerivationEngine and Adapter of guided testing the (correct) quirky coffee machine. Initialisation and first test steps have been omitted, because they are
identical to the run with the kick-insensitive machine shown in Figure 3.12.

observed in step 7 (recall, with the kick-insensitive implementation, quiescence
was observed in step 7). Thus, the run ends after 7 steps with verdict hpass, hiti.
Test steps 1–4 We assume that the IUT behaves in the same way, and thus
the first part of the test run is the same as with the kick-insensitive IUT.
Test step 5 In this test step the IUT is in state 3, and receives a stimulus
?kick. It accepts the stimulus and takes the only enabled ?kick transition to
state 1.
Test step 6 Now, the IUT is in state 1, and it receives a stimulus ?cof . It
accepts the stimulus and takes the only enabled ?cof transition to state 4. There
it can produce output !cof and return to state 0. The Adapter returns hi, ?cofi.
The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({1}, {5}), ?cof), which results in verdict ⊥ (because ?cof is enabled in both specification and observation objective) and in new
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Manager

DerivationEngine

Adapter

initialisation and test steps 1–6 as in Fig. 3.12

initialisation and test steps 1–6 as in Fig. 3.13

test step 7

test step 7

3

in(PS({4}, {7}))

in(PS({4}, {7}))

∅

∅
getObs()

getObs()

hu, δi

hu, !cofi

next(PS({4}, {7}), δ)

next(PS({4}, {7}), !cof)

hPS(∅, {6}), hfail, hitii

hPS({0}, ∅), hpass, missii

finalisation

finalisation
stop()

stop()

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14: Test runs with (a) the kick-insensitive machine and (b) the (correct)
quirky coffee machine, both with the observation objective of Fig. 3.11 (b) that
attempts to expose the error in the kick-insensitive machine. Initialisation and
first test steps have been omitted, because they are identical to the runs shown
in Figure 3.12 resp. 3.13.

pseudo-state PS( {1} after ?cof , {5} after ?cof ) = PS({4}, {7}), and thus testing continues.
Test step 7 Now, stimuli = in(PS({4}, {7})) = {?cof, ?tea, ?kick} ∩ ∅ = ∅.
The algorithm thus chooses to obtain and check an observation. It requests
the Adapter to obtain an observation. Either the IUT is still in state 4 and
has not yet produced output in which case, as mentioned above, it is willing
to produce !cof and return to state 0, or it already is in state 0 and already
has produced !cof. Thus, the Adapter returns hu, !cofi. The algorithm invokes
d.next(PS({4}, {7}), !cof), which results in verdict hpass, hiti (because !cof is
expected by both specification and observation objective, and the end of the
observation objective is reached – ( {7} after !cof ) holds) and new pseudo-state
PS( {4} after !cof , {7} after !cof ) = PS({0}, {6}). Thus, the test at line 19
evaluates to true, and the test at line 5 evaluates to false, after which the Adapter
is requested to stop the IUT and testing stops with a hpass, hiti verdict.
Example 3: triggering error in kick-insensitive machine
Now we look at the observation objective depicted in Figure 3.11 (b). It will
give us a verdict hfail, hiti when we hit the error in the kick-insensitive machine.
We look at a run with the kick-insensitive machine (see Figure 3.14 (a)), and
one with the (correct) quirky coffee machine (see Figure 3.14 (b)).
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Test steps 1–6 We assume that the implementations behave as they did in
the runs that we described as example 1 and 2. Then, with both implementations, up-to the seventh test step, the runs with this behaviour objective are as
described before.

3

Test step 7 In the seventh test step, with both implementations, stimuli = ∅
so we decide to obtain and check an observation. Now the tester sees the
difference between the two implementations.
With the kick-insensitive machine we receive an observation of δ, see Figure 3.14 (a). The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({4}, {7}), δ), which results in
verdict hfail, hiti (because δ is not expected by the specification but is expected
by the observation objective, and the end of the observation objective is reached
– ( {7} after δ ) holds) and new pseudo-state PS( {4} after δ , {7} after δ ) =
PS(∅, {6}).
With the correct quirky coffee machine we receive an observation of !cof, see
Figure 3.14 (b). The algorithm invokes d.next(PS({4}, {7}), !cof), which results
in verdict hpass, missi (because !cof is expected by the specification but not by
the observation objective) and new pseudo-state PS( {4} after !cof , {7} after !cof ) =
PS({0}, ∅).
With both machines, testing stops after the seventh test step.

3.5.5

Concluding Remarks

Observation During testing the (state space of the) observation objective is
explored on demand, as far as needed to derive the next test step (just like the
specification is explored on demand). Thus, our approach will still work when
we do not use as observation objective a static object that is “frozen” at the
start of the test run, but an object that is dynamically extended during the test
run, for example to take the effect of the current test run on the coverage of the
specification into account.
Supporting User Interaction Like in the setting of random on-line testing
we can allow user interaction by presenting the possible stimuli and expected
observations of the next test step to the user, and let the user make the choices
that otherwise are made using random choice. The user can only choose from
what is enabled for the next test step. For example, if there are no inputs that
are enabled in both specification and observation objective, the user is presented
an empty list of stimuli, and can only choose to obtain and check an observation.
To allow the user to make an informed choice, we present with each expected
observation label the verdict, if available, that results from an observation with
that label. (Note that the extension of out in Section 3.5.2 gives precisely this
information.)
Presenting verdicts with enabled stimuli is not really necessary, because only
those stimuli are presented that are enabled in both specification and observation objective. Giving a stimulus never leads to a correctness verdict in the next
step, and because only those stimuli are presented that are enabled in both specification and observation objective, it also never leads to a miss verdict. The
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only potentially interesting verdict that could be shown is a hpass, hiti verdict.
However, such verdict would only appear when an observation objective is given
that intentionally has a stimulus as last step. For such observation objectives we
do not see a clear use–a typical observation objective ends with an observation.
Therefore, it does not seem necessary to show verdicts with stimuli.
Optimisation for guidance that only constrains the test derivation
To compute the results of DerivationEngine functions hasOutput and out the
DerivationEngine has to look-ahead at the states that can be reached from the
given state by doing an output action. This is clearly visible by the presence of
after in the definition of these functions. One of the things that is checked, is
whether ( G after l ), i.e. whether we hit the end of the observation objective.
When the guidance information is meant to constrain the test derivation,
rather than to direct it, the test run may miss the observation objective, with or
without failing at the same time, but it will never hit the observation objective.
For such observation objective, it will always be the case that 6 ( G after l ). In
that case, checking whether ( G after l ) is superfluous, and the definitions of
these functions, and of function next, can be simplified. In the tool implementation we (should) have a configuration option that allows the user to indicate
whether the guidance information is meant to direct the test derivation, or only
to constrain it, to avoid superfluous look-ahead in the DerivationEngine.

3.6

Off-Line Test Derivation and Execution

As we have seen, the framework of Figure 2.1 gives us an initial functional
decomposition of the tester into two main components: test derivation and test
execution. We will now decompose these further for off-line test derivation and
execution. The result of these decomposition steps is depicted in Figure 3.3,
where the observation objective is optional: we will first discuss off-line test
derivation without guidance, and then discuss how the presence of guidance
information affects this.
We discuss off-line test derivation and execution mostly for the sake of completeness, to show that the DerivationEngine and Adapter components offer sufficient functionality to be able to do off-line testing.
As in the previous sections we first define the components of our decomposition (Section 3.6.1) and the interfaces between them (Section 3.6.2). Then, we
show how these can be used to derive and execute tests. With respect to test
derivation, we show four different approaches. On one hand, these approaches
vary in whether tests are derived from only a specification, or also from guidance information. On the other hand, these approaches vary on how they select
which test(s) to derive, and here we discuss two extremes: exhaustive, and random. The exhaustive derivation approach does not actually choose one test
case over another one, but just derives all possible test cases (thus shifting the
selection problem from test derivation to test execution). The random derivation approach just randomly selects a single test case to derive. Essentially,
the testing then does a (number of) random walk(s) through the specification.
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In Section 3.6.3 we discuss exhaustive, non-guided derivation. In Section 3.6.4
we discuss random, non-guided derivation. In Section 3.6.5 we discuss both
exhaustive and random guided derivation. In Section 3.6.6 we discuss execution
of individual test cases, and in Section 3.6.7 execution of test suites.

3

3.6.1

Components

As before we use the approach of separation of concerns to decompose both the
test derivation component and the test execution component.
We decompose the test derivation component into two components: the
DerivationEngine and the DerivationManager. We use the same DerivationEngine
as in the previous sections (either the specification-only one, or the one that also
supports guidance, depending on whether the optional observation objective is
present). However, where the Manager that we have seen in previous sections
directly interacts with the IUT, the DerivationManager derives test cases. Nevertheless, like the Manager, the DerivationManager is responsible for the progress
of the test derivation, and it resolves the open choices in the test derivation
algorithm: it decides which test case to construct.
The test execution component is very similar to our architecture for on-line
testing. We decompose it in the same three components that we use there: the
DerivationEngine, the ExecutionManager, and the Adapter. However, where the
DerivationEngine for on-line testing gives access to a specification, the DerivationEngine here gives access to a test case, selected from the test suite—we treat
a test case as a specification with a very special structure. The Adapter is the
same as we have seen in previous sections. The ExecutionManager resolves most
of the open choices during test execution. In this respect it is similar to the
Manager for on-line testing; what is different, is that it explicitly selects test
cases from the test suite. Execution of a single test case is very similar to online testing: the DerivationManager accesses such test via the DerivationEngine,
navigates through it (as if it were a specification), and it interacts with the IUT
via the Adapter, as we have seen in previous sections.

3.6.2

Interfaces

Here we discuss the interfaces between the components in our decomposition.
Between DerivationManager and ExecutionManager: the test suite The
test suite forms an interface between DerivationManager and ExecutionManager.
As an interface we represent it as an object, not as a function.
The formalisation of tests in Section 2.2.3 forms the basis of our test suite
interface object. We make one change with respect to that formalisation: we
only store the expected observations in the tests, i.e. we omit the unexpected
ones. As a consequence our tests do not contain verdicts fail (or, in the guided
case, hfail, missi). During test execution a fail (or hfail, missi) verdict is given
when an observation is made that is not expected by the test case that is being
executed. We thus lose the distinction between “known but unexpected” obser-
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vations and “unknown” observations (i.e. the distinction between observation
x ∈ LδU , x ∈
/ out(q) and x ∈
/ LδU , x ∈
/ out(q)).
We do not think this to be a great loss. This loss is compensated by the
following advantages: 1) the test suite is robust against additional observations
that were not in LU when the test was derived; 2) the DerivationManager needs
not be aware of LI or LU ; and 3) the test cases are smaller when the number
of elements in out(S) is small compared to the number of elements in LU .
Between DerivationManager and DerivationEngine we use the DerivationEngine interface that we gradually defined in the preceding sections.
Between ExecutionManager and Adapter
we defined in Section 3.4.2.

we use the Adapter interface that

Between ExecutionManager and DerivationEngine we use the DerivationEngine interface that we gradually defined in the preceding sections. In Section 3.6.6 we discuss how we use the DerivationEngine interface functions to
(give) access (to) a test case.

3.6.3

Exhaustive Off-Line Derivation

In Algorithm 3.3 we sketch how we can systematically derive an exhaustive test
suite by applying the rules of the ioco algorithm (Algorithm 3.3 uses Algo. 3.4
which in turn uses Algo. 3.5). The interfaces that we have given above suffice
for this.
Recall that with the ioco algorithm, we start a new test with a single placeholder : an “open”, unexpanded node (state), that is the root node of the test
case that is constructed. Each of the three rules of the ioco algorithm turns
such placeholder into either a“closed” end node (by attaching a verdict to it,
i.e. pass in the unguided case), or an intermediate node with transitions to new
placeholders (by adding outgoing transitions to it, each labelled with an input
action, an output action, or δ, and each leading to a new placeholder). When
the test case is ready, all placeholders have been turned into intermediate nodes,
or into end nodes with a verdict.
In the case of exhaustive off-line derivation, we derive all tests of the test
suite together. We try to derive them such, that each trace in the test suite
has approximately the same length (i.e. same number of test steps). In each
iteration of the algorithm we extend the depth of the test suite by one level (one
test step). Thus, in essence the systematic exhaustive approach constructs tests
in a breadth-first way—in this way our goal, that each trace in the test suite has
approximately the same length, holds not only at the end of test derivation, but
at any moment during test derivation. In this way, we can stop the derivation
at any moment without validating our goal. In Algorithm 3.3 we continue until
a sufficient depth has been reached. Other possible stop criteria include having
reached the end of a finite specification, or having produced a given number of
test cases.
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Algorithm 3.3: Off-Line Exhaustive Test Derivation
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification
output: A test suite T
1 begin
2
s0 , v ←− d.start()
3
test suite T ←− {P H(s0 )}
4
while test cases in T not deep enough do
5
working set W ←− t ∈ T that have one or more placeholders
6
T ←− T \ W
7
foreach t ∈ W do
8
// apply rules 2 and 3 from the ioco algorithm
9
P ←− set of all placeholders pi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) of t
10
// pi .s yields the pseudo-state of placeholder pi
11
Q ←− {pi .s, for all pi ∈ P }
12
foreach pseudo-state pi .s ∈ Q do
13
Epi .s ←− single-step-extension-set(d, pi .s) // Algo. 3.4
14
15
16
17
18

EP ←− cartesian product Ep0 .s × Ep1 .s × . . . × Epn .s for pi ∈ P
foreach element e = he0 , . . . , en i in EP do
t0 ←− clone of test case t
foreach placeholder pi in P do
replace pi in t0 by corresponding extension ei from e
T ←− T ∪ {t0 }

19

22

// apply rule 1 from the ioco algorithm
foreach t ∈ T do
replace all placeholders in t by pass

23

return T

20
21

In the algorithm, set T holds the test suite constructed so far. Typically,
each test case in the test suite has one or more placeholder leaf nodes, each of
which holds a reference to the corresponding pseudo-state, that in turn gives
access to the corresponding suspension automaton state. We use p = P H(s) to
denote a placeholder that refers to pseudo-state s, and p.s to denote the pseudostate referenced by p, i.e. P H(s).s =def s. Initially T contains a single test
case that consists of a single placeholder that holds a reference to a pseudo-state
that gives access to the start state of the suspension automaton.
During the test derivation, working set W holds the test cases that are to
be extended during the current iteration (lines 5–19).
For each of the pseudo-states pi .s ∈ Q we construct the set Epi .s of all
possible single step extensions (lines 12–13, see Algorithm 3.4). (We can cache
these to avoid having to recompute them.) Each of these single step extensions
has the form of a sub-tree described in step 2 and 3 of the ioco algorithm, as
given in Algorithm 2.2.18 on page 39. The single step extensions also contain
placeholder leaf nodes, with which the corresponding suspension automaton
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Algorithm 3.4: single-step-extension-set
input : A DerivationEngine d and a pseudo-state s
output: A set of single step test case extensions E
1 begin
2
E ←− ∅
3
// apply rule 3 from the ioco algorithm
4
e ←− obs-step-extension(d, s)
// Algo. 3.5
5
E ←− E ∪ {e}
6
// apply rule 2 from the ioco algorithm on all inputs
7
e0 ←− e with any branch with label δ removed
8
foreach input a ∈ d.in(s) do
9
s0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, a)
10
e ←− test with single branch a · P H(s0 )
11
extend e with e0
12
E ←− E ∪ {e}
13

return E

Algorithm 3.5: obs-step-extension
input : A DerivationEngine d and a pseudo-state s
output: A single step test case extension e
1 begin
2
e ←− empty test case consisting of only root node
3
foreach tuple hx, vi ∈ d.out(s) do
4
s0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, x)
5
extend e with branch x · P H(s0 )
6

return e

states are associated. Now we systematically enumerate all elements in the
cartesian product of the replacement sets of the placeholders of (a clone of) test
case t, produce all test cases that have one level more, and store these extended
test cases in T (lines 14–19).
When we have treated all test cases in W we continue in the same way to
expand one more level. When we are done, we replace each placeholder of each
test case in T into pass to obtain our test suite (lines 22–23).
Computation of the single step test case extensions In Algorithm 3.4
and Algorithm 3.5 we illustrate the computation of the set of single step test
case extensions for a given pseudo-state. It constructs all possible test cases
that apply a stimulus, and the single one that checks an observation. Note that,
as we wrote in Section 3.6.2 when we discussed the test suite as interface, our
test cases deviate from the test cases that we have defined in Chapter 2: we
omit the unexpected observations (and thus, also the fail verdicts).
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Alternative choice for information associated with placeholders In
Algorithms 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 we associate with each placeholder a pseudo-state,
which we denoted as “P H(s0 )” and “P H(s0 )” where s0 and s0 were obtained
from “d.start()”, resp. “d.next(s, a)” and “d.next(s, x)”. As an alternative, we
could associate with each placeholder, or at least each placeholder except the
initial one, the information necessary to obtain the pseudo-state: the arguments
to the d.next function. This we would denote as “P H(s, a)” resp. “P H(s, x)”.
This would allow us to only invoke d.next to compute the successor state when
we are actually going to use it, i.e. when we extend the placeholder. That
computation would then be done at line 11 of Algorithm 3.3 (where we obtain
the pseudo-states from the placeholders).
This alternative approach has the advantage that it avoids executing d.next
for all cases where we end a branch in the test case by replacing a placeholder
by pass without looking at the state associated with it.
With this alternative approach we lose some traceability: for the placeholders
we can no longer directly see where we are in the suspension automaton (but
only after computing d.next on the stored information). (We thus also cannot
directly see it when we return to a suspension automaton state that we have
visited before.) Given that we develop this architecture and tool also to get
insight in the theory by practically applying it, traceability is a property that
we do not want to lose. Therefore, we will use our original approach.

3.6.4

Random Off-Line Derivation

In the previous section we gave an algorithm to systematically derive an exhaustive test suite for ioco from a specification, up to a given test case depth.
We solved the problem of having to choose between the 3 rules of the ioco
algorithm by not choosing, but instead, in a breadth-first way, generating very
many test cases, such that each possible choice is represented in at least one of
them.
We now discuss an alternative where we use an algorithm that derives only
a single test case in each of its runs. Also here we can decide in advance (before
derivation starts) on the maximal depth of the test case. Deciding on the depth
of the test case resolves the question of when to apply rule 1 (end the test case).
The choice between trying to apply a stimulus and checking an observation
remains (except where resolved by the specification), as well as the choice of a
particular stimulus.
Algorithm We give the algorithm as Algorithm 3.6. This algorithm tries to
do the test derivation such that all test steps that are on the same level of
the entire test case tree are of the same kind (either all are stimuli or all are
expected observations). It assumes that at all moments during the derivation
of the test case we can choose between stimulating and observing. However, the
specification need not be input-enabled, and thus its labelled transition system
representation may contain states in which no stimulus is enabled. When the
algorithm wants to extend the test case with a stimulus in a branch where
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Algorithm 3.6: Off-Line Random Test Derivation
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification
output: A test case t
1 begin
2
S0 , v ←− d.start()
3
test case t ←− P H(S0 )
4
while intended depth not reached do
5
switch randomly choose from {stimulate, observe} do
6
case stimulate
7
foreach placeholder p in t do
8
s ←− p.s
9
stimuli ←− d.in(q)
10
if stimuli 6= ∅ then
11
pick input a ∈ stimuli
12
e ←− stim-step-extension(s, a)
// Algo. 3.7
13
replace p in t by extension e
14
15
16
17

18
19

case observe
foreach placeholder p in t do
e ←− obs-step-extension(d, s)
replace p in t by extension e

// Algo. 3.5

replace all placeholders in t by pass
return t

Algorithm 3.7: stim-step-extension
input : A pseudo-state s and stimulus a, and DerivationEngine d
output: A single step test case extension e
1 begin
2
e ←− test with single branch a · P H(d.next(s, a))
3
foreach tuple hx, vi ∈ d.out(s) where x 6= {δ} do
4
S 0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, x)
5
extend e with branch x · P H(S 0 )
6

return e

no stimulus is available, that branch is not extended in that iteration of the
algorithm.

3.6.5

Guided Off-Line Derivation

Like we adapted the random on-line testing algorithm to take guidance into
account, we also adapt the off-line derivation algorithms. Where for the online case we essentially follow a single trace from the trace set of a singular
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Algorithm 3.8: Guided Off-Line Exhaustive Test Derivation
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification and
observation objective
output: A test suite T
1 begin
2
S0 , v ←− d.start()
3
if v 6= ⊥ then
4
T ←− { test case consisting of verdict v}
5
return T
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

T ←− {P H(S0 )}
while test cases in T still contain placeholders do
working set W ←− t ∈ T that have one or more placeholders
T ←− T \ W
foreach t ∈ W do
// apply rules 2 and 3 from the ioco algorithm
P ←− set of all placeholders pi (0 ≤ i ≤ n) of t
// pi .s yields the pseudo-state of placeholder pi
Q ←− {pi .s, for all pi ∈ P }
foreach pseudo-state pi .s ∈ Q do
Epi .s ←− guided-single-step-extension-set(d, pi .s)
// Algo. 3.9
EP ←− cartesian product Ep0 .s × Ep1 .s × . . . × Epn .s for pi ∈ P
foreach element e = he0 , . . . , en i in EP do
t0 ←− clone of test case t
foreach placeholder pi in P do
replace pi in t0 by corresponding extension ei from e
T ←− T ∪ {t0 }

22
23
24

// apply rule 1 from the ioco algorithm
foreach t ∈ T do replace all placeholders in t by d.defPosVerdict()

25
26

return T

observation objective, with off-line test derivation we can try to be exhaustive
and derive a separate test case for each trace of the singular observation objective. Note, however: an observation objective that contains a loop has an
infinite number of traces—in that case, the stop condition of the main loops in
Algorithms 3.8 and 3.11.
Guided Exhaustive Off-Line Derivation We adapt the exhaustive off-line
derivation algorithm to work with a DerivationEngine that gives access to both
a specification and a singular observation objective.
We use the same approach as in the unguided case, i.e. we gradually extend
the test cases. In this sense, Algorithms 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are guided versions
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Algorithm 3.9: guided-single-step-extension-set
input : A DerivationEngine d and a suspension automaton state s
output: A set of single step test case extensions E
1 begin
2
E ←− ∅
3
// apply rule 3 from the ioco algorithm, if applicable
4
e ←− guided-obs-step-extension(d, s)
// Algo. 3.10
5
if d.out(s) 6= ∅ then
6
E ←− E ∪ {e}
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

// apply rule 2 from the ioco algorithm on all inputs
e0 ←− e with any branch with label δ removed
foreach input a ∈ d.in(s) do
s0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, a)
if v 0 = ⊥ then
e ←− test with single branch a · P H(s0 )
else
e ←− test with single branch a · node with verdict v 0
extend e with e0
E ←− E ∪ {e}
return E

Algorithm 3.10: guided-obs-step-extension
input : A DerivationEngine d and a suspension automaton state s
output: A single step test case extension e
1 begin
2
e ←− empty test case consisting of only root node
3
foreach output x, v ∈ d.out(s) do
4
s0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, x)
5
if v 0 = ⊥ then
6
extend e with branch x · P H(s0 )
7
else
8
extend e with branch x · node with verdict v 0
9

return e

of Algorithms 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. The main difference between the unguided and
the guided algorithms is in two places.
The first place is at the stop condition of the main loop in the algorithm.
The unguided algorithms need a decision when to stop the test derivation (when
sufficient depth has been reached). In the guided algorithms we continue the
algorithm until there are no test cases that contain placeholders—for the moment assuming that observation objectives are finite, such that we can reach
the end. When we reach the end of observation objectives, we don’t introduce
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new placeholders, and thus at some point all placeholders that are introduced
will be expanded. Note that, as stated above, we do need an additional stop
condition when we are dealing with infinite observation objectives.
The second place is where we compute the single step test case extensions.
In the unguided case we always put a placeholder ‘at the end’ of the single step
extension. In the guided case we check whether the successor state computed
by the DerivationEngine has a verdict, and if so, we put a node with this verdict
‘at the end’ of the single step extension. Only when the successor state has no
verdict, we introduce a placeholder. See lines 11–14 in Algorithm 3.9, lines 5–8
in Algorithm 3.10, and lines 21–24 in Algorithm 3.11.
To extend Algorithm 3.8 to be usable both for guided and unguided testing,
it is sufficient to extend the condition of the main loop (i.e. at line 7) such that
we are also able to end test derivation when we have a DerivationEngine that
gives access to a specification. (Note that in the algorithm for random on-line
testing we do the same thing.)
Guided Random Off-Line Derivation For the random off-line derivation
algorithm we essentially merge the guided random on-line testing algorithm of
Algorithm 3.2 with the idea of random off-line testing of Algorithm 3.6. We
show the result as Algorithm 3.11.

3.6.6

Execution of Derived Test Cases

On line testing is very similar to off-line test execution. Imagine we have a
DerivationEngine that treats a test case as a special kind of specification. There
are three differences between a specification and a test case.
1. A test case contains quiescence actions, and a specification does not.
2. A test case contains verdicts, and a specification does not.
3. A test case has a special structure, which a typical specification has not:
in each state the test case either tries to apply a stimulus, or it obtains an
observation, or it gives a verdict.
The first difference means that the DerivationEngine does not have to synthesise
quiescence actions, but only has to recognise them in the test case, i.e. we use
out tr instead of out. The second difference means that the DerivationEngine
must be able to extract verdicts from a test case and make them available to
the Manager. We assume that verdicts are encoded in the test case in the
same way as we encode quiescence: by self loops with special labels. The third
difference means that the Manager no longer has to choose between stimulating,
observing and giving a verdict, but that it has to follow the DerivationEngine.
As we have seen in the discussion of guided testing, the Manager obtains this
information from the DerivationEngine using the functions in and hasOutputs.
The DerivationEngine interface that we defined in Section 3.5 is rich enough
to convey all information, that is contained in a the test case, to the Manager.
Moreover, we can continue to use Algorithm 3.2 in the Manager. Thus, we only
have to define the DerivationEngine interface functions, to be able to use our
testing architecture for execution of off-line derived test cases.
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Algorithm 3.11: Guided Off-Line Random Test Derivation
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification
output: A test case t
1 begin
2
s, v ←− P H(d.start())
3
if v 6= ⊥ then
4
t ←− test case consisting of verdict v
5
return t
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

test case t ←− P H(s)
while test case t still contain placeholders do
foreach placeholder p in t do
S ←− p.s
stimuli ←− DerivationEngine.in(S)
if stimuli = ∅ then
action ←− observe
else if DerivationEngine.out(S) = ∅ then
action ←− stimulate
else
action ←− random choice from {stimulate, observe}
if action = stimulate then
e ←− empty test case consisting of only root node
pick input a ∈ stimuli
s0 , v 0 ←− d.next(s, a)
if v 0 = ⊥ then
extend e with branch a · P H(s0 )
else
extend e with branch a · node with verdict v 0
e0 ←− guided-obs-step-extension(d, s)
// Algo. 3.10
e00 ←− e0 with any branch with label δ removed
extend e with e00
replace p in t by extension e
else action = observe
e ←− guided-obs-step-extension(d, s)
// Algo. 3.10
replace p in t by extension e
replace all placeholders in t by pass
return t

We assume that the test case is a (special kind of) LTS hS, LI ∪LδU ∪LV , T, s0 i
where the verdicts are encoded in the test case as self-loop transitions with
special labels ∈ LV .
Depending on how the test case is derived, the defPosVerdict and defNegVerdict
should either return just a correctness verdict, or a tuple that also contains an
exhibition verdict.
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start() =def

3

(
h s after  , vi
h s after  , ⊥i

v
if ∃v ∈ LV , p ∈ ( S after  ) : p −→
otherwise

in(S) =def in(S)
hasOutputs(S) =def in(S) = ∅


h S after l , vi



if l ∈ in(S) ∪ out tr (S) and




v

∃v ∈ LV , p ∈ ( S after l ) : p −→



h S after l , ⊥i
next(S, l) =def

if l ∈ in(S) ∪ out tr (S) and



v


6 ∃v ∈ LV , p ∈ ( S after l ) : p −→




h⊥, ⊥i




if l ∈ LδU ∧ l 6∈ out tr (S)
out(S) =def {hl, vi | l ∈ out tr (S) and ∃s0 , v : next(S, l) = hs0 , vi}
(
hpass, missi if the test was derived using guidance
defPosVerdict() =def
pass
otherwise
(
hfail, missi if the test was derived using guidance
defNegVerdict() =def
fail
otherwise

3.6.7

Execution of Test Suites

In Algorithm 3.12 on the facing page we show how we can execute a test suite.
We repeatedly select a test case t from the test suite T , and execute t as indicated
in Section 3.6.6, until we are done. As given in Definition 2.2.14 the IUT only
passes the test suite if each execution of a test case yields pass – otherwise it
fails the suite.
This overall result will be interesting mostly when the main interest is in knowing
whether a system under test conforms to a given model. If the testing is done to
find, diagnose, and correct errors, then the individual test case execution results
will be much more informative.
Resolving choices during test execution We have not indicated how to
select the test case from the test suite, nor when to stop testing. Because we
do not remove the selected test case from the test suite, we do allow the same
test case to be run multiple times. When we merely want to know whether or
not a IUT conforms we can stop testing as soon as a test run yields fail.
When no other information is available, we can resolve these choices as
follows. We randomly select test cases in the test suite. Each test case that we
selected we remove from the test suite. When the test suite is empty, we stop.
In that way we run each test case exactly once. We can refine this by running
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Algorithm 3.12: Off-Line Execution of a Given Test Suite
input : A test suite T and an Adapter a that gives access to the IUT
output: A verdict for execution of T
1 begin
2
ready ←− f alse
3
suiteverdict ←− passes
4
while not ready do
5
select test case t from test suite T
6
verdict ←− execute t using a
// Algo. 3.2
7
if verdict = fail then suiteverdict ←− fails
8

return suiteverdict

test cases repeatedly. We can run each selected test multiple times in succession,
for example by randomly choosing between running it again and picking a next
one. In that way we focus on each individual test case for a while, and then
move on to the next one.
Alternatively, we can decide to only start rerunning test cases once all test
cases have been run once.
When we run test cases multiple times, we have to ask ourselves whether we
also want to rerun test cases that resulted in a fail result.
We have sketched various ways in which we can do test execution. Unfortunately we do not have a clear criterion to prefer one over the other. We have
a certain preference for the approach of only rerunning test cases once all test
cases have been run once, and only rerunning those test cases that not resulted in a fail verdict. We prefer this approach because it allows us to cover the
functionality of the system quicker than when we run a test case multiple times
before moving to the next one. Once a test case has triggered an error finding
other errors first is in our opinion more useful than focusing in on the particular
error. First we cover as much of the functionality as quickly as possible, to
get a rough idea of where the errors are. Once we know that, we probe deeper
“around” the errors, because where one error is, there probably are more.

3.7

Summary

We have decomposed our testing tool into a DerivationEngine that gives access to
the specification, an Adapter that gives access to the IUT, and one (in case of on
line testing) or two (in case of off-line testing) Manager components that resolve
the choices that are left open in the test derivation algorithm. We have shown
the testing algorithms of the Manager components, shown how they use the
DerivationEngine and Adapter, and indicated how these algorithms implement
the algorithms that we showed in Chapter 2.
We conclude this chapter with an overview of the interfaces of DerivationEngine and Adapter in Tables 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. In Chapter 4
and Chapter 5 we will look in more detail at DerivationEngine and Adapter.
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Pseudo-state type
Signature:
PS :
SΓ → P
PS :
SΓ × GΓ → P
m:
P → SΓ
g:
P → GΓ ] {⊥}
Definition:
PS(S).m
PS(S, G).m
PS(S).g
PS(S, G).g

=def
=def
=def
=def

S
S
⊥
G

Table 3.7: Pseudo-state type. Each element of SΓ represents a set of states of
the LTS of specification s, and each element of GΓ represents a set of states of
the LTS of observation objective g. Furthermore, S ∈ SΓ , and G ∈ GΓ .
DerivationEngine:
Signature:
start :
in :
hasOutputs :
out :
next :
defNegVerdict :
defPosVerdict :

→ P × (LV ] {⊥})
P
→ P(LI )
P
→ bool
P
→ P((LU ∪ {δ}) × (LV ] {⊥}))
P × (LI ∪ LU ∪ {δ}) → (P ] {⊥}) × (LV ] {⊥})
→ LV
→ LV

Table 3.8: DerivationEngine Interface signature. Type P is the pseudo-state
type, see Table 3.7).

DerivationEngine (continued):
Definition for unguided case:
start()
=def hPS( s after  ), ⊥i
in(P )
=def in(P.m)
hasOutputs(P )
=def out(P.m) 6= ∅
out(P )
=def {hl,
( ⊥i | l ∈ out(P.m)}
h⊥, ⊥i
next(P, l)
=def
hPS( P.m after l ), ⊥i
defNegVerdict()
=def fail
defPosVerdict()
=def pass

if P.m after l = ∅
otherwise

Table 3.9: DerivationEngine Interface function definitions for specification-only
DerivationEngine, that gives access to specification s. Type P is the pseudo-state
type, see Table 3.7).
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DerivationEngine (continued):
Definition for guided case:

hPS( s after  , g after  ), hpass, hitii



 if ( g after  )
start()
=def

hPS( s after  , g after  ), ⊥i



otherwise
in(P )
=def in(P.m) ∩ in(P.g)
hasOutputs(P )
=def ∃ l ∈ out tr (P.g) : l ∈ out(P.m)∨
( P.g after l )
out(P )
=def {hl, hfail, hitii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l 6∈ out(P.m)∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g) ∧ ( P.g after l )}
∪{hl, hpass, hitii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l ∈ out(P.m)∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g) ∧ ( P.g after l )}
∪{hl, hpass, missii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l ∈ out(P.m)∧
l 6∈ out tr (P.g)}
∪{hl, ⊥ii | l ∈ LδU ∧
l ∈ out(P.m)∧
l ∈ out tr (P.g)∧ 6 ( P.g after l )}


hPS(
P.m()
after l , P.g() after l ), hfail, hitii



δ

 if l ∈ LU ∧ l 6∈ out(P.m())∧




l ∈ out tr (P.g()) ∧ ( P.g() after l )





h⊥, ⊥i





if l ∈ LδU ∧ l 6∈ out(P.m())∧





(l 6∈ out tr (P.g())∨ 6 ( P.g() after l ))




hPS( P.m() after l , P.g() after l ), hpass, hitii

next(P, l)
=def
if l ∈ (in(P.m()) ∪ out(P.m()))∧



l ∈ (in(P.g()) ∪ out tr (P.g()))∧





( P.g() after l )





hPS(
P.m()
after l , P.g() after l ), hpass, missii




 if l ∈ (in(P.m()) ∪ out(S))∧




l 6∈ (in(P.g()) ∪ out tr (P.g()))





hPS( P.m() after l , P.g() after l ), ⊥i



 otherwise
defNegVerdict()
=def hfail, missi
defPosVerdict()
=def hpass, missi
Table 3.10: DerivationEngine Interface function definitions for DerivationEngine
that gives access to specification s and observation objective g.
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3
DerivationEngine (continued):
Definition for online execution of off-line derived tests:

hPS( s after  ), vi



 if ∃v ∈ L , p ∈ ( S after  ) : p −→
v
V
start()
=def

hPS( s after  ), ⊥i



otherwise
in(P )
=def in(P.m)
hasOutputs(P )
=def in(P.m)
=∅


hPS( P.m after l ), vi




if l ∈ in(P.m) ∪ out tr (P.m) and




v

∃v ∈ LV , p ∈ ( P.m after l ) : p −→



hPS( S after l ), ⊥i
next(P, l)
=def
 if l ∈ in(P.m) ∪ out tr (P.m) and



v


6 ∃v ∈ LV , p ∈ ( P.m after l ) : p −→




h⊥, ⊥i




if l ∈ LδU ∧ l 6∈ out tr (P.m)
out(P )
=def {hl, vi | l ∈ out tr (P.m) and
∃s0 , v : next(P.m, l) = hs0 , vi}


hfail, missi if the test was derived
defNegVerdict()
=def
using guidance


fail
otherwise


hpass, missi if the test was derived
defPosVerdict()
=def
using guidance


pass
otherwise
Table 3.11: DerivationEngine Interface function definitions for DerivationEngine
that gives access to a test case s.
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Adapter:
Signature:
start :
tryStim :
getObs :
stop :

→ void
LI → {i, u} × (LI ∪ LU )
→ {u} × (LU ∪ {δ})
→ void

Definition:
tryStim(a)

getObs()

=def

=def



hu, xi with x ∈ LU


hi, ai with a ∈ LI

hu, xi with x ∈ LU





hu, δi




if x was produced before
a could be applied
if a was applied
when x was produced
by the IUT
when the IUT did not
produce output

Table 3.12: Adapter Interface functions.

Chapter 4

4
Test Derivation Engine
In the previous chapter we gave an overview of the functionality and architecture
of TorX, and we presented the interface that is offered by the DerivationEngine.
In this chapter we discuss how this interface can be provided for the three cases
that we have seen, i.e. for three classes of DerivationEngine instances, which
differ in what they give access to:
1. only a specification (used for random testing);
2. a specification and an observation objective (used for guided testing);
3. a test case (used for test execution).
We discuss each of these classes separately (see Table 4.1). Note that they
all provide the same interface, (i.e. they provide the same functions, with the
same signature, as given in Table 3.8), but that, because each gives access to a
different “input” (specification, specification + observation objective, resp. test
case), they each have their own definition (implementation) of those functions.

used for:
gives access to:
interface def.:
discussed in:

Random Testing
specification
Table 3.9
Sect 4.2

Guided Testing
spec. + guide
Table 3.10
Sect 4.3

Off-Line Execution
test-case
Table 3.11
Sect 4.4

Table 4.1: Overview of the DerivationEngine configurations that we discuss.
Design constraints The design of each class of DerivationEngine is constrained, on the one hand, by the interface that it has to provide, as given
in respectively Tables 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, for the respective DerivationEngine
classes. On the other hand, it is constrained by requirements that we discussed
in Chapter 1, in particular:
1: the tool should be based on ioco theory;
2: the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics;
5: the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages;
6: the tool should support very large and infinite state space models;
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9: it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress;
10: it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations;
13: it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for use
with the tool;
14: the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it implements, e.g. by visualisation;
17: it should be possible to use the tool without being an expert in the theory
that the tool implements
18: the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable for non-experts;
22: the tool should be correct.
Requirements 1, 2, 5, 6 and 14 and to a lesser extent 18, directly affect the
design of the DerivationEngine, i.e. the decomposition and the inter-component
interfaces; requirement 13 influences which DerivationEngine instances we create
(for which modelling languages). We will come back to these requirements in
the discussion of the DerivationEngine components and interfaces. We illustrate
requirements 9 and 17 in our discussion of our three approaches to deal with
specifications that contain τ -cycles, i.e. that are divergent. We look at requirement 10 when we discuss the specification-only DerivationEngine that is used for
random testing: we first give the algorithm that allows it to be used for testing
using the ioco implementation relation, and then we discuss the changes necessary to accommodate implementation relation uioco. For requirement 22 we
discuss correctness of each of the DerivationEngine instances.

Remainder of this section In Section 4.1 we discuss our approaches w.r.t.
dealing with (divergence due to) τ -cycles. In Section 4.2 we discuss the specificationonly DerivationEngine that is used for random (unguided) testing. In Section 4.3
we extend this to the DerivationEngine that is used for guided testing, i.e. that
gives access to both specification and observation objective. In Section 4.4 we
discuss the DerivationEngine that is used in off-line testing, i.e. that gives access
to a test case.

4.1

Dealing with τ -cycles

All DerivationEngine instances must traverse the state space of the specification,
including τ -transitions, to do the work that is represented by after in the
interface function definitions that we discussed in the previous chapter. The
basic ioco theory that we discussed in Chapter 2 only considers specifications
that are strongly converging, i.e. that do not contain τ -loops. Thus, we might
choose to assume that no specification that our tool will ever have to deal with,
contains a τ -cycle, such that, in our design we do not have to care about possible
τ -cycles, and leave it at that. However, we think that this does not suffice, for
two reasons:
1. robustness of our tool, i.e. to support careless non-expert users, and
2. theoretical progress: i.e. to incorporate extensions to the theory.
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Ad 1, robustness: If we make our design with the assumption that we do
not have to care about τ -cycles, we might end up with a tool that cannot handle
them: it might hang when it encounters one, traversing the same τ -transition(s)
over and over again. Given the fact that we want our tool to be usable by nonexpert users (requirement 17), we want our tool to be able to handle “arbitrary”
specifications given to it by the user—such specification may contain a τ -cycle,
for example because the user has been careless, or because the user has turned
observable actions into internal ones.
Thus, we want our design to be at least aware of the possibility of a τ -cycle,
to avoid “hanging” when it encounters one. This gives us our first approach for
dealing with τ -cycles: we just use the definitions for quiescence that we have
given in the previous chapters—a state is quiescent unless it has an outgoing
output- or τ -transition, and we mark quiescent states by adding a δ-self-loop to
them—and merely avoid looping.
Ad 2, theoretical progress: Since the publication of the basic ioco theory, theoretical progress has been made. In particular, the authors of [STS13]
propose an extension to the ioco theory to deal with divergence. With this
extension, divergent states (states on a (fair) τ -cycle) are considered to be quiescent, because it is possible to traverse the τ -cycle forever, without providing
any output, even when also output actions are enabled. (Note that the extension is defined in the framework of Input Output Automata (IOA), which have
(1) instead of a single action τ , a set of labels denoting internal (unobservable)
actions, and (2) the concept of a task partition, which plays a role in deciding
whether a certain loop is fair. For the translation of our setting, we assume
that the IOA that corresponds to (the LTS of) our specification has a single
internal action τ , and a single task partition that contains LU ∪ {τ }.) Below, in
Section 4.1.1, we show an example specification that contains divergent states.
In [STS13] it is shown that it does not suffice to simply mark divergent states
as being quiescent by adding a δ-self-loop to them: in that case it is possible
that, after quiescence has been observed, output is allowed—which contradicts
the intuition of quiescence (once quiescence has been observed, the system will
remain quiescent until one or more stimuli are applied). (According to [STS13]
this is what has been implemented in TGV [JJ05].) A solution is also provided:
the δ-self-loop must not be added to the divergent states themselves, but to
copies of them, one state copy for each divergent state. Each state copy is
linked to its “original” divergent state via a δ-transition from the divergent
state to the copy. Each state copy has, as outgoing transitions, in addition to
the δ-self-loop, copies of the outgoing input transitions of the original divergent
state, but not of outputs or internal actions.
Given that we want our design to able to accept theoretical improvements
(requirement 9), we want our design to (also) support this approach.
Moreover, it may be instructive (remember the use in educational setting) to
be able to illustrate the difference between the approach that adds δ-self-loops
to the divergent states, and the one that adds them to copies of those states.
Therefore, we want our design to support both these approaches.
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Figure 4.1: Self-kicking Coffee Machine, obtained from Quirky Coffee machine
(Fig .3.4) by hiding the ?kick actions.

Supported approaches Thus, our design should support three approaches1 :
1. just avoiding to loop on τ -cycles;
2. marking divergent states as quiescent, by adding δ-self-loops to them;
3. marking divergent states as quiescent, by adding δ-self-loops to state copies.
We discuss these approaches in more detail below, after a discussion of the
variant of our quirky coffee machine that we will use to illustrate the approaches.
Note that with each of the approaches we invested only limited effort in
trying to be efficient when dealing with τ -cycles, because we expect them to be
rare.

4.1.1

Example: Self-kicking Coffee Machine

As example, we need a specification that contains τ -cycles. Therefore, we took
the quirky coffee machine of Figure 3.4, and replaced the ?kick actions by τ
actions, which gives us the self-kicking coffee machine shown in Figure 4.1.
For the self-kicking coffee machine we have the following intuition. We assume that at the front of the machine an additional cover has been added, that
prevents us from kicking the machine. We assume also that behind the machine
someone is hiding (we assume a big machine) who keeps on kicking the machine
at random moments—i.e. the machine is being kicked, but the kicking is (a) out
of our control, and (b) unobservable.
In Figure 4.2 we show the visualisation of our tool (discussed in more detail in
Section 4.2.5) for this specification, after execution of the first test step: application of stimulus ?coin. For each of our τ -cycle handling approaches we will look
at s after ?coin , out( s after ?coin ), and where possible, at s after ?coin · δ .
1 TorX implements only the first approach; JTorX implements all three, and uses the first
approach by default. We are happy that JTorX implements 3 these approaches so we can
experiment with them, because we are not sure (yet?) which approach we like best.
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(a)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Self-kicking Coffee Machine after first step ?coin. The transitions that correspond with this step are highlighted (red), as are the states
( s after ?coin ) reached by these transitions. The grey markings show the previous (i.e., the initial) transition and the state(s) ( s after  ) reached by it.
(b) Self-kicking Coffee Machine after ?coin·δ, with the “avoid looping” approach.
No states are highlighted, i.e. the last action (δ) was not in the specification:
testing has stopped with a fail verdict. (δ-transitions are not shown).

4.1.2

Avoiding looping on τ -cycles

With this approach, we do not care about τ -cycles per se—we just want our
testing tool to work (i.e., not hang) when a careless user gives it a specification
that does contain a τ -cycle.
To avoid hanging (due to traversing the same τ -transition time and again),
it suffices to recognise that an LTS state has been seen before, when we traverse
the state space. We take the interpretation that a system that contains such a
τ -cycle will eventually choose to do a non-τ action (i.e. we assume fairness), and
thus the presence of a τ -cycle has no effect on the test that is derived: any state
on the τ -cycle is not quiescent, just like any other state that has an outgoing
τ -transition. We use this approach in Algorithm 4.1, the algorithm of the main
DerivationEngine component, which we discuss in Section 4.2.3.
With this approach, we get the following results with self-kicking coffee machine s: s after ?coin = {1, 2, 3}. Moreover, in({1, 2, 3}) = {?tea, ?cof}, and
out({1, 2, 3}) = {!coin}. Note that states 1, 2, and 3 are not quiescent, due to
their outgoing τ -transitions. Thus, if we observe quiescence after stimulus !coin,
we have {δ} 6⊆ {!coin} = out( s after ?coin ), and thus we get a fail verdict.

4.1.3

Adding δ-self-loops to divergent states

With this approach, we reason that divergent states are quiescent. Thus, as part
of the computation of quiescence, we need to detect the τ -cycles—only avoiding
to loop does not suffice. We use a variant of the path-based strong component
algorithm [Gab00] to find the τ -cycles, and more importantly: the (divergent!)
states on them. Once the divergent states are found, with this approach we
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Figure 4.3: (a) Self-kicking Coffee Machine s after ?coin · δ, with the “add δself-loops to divergent states” approach With this approach, the state reached
with ?coin · δ is identical to the one reached with ?coin. Thus, the same states
are highlighted as in Figure 4.2 (a). (δ-transitions are not shown).
(b) Self-kicking Coffee Machine after ?coin · δ, with the “add δ-self-loops to
copies of divergent states” approach. With this approach, the state reached
with ?coin · δ differs from to the one reached with ?coin: the divergent state
copies are selected. (incoming and outgoing transitions of the state copies are
not shown.)

treat them exactly like we treat quiescent states.
In Section 4.2.7 we discuss the changes w.r.t. Algorithm 4.1, that are necessary to implement this second approach.
With self-kicking coffee machine s we get the following results. As with the
previous approach, s after ?coin = {1, 2, 3}, and in({1, 2, 3}) = {?tea, ?cof}.
However, now out({1, 2, 3}) = {!coin, δ}. Note that with this approach states
1 and 3 are quiescent—even though they have outgoing τ -transitions—because
they are on a τ -cycle. In the same way, also state 2 is quiescent, even though it
has an outgoing output transition.
Now, an observation of quiescence after an (initial) stimulus ?coin is allowed:
s after ?coin · δ = {1, 2, 3}. However, with the observation of quiescence we
remain in the same (tester) state (i.e., we remain in the same set of LTS states),
and thus,the set of expected outputs before and after observing quiescence are
the same. As we saw above: out({1, 2, 3}) = {!coin, δ}, and thus, with this
approach an observation of !coin is allowed after an observation of quiescence.

4.1.4

Adding δ-self-loops to copies of divergent states

Like with the previous approach, with this approach we first have to identify
the divergent states (in the example, when handling the states s after ?coin =
{1, 2, 3}, the divergent states are 1, 2, and 3). Once they are found, we create
copies of them (d-1, d-2, d-3 in Figure 4.3 (b)), add the δ-transition from originals
to their copies, and add δ-self-loop and copies of the input transitions to the
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divergent state copies (not shown in the figure). In Section 4.2.7 we discuss the
changes w.r.t. the previous approach in more detail.
With self-kicking coffee machine s we get the following results. As with both
other approaches, s after ?coin = {1, 2, 3}, and in({1, 2, 3}) = {?tea, ?cof}.
And, as with the previous approach, out({1, 2, 3}) = {!coin, δ}.
However, s after ?coin · δ = {d-1, d-2, d-3}, and out({d-1, d-2, d-3}) = {δ}.
Thus, directly after application of a stimulus ?coin, both an observation of δ
and an observation of !coin are allowed. However, once quiescence has been
observed, !coin is no longer allowed, until at least one more stimulus is applied.

4.2

DerivationEngine for Random Testing

Now we discuss the DerivationEngine for random (i.e. unguided) test derivation;
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in Chapter 3 show the position of this DerivationEngine in
our architectures for on-line resp. off-line testing. In the case of random test
derivation, the optional observation objective, shown in these figures, is not
present: this DerivationEngine gives access to only a specification. Our design
of the DerivationEngine aims to achieve the following:
1. utilise requirement 2 (models have LTS semantics) by defining the interface
between the language-specific part and the rest of the DerivationEngine in
terms of LTS concepts;
2. support requirement 5 (independence of modelling languages) by decomposing the DerivationEngine into language-specific and language-independent
parts, such that, to support a new language, construction of a languagespecific part for it suffices;
3. support requirement 5, also, by allowing the tool-user to configure which
labels should be treated as input, and which as output, to support modelling languages that do not distinguish between input and output actions;
4. utilise requirement 6 (support large and infinite state models) by letting
this interface provide only “on-the-fly” access to the specification—the
interface provides functions to obtain the initial state, and the outgoing
transitions of a given state, but not all transitions, all states, or all labels;
5. support requirement 14, by providing support for visualisation.
In the remainder of this section we first describe the decomposition (Section 4.2.1) and the inter-component interfaces (Section 4.2.2); then we describe
how the main DerivationEngine component provides the DerivationEngine interface of Table 3.9 using the other DerivationEngine components, for ioco (Section 4.2.3), and we describe the changes necessary to accommodate uioco (Section 4.2.6).

4.2.1

Components

As we discussed in Section 1.2.1, we decided that for our tool design we should
strive for independence of modelling languages, as expressed by requirement 5.
In this way, our design should allow us to easily add support for additional
modelling languages. This provides us inspiration for the decomposition of
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Figure 4.4: Decomposition of DerivationEngine into Explorer, Primer and IOOracle.

the specification-only DerivationEngine. As we show in Figure 4.4, we split the
DerivationEngine in three parts: (1) an Explorer, which is specification-language
specific, (2) a Primer, which is specification-language independent, and (3) an
IO-Oracle, which we discuss below. Then, to provide support for an additional
modelling language, we only have to create an Explorer for it.
As we discuss in Section 4.2.2, we define the interface provided by the Explorer
in terms of LTS concepts. The Primer then has to realise the DerivationEngine
interface, as defined in Table 3.9, using (the interfaces provided by) the Explorer
and the IO-Oracle. Thus, once we have given the interface definitions and the
Primer algorithm, we should be able to show that the DerivationEngine indeed
realises the functionality defined in Table 3.9 (we will not actually show this,
however).
The IO-Oracle: Distinguishing between input and output One issue
that we have to deal with, is a mismatch between our testing theory and the
language “features” of some modelling languages that we would like to use. Our
testing theory assumes that we can partition the label set L of the LTS into a
set of input labels LI and a set of output labels LU , and it assumes that there
is a single representation of internal actions: τ . Some modelling languages that
we would like to use do not make such distinction between inputs and outputs
at the language level, or they use multiple distinct labels to represent internal
actions. For such modelling languages, the information on how to partition the
label set, or which labels to interpret as τ , has to come from another source:
tool configuration information provided by the user. We mention two ways to
deal with this.
In the approach that we have chosen, we let the Explorer return just labels l ∈
Lτ and let the type indication be provided by a separate IO-Oracle component
in the decomposition (see Figure 4.4). The IO-Oracle is able to give the type of
a given label.
An alternative approach could be to make this the responsibility of the
Explorer, i.e. to let it indicate, with each label that it returns over its interface,
whether the label belongs to LI or LU , or is the internal action τ . The Explorer
interface could then pass, instead of labels, tuples hl, ti containing a label l ∈ Lτ
together with an enumerated type t ∈ {i, u, τ } that provides such indication,
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similar to the tuples returned by functions tryStrim and getObs of the Adapter
interface (see Table 3.12).
We have chosen the former approach, because it allows the Explorer to be
slightly simpler, and because the IO-Oracle functionality can be formalism- and
thus Explorer-independent.

4.2.2

Interfaces

Inspiration for the interface between the Explorer and the Primer comes from
requirements 2 and 6. By requirement 2, our design does not have to support
any arbitrary modelling language: we can restrict ourself to modelling languages
that have an LTS semantics. Thus, we decide that the Explorer provides an
interface that gives access to an LTS. Requirement 6 states that the tool should
support very large and infinite state space models. Thus, we decide that our
LTS interface should not try to offer direct access to the LTS and its transition
relation, but that it should allow step-by-step exploration of the LTS state
space, like our DerivationEngine interface allows step-by-step exploration of the
suspension automaton (in the unguided case) or exhibition automaton (in the
guided case).
Between Primer and Explorer: the Explorer interface
Each Explorer must implement the following two interface functions, of which
we give first the signature (in Table 4.2), and then the definitions, both in terms
of an LTS hS, L, T, s0 i:
1. start :→ S
2. menu : S → P(Lτ × S)
Table 4.2: Signature of Explorer interface functions.

Ad 1: start Function start must give access to the start state of the LTS (s0 ),
i.e. it is defined as follows:
start() =def s0

(4.1)

Ad 2: menu Function menu must give access to the outgoing transitions of
a given state, or more precisely, to the transition label and destination state of
each outgoing transition. It is defined as follows (with p ∈ S).
l
menu(p) =def {hl, p0 i | ∃p −→
p0 ∈ T }

(4.2)

Between Primer and IO-Oracle: the IO-Oracle interface
The interface offered by the IO-Oracle contains only a single function, kind, which
is given a label. When an IO-Oracle instance is created, it initialises itself using
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the partition information; here we assume that, once initialised, the IO-Oracle
represents the partition information as functions isI , isU , and isH that test
whether a label represents an input, output or internal action. We don’t specify
how these functions are implemented—they could look up the label in a set, or
look for ‘?” and “!” prefixes or suffixes in (the string representation of) the
label, or anything else that is considered convenient. Thus, function kind has
the following signature:

4

1. kind : Lτ → {i, u, τ }
Table 4.3: Signature of IO-Oracle interface function.

Ad 1: kind Function kind tells to what partition a given label belongs. It is
defined as follows (with l ∈ Lτ ):


i if isI (l)
(4.3)
kind(l) =def
u if isU (l)


τ if isH (l)
Provided by the Primer: the DerivationEngine interface
The Primer is the component in the DerivationEngine that realises the interface
that the DerivationEngine provides to its user (i.e. to the Manager). Thus, the
Primer interface coincides with the DerivationEngine interface (see Fig. 4.4). The
signature of this interface was given in Table 3.8; in Section 4.2.3 below we
discuss how the interface is realised.

4.2.3

Primer algorithm

We now discuss how the Primer can provide the DerivationEngine interface using
the functionality offered by Explorer and IO-Oracle (we discuss the Explorer in
Section 4.2.4; we do not discuss the IO-Oracle in more detail than we have done
above).
To realise the interface, we refine the pseudo-state type that we introduced in
the previous chapter (see Table 3.7). Recall that we can freely do so, because the
user of the DerivationEngine interface is not supposed to look inside the pseudostates. Moreover, in Chapter 3 we only mentioned constructors and methods
of the pseudo-state type; we did not expose its internal structure. Below we
discuss how we refine the specification-only DerivationEngine pseudo-state type,
and then show the DerivationEngine interface implementation.
The specification-only DerivationEngine pseudo-state type
In Chapter 3 we mentioned constructors PS and methods m, g of the pseudostate type. Recall that, when S is a set of LTS states, and p = PS(S) is a
pseudo-state constructed from S, then p.m() returns S, and p.g() returns ⊥.
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Now we extend the pseudo-state type with four methods, of which three are
used in the DerivationEngine interface implementation; the fourth (unfold ) is
used by the other three, to do the work. The four methods are:
1. P.i(), that returns the set of enabled inputs of P , i.e. P.i () = in(P.m());
2. P.o(), that returns the set of tuples of an enabled output of P and a verdict
(⊥), i.e. P.o() = {hl, ⊥i | l ∈ out(P.m())};
3. P.n(l), that returns the LTS states, reachable from P via a transition with
label l, i.e. P.n(l) = P.m() after l .
4. P.unfold (), that “unfolds” P (explained in detail below) and returns P (it
returns P to allow the “method chaining” that we use in Table 4.4).
In Table 4.4 we show the functionality (interface) offered by the pseudo-state
type, and the definitions of all its methods, except for unfold , which is given in
Algorithm 4.1. We now first, in Definition 4.2.1, define the pseudo-state type.
Signature:
PS :
m:
g:
i:
o:
n:
unfold :

SΓ → P
P → SΓ
P → GΓ ] {⊥}
P → P(LI )
P → P((LU ∪ {δ}) × (LV ] {⊥}))
P × Lδ → SΓ
P →P

Definition:
PS(S)
P.m()
P.g()
P.i()
P.o()
P.n(l)
P.unfold ()

= hS, ⊥i (a new pseudo-state)
= P.md ∪ P.unfold ().unfoldResult.me
=⊥
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.i
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.o
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.nl [l]
= the outcome of Algo. 4.1

Table 4.4: Pseudo-state type. Each element of SΓ represents a set of states of
the LTS of specification s. Thus, S ∈ SΓ is a set of LTS states. Furthermore,
P is a pseudo-state instance, and l ∈ Lδ is a label.

Definition 4.2.1
A pseudo-state of the specification-only Primer is a tuple hmd , unfoldResulti,
with
1. md , a set of LTS states: those states directly reachable, like the initial
state, or the destination of a set of observable transitions;
2. unfoldResult, a tuple hi, o, nl , me i that holds the result of “unfolding” (explained below) the states in md . The tuple contains
1. i, the set of enabled input labels;
2. o, the set of tuples of an enabled output label, or δ, and a verdict (⊥
in the unguided case);
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3. nl : Lδ → P(S), a mapping from labels to a set that contains those
states that are directly reachable via the label;
4. me , the set of indirectly reachable states, i.e. those states that are
reachable from the directly reachable states in md via one or more τ
transitions.
After construction of a pseudo-state instance, before it is unfolded, its unfoldResult
will have the value ⊥, as shown in the definition of constructor PS in Table 4.4.

4

2
Method unfold : functionality Method unfold provides the main functionality of the pseudo-state type. Method unfold returns the pseudo-state instance
that it is invoked on, to allow method chaining (here used to access unfoldResult
from the result value of unfold ); it performs the following four tasks:
1. computing, for method m(), state set me : those states, not in the state set
md which was given in the pseudo-state constructor, that are reachable
from a state in md via one or more τ transitions, such that we can compute
state set Q = md after  as Q = md ∪ me ;
2. computing, for method i(): i = in(Q), the set of enabled input labels;
3. computing, for method o(): o = {hl, ⊥i | l ∈ out(Q)}, the set of tuples of
an enabled output label (which includes δ if one or more of the LTS states
in set Q are quiescent) and a verdict (⊥, in the unguided case);
l
4. computing, for method n(l): nl = {q 0 | ∃q ∈ Q : q −→
q 0 }, the set of
LTS states directly reachable by l, for each label l in the two sets i and o
mentioned above.
Method unfold uses e.menu and IO-Oracle function kind to do its work.
Because computing e.menu may be time-consuming, we impose a constraint
on how unfold should perform these tasks: for each Explorer LTS state q that
“belongs” to a given pseudo-state Q, e.menu should be invoked only once. (But
note that e.menu may be invoked multiple times on q, if q belongs to multiple
different pseudo-states that are all unfolded. Of course, one could trade speed
for memory by caching the results of e.menu in the Primer.)
Moreover, unfold must be implemented such, that, when it is invoked for a
second (third, etc.) time on the same pseudo-state, it behaves as a no-op, i.e.
then it only returns the pseudo-state, without doing any real work.
Method unfold : algorithm Method P.unfold (), presented in Algorithm 4.1,
uses the following main data structures:
work a set of states, containing the states that have to be unfolded (initially
P.md )
extra a set of states, containing those states that are found during unfolding
as destination of τ -labelled transitions and that are not in P.md
inputs a set of input labels, containing the input labels encountered during
unfolding
outputs a set of tuples consisting of an output label and ⊥, containing a tuple
for each output label encountered during unfolding, and for δ if a quiescent
state was encountered
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Algorithm 4.1: P.unfold () for ioco Primer
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the Specification
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
3
work ←− P.md
4
extra ←− inputs ←− outputs ←− ∅
5
destmap ←− {l → ∅ | l ∈ Lδ }
6
while work 6= ∅ do
7
pick state p ∈ work
8
work ←− work \ {p}
9
isQuiescent ←− true
10
foreach hl, p0 i ∈ e.menu(p) do
11
kind ←− o.kind(l)
12
if kind = i then
13
inputs ←− inputs ∪ {l}
14
destmap[l] ←− destmap[l] ∪ {p0 }
15
else if kind = u then
16
isQuiescent ←− false
17
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hl, ⊥i}
18
destmap[l] ←− destmap[l] ∪ {p0 }
19
else if kind = τ then
20
isQuiescent ←− false
21
if p0 6∈ P.md ∧ p0 6∈ extra then
22
extra ←− extra ∪ {p0 }
23
work ←− work ∪ {p0 }
24
25
26
27
28

if isQuiescent then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hδ, ⊥i}
destmap[δ] ←− destmap[δ] ∪ {p}
P.unfoldResult ←− hinputs, outputs, destmap, extrai
return P

destmap : Lδ → P(S), that maps a label l to a set of states Q0 , where Q0
contains those states that are the destination of a transition with label l
l
(i.e. Q0 = {q 0 | ∃q ∈ Q : q −→
q 0 }). This is initialised such that it returns
∅ for all labels for which no specific set is assigned.
As mentioned, Algorithm 4.1 uses our “avoid-looping” approach to τ -cycles;
we discuss the other two approaches in Section 4.2.7. The presence of a τ loop
will not cause the algorithm to never finish—an infinite sequence of τ transitions
will cause the algorithm to never finish, though.
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start() = hPS(e.start()), ⊥i

(4.4)

in(P ) = P.i ()

(4.5)

hasOutputs(P ) = P.o() 6= ∅
out(P ) = P.o()
(
h⊥, ⊥i
next(P, l) =
hPS(P.n(l)), ⊥i

4

defNegVerdict() = fail
defPosVerdict() = pass

(4.6)
(4.7)
if P.n(l) = ∅
otherwise

(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

Table 4.5: Implementation of the DerivationEngine interface functions, in the
specification-only Primer; where e represents the Explorer that gives access to
the specification.

DerivationEngine interface implementation
In Table 4.5 we show how the Primer implements the DerivationEngine interface
functions, using the pseudo-state methods that we introduced above, and an
Explorer e. (The IO-Oracle is not “visible” here, it is only used in P.unfold ().)

Correctness
Requirement 22 states: the tool should be correct. Now that we have both
the definition of the DerivationEngine interface of Table 3.9, and the specification of the implementation in Table 4.5, we can discuss the correctness of the
implementation.
For the implementation to be correct, the following must hold between a
Primer P and the DerivationEngine interface definition D:
1. the default verdicts must be identical;
2. the pseudo-state representations returned by start must be equivalent;
3. given equivalent pseudo-state representations, in and out must return
identical results;
4. given equivalent pseudo-state representations, the pseudo-state representations returned by next for any label in Lδ , must be equivalent again.
Note that we cannot directly compare the pseudo-states returned by the interface definition with those returned by the interface implementation. That is
why we say that they must be equivalent and why we use ∼ in the equations
below. To a certain extent we can compare pseudo-states, by comparing the
LTS state sets that they represent; for this we can use method m() that we
defined on pseudo-states.
Our proof obligation is now to show that there exists a relation ∼ between
concrete pseudo-states as defined here, and pseudo-states as used in the interface
definition of Chapter 3, such that the following equations and condition hold:
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The default verdicts must be identical:
D.defNegVerdict() = P.defNegVerdict()

(4.11)

D.defPosVerdict() = P.defPosVerdict()

(4.12)

The start states must be equivalent:
D.start() ∼ P.start()

(4.13)

Ad 3: Given two equivalent pseudo-states QD and QP , i.e., such that QD ∼
QP , the results of m, g, in, out and hasOutputs must be identical:
D.m(QD ) = P.m(QP )

(4.14)

D.g(QD ) = P.g(QP )

(4.15)

D.in(QD ) = P.in(QP )

(4.16)

D.out(QD ) = P.out(QP )

(4.17)

D.hasOutputs(QD ) = P.hasOutputs(QP )

(4.18)

Ad 4: Given two equivalent pseudo-states QD and QP , obtained from D resp.
P , such that QD ∼ QP , the pseudo-states, reached via next, must be equivalent
again:
∀l ∈ Lδ : D.next(QD , l) ∼ P.next(QP , l)

(4.19)

Above conditions on ∼ are essentially the conditions of strong bisimilarity,
augmented by the requirement that ∼-related (pseudo-)states have the same
m-, g-, in-, out-, and hasOutput results.
Discussion From the definitions it is clear that Equations 4.11, 4.12, and
4.15 hold. We believe it to be possible to prove also the other equations, i.e. to
prove that the suspension automata of P and D are strongly bisimilar, but we
do not give that proof.
Life time of pseudo-states
We have shown creation of pseudo-states—via DerivationEngine interface functions start and next, of which we have seen applications in the algorithms in
Chapter 3—but we have not discussed the life-time of these pseudo-states. (Nor
have we discussed life-time of (LTS) states.) We have considered two approaches:
1. creating “fresh” instances every time, and deleting them as soon as possible;
2. creating (and reusing) instances via a factory, without deleting them.
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Ad 1: creating and deleting instances For the testing algorithms that
we have seen so far, this approach will work fine, especially for (random) online testing. For example, in Algorithm 3.1, we can delete the pseudo-state
that represents the “current” tester state, when a new pseudo-state becomes
“current” (i.e. after the assignment to P at line 24). This holds in particular,
of course, when we test with models in which we do not (often) revisit states
that we have visited before.

4

Ad 2: storing and reusing instances There are two cases where it is
advantageous, or even necessary, to store and reuse pseudo-states: (a) when
testing with models that have cyclic behaviour; (b) when visualising the testing.
When we have models with cyclic behaviour, i.e. where we regularly revisit
states that we have visited before, the advantage of storing and reusing pseudostates is that we do not have re-create and unfold the same pseudo-state(s) over
and over again.
When we are visualising the suspension automaton, whether in its entirety,
or only the part that has been (is being) traversed in a test run—both are
discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.5—we want to reuse states that we have
encountered (and drawn, as part of the same automaton) before: this allows us
to draw loops in the suspension automaton.
Given requirement 14, our design has to support visualisation. Therefore,
we have chosen to use the second approach, i.e. to use a factory to store and
reuse pseudo-states. (An optimisation could be to store and reuse states when
visualisation is enabled, and otherwise just create and delete states.) With
the store-and-reuse approach, we have to store pseudo-states in a set or map,
and then we have to decide about the identity of pseudo-states: when are two
pseudo-states identical? This we discuss below.
Identity of pseudo-states
A pseudo-state “holds” a set of LTS states, and thus, it feels natural to relate
the identity of a pseudo-state to the set of LTS states that it holds. (Recall
that pseudo-state method m() returns this set.) However, this set, and thus the
identity of the pseudo-state that holds it, may undergo a transition when the
pseudo-state is unfolded; we show this in an example below.
A pseudo-state P is created with an initial set of LTS states (P.md in Definition 4.2.1, the initial state, or states directly reachable from another pseudostate via a transition with an observable label). When P is unfolded, set
P.unfold ().unfoldResult.me is computed: those states that are reachable from
states in md via one or more τ -transitions.
In an extreme case—when the model contains one or more τ -cycles—the
Primer may create pseudo-states P and Q that are (seem) distinct when they
are created, but turn out to be the same state, after unfolding. Here we give an
example, and discuss how we deal with this situation.
When we construct a new pseudo-state, we compare it with those that we
already have, to avoid constructing state duplicates. We compare states using
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0
!cof

!tea
?coinA

?coinB

1

3

4

τ

Figure 4.5: Asymmetric Machine: obtained by modifying the Self-Kicking Coffee
Machine (Fig. 4.1) to illustrate the pseudo-state identify issue. Initial sets {1}
and {3} have the same full set: {1, 3}.
a pseudo-state method id that is defined as follows:
(
P.id () =

P.md
P.md ∪ P.unfoldResult.me

if P.unfoldResult = ⊥
otherwise

(4.20)

Thus, using method id , the first sentence of one of the previous paragraphs
can be rephrased as follows: the Primer may create pseudo-states P and Q for
which P.id () 6= Q.id () before unfolding, but P.id () = Q.id () after unfolding.
We illustrate this with the Asymmetric Machine, drawn in Figure 4.5.
Asymmetric Machine The Asymmetric Machine is a variant of the SelfKicking Coffee Machine of Figure 4.1, modified to illustrate the pseudo-state
identity issue. It only contains those transitions that we need to make our
point. We call it the asymmetric, because it accepts different coins at the start,
and moves to different states, depending on which coin it is given.
For the initial state of the Asymmetric Machine, accessed via an explorer e,
we get a pseudo-state
p0 = PS(e.start()) = he.start(), ⊥i = h{0}, ⊥i

(4.21)

Thus, p0 .id () = {0}. Unfolding this pseudo-state gives us
p0 = h{0}, h{?coinA, ?coinB}, {hδ, ⊥i}, (?coinA → {1}, ?coinB → {3}, δ → {0}), ∅ii
(4.22)
Thus, p0 .id () = {0}, also after unfolding (i.e. identical to the value before
unfolding). However, things are different for the states reached from p0 via a
stimulus. For these states we get:
p1 = PS(p0 .n(?coinA)) = h{1}, ⊥i

(4.23)

p3 = PS(p0 .n(?coinB)) = h{3}, ⊥i

(4.24)
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Before unfolding, p1 .id () = {1} and p3 .id () = {3}. Unfolding gives us2 :

4

p1 = h{1}, h∅, {h!cof, ⊥i, h!tea, ⊥i}, (!cof → {0}, !tea → {0}), {3}ii

(4.25)

p3 = h{3}, h∅, {h!cof, ⊥i, h!tea, ⊥i}, (!cof → {0}, !tea → {0}), {1}ii

(4.26)

Thus, after unfolding we get: p1 .id () = {1, 3} = p3 .id ().
Therefore, to identify duplicate states, we unfold a newly constructed pseudostate before we compare it with the pseudo-states that we already have.
Moreover, to deal with the case as described above, where we have two (or
more) different pseudo-states P and Q that turn out to be two different instances
of effectively the same pseudo-state, we extended the pseudo-state type in our
tool implementation with the following element: a reference to a “canonical”
pseudo-state instance (this element is initially ⊥, and assigned after/during
unfolding). In this way, all different instances have a reference to the same
canonical representation.

4.2.4

Explorer Instances

In our tool we provide a number of instances of the Explorer component, to fulfil
requirement 13 (it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton)
for use with the tool), requirement 19 (the design should allow use of modelling
languages with suitable expressive power), and requirement 5 (the tool design
should be independent from particular modelling languages).
An Explorer that falls in neither of these categories is the one for test run
log files. Therefore, we discuss it first.
Test run log The test run log Explorer can read a test run log that is produced
by the model-based testing tools TorX and JTorX (i.e., the tools that implement
our design). Such log contains, for each test step, the model label that represents
that test step. This Explorer treats such log as a trace of model labels.
Typical usage of this Explorer includes (i) re-running tests, (ii) use of the
log to guide a subsequent test, and (iii) to extract the trace from the log and
save it in Aldebaran format (discussed below), for use with other tools.
When the Explorer is used to re-run a test, it effectively treats the log as a
model, to be simulated as SUT. This allows to observe e.g. the effects of changes
to a model, or changes to the Primer component.
Easy creation of simple models
To support requirement 13, our tool has built-in Explorer functionality for three
(modelling) languages:
1. Aldebaran (.aut),
2. GraphML (.graphml), and
3. GraphViz DOT (.gv).
2 Here

we assume the “avoid-looping” approach was used to deal with the τ -loop.
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4
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: GraphML representation of the quirky coffee machine of Figure 3.4,
created with yEd (a). Our visualisation of this GraphML representation (b).
Aldebaran The Aldebaran language [ald] is a simple textual file format
that allows specification of a (finite) LTS. For small models, Aldebaran files
are typically created by hand; however, there is also quite a number of tools
that are able to export an LTS in Aldebaran format.
The Aldebaran format consists of a header and a body. The header contains the identity (number) of the initial state, the number of transitions, and
the number of states. The body consists of a list of transitions, with for each
transition the identity (number) of the source state, the transition label, and
the identity (number) of the destination state.
GraphML The GraphML language [Gra12] is an XML file format that allows specification of a graph.This format is (one of) the native format(s) of
yEd [yWo], a graph editor that makes it simple to draw a graph representation
of an automaton (or LTS). The GraphML format not only contains nodes,
edges and edge labels (that we interpret as states, transitions and transition
labels) but also (a.o.) node labels and position information of nodes, edges
and edge labels, and other visual information (colours, fonts, visibility, etc.).
From a GraphML file, the GraphML Explorer obtains, in addition to the LTS
information (nodes, edges, edge labels), also the node labels and the position
information (and associates this with the LTS information). The node labels
and position information are used for the visualisation (discussed later in this
section), to make the visualisation of GraphML models resemble as much as
possible the layout created in yEd (see Figure 4.6).
The GraphML format, unfortunately, does not have the concept of an initial
state. Our GraphML Explorer allows specification of the initial state in two
ways:
1. via an initial transition (of which there must be at most one): an edge
without label, of which the destination is interpreted as initial state;
2. by giving it node label “1” (with yEd, the first node drawn in a new graph
always has this label (this is used when no initial transition is present in
the graph).
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The GraphML Explorer in JTorX reuses the GraphML parser that was
developed by Lars Frantzen for his iocoChecker tool (iocoChecker is discussed
in Appendix A.2).

4

DOT The GraphViz DOT language [Graa] is a textual file format that
allows specification of graphs. It is the input language for the tools in the
GraphViz toolset [Grab]; typically, these tools are used to automatically create layouts of graphs, of which only the structure (nodes, edges, node labels,
edge labels) is given.
Like the GraphML format, the GraphViz language does not have the
concept of an initial state. Like the GraphML Explorer, the GraphViz Explorer
tries to identify the initial state by recognising a (unique) initial transition.
Modelling Languages with Suitable Expressive Power
To support requirement 19, our tool allows the use of external Explorer components. (At the same time, this fulfils requirement 5.) Such external Explorer components communicate with our testing tool via the torx-explorer interface [torb].
This interface offers (an extension of) the functionality of the Explorer interface
of Table 4.2: it also can pass information for visualisation—we return to this in
Section 4.2.5.
Table 4.6 gives an (non-exhaustive) overview of the tools and toolsets for
which the torx-explorer interface has been implemented, indicating the modelling languages that each of them supports.
tool / toolset
Jararaca
STSimulator
Ta2Torx
SPEX
CADP
LTSmin
mCRL2

language(s)
Jararaca input language (.jrrc)
STS (.sax)
Timed Automaton
Promela
LOTOS, BCG (.bcg), others
mCRL2, others
µCRL, mCRL2

Table 4.6: Overview of tools (top) and toolsets (bottom) for which the torxexplorer interface has been implemented, indicating the modelling languages
that they provide access to.

Jararaca The Jararaca language [Jar12] allows the concise specification of
(a set of) traces using a notation that was inspired by regular expressions. It
was developed to have an easy notation for the specification of test purposes
(observation objectives). A Jararaca file consists of 4 sections: (1) a freeformat textual description; (2) a list of named action labels that are used in the
test purpose (the action names are used in the regular expressions as shorthand
for labels); (3) a list of named regular expressions (the name allows referring to
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a preceding regular expression); (4) the “goal” regular expression that describes
the (set of) traces (typically, referring to named regular expressions).
The Jararaca tool builds an automaton for the given input, and provides
access to it via the torx-explorer interface. For visualisation, the Jararaca
tool can output the automaton in DOT format (the automaton is more abstract than the corresponding LTS: a single automaton node or edge may have
multiple corresponding LTS states and transitions). This automaton in DOT
format is only used for display, not to access the LTS of the automaton—the
LTS is accessed via the torx-explorer interface. However, the automaton in
DOT format contains node and edge identifiers. When state and transition
information is passed over the torx-explorer interface, also the corresponding
node and edge identifiers are passed, to allow highlighting of the right visual
elements (nodes and edges) in the visualisation.
Both the Jararaca tool and its input language were designed and implemented by René de Vries.
STSimulator The STSimulator tool provides access to specifications in
the Symbolic Transition System (STS) language. An STS is an automaton with
state variables, parameters in the transition labels, and conditions and state
variable updates on the transitions. The conditions can refer to state variables
and label parameters; the updates assign new values to state variables. We
discuss this in greater detail in Chapter 6.
For visualisation, the STSimulator tool can output the STS in DOT
format. Like with the Jararaca tool, node and edge identifiers that are used
in the DOT format representation are passed with the state and transition
information over the torx-explorer interface.
The STSimulator tool was designed and implemented by Lars Frantzen.
Ta2Torx The Ta2Torx tool provides access to specifications given as network of Timed Automata. We discuss this in greater detail in Chapter 6.
The Ta2Torx tool was designed and implemented by Henrik Bohnenkamp.
SPEX The SPEX tool [vY07] (Simple Promela EXplorer for TorX) provides
access to specifications given in Promela [Hol91]. A Promela specification
typically describes a system (with possible internal communication within the
system) with its interactions with its environment. However, Promela makes
no distinction between communication (interactions) within a system, and the
interactions between the system and its environment. For our testing, we are
not interested in the former, but we need the latter: we need a description of
the system in terms of its interactions with its environment3 . Therefore, SPEX
implements two extensions to the Promela language. The first is an IO extension
to open the specified system for testing, by adding a mechanism to describe
the communication/interaction between the system and its environment. The
3 Trojka [dT00], a predecessor of SPEX, solved this by extending Promela with a keyword
that allows the specifier to indicate that particular communication is observable; Trojka then
makes these available to the testing tool, and turns the other ones into internal (τ ) actions.
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second is a Set extension to close such system description for verification, by
replacing input actions by symbolic variables.
The SPEX tool was designed and implemented Jeroen van Yperen.
Because all Promela statements, except the interactions between system
and environment, are mapped onto τ -transitions, an LTS thus obtained typically
contains long “chains” of τ transitions, where the states on such chain only have
one incoming and one outgoing transition, both labelled with τ . An obvious opτ
τ
τ
→ p00 . . . −−
→ q by a single transition
timisation is to replace such chain p −−
→ p0 −−
τ
0
00
p −−→ q, and to ignore the intermediate states (p , p , etc.). We experimented
with this optimisation when we experimented with SPEX.
CADP CADP [CAD] (”Construction and Analysis of Distributed Processes”,
formerly known as ”CAESAR/ALDEBARAN Development Package”) is a toolbox for the design of asynchronous concurrent systems, such as communication
protocols, distributed systems, asynchronous circuits, multiprocessor architectures, web services, etc. It offers compilers for high-level descriptions written in
a.o. LOTOS [ISO89]. It also offers the BCG (binary coded graphs) file format,
which allows storing of large graphs.
CADP offers access to the languages and file formats that it supports via
(a.o.) the OPEN/CAESAR programming interface, an interface that provides
(more than) the functionality needed for our Explorer interface. A torx-explorer
interface has been constructed to access specifications via the OPEN/CAESAR
interface.

LTSmin LTSmin [LTS, BvdPW09] is a toolset for model checking and manipulating labelled transition systems. LTSmin already connects a sizeable number
of existing (verification) tools: muCRL, mCRL2, DiVinE, SPIN via an included
version of SpinJa, NIPS, CADP and opaal. Moreover, it allows to reuse existing
tools with new state space generation techniques.
The LTSmin toolset contains tools to access e.g. mCRL2 models using the
torx-explorer interface.
mCRL2 mCRL2 [mCR, GKM+ 08] is a formal specification language with
an associated toolset. The toolset can be used for modelling, validation and
verification of concurrent systems and protocols.
The toolset supports a collection of tools for linearisation, simulation, statespace exploration and generation and tools to optimise and analyse specifications. Moreover, state spaces can be manipulated, visualised and analysed.
The mCRL2 toolset contains the lps2torx tool to access muCRL and
mCRL2 models using the torx-explorer interface.

Bibliographical note Some of the text describing the tools, toolsets and
languages has been taken from the web-sites describing the tools.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Animation of the visualisation of the Quirky Coffee Machine specification (a), and of the Kick-Insensitive implementation (b), after the first test
step in which stimulus ?coin was applied. In both (a) and (b) the grey highlights are the same: state 0, to indicate that that was the previous state, and
the initial transition, to show how we “reached” state 0. The difference is in
the red highlights. In (a) states 1, 2, and 3 are highlighted in red, as are the
?coin transitions that lead to these states from state 0. In (b) only state 1 is
highlighted in red, as is (only) the ?coin transition that leads to this state from
state 0.

4.2.5

Visualisation

To fulfil requirement 14—the tool should provide insight in the theory and
algorithms that it implements, e.g. by visualisation—we let our tool visualise
the specification, the suspension automaton (SA), and, when we use a simulated
model as SUT, also the implementation model, and we animate these during test
runs. (During a test run, we also visualise the test steps that are executed in a
dynamically updated message sequence chart, but we do not discuss that here
further.)
Animation entails highlighting the visual elements that correspond with the
LTS resp. SA states that correspond with the current test step, and the transition(s) that brought us there. This is shown in Figure 4.7 (a) and (b), and in
Figure 4.8 (a). We also can show a view of the SA that is constructed during the
test run: it shows only the pseudo-states and transitions that we have traversed
so far (during the run); see Figure 4.8 (b). Therefore, this latter view is much
smaller, and thus, more understandable, than the visualisation of the entire SA.
In both views of the SA, the node-labels show the set of LTS labels that belong
to the pseudo-state.
The animations shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are of a test run with the quirky
coffee machine and the kick-insensitive implementation, after the first test step
in which stimulus ?coin was applied.
The animations in Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b)
show clearly the non-determinism that is present in the specification (states 1,
2, and 3 are highlighted, as are all ?coin transitions that lead to these states),
but absent (i.e., resolved, by making a random choice among the enabled ?coin
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4
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Animation of suspension automaton (SA) of the Quirky Coffee
Machine specification (a), and of the states and transitions of the SA traversed
so far (b).

transitions) in the implementation (only state 1 is highlighted, as is only one
transition: the ?coin transition that leads to state 1). It is also clearly visible
that in this case4 the implementation has chosen the branch in which it only
serves coffee.
Below we discuss how the DerivationEngine supports visualisation and animation.
Supporting visualisation For the visualisation of the specification, we either,
when available (like for Jararaca and STSimulator), use a DOT representation of the specification, specifically created for visualisation; otherwise, we use
a visualisation of the state space of the LTS of the specification. In the latter
case, we just generate the state space of the specification: our Explorer interface
allows this, and this works fine as long as the state space is small enough for
this to finish in a time that is acceptable to the user.
Note that (node, edge) position information is optional: when we have position information (which we have in the case of GraphML models), we use it for
the layout; otherwise, we let the dot tool of the GraphViz toolkit compute the
layout (this is done, for example, for both visualizations shown in Figure 4.8).
Supporting animation For the animation, we need to be able to highlight
(visual elements that correspond to)
1. the LTS states that belong to the current pseudo-state, and
2. the LTS transitions that lead from the previous pseudo-state to the current
one. (At the start of the test run, we highlight the initial transition.)
For this we need access to states and transitions of the LTS, as we discuss below.
4 Random

number seed 1012308167.
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Ad 1: access to LTS states In our earlier discussion of the pseudo-state
type, we did provide it with a method m() that provides access to the LTS states
that belong to it. We refine this, by adding methods that give separate access
to (1) the LTS states that are directly reached (md ), and (2) those that are
indirectly reached via one or more τ transitions (unfoldResult.me ). This allows
us to color these with different colors in the animation, to better illustrate the
work done by unfold .

Ad 2: access to LTS transitions To be able to highlight the LTS transitions, we let the Primer store the following:
1. With each pseudo-state, we store the τ -transitions that “belong” to it, i.e.
those that are traversed by method unfold .
2. With each pseudo-state, we store a mapping from the enabled input and
output labels to the corresponding set of LTS transitions. (We store such
set in a pseudo-transition type.)
Note that the information stored in destmap does not suffice, because, to be
able to highlight the transitions, we need to know not only the destination LTS
state and the transition label, but also the source LTS state. The destmap does
provide the destination LTS state, but it does not provide access to the source
LTS state.

4.2.6

Algorithm for uioco

In Section 1.2.3 we mentioned that we will validate requirement 10—it should
be easy to incorporate new conformance relations—by discussing the addition of
support for implementation relation uioco. Here we discuss the changes w.r.t.
Algorithm 4.1 that are necessary to support the uioco relation.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.5, uioco was designed to better handle specifications that are not input-enabled. Relations ioco and uioco differ in how
the set of enabled inputs is computed, and this difference only shows in case of
non-determinism, i.e., when the tester state consists of a number of LTS states
(say, set P ). With ioco the union of the sets of enabled inputs of all the individual LTS states in P is used; with uioco the intersection is used, of the sets
of enabled inputs of stable states in P (i.e. of those states in P that have no
outgoing τ -transitions).
In the algorithm for ioco, when we encounter an input transition, we immediately add the input label to inputs, the set of enabled inputs, and update
destmap, the mapping from labels to (destination) LTS state set (see lines 13
and 14 of Algorithm 4.1). However, for uioco, we do not know whether we even
should consider the inputs of an LTS state, until we know whether the state
is stable—this is when we have dealt with all outgoing transitions of the state.
And even at that moment, we can only use those inputs, enabled in the state,
to update the intermediate result of the intersection of enabled inputs. Only
when we have dealt with (all transitions of) all states we know which inputs are
enabled, and thus, only then we update destmap.
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Details In Algorithm 4.2 we show the changes that are necessary w.r.t. Algorithm 4.1. In lines 4–5 we show the changes to the global variables: we
initialise inputs to ⊥ (instead of to ∅, so we can distinguish “uninitialised” from
“empty”), and we add inputTransitions, which will hold all transitions with an
input label that we encounter.
In lines 9–10 we added local variables (re-initialised for each state that we
handle) isStable and stateInputs. Variable isStable, initialised to true, is set to
false as soon as a transition with a τ label is encountered. Variable stateInputs
collects the inputs that are enabled for the state that is being handled. When all
transitions of a state have been handled, these two variables are used to update
inputs, the set of enabled inputs (lines 21–24).
Finally, when all states have been handled, inputs is initialised if it had not
been initialised before, i.e. when there were no transitions (lines 26–27), and
destmap is updated using the value of inputs (lines 28–30).

4.2.7

Interpreting divergent states as quiescent

The Primer algorithm that we gave in Section 4.2.3 uses the “avoid looping”
approach of Section 4.1.2 to deal with τ -cycles. We now discuss the two “divergent states are quiescent” approaches of Section 4.1.3 and Section 4.1.4. These
either just add a δ-self-loop to divergent states (see Algorithm 4.3) or create
copies of divergent states (see Algorithm 4.4). In both approaches the following
two activities can be identified:
1. identifying the divergent states—this we do first, and this is followed by
2. marking the divergent states as being quiescent, by adding a δ-self-loop,
resp. by creating copies.
For each of these two activities, we discuss how they are performed. Algorithm 4.3 shows the changes w.r.t. Algorithm 4.1, to identify the divergent
states and add a τ -loop to them, and Algorithm 4.4 shows the changes w.r.t.
Algorithm 4.3, to create copies of divergent states.
Ad 1: Identifying divergent states To identify the divergent states we
adapted the path-based strong component algorithm [Gab00] to our needs. For
strong components that consist of more than one state, all states are divergent.
For a single-state strong component, its state is divergent when it has a τ -selfloop. Therefore, while computing the strong components, we remember which
states have a τ -self-loop. There are two important constraints on our adaptation
of the algorithm, due to the context in which we use it:
◦ we choose to use an iterative version, to reduce the “distance” from Algorithm 4.1 (whereas the strong component algorithm is defined using
recursion);
◦ while we work on a state, we choose to handle all its outgoing transitions,
before we start working on (the transitions of) another state (we do this,
because the Explorer gives us all transitions of a state together).
As in Algorithm 4.1, when working on a state p we process all its outgoing
transitions, before we select the next state to work on. As a consequence, any
“new” (to be processed) states that are found while working on a state have to
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Algorithm 4.2: P.unfold () for uioco Primer — changes w.r.t. Algo. 4.1
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the Specification
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
..
3
.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27

inputs ←− ⊥
inputTransitions ←− ∅
..
.
while work 6= ∅ do
..
.
isStable ←− true
stateInputs ←− ∅
foreach hl, p0 i ∈ e.menu(p) do
kind ←− o.kind(l)
if kind = i then
stateInputs ←− stateInputs ∪ {l}
inputTransitions ←− inputTransitions ∪ {hp, l, p0 i}
..
.
else if kind = τ then
isStable ←− false
..
.
..
.
if isStable and inputs = ⊥ then
inputs ←− stateInputs
else if isStable then
inputs ←− inputs ∩ stateInputs
..
.
if inputs = ⊥ then
inputs ←− ∅

30

foreach hp, l, p0 i ∈ inputTransitions do
if l ∈ inputs then
destmap[l] ←− destmap[l] ∪ {p0 }

31

P.unfoldResult ←− hinputs, outputs, destmap, extrai

28
29

32

return P
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Algorithm 4.3: P.unfold () for τ -loop detection — changes w.r.t. Algo. 4.1
1
2
3
4
5

4

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

begin
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
wStack ←− pStack ←− sStack ←− empty; c ←− 0
hasSCC ←− hasTauSelfLoop ←− ∅; pre ←− {p → ⊥ | p ∈ S}
if md 6= ∅ then
wStack .push(h⊥, md i)
..
.
while |wStack | > 0 do
pick state p ∈ wStack .top().set
wStack .top().set ←− wStack .top().set \ {p}
if pre[p] = ⊥ then
pre[p] ←− c; increment c
pStack .push(p); sStack .push(p)
isQuiescent ←− true; tauChildren ←− ∅
foreach
hl, p0 i ∈ e.menu(p) do
..
.
else if kind = τ then
isQuiescent ←− false
if p0 6∈ P.md ∧ p0 6∈ extra then
extra ←− extra ∪ {p0 }
if p = p0 then
hasTauSelfLoop ←− hasTauSelfLoop ∪ {p}

21
22

if pre[p0 ] = ⊥ then
tauChildren ←− tauChildren ∪ {p0 }
else if p0 6∈ hasSCC then
while pre[pStack .top()] > pre[p0 ] do
pStack .pop()

23
24
25
26
27

..
.
wStack .push(hp, tauChildreni)

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

while |wStack | > 0 and |wStack .top().set| = 0 do
if |pStack | > 0 and wStack .top().pnt = pStack .top() then
S ←− sStack .popUptoInc(wStack .top().pnt)
hasSCC ←− hasSCC ∪ S
if |S| > 1 or ∀s ∈ S : s ∈ hasTauSelfLoop then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hδ, ⊥i}
destmap[δ] ←− destmap[δ] ∪ S
pStack .pop()

37

wStack .pop()

38
39
40

..
.
return P
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Algorithm 4.4: P.unfold () for making copies of divergent states —
changes w.r.t. Algo. 4.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

begin
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
..
.
while |wStack | > 0 do
..
.
while |wStack | > 0 and |wStack .top().set| = 0 do
if |pStack | > 0 and wStack .top().pnt = pStack .top() then
..
.

12

if |S| > 1 or ∀s ∈ S : s ∈ hasTauSelfLoop then
foreach q ∈ S do
create input-only clone qqos of q
destmap[δ] ←− destmap[δ] ∪ {qqos }

13

..
.

9
10
11

..
.

14
15
16

..
.
return P

be remembered, such that they can be processed later. The two main differences
between Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 4.3 are about (a) how we store the states
that we still have to work on, and (b) how we select the next state to work on.
In Algorithm 4.1 we store the states that we have to work on in a set work .
When we encounter a state that we have not seen before, we just add it to the
set (line 23). We process the states in work in an unspecified order: at line 7
we only state “pick state p ∈ work ”.
In Algorithm 4.3, we store unprocessed states on a stack of sets of states,
where we group siblings (states that are children of the same state, i.e. reached
from the same state via a τ -transition) together in a set. With each such set
we also store the parent state—we need the parent for the computations that
are done after all outgoing transitions have been processed (including the work
that in the original algorithm is done in recursive calls). To stress the difference
with the set work , we refer to it as wStack . We use wStack .top().set to refer
to the set on the top of wStack , and wStack .top().pnt to refer to the associated
parent. We process the states in the sets on wStack such, that we process
children before we process siblings. While processing the outgoing transitions
of a state p, we collect all its τ -reached “children” that are still unprocessed in
a set tauChildren (line 24). When we have seen all outgoing transitions of p, we
push a tuple hp, tauChildreni onto wStack (line 29). When we select the next
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state to work on, we pick an arbitrary one from the set of the topmost tuple on
wStack (line 9).
To find the strong components (strongly connected component, SCC), we
use two additional stacks, pStack , and sStack , a map pre, a set hasSCC and a
counter c. In addition, we use set hasTauSelfLoop to remember those states that
have a τ -self-loop. Onto sStack we collect τ -connected states that have not yet
been assigned to a SCC, in the order in which they are reached by depth-first
search. On pStack we have states for which it has not yet been decided whether
they belong to different SCCs. Map pre associates with each state a pre-order
visit number. Set hasSCC contains those states that have been assigned to an
SCC. Counter c counts the number of states that we have seen. On these data
structures we use one special operation: method sStack .popUptoInc(p) (line 32)
pops-and-returns state p, and all states on top of p, from sStack .
To make the SCC finding approach work, we have to do a depth-first search,
and that is why, while unfolding unprocessed states, we unfold children before
we unfold siblings. When we need a state to process, we take one (p) from the set
at the top of wStack —there should be one, because at the start of the algorithm,
we only push set md onto wStack if it is non-empty, and in the last part of the
algorithm (in lines 30–38) we make sure that we pop all topmost wStack items
that have an empty set. While processing p, we first check whether it already
has a pre-order visit number associated with it. If so, it has been processed
already, and we don’t process it again. Otherwise, we associate the next visit
number with it (and increment c), and push state p to both sStack and pStack .
Then, we process the outgoing transitions of p.
We process non-τ -transitions as in Algorithm 4.1. When processing a τ transition, we first check whether it is a self-loop, and if so, update hasTauSelfLoop.
Then, we check whether the destination state p0 is still unprocessed. If so, we
add it to tauChildren. Otherwise, if p0 has not yet been assigned to an SCC, we
pop from pStack those states that are on the same SCC as p0 . When we have
processed all outgoing transitions of p, we push a tuple hp, tauChildreni onto
wStack .
Then, we check whether the (children) set at the top of the wStack is empty.
If so, we have finished the recursive processing of the children of the associated
parent (so we will pop wStack ) and we must check whether we have identified
(completed) an SCC—if so, we pop it from sStack , and we pop pStack . We then
check whether the state(s) on the SCC are divergent, and if so, act accordingly
(lines 34–36).
We now first discuss activity 2: marking the divergent states as quiescent,
and then we give an example to illustrate Algorithm 4.3.
Ad 2: Marking the divergent states as quiescent In Algorithm 4.3 we
show the approach where we mark divergent states by adding δ-self-loops to
them, i.e. where we treat divergent states identical to quiescent states. We do
not show treatment of quiescent states (but see lines 25–26 of Algorithm 4.1);
we treat divergent states in lines 35–36.
In Algorithm 4.4 we show the approach where we mark divergent states by
creating copies of the divergent states. The copies are made at line 11. For each
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a
a
copy qqos of state q it should hold that ∀a ∈ LI : if q −→
q 0 then qqos −→
q0 ,
and qqos should have no other outgoing transitions.

Example: Identifying divergent states
We illustrate Algorithm 4.3 with the self-kicking coffee machine of Figure 4.1.
We look at two invocations of the algorithm:
(a) for the initial state (i.e. for the DerivationEngine interface start method,
(b) for the state reached from the initial state by doing a ?coin transition (i.e.
s after ?coin ).
For each invocation we describe the main steps of the algorithm; we show the
effect on the main data structures in Table 4.7 resp. Table 4.8.
Ad a: initial state At the start of this invocation of unfold , the pseudo-state
for which we invoke unfold contains h{0}, ⊥i, i.e. md = {0} (i.e. it holds only
the initial state of the model), and unfoldResult = ⊥. Thus, we start by pushing
h⊥, {0}i onto wStack , and intializing the other variables. Then, we enter the
main while loop at line 8 (wStack contains one element). We take state p = 0
from the set in wStack (thus, now wStack contains h⊥, ∅i). No pre-order visit
number has been associated with state 0 so far, so we enter the if-clause at
line 11. We associate number 0 with state 0, increment counter c, push state 0
on both sStack and pStack , initialize isQuiescent and tauChildren, obtain the
outgoing transitions from state 0, and start processing them (line 15).
wStack

p

h⊥, {∅}i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i h0, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i h0, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i h0, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i h0, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

l

?coin
?coin
?coin

p0

tauChildren

1
2
3
∅

sStack

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

pStack

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

SCC

{0}

Table 4.7: Changes to main data structures of Algorithm 4.3 while unfolding
the pseudo-state that holds the initial state of the self-kicking coffee machine of
Fig. 4.1. The horizontal lines separate phases of the algorithm (initialization,
processing of transitions, popping of stacks and detection of SCC). Column SCC
shows the strong component that is found.
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?coin
?coin
?coin
State 0 has three outgoing transitions: −−
−−→ 1, −−
−−→ 2, and −−
−−→ 3.
After processing these transitions inputs = {?coin} and destmap[?coin] = {1, 2, 3};
other variables are unchanged, i.e. isQuiescent = true, tauChildren = ∅. Thus,
we mark state 0 as quiescent (lines 25–26 of Algorithm 4.1), and we push h0, ∅i
onto wStack .
Now, we enter the while loop at line 30. The pnt field of the tuple that we just
pushed equals the top element of pStack (line 31), i.e. we have found a strong
component, which we obtain by pushing the topmost elements of sStack —in
this case just the single state 0. This state is not in hasTauSelfLoop, i.e. it is
not divergent, so we need not mark it as quiescent. We pop pStack and wStack .
Now wStack contains h⊥, ∅i, so we enter the loop at line 30 once more, but this
time we only pop wStack .
Now, wStack is empty, so, the only things left to do, are to set field unfoldResult
(line 27 of Algorithm 4.1), and to return.

Ad b: state reached by ?coin from initial state At the start of this invocation of unfold , the pseudo-state contains h{1, 2, 3}, ⊥i, i.e. md = {1, 2, 3} and
unfoldResult = ⊥. Again, we start by initializing; now wStack = h⊥, {1, 2, 3}i.
Again, we enter the main while loop (line 8). We pick a state p from the set
at the top of wStack ; assume we pick 1. We associate a pre-order visit number
(0) with this state; we push the state onto sStack and pStack ; and we obtain
?tea
?cof
τ
its outgoing transitions ( −−
−→ 1, −−
−→ 4, and −−
→ 3) and process them.
After processing the two input transitions we have inputs = {?tea, ?cof} and
destmap[?tea] = {1}, destmap[?cof] = {4}. The τ -transition is no self-loop, and
its destination is “new”, and thus added to tauChildren. After processing these
transitions, we push h1, {3}i onto wStack , which already contains h⊥, {2, 3}i.
The test at line 30 fails, so we loop in the main loop.
We pick a state from the set at the top of wStack ; then p = 3 and wStack =
(h⊥, {2, 3}i, h1, ∅i). We have not processed state 3 before, so we associate a
pre-order visit number (1) with it, and push it onto sStack and pStack (both
?cof
?tea
already contain state 1). We obtain its outgoing transitions ( −−
−→ 3, −−
−→ 5,
τ
−−→ 1), and process them.
After processing the two input transitions we have inputs = {?tea, ?cof} and
destmap[?tea] = {1, 5}, destmap[?cof] = {4, 3}. Again, the τ -transition is no
self-loop; this time its destination is neither “new”, nor part of an SCC, and thus
we pop elements from pStack as given in lines 26–27. Because pre[pStack .top()] =
pre[3] = 1 > pre[p0 ] = pre[1] = 0 we pop the topmost item from pStack ; we do
not pop the other item, because now pre[pStack .top()] = pre[1] = 0 6> pre[p0 ] =
pre[1] = 0. After processing these transitions, we push h3, ∅i onto wStack ; it
now contains (h⊥, {2, 3}i, h1, ∅i, h3, ∅i); sStack = (1, 3); pStack = (1).
The test at line 30 now holds. For the top element of wStack , the test at
line 31 does not hold, so we pop that top element; wStack = (h⊥, {2, 3}i, h1, ∅i).
The test at line 30 still holds, and moreover, also the test at line 31 holds. Thus,
we have found an SCC, that contains state 1, and all elements on top of that
state on sStack , i.e. the SCC is {3, 1}, and we pop these states from sStack .
The SCC is divergent (contains more than one element), so we update outputs
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wStack
h⊥, {1, 2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, {3}i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i h3, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i h1, ∅i
h⊥, {2, 3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, {3}i h2, ∅i
h⊥, {3}i h2, ∅i
h⊥, {3}i h2, ∅i
h⊥, {3}i h2, ∅i
h⊥, {3}i
h⊥, ∅i
h⊥, ∅i

p

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

l

?tea
?cof
τ

p0

tauChildren

1
4
3
{3}

?cof
?tea
τ

3
5
1
∅

?cof
?tea
!coin
τ

2
2
0
2
∅
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sStack

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

pStack

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
13
13
13
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

SCC

4

{1, 3}

{2}

3

Table 4.8: Changes to main data structures of Algo. 4.3 while unfolding the
state reached by ?coin from the initial state of the self-kicking coffee machine of
Fig. 4.1. (Although in the algorithm we do not change p when we pop wStack ,
here we show p changed to the parent on wStack .) Horizontal lines separate
phases of the algorithm; column SCC shows strong components that are found.
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and destmap: outputs = {hδ, ⊥i} and destmap[δ] = {1, 3}. We also pop pStack
and wStack ; now wStack = (h⊥, {2, 3}i), and the test at line 30 fails, so we loop
in the main loop.
We pick a state from the set at the top of wStack ; assume we pick 2, then
p = 2 and wStack = (h⊥, {3}i). We have not processed state 2 before, so
we associate a pre-order visit number (2) with it, and push it onto sStack and
?cof
?tea
pStack (both were empty). We obtain its outgoing transitions ( −−
−→ 2, −−
−→ 2,
!coin
τ
−−−→ 0, −−→ 2), and process them. After processing the two input transitions
and the output transition we have inputs = {?tea, ?cof}, outputs = {δ, !coin}
and destmap[?tea] = {1, 5, 2}, destmap[?cof] = {4, 3, 2}, destmap[δ] = {1, 3}
and destmap[!coin] = {0}. Now, the τ -transition is a self-loop, so we add state
2 to hasTauSelfLoop. Moreover, pre[p0 ] = pre[2] = 2 6= ⊥, and state 2 is not yet
part of an SCC, so we test whether we should pop pStack , and this test fails, so
pStack is not changed. After processing these transitions, we push h2, ∅i onto
wStack ; it now contains (h⊥, {3}i, h2, ∅i); sStack = (2); pStack = (2).
The test at line 30 now holds. For the top element of wStack , the test at
line 31 also holds. Thus, we have found an SCC; this time it contains only state
2; we pop that state from sStack . Even though the SCC consists of a single
state, that state is divergent (because it is in hasTauSelfLoop), so we update
(outputs and) destmap: destmap[δ] = {1, 3, 2}. We pop pStack and wStack ;
now wStack = (h⊥{3}i). The test at line 30 fails, so we loop in the main loop.
We pick the last element from the set at the top of wStack ; thus we pick 3,
then p = 3 and wStack = (h⊥, ∅i). We have seen state 3 before, so the test at
line 11 fails. The test at line 30 holds, but the test at line 31 fails. Thus, we
only pop wStack , which is now empty, and thus the condition for the main loop
fails. All that is left to do is setting the unfoldResult field, and returning.

4.3

DerivationEngine for Guided Testing

We now discuss the DerivationEngine for guided test derivation, i.e. the DerivationEngine that gives access to both a specification and an observation objective.
Our design of this DerivationEngine aims to achieve the following:
1. support the “guided mode” part of requirement 7 (support random mode
and guided mode), by extending our decomposition of Figure 4.4 with
components to access the guidance information (test purpose, observation
objective), and to compute the cross product between the specification
and the guidance information.

4.3.1

Components

The extended decomposition is depicted in Figure 4.9. It extends the decomposition of Figure 4.4 with 3 components: (1) a second Explorer, which provides
access to the observation objective; (2) a traces Primer, which provides access to
a determinized “version” of the observation objective; (3) a Combinator, which
computes the cross-product between specification and observation objective.
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Explorer
iocoPrimer

partition
information

IO-Oracle

Combinator

Manager

traces
Primer
Observation
Objective

Explorer
DerivationEngine

Figure 4.9: Decomposition of DerivationEngine extended to handle guidance.

Moreover, because the observation objective may contain labels that represent
quiescence, both the Explorer and IO-Oracle are extended to deal with these.

4.3.2

Interfaces

Between (traces) Primer and Explorer: the Explorer interface

1. start :→ S
2. menu : S → P((Lτ ∪ {δ}) × S)
Table 4.9: Signature of Explorer interface functions, which can return a label
that represents quiescence.
The return type of the Explorer function menu is extended, to allow it to
return labels that represent quiescence, i.e. δ. This is the only change to the
Explorer interface.
Between Primer and IO-Oracle: the IO-Oracle interface
There may be labels in an observation objective that represent quiescence. As
mentioned above, we extend the IO-Oracle interface with the ability to identify
such labels. We assume that the “partitioning information”, has been extended
as well, and that an initialised IO-Oracle has (in addition to functions isI , isU ,
and isH ) a function isQ that tests for quiescence.
1. kind : Lδτ × → {i, u, τ, δ}
Table 4.10: Signature of IO-Oracle interface function that supports quiescence
(Lδτ represents Lτ ∪ {δ}).
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Algorithm 4.5: P.unfold () for traces Primer — changes w.r.t. Algo. 4.1
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the observation objective
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
..
3
.
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

while work 6= ∅ do
..
.
foreach hl, p0 i ∈ e.menu(p) do
kind ←− o.kind(l)
..
.
else if kind = δ then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hδ, ⊥i}
destmap[δ] ←− destmap[δ] ∪ {p0 }
P.unfoldResult ←− hinputs, outputs, destmap, extrai
return P

Ad 1: kind Function kind tells to what partition a given label belongs. It is
defined as follows (with l ∈ Lτ ∪ {δ}):

kind(l, hisI , isU , isH , isQi) =def


i



u

τ



δ

if
if
if
if

isI (l)
isU (l)
isH (l)
isQ(l)

(4.27)

Between (ioco or traces) Primer and Combinator: the Primer interface
The Primer interface is unchanged w.r.t. random on-line testing, as is the implementation of this interface in the ioco Primer. However, the traces Primer
has (compared to the ioco Primer) a slightly different implementation of this
interface. The traces Primer does not synthesise δ labels, but when it receives
such a label from its Explorer, it passes a δ label on. The changes are isolated
to the unfold () function. Algorithm 4.5 shows the changes w.r.t. Algorithm 4.1:
there is an additional case, to pass on δ labels (lines 9–11); moreover, variable
isQuiescent is no longer set nor used.
Provided by the Combinator: the DerivationEngine interface
In the guided case, it is the Combinator that is the component that realises the
interface that the DerivationEngine provides to its user, i.e. now the Combinator
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interface coincides with the DerivationEngine interface (see Fig. 4.9). The signature of this interface was given in Table 3.8. In Section 4.3.3 below we discuss
how the interface is realised.

4.3.3

Combinator algorithm

We now discuss how the Combinator can provide the DerivationEngine interface
using the functionality offered by ioco Primer and traces Primer.
To realise the interface, we once more refine the pseudo-state type (introduced in the previous chapter (see Table 3.7), to obtain the pseudo-state type
that is used by the Combinator. The internal structure and interface of this
pseudo-state type differ from those of the pseudo-state type that we used in
the Primer for random testing. In particular, we added two utility methods:
resultTuple(), and v(), and we changed the return type of method P.n(l). The
resulting pseudo-state type is shown in Table 4.11, and discussed below.
Signature:
PS :
m:
g:
resultTuple :
i:
o:
v:
n:
unfold :

(PS ] ⊥) × (PG ] ⊥) → PC
PC → PS ] ⊥
PC → PG ] ⊥
PC → (PC ] ⊥) × (LV ] ⊥)
PC → P(LI )
PC → P(LδU × (LV ] {⊥}))
PC → LV ] ⊥
PC × Lδ → (PC ] ⊥) × (LV ] ⊥)
PC → PC

Definition:
PS(ps , pg )
pc .m()
pc .g()
pc .resultTuple()
pc .i()
pc .o()
pc .hasOutputs()
pc .v()
pc .n(l)
pc .unfold ()

= hps , pg , ⊥i (a new pseudo-state)
= pc .m
= pc .g
= hpc , pc .v()i
= pc .unfold ().unfoldResult.i
= pc .unfold ().unfoldResult.o
= pc .unfold ().unfoldResult.hasOutputs
= pc .unfold ().unfoldResult.v
= outcome of Algo. 4.6
= outcome of Algo. 4.7

Table 4.11: Pseudo-state type. We use PC , PS and PG to represent the pseudostate types of resp. the Combinator, the ioco-Primer, and the traces Primer, and
pc , ps and pg to represent the corresponding pseudo-state instances. Furthermore, l ∈ Lδ is a label.
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Algorithm 4.6: P.n(l) for Combinator
input : P , a pseudo-state
l, a label
ps , an ioco Primer that gives access to the Specification
pg , a traces Primer that gives access to the observation objective
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P 0 , the pseudo-state reached from P by l, unfolded
1 begin
2
hns , vs i ←− ps .next(P.m, l)
3
hng , vg i ←− pg .next(P.g, l)
4
if ns = ⊥ ∧ ng = ⊥ then
5
return h⊥, ⊥i
6
7

P 0 ←− P S(ns , ng )
return hP 0 , P 0 .v()i

The Combinator pseudo-state type
In Table 4.11 we show the functionality offered by the pseudo-state type of the
Combinator, and the definition of all its methods, except for n, which is given in
Algorithm 4.6, and unfold , which is given in Algorithm 4.7. Below we first define
the Combinator pseudo-state type, and then show and discuss n and unfold .
Definition 4.3.1
A pseudo-state of the Combinator is a tuple hm, g, unfoldResulti, with
1. m, a pseudo-state returned by the ioco Primer;
2. g, a pseudo-state returned by the traces Primer;
3. unfoldResult, a tuple hi, o, hasOutputs, vi that holds information obtained
from the ioco Primer and the traces Primer. The tuple contains
1. i, the set of enabled input labels;
2. o, the set of tuples of an enabled output label and a verdict;
3. hasOutputs, a boolean that indicates whether one might choose to
observe;
4. v, the verdict associated with the current tester state.
After construction of a pseudo-state instance, before it is unfolded, its unfoldResult
will have the value ⊥, as shown in the definition of constructor PS in Table 4.11.
2
Method n Method n combines the results obtained by invoking the next
function in both the ioco Primer and the traces primer. It either returns h⊥, ⊥i
—when in neither Primer a valid successor state is reached via label l—or it
returns a new pseudo-state that contains the results returned by both Primers.
Method unfold Method unfold computes the enabled inputs and outputs
(with the associated verdicts), and the verdict associated with the “current”
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Algorithm 4.7: P.unfold () for Combinator
input : P , a Combinator pseudo-state
ps , an ioco Primer that gives access to the Specification
pg , a traces Primer that gives access to the observation objective
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
3
inputs ←− outputs ←− ∅
4
hasOutputs ←− false
5
if P.m = ⊥ then
6
if (P.g = ⊥) ∨ ( 6∈ pg .out(P.g)) then
7
verdict ←− hfail, missi
8
else
9
verdict ←− hfail, hiti
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

else
if P.g = ⊥ then
verdict ←− hpass, missi
else
verdict ←− ⊥
inputs ←− ps .in(P.m) ∩ pg .in(P.g)
os ←− {l | hl, ⊥i ∈ ps .out(P.m)}
og ←− {l | hl, ⊥i ∈ pg .out(P.g)}
foreach l ∈ (os ∪ og ) do
if l =  ∧ l ∈ og then
verdict ←− hpass, hiti
else if l 6∈ os ∧ l ∈ og then
// is error‘hit’?
hd, vi ←− pg .next(P.g, l) // d 6= ⊥ because l ∈ og
if  ∈ pg .out(d) then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ hl, hfail, hitii
hasOutputs ←− true
else if l ∈ os ∧ l ∈ og then
hd, vi ←− pg .next(P.g, l) // d 6= ⊥ because l ∈ og
if  ∈ pg .out(d) then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ hl, hpass, hitii
else
outputs ←− outputs ∪ hl, ⊥i

26
27
28
29
30
31

hasOutputs ←− true
else if l ∈ os ∧ l 6∈ og then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ hl, hpass, missii

32
33
34

35
36

P.unfoldResult ←− hinputs, outputs, hasOutputs, verdicti
return P
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start() = PS(ps .start(), pg .start()).resultTuple()

(4.29)

hasOutputs(P ) = P.hasOutputs()

(4.30)

out(P ) = P.o()

4

(4.28)

in(P ) = P.i ()

(4.31)

next(P, l) = P.n(l)

(4.32)

defNegVerdict() = hfail, missi

(4.33)

defPosVerdict() = hpass, missi

(4.34)

Table 4.12: Implementation of the DerivationEngine interface functions, in the
Combinator; where ps and pg represent the Primer that give access to the specification resp. the observation objective.

pseudo-state. It does this using the in and out functions of both its Primer, and
using the next function of the traces primer—it uses the latter in the computation of the verdict that is to be associated with an enabled output label: for
that it needs to know whether “end-of-trace” is reached after that output.
While processing output transitions, it keeps track of whether there are
outputs that do not lead to miss—this is used for the implementation of the
hasOutputs interface function.
DerivationEngine interface implementation
In Table 4.12 we show how the Combinator implements the DerivationEngine
interface functions, using the pseudo-state functions of Table 4.11. As in the
case of random testing, the work is done by (methods of) the pseudo-state type.
Correctness
For the guided case we have essentially the same proof obligation as for the
unguided (random testing) case (see page 118).
Optimization for infinite guidance
At the start of Section 3.5 we distinguished two kinds of guidance information:
(1) guidance information that directs the test derivation, and (2) guidance information that constrains the test derivation. As mentioned there, the former
can be treated as a finite set of finite traces, and the latter can be treated as a
finite set of infinite traces.
We give a hit verdict when we reach the end of (a finite trace in) the guidance
information, and, when computing the set of expected outputs, we associate a
hit verdict with outputs, accordingly. However, to be able to associate hit
verdicts with outputs, we have to look ahead in the guidance information: for
each of the enabled outputs we invoke the next function of the traces Primer,
and check whether, in the state thus reached, end of guidance is reached.
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Reaching the end of guidance information, is, of course, only possible when
the guidance information corresponds to a set of finite traces, i.e., only with
guidance information that directs the test derivation.
For guidance information that is intended to constrain the test derivation,
and that thus corresponds to a finite set of infinite traces, it is impossible to
reach the end. Thus, for such guidance information, it is not useful to check
whether we have reached the end. Therefore, when we know that guidance
information only contains infinite traces, we use a version of Algorithm 4.7 that
does not look ahead for end-of-guidance: it does not execute lines 22–25 and
lines 27–30. Our tool implementation relies on the user of the tool to indicate
(in the tool configuration) whether or not the guidance information contains
only infinite traces.

4.4

DerivationEngine to access Off-Line Test Cases

We now discuss the DerivationEngine for test execution, i.e. the DerivationEngine
that gives access to a test case.
Our design of this DerivationEngine aims to achieve the following:
1. support the “off-line testing” part of requirement 3 (design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line testing), by adapting our decomposition
of Figure 4.4 to deal with test cases: extend Explorer and IO-Oracle components to be verdict-aware, such that a new exec primer can use them to
provide access to a test case.
We assume that a test case is like we implicitly defined them in Chapter 3,
i.e. as an LTS with the following features: (a) it is deterministic, and thus
contains no internal (τ )-transitions; (b) it contains no unexpected outputs (i.e.
outputs that lead to verdict fail or hfail, missi); and (c) verdicts are represented
by self-loops with special verdict labels.
Note that such test case lacks one feature: it does not contain the default
“positive” and “negative” verdicts. For the defNegVerdict and defPosVerdict
DerivationEngine interface functions we must know, though, whether the “plain”
default verdicts of Table 3.9 must be used, or the “guided” default verdicts of
Table 3.10. From a test case, this information can only be inferred by inspecting

test case

Explorer
exec Primer

partition
information

Manager

IO-Oracle
DerivationEngine

Figure 4.10: Decomposition of DerivationEngine into Explorer, Primer and IOOracle.
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(at least one of) its verdict labels. For now we assume that the user knows
whether “plain” or “guided” default labels must be used.

4.4.1

4

Components

Figure 4.10 shows the decomposition that we use. This is very similar to the
one for random testing, shown in Fig. 4.4. The only difference is that, where in
the case of random testing we had an ioco (or uioco) Primer, we now have an
exec Primer that gives access to the test case.
The exec Primer is very similar to the traces Primer that we discussed in
Section 4.3. The main difference is that the exec Primer also gives access to the
verdicts in the test case.

4.4.2

Interfaces

Between (exec) Primer and Explorer: the Explorer interface

1. start :→ S
2. menu : S → P((Lτ ∪ {δ} ∪ LV ) × S)
Table 4.13: Signature of Explorer interface functions, that can return a label
that represents a verdict.
The return type of the Explorer interface is extended, to allow it to return
verdict labels. This is the only change to the Explorer interface.

Between Primer and IO-Oracle: the IO-Oracle interface
There may be labels in a test case that represent verdicts (we represent verdicts
that are associated with states using self-loops). As mentioned above, we extend
the IO-Oracle interface with the ability to identify such labels. We assume
that the “partitioning information” has been extended as well, and thus an
initialised IO-Oracle instance has (in addition to functions isI , isU , isH , and
isQ) a function that tests for verdicts: isV .
1. kind : Lδτ,V → {i, u, τ, δ, v}
Table 4.14: Signature of IO-Oracle interface function that supports verdicts
(Lδτ,V represents Lτ ∪ {δ} ∪ LV ).
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Ad 1: kind Function kind tells to what partition a given label belongs. It is
defined as follows (with l ∈ Lτ ∪ {δ} ∪ LV ):


i if isI (l)



u if isU (l)

kind(l) =def
(4.35)
τ if isH (l)



δ if isQ(l)



v if isV (l)
Provided by the Primer: the DerivationEngine interface
In the case of test execution, it is the Primer that realises the DerivationEngine
interface, using the functionality offered by the Explorer and IO-Oracle.

4.4.3

Exec Primer algorithm

To realise the interface, we (again) refine the pseudo-state type, to obtain the
one used by the exec Primer.
Signature:
PS :
m:
resultTuple :
i:
o:
v:
n:
unfold :

S
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

Definition:
PS(S)
P.m()
P.resultTuple()
P.i()
P.o()
P.v()
P.n(l)
P.unfold ()

= hS, ⊥i (a new pseudo-state)
= P.m
= hP, P.v()i
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.i
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.o
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.v
= P.unfold ().unfoldResult.nl [l]
= P (unfolded, if not unfolded before, see Algo. 4.8)

→P
→S
→ (P ] ⊥) × (LV ] ⊥)
→ P(LI )
→ P(LδU × (LV ] {⊥}))
→ LV ] ⊥
× Lδ → S ] ⊥
→P

Table 4.15: Pseudo-state type. P is a pseudo-state instance, and l ∈ Lδ ∪ LV is
a label.

The exec Primer pseudo-state type
In Table 4.15 we show the functionality offered by the pseudo-state type of the
exec Primer, and the definition of all its methods, except for unfold which is
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Algorithm 4.8: P.unfold () for exec Primer
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the test case
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
3
verdict ←− ⊥
4
inputs ←− outputs ←− ∅
5
destmap ←− {l → ⊥ | l ∈ Lδ }
6
if P.md 6= ⊥ then
7
foreach hl, p0 i ∈ e.menu(P.md ) do
8
kind ←− o.kind(l)
9
if kind = v then
10
verdict ←− l
11
else if kind = i then
12
inputs ←− inputs ∪ {l}
13
destmap[l] ←− p0
14
else if kind = u ∨ kind = δ then
15
nv ←− ⊥
16
no ←− e.menu(p0 )
17
if ∃hl0 , p00 i ∈ no with o.kind(l0 ) = v then
18
nv ←− l0
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hl, nv i}
destmap[l] ←− p0
else if kind = τ then
// should not happen

19
20
21
22

24

else
// should not happen

25

P.unfoldResult ←− hinputs, outputs, destmap, verdicti

23

26

return P

given in Algorithm 4.8. We define the exec Primer pseudo-state type in Definition 4.4.1.
Definition 4.4.1
A pseudo-state of the exec Primer is a tuple hmd , unfoldResulti, with
1. md , an LTS state: a state directly reachable, like the initial state, or the
destination of an observable transition;
2. unfoldResult, a tuple hi, o, nl , vi that holds the result of “unfolding” (explained below) the state in md . The tuple contains
1. i, the set of enabled input labels;
2. o, the set of tuples of an enabled output label and a verdict;
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3. nl : Lδ → S ] {⊥}, a mapping from labels to the state that is
directly reachable via the label (a single state, because a test case is
deterministic);
4. v, the verdict associated with the current tester state.
After construction of a pseudo-state instance, before it is unfolded, its unfoldResult
will have the value ⊥, as shown in the definition of constructor PS in Table 4.15.
2
Method unfold Like the unfold method of the Combinator, the unfold method
of the exec Primer computes the enabled inputs and outputs (with the associated
verdicts), and the verdict associated with the “current” pseudo-state.
Like the unfold method of the Combinator, it looks ahead to obtain verdicts
that are to be associated with outputs.
Algorithm 4.8 relies on a test-case being deterministic, and thus 1. it does
not handle internal (τ ) transitions; 2. it assumes that, from any given state,
with any label, at most one state in the test case is reached; 3. it assumes that
there is at most one verdict associated with any state in the test case. All three
are valid assumptions, given how we derive test cases.
DerivationEngine interface implementation
In Table 4.16 we show how the Primer implements the DerivationEngine interface
functions, using the pseudo-state functions of Table 4.15.
One thing to point out is how we define the hasOutputs function. Each test
step in the test case will either try to apply a stimulus, or obtain and check
an observation. The Manager should just honour whatever choice is in the test
case. The Manager uses hasOutputs when it decides between stimulating and
observing. Thus, hasOutputs should only return true when the test step is an
observation. Hence the additional check whether the test step has any inputs
in Equation 4.38.

start() = PS(e.start()).resultTuple()

(4.36)

in(P ) = P.i ()

(4.37)

hasOutputs(P ) = P.i () = ∅ ∧ P.o() 6= ∅
out(P ) = P.o()
(
h⊥, ⊥i
next(P, l) =
PS(P.n(l)).resultTuple()

(4.38)
(4.39)
if P.n(l) = ⊥
otherwise

(4.40)

defNegVerdict() = fail or hfail, missi

(4.41)

defPosVerdict() = pass or hpass, missi

(4.42)

Table 4.16: Implementation of the DerivationEngine interface functions, in the
exec Primer; where e represents the Explorer that give access to the test case.
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Correctness
For the case of test execution we have essentially the same proof obligation as
for the unguided (random testing) case (see page 118).

4.5

4

Summary

In this chapter we showed how we do test derivation, how we deal with τ -cycles,
and how we support visualisation, and we discussed our support for a number
of modelling languages.

Chapter 5

Test Execution Engine

5

In Chapter 3 we gave an overview of the functionality and architecture of TorX,
and we presented the interface that is offered by the Adapter. In this chapter
we discuss how this interface can be provided.

Specification

DerivationEngine

abstract
Manager
labels

abstract
Adapter
labels

concrete
stimuli

SUT

responses

verdict

Figure 5.1: Position of the Adapter in the high-level architecture. Interaction
between Manager and Adapter is using the Adapter interface functions applyStim
and getObs, using labels from the model to represent interactions between Adapter and SUT. Interaction between Adapter and SUT uses whatever means of
interaction the SUT offers.
The rôle of the Adapter is to interact with the system under test while a
test case is being executed, where the test case is represented using labels of the
model, as depicted in Figure 5.1. Two main functions of the Adapter are thus:
◦ interacting with the system under test, represented by concrete stimuli
and responses in Fig. 5.1, and
◦ mapping between these interactions and their representation as (abstract)
labels of the model.
From these two functions, we see that an Adapter instance is not only IUTspecific, but also model-specific, in particular, specific to the model labels. In
addition, an Adapter instance may also be test-architecture-specific. Recall that
a test architecture (see on page 8) specifies via which interfaces the test tool
is supposed to interact with the IUT, and the concepts “test context”, PCO
(point of control and observation), IAP (implementation access point), and
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SUT (system under test). Thus, a test architecture dictates which PCOs an
Adapter needs to have, to be able to execute test cases in accordance with the
test architecture. Therefore, when referring to Adapter functionality in general,
we will refer to an Adapter rather than to the Adapter. We now look at the
constraints that we impose on the design of an Adapter.

5

Design constraints The design of an Adapter is constrained, on the one
hand, by the interface that it has to provide, as given in Table 3.12. On the
other hand, it is constrained by requirements that we discussed in Chapter 1,
in particular:
1 the tool should be based on ioco theory;
5 the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages;
8 the tool design should make no assumptions about the SUT, except that
it is a reactive system;
13 it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for use
with the tool;
15 it should be possible to use a simulated model as system under test;
16 it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations;
19 the design should allow use of modelling languages with suitable expressive
power;
21 the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis;
24 it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under test (subsumes 16).
Requirement 1 directly affects (the design of) an Adapter: it requires the
Adapter to be able to observe quiescence. Requirements 5, 13 and 19 illustrate
that, in general, we support multiple modeling languages. Thus, for a single
SUT, we may have several models, each with a different label set. In that case
we need, at least conceptually, multiple Adapter instances, that differ only in the
label-to-interaction mapping. Thus, our Adapter design must support creation
of such family of Adapter instances. Requirement 8 states that we do not limit
ourselves to specific classes of systems, as long as they are reactive. This means
(a) that we cannot make any assumption on how the SUT expects to interact
with its environment (whether using a network protocol, or an API, or via some
sort of physical interaction, or anything else); and (b) that the SUT will take the
initiative to produce output as it sees fit (we only know that once it is quiescent,
it will stay quiescent until further input is given to it). To interact with a SUT,
an Adapter must conform itself to the interfaces via which the SUT interacts with
its environment—this includes establishing a means of communication with the
SUT, as we discuss below (see “Common Adapter functionality”). In addition
to requirement 8 (no assumptions about SUT), we also have requirement 15
and requirement 16 that demand specific support for resp. “simulated models”
and toy implementations—we discuss both below; there we also discuss how we
interpret “toy implementation”. To support requirement 21 we include the
concrete interactions between Adapter and SUT in the test run log, with time
stamps.
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Adapter support We deal with these requirements
1. by having specific built-in Adapter instances for the required two cases:
◦ use of simulated model as IUT;
◦ use of “toy implementation” as IUT.
2. by offering the torx-adapter interface [tora] for using external Adapter
programs (in spirit this is similar to the torx-explorer interface that allows
the use of external Explorer programs), and
3. by giving a general design for an Adapter. We introduce the design by discussing three Adapter instances; in the design we generalise the functionality encountered in these examples. Of course, the design is also inspired
by Adapter instances used in other case studies that we have worked on,
see Chapter 8.
Common Adapter functionality
Before we discuss the Adapter examples, and our general design, we look at
functionalities that all Adapter instances have in common. To do its job, each
Adapter must be able to provide the two main Adapter functions:
1. interact with the IUT (this includes establishing a means to interact with
it), if necessary through a test context (i.e., SUT 6= IUT);
2. map between model labels and interactions with the SUT.
In addition, it must also be able to
3. observe quiescence;
4. provide the Adapter interface of Table 3.12;
5. synchronise: the SUT takes the initiative for outputs, and the Manager
takes the initiative for all operations on the Adapter interface.
We use this list to structure the discussion of each of the Adapter examples, and
as basis for our Adapter design. We discuss establishing a means to interact,
observation of quiescence, and synchronisation below.
Establishing a means to interact Typically, we let the Adapter take the
initiative to establish a means to interact with the IUT at the start of a test run,
i.e. in the start interface function implemented by the Adapter. For an IUT that
interacts on standard input and output, the easiest (only?) way to establish
communication is by letting the Adapter start the IUT and create pipes to its
standard input and output. Starting the IUT at the start of the test run has the
benefit that, at the start of the test run, the IUT is ‘automagically’ in its initial
state. Also for an IUT that interacts (also?) in another way, e.g. via one or more
network connections, the start interface function is the place to establish such
network connection(s), whether actively (by connecting to a network interface
provided by the IUT), or passively (by establishing a network interface to which
the IUT may connect). In such case, the IUT may already be active at (before)
the start of the test run, and thus, at the moment that a means of interaction
is established, the IUT need not be in its initial state. We assume that in such
case (a) there is a way to reset the IUT to a known state, and the model used
for testing starts with the abstract representation of this reset, or (b) there is
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a way for the Adapter to obtain (information about) the state of the IUT (this
we used in the Easylink case study, discussed in Appendix B.2).
We also assume that the stop interface function undoes the work done by
start, i.e. it will stop an IUT that it started, or disconnect any connection that
it made.

5

Observing quiescence Typically, we observe quiescence by starting a timer,
and waiting to see whether the IUT produces output before the timer expires.
On the one hand, from the viewpoint of theory, all that matters is that
we wait long enough. If we wait too short, we might make the mistake of
concluding that an IUT is quiescent, while it is only slow. If, at that moment,
quiescence is not expected, we get an immediate fail. If, instead, quiescence
is expected at that moment, e.g. because the model is non-deterministic and
expects both output and quiescence, we do not get an immediate fail. However,
if then, after the observation of quiescence, the “slow” output arrives, we still
get a fail verdict, because once quiescence has been observed, output is not
allowed. Only when between the (mistaken) observation of quiescence and the
observation of the slow output, already a stimulus has been given, then we may
not get a fail verdict, because then to the tester it may appear that, after the
(mistaken) observation of quiescence, the stimulus caused (triggered) the slow
output. Thus, if the quiescence timeout value is too short, we typically reject
a correct (but slower than expected) IUT, i.e. then our testing has become
unsound.
On the other hand, from the viewpoint of test efficiency, we should wait
as short as possible. As soon as we wait for any significant amount of time
to observe quiescence, typically—for any IUT that occasionally is quiescent—
overall wall-clock testing time is, to a large extent, determined by (spent) waiting
for quiescence.
In Section 7.5.6 we look at the test execution times of a case study; the effect
of waiting for quiescence on the time between test steps is clearly visible there.
Synchronisation – races The Adapter has to deal with the fact that the
SUT takes the initiative for outputs, and the Manager takes the initiative for
all operations on the Adapter interface. Thus, output obtained from the SUT
has to be stored until the Manager asks for it. Moreover, when communication
between SUT and Adapter is asynchronous, we have to consider the possibility
of races: messages, that are approximately sent concurrently may overtake each
other. So, it may be hard, or impossible, to establish in the Adapter in what
precise order the SUT interacted with its environment, i.e., with the Adapter.
And, as we see in the examples in Section 5.1, the presence of a test context
that behaves as one or more FIFO buffers does not make things easier. We
distinguish two kind of races:
1. input-output races, where both SUT and Adapter try to communicate, by
e.g. sending a message, at approximately the same moment, and
2. concurrent output races, where the SUT provides multiple outputs at approximately the same moment.
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Typically, we deal with such races outside the Adapter. To be able to cope with,
or prevent, a race in the Adapter, we would first have to be able to detect that
it has happened (or is about to happen), and this is often not possible. We
have experimented with time-stamping interactions in the Adapter, and using
these timestamps, together with a small queue of recent interactions in the
Manager, to adjust apparent reordered interactions, but we do not discuss this
further. In practice, we typically deal with races at the model level: by avoiding
input-output non-determinism in the model, we can try to avoid input-output
races, and by including FIFO-queues in the model, we can make it—and the test
cases derived from it—robust against message reordering, both for input-output
races and concurrent output races. In our experience, this is not only the easiest
solution, but also the most complete one: it also works for reordering caused by
a test context—unless the IUT or the test context timestamp interactions with
the IUT, we do not see how an Adapter may solve such reordering.
Remainder of this chapter First, in Section 5.1, we discuss three Adapter
instances, to illustrate the functionality that an Adapter has to offer, and to
illustrate additional requirements for the Adapter design. Then, in Section 5.2,
we generalise the functionality, seen in the examples, to our general Adapter
design.

5.1

Adapter Examples

To illustrate the functionality that an Adapter has to offer and to elicitate additional requirements, we discuss three Adapter instances, as shown in Table 5.1:
1. for “toy implementations”, in Section 5.1.1,
2. for a conference protocol entity, in Section 5.1.2, and
3. for a software bus server, in Section 5.1.3.
used for:
#IAP:
#PCO:
interaction via:
interaction set-up:
mapping:
mapping configuration:
possible races:
in-out non-determ.
concur. msg reord.
discussed in:

Toy Impl.
1
1
stdin/stdout
static
-

Chatbox
2
3
stdin/stdout + UDP
static
data + address
static + dynamic

Software Bus
1
3
TCP
dynamic
address
dynamic

x

x
x
Sect 5.1.2

x
Sect 5.1.3

Sect 5.1.1

Table 5.1: Overview of the examples that we discuss.

Ad 1: “toy implementations” The first Adapter communicates model labels over the standard input and output of an IUT. For this Adapter, the map-
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ping between interactions and labels is trivial, and, regarding potential races
there is only potential input-output non-determinism.

5

Ad 2: conference protocol entity The second Adapter communicates with
the IUT in two ways: over its standard input and output, and over UDP [Pos80].
In both cases, encoded messages are exchanged. The main difference with the
first Adapter is that, where for communication over standard input and output
it suffices to just write and read messages, with communication over UDP also
UDP addresses (source and destination) play a role. Moreover, due to the
use of encoded messages, the mapping between interactions and labels is less
trivial than with the first Adapter. Finally, because both Adapter and IUT send
and receive messages at multiple PCOs resp. IAPs, there is the possibility of
reordering of messages that are sent “at approximately the same moment” over
different communication interfaces.
Ad 3: software bus server The third Adapter communicates with the IUT
over TCP [Pos81], using model labels. The main difference with the other two
Adapter instances is that this Adapter actively opens and closes TCP connections during a test run, i.e. the “interaction infrastructure” changes dynamically
during a test run. Thus, this Adapter is stateful: it maintains interaction infrastructure state.
Below we discuss the three example Adapter instances in more detail, where
we use the same structure in each case: first we introduce the SUT, and then we
discuss the Adapter, where we, in turn, discuss each of the five common Adapter
functionalities that we gave above in the introduction.

5.1.1

Stdin/out Adapter for Toy Implementations

Here we discuss the Adapter that aims to fulfil Requirement 16 (connect to
toy implementations easily). As we will see, this Adapter is made for IUTs
that communicate using model labels over standard-input and output. We first
discuss the IUT, and then the Adapter.

testing tool
in

out err

TI

Figure 5.2: Test architecture for toy implementation (TI). The testing tool
interacts with the TI at standard input and standard output, and consumes the
diagnostic output of the TI at its standard error.
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Manager
interface
handler
poll(tδ )
x/⊥
queue
timer
Adapter

request a

stdin
IUT

x

stdout
handler

response x

stderr
handler

diagnostics

stdout

stderr

Figure 5.3: Adapter for toy implementations.

The IUT: a Toy Implementation
Fulfilment of the requirement to “connect to toy implementations easily” starts
with defining what a toy implementation is. To us, a toy implementation is
an implementation, that is developed to exhibit a certain behaviour, i.e. to
perform certain series of interactions with its environment. Typically, such
intended behaviour will be described in a design; part of such design can be
an (LTS) model that describes the intended behaviour in terms of input- and
output labels.
Given the focus on exhibiting a certain behaviour, the way in which such
implementation interacts with its environment should be as simple as possible.
Given that the behaviour is defined in terms of input- and output labels, it feels
natural to let the interaction take place using input- and output labels. The
remaining question then is: how does the interaction take place? We want to
make as few assumptions on the implementation as possible, to give maximum
implementation freedom. Therefore, we let the interaction take place over the
standard input and standard output of the implementation, using lines of text,
one label per line1 . The implementation can then use standard error to write
diagnostics etc. With this choice, a user can interact with the implementation
by just starting it, typing at it, and reading its responses. Also, there is ample
implementation freedom: communication over standard input- and output can
easily be implemented in any programming language.

Testing a Toy Implementation
In this case, the SUT coincides with the IUT; there is no test context. The test
architecture is depicted in Figure 5.2.
1 An (obvious) alternative would be to communicate model labels over TCP. TorX supports this with two additional Adapter instances: one for the case where the IUT opens a
listening socket and waits for its environment to connect (this Adapter is a TCP client), and
one for the case where the IUT expects the environment to open a listening socket, to which
it then connects (this Adapter is a small TCP server).
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The Adapter
We now discuss our Adapter for this kind of toy implementations, see Figure 5.3.

5

Ad 1: Interact with IUT This is the first of the two main Adapter functions
that we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. We let the Adapter “play
the role of the user”, i.e. we let it provide the environment that the IUT expects.
Thus, it has to be able to start the IUT program, write labels as lines of text
to its standard input, and read labels as lines of text from its standard output.
This Adapter does all this as follows.
When the Adapter is started, it starts the IUT program in such a way that
it can write to the IUT program standard input, and can read from the IUT
program standard output and standard error. The Adapter runs three threads:
◦ the main thread, on which it interacts with the Manager, and on which
it applies stimuli to the IUT (because this Adapter is just a module in
the test tool, the Adapter main thread coincides with the test tool main
thread);
◦ a thread to read the standard output of the IUT program;
◦ a thread to read the standard error of the IUT program.
The two reader threads can wait for output from the IUT, independently, while
at the same time stimuli are applied.
Synchronisation between the threads happens via a shared FIFO queue: the
stdout-handler appends label strings to it, and the Manager interface handler
gets them from it. The shared queue has additional synchronisation functionality: in the poll request to get the first item of the queue, a time-out value can
be provided. When the queue is empty, and the timeout value is greater than
zero, the poll request will wait until either an item is added to the queue, or the
timeout time has passed, whatever happens first. It will return the item just
added in the former case, and ⊥ in the latter.
The stderr-handler just writes everything that it reads from the IUT to the
standard error of the tester tool. The reason to nevertheless intercept the IUT
standard error are two-fold. Firstly, we may use it to provide additional convenience to the user, by e.g. filtering out specific diagnostics and showing them
to the user. Secondly, it avoids blocking: when this output is not consumed, ,
the operating system may suspend the execution of the IUT program when the
IUT program writes to standard error and the corresponding write buffer is full.
Ad 2: Mapping between labels and interactions This is the second main
Adapter function. In this Adapter, the mapping is trivial.
To encode a stimulus, it suffices to add a new-line character to the end of the
string representation of the label that is the argument of the tryStim interface
function. To decode an observation, it suffices to remove the new-line character
from the line of text which is read from the standard output of the IUT program.
In this case, the encoding can be done by the Manager interface handler, just
before it applies a stimulus, by writing the encoding result to the IUT standard
input. The decoding can be done by the stdout handler, just before it adds the
decoding result to the queue.
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Ad 3: Observing quiescence This can be seen as a special case of the
second main Adapter function: it has to map lack of interaction onto a label.
In this Adapter, this is done as follows.
This Adapter uses the poll functionality offered by the shared queue to observe quiescence. The Adapter is configured with a quiescence time-out value
tδ . When the Manager requests an observation, the Manager interface handler
requests an observation from the queue using poll, with a time-out value tδ .
When the queue returns an observation, it is returned to the Manager; when
the queue returns ⊥ (time-out), an observation of δ is returned to the Manager.
Ad 4: Providing the Adapter interface The Manager interface handler
implements the Adapter interface functions. As discussed above (ad 3) and
below (ad 5) it uses the queue to obtain observations (when handling getObs),
and to check for pending ones (when handling tryStim). Both getObs and tryStim
only return once they have an observation, or quiescence, to return, or once the
stimulus has been applied.
Ad 5: Synchronisation When the Adapter is handling a tryStim request
to try to apply a given stimulus, before applying the stimulus, it first checks
whether the queue contains a pending observation (using poll with a time-out
value of 0). If there is a pending observation, the Adapter returns it, and ignores
the given stimulus. Otherwise, it applies the given stimulus by writing it to the
standard input of the IUT program. Once the Adapter has written the stimulus,
the stimulus is out of its control, and it reports that it has applied the stimulus.
Potential improvements When requesting observations from the queue, this
Adapter always uses the same tδ value for the queue poll request.
The theory does not say anything about the quiescence timeout value; for
practical reasons—avoiding incorrect test results, as we discussed in the introduction to this chapter—we only have to be careful to not choose a timeout
value that is too short.
Thus, to speed up testing, by reducing the time that we spend, waiting for the
quiescence timer to expire, the Adapter could remember at what time the latest
interaction with the IUT took place, and, for the poll request timeout value,
subtract the time that passed since last interaction from tδ . That approach we
also used in other Adapter instances.

5.1.2

UDP Adapter for a Conference Protocol Entity

The conference protocol is a simple chat box protocol that was designed for
a course on protocol implementation. We created and tested a number of
conference protocol entity (CPE) implementations, as discussed in [BFdV+ 99,
DRS+ 00]. A detailed description of the conference protocol, and our implementations of it, can be found at [Feea, Feeb].
The main differences between (the Adapter for) a Toy Implementation and
(one for) a CPE are (1) how they interact, and (2) what they communicate.
Whereas a Toy Implementation interacts only via standard input and output,
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cf0

testing tool

CPE
udp0

udp1

udp2

underlying UDP service

5

Figure 5.4: Test architecture for conference protocol CPE. The CPE has two
IAPs: cf0 and udp0 . The testing tool interacts directly with the CPE at PCO
(IAP) cf0 and via the UDP service at PCOs udp1 and udp2 . The UDP service
forms the test context.
a CPE communicates both via standard input and output, and via UDP. And,
where a Toy Implementation communicates using model labels, a CPE communicates via messages with a specific encoding. As a consequence, the CPE
Adapter contains, in addition to functionality to interact on a CPE’s standard
input and output, also functionality to interact via UDP, functionality to map
between encoded messages and model labels, and functionality to pass encoded
messages to the right interaction handling (sub-)component.
We now first give an overview of the functionality of the CPE, then we
describe how we tested CPE instances, after which we describe the Adapter.
The IUT: a Conference Protocol Entity
Conference protocol service The conference protocol allows conference
users to join a named conference, exchange messages with conference partners,
and leave the conference they are in. It uses UDP[Pos80] as underlying service.
A user can participate in at most one conference at a time. When a CPE instance is started, it is given the set of potential conference partners, as a set of
UDP addresses (internet host name or IP address, together with a UDP port
number). This set is then “frozen” during the CPE run.
Interfaces The CPE has two interfaces with its environment, indicated as cf0
and udp0 in Figure 5.4. At interface cf0 it interacts with its user, and at udp0 it
interacts with the underlying UDP service. The CPEs use the underlying UDP
service to communicate among each other to provide the conference service.
Messages At cf0 four types of user messages are exchanged (join, leave,
datareq and dataind), and at udp0 four types of UDP messages are exchanged
(join, leave, answer, data). These messages contain as parameters user names,
conference names, and user message data, where the user and conference names
consist of a 10-character string, and data messages of up to 256 octets. For
details about these messages, and their encoding, we refer to [Feea, Feeb]; the
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format of the user messages exchanged at cf0 is very similar to the UDP messages.
Testing the Conference Protocol Entities
For all our CPE testing we used the same architecture. We tested with models in
multiple modelling languages; here we mention LOTOS and Promela. Because
the labels of the LOTOS model differ from those of the Promela model, we
needed (at least conceptually) distinct—though very similar—per-modellinglanguage Adapter instances.
IUT instances We tested a “family” of 28 CPE implementations. The family
consists of one assumed-to-be-correct implementation, and 27 mutants that have
been derived from the correct one by introducing (known) errors. All CPE
implementations can be tested with the same Adapter instance.
Test architecture The test architecture is depicted in Figure 5.4. We let
the testing tool play the role of the user (interacting at cf0 ), and of two peer
CPEs (interacting at udp1 and udp2 ). The testing tool interacts directly with
the CPE at cf0 (the CPE’s standard input and output) and via the underlying
UDP service at udp1 and udp2 . We chose to test via the underlying UDP
service, because that was the easiest way to interact at interface udp0 . (To
directly interact with the CPE at that interface, it would have been necessary
to either change the CPE to directly provide access, or to replace the UDP
networking library that the CPE uses by one that provides direct access. Neither
of these options looked particularly inviting.) In principle, the UDP service is
unreliable, but we assumed that, when using it over the loopback interface (i.e.
the UDP packets are only moved around within the same machine, without
actually travelling over the network), it will perform in a reliable way—just as
we always assume that the test context behaves correctly. Our experimental
results did not give us reason to regret this assumption—otherwise, we could
have gotten inappropriate fail verdicts, caused, not by errors in an IUT, but
just by unreliability of the UDP connection; i.e., we could have gotten unsound
test results.
Models We tested the CPE implementations using models in LOTOS and
Promela. The test architecture is reflected in the model. The models describe a
CPE as a service that continuously processes messages, one message at a time.
For each message that it processes (received from user or from underlying UDP
service), it updates its internal state, and sends out any corresponding responses
(to the user, and/or to the underlying UDP service).
In the LOTOS model we modelled also the test context, as FIFO queues,
to represent the message reordering that the queue context may induce. For
example, two messages, sent from udp0 to udp1 and udp2 at the same moment
(in response to the same stimulus), may arrive in any order. In the Promela
model we explicitly modelled that messages sent by the IUT together (at the
same time, in response to the same stimulus) may be observed in any order.
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Figure 5.5: Overview of conference protocol adapter

In the model we made one simplification: for all messages, for each message
parameter, we used an enumeration with only a few (three or four) different
values. We made this simplification for two reasons. Firstly, because we considered it (practically) unfeasible to enumerate all possible data value combinations. For example, without this simplification, when a join user message would
be enabled, the list of enabled stimuli would contain a label for each possible
combination of a 10-character user name and a 10-character conference name.
Secondly, because we considered it unnecessary to enumerate all possible data
value combinations, because our focus was on testing the control paths of the
CPE, for which a limited number of distinct data values suffices (for example,
to check whether the CPE correctly maintains its set of conference partners).
Below we describe how we map, in the Adapter, between these enumeration
values and concrete message parameter values. Choosing the concrete message
parameter values amounts to test data value selection.
The Adapter instances
Also the two CPE Adapter instances (for LOTOS resp. Promela) must perform
the 5 functionalities that we mentioned in the discussion of the Toy Implementation Adapter. Both Adapter instances have the same structure; they only have
small differences in the encoding and decoding (mapping) components. In the
description below, we first describe the overall structure of the Adapter, and
then discuss how stimuli are applied and responses are handled.
Adapter structure The main structure of the Adapter is shown in Figure 5.5.
It consists of a handler for the requests of the Manager, a stimulus handler, an
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Figure 5.6: Stimulus handler of conference protocol adapter, with coding maps.
observation handler, and, for each PCO, a PCO-type specific interaction handler
(i.e. for UDP and for pipes).
Ad 1: Interact with the IUT Each UDP handler binds a socket and lets the
operating system choose a UDP port number for it. This gives it its UDP address
(ip address and UDP port number). Each UDP handler concurrently waits
for stimulus application requests from the stimulus handler, and for incoming
datagrams on its socket. When a stimulus has to be applied, the UDP handler
is given an octet string, together with the UDP address to send it to. As soon
as a datagram arrives, it forwards the received octet-string, together with the
UDP address of the sender, to the observation handler.
The pipe handler starts the CPE program and connects pipes to the standard
input and standard output of the program. Before starting the CPE, it updates
the potential conference partner configuration file for the CPE with the UDP
addresses of the UDP interaction handlers. It concurrently waits for stimulus
application requests from the stimulus handler, and for data that appears on
the pipe connected to the standard output of the CPE. When a stimulus has to
be applied, the pipe handler is given an octet-string to write on the pipe that
is connected to the standard input of the CPE. As soon as data from the CPE
is obtained, it is forwarded to the observation handler.
Ad 2: Mapping between labels and interactions We separately discuss
this for stimuli and for observations.
2A: Stimulus handler When a stimulus has to be applied, the stimulus
handler (see Fig. 5.6) is given a model label to apply.
First it obtains a concrete representation of the abstract stimulus that it can
pass to the interaction handler, to pass it to the CPE. It obtains this representation from one of its two encoders. One encoder is used for the messages
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Figure 5.7: Observation handler of conference protocol adapter, with coding
maps.

that are passed at cf0 , the other for the UDP messages that are passed at udp1
and udp2 . The encoder for UDP messages returns a tuple: the message to be
sent, together with the remote UDP address. The stimulus handler chooses an
encoder based on the structure of the abstract action (label from the model).
The abstract actions are chosen such that their prefix (the gate in LOTOS terminology, or channel in Promela) indicates the interaction mechanism that is
to be used.
Both encoders consult a translation map that maps between abstract label
constants for user names and conference names and concrete message parameters, as mentioned above. Moreover, the encoder for UDP messages consults a
translation map that maps between the UDP addresses that are used during
the test run and the abstract representations that are used in the model. Part
of this map is dynamically constructed for each different test run, because the
UDP addresses for udp1 and udp2 are chosen by operating system at the start
of a test run, i.e. the Adapter is stateful.
The stimulus handler looks at the label to determine the PCO at which the
stimulus has to be applied. For the stimuli that are to be passed over cf0 there
is only one possibility; for the stimuli that are to be sent over UDP it looks at
the abstract representations of the UDP addresses in the labels.
Finally, it passes the encoded stimulus to the interaction handler for the
PCO at which the stimulus has to be applied.

2B: Observation handler The observation handler (see Fig. 5.7) has a queue
for each of the interaction handlers in which pending observations are kept until
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they are processed2 . When a request for an observation is received the first
observation of one of the queues that has pending observations is decoded and
returned. If no observation is pending a timer is set. When no observation has
been obtained when the timer expires a quiescence observation is synthesised.
The decoder associates a decoding function with each PCO. The decoding
functions consult the same maps for data constants and addresses as the encoding functions do.
Keeping separate queues for pending observations creates the possibility that
they get reordered. In this case that was not as much an issue as it may seem on
first sight, because similar reordering of observations may also take place due
to the underlying UDP service and the pipe between CPE and Adapter, and
therefore the models that were used for test derivation took the possibility of
reordering into account, as mentioned above in the discussion of the models.
Ad 3: Observing quiescence As mentioned above, quiescence is observed
by the observation handler, when the observation queues are empty, and the
timer expires before any item is added to a queue.
Ad 4: Providing the Adapter interface
implements the Adapter interface functions.

The Manager interface handler

Ad 5: Synchronisation When handling tryStim, the Manager interface handler asks the observation handler for an observation, and instructs it to only
return a pending one, without setting the timer, i.e. to not wait for a “fresh”
observation when there is not one pending. If an observation is returned, the
Manager interface handler returns it to the Manager (and discards the stimulus);
otherwise it applies the stimulus, and acknowledges this to the Manager.
Adapter variants due to multiple modelling formalisms We used models in two different modelling languages in the case study, LOTOS and Promela.
The models in the two languages were made by different persons, such that each
model had its own syntactical representation for a particular interaction with
the system under test. This led to separate sets of coding functions, to compensate for the different structure of the labels, and to separate mapping tables,
to compensate for the different model representations for the interaction data
value constants.
Bibliographical note The original Adapter instances for the conference protocol predate the change that made test cases input-enabled. The Adapter
description here extends on these Adapter instances, to allow input-enabled test
cases.
2 The separate queues were not there by design, but as an artefact of the chosen implementation for the connection between the interaction handlers and the other components of
the Adapter. We prefer a single queue, for how it orders observations.
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TCP Adapter for a Software Bus Server

We now discuss the Adapter for testing a software bus server (SBS). In Chapter 7
we discuss the design, implementation, and testing of the SBS in detail. As we
discuss there, we actually created and tested two SBS implementations, i1 and
i2 , each using a dedicated Adapter a1 resp. a2 . Here we limit the discussion to
implementation i2 and Adapter a2 ; here we will typically refer to them as “the
IUT” resp. “the Adapter”.
Below we first discuss the IUT, then we discuss how we tested it, after which
we discuss the Adapter.

5

The IUT: a Software Bus Server
The software bus server (SBS) allows clients to communicate with each other
without having to create connections between each pair of clients that wants
to communicate: each client only has a single connection, to the server. The
software bus uses TCP [Pos81] as underlying service.
Like the conference protocol entity (CPE) that we discussed in the previous
section, the SBS is tested via the underlying service. However, where for the
CPE all “interaction infrastructure” (connection to standard input and output
of the IUT, creation of UDP listening sockets) was set up at the start of a
test run, and did not change during the test run, for the SBS the interaction
infrastructure is dynamically updated during a test run. With the SBS, a client
may connect, exchange messages, and then disconnect. And then connect again,
etc.
This difference also shows in the respective models: whereas the model for
the CPE only contains actions (LTS labels) that represent message exchange
between CPE and its environment, the model for the SBS also contains actions
that represent connect and disconnect.
Other functionality of the SBS includes a notification service, and a serviceannouncement service. The notification service allows a client to ask the server
to tell it (by sending it a message) about given activity of other clients, like
connecting and disconnecting. The service-announcement service allows a client
to tell the server what services it (the client) can perform. The server forwards
such announcement to other connected clients. In the messages exchanged by
server and clients, each connected client is identified by an ID (identification
number). A client gets such ID from the server, when it has connected. In
Chapter 7 we discuss the software bus server, and the services that it provides,
in more detail.
Testing the Software Bus Server
Implementation i2 implements all SBS behaviour. However, because with i2 we
were only interested in testing the interaction behaviour, and estimating testing
quality, by measuring test coverage, we did not implement the message encoding
and decoding, but let i2 communicate using model labels.
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Figure 5.8: Test architecture for software bus server (SBS). The testing tool
interacts with the SBS through the underlying TCP service at PCOs tcp1 , tcp2
and tcp3 . The testing tool observes the standard output of the SBS at out,
because there the SBS announces its TCP address (i.e. the address of tcp0 ).
The TCP service forms the test context.
Test architecture We let the testing tool play the role of up-to 3 clients. It
interacts with the SBS implementation through the underlying TCP service, as
depicted in Figure 5.8.
The model The model (in mCRL2) describes the behaviour of the SBS as
a single-threaded server that, forever, accepts a message, and processes it by
(a) updating the internal server state, and (b) (when appropriate) sending out
one or more responses.
The model contains explicit actions to represent that a client connects to, or
disconnects from, the server: ConnectRequest, resp. DisconnectRequest(id ). In
response to a ConnectRequest which is received from a client, the IUT will send
a ConnectAcknowledge(id ), where the id is the connection identification number
(ID) chosen by the IUT. The ID is just a number (initial value 0) that the IUT
increments for each received ConnectRequest. To close a connection immediately
after creation, i.e. before an ConnectAcknowledge(id ) is received, a client sends a
DisconnectRequest(−1) (because the ID is not yet known). To close a connection
for which the ID is known (say j), a client sends DisconnectRequest(j).
Like in the conference protocol model, for message parameters of a large
domain, we represent services using an enumerated type with just a few (2)
values.
The Adapter
We discuss the Adapter for i2 .
Ad 1: Interact with IUT We separately discuss Adapter and IUT startup
(1A), connection handling (1B), and the actual interaction (1C).
1A: Startup Because this Adapter has to interact with the IUT over TCP, it
needs to know the TCP address at which the IUT listens for connection requests.
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Figure 5.9: Software bus adapter

There are numerous ways to arrange the start up of Adapter and IUT, in such
a way that this is achieved. Because IUT i2 was created especially for testing,
we could implement our own choice, which is as follows.
The Adapter starts the IUT, such that it can read the IUT’s standard output
and can write to the IUT’s standard input, and then it waits for the first line
of output from the IUT. Upon startup, the IUT starts a TCP listener, and lets
the operating system decide on the TCP address (port number). If we choose
a port number ourselves, we risk that it is already occupied. Then, it writes
the resulting TCP address to its standard output, which the Adapter reads, and
stores for subsequent use. Subsequent IUT output on its standard output and
standard error is consumed, and logged for diagnostic purposes.
The Adapter will not write to the IUT’s standard input, but at the end of a
test run, it will close the IUT’s standard input, which tells the IUT to terminate.
1B: Connection handling The Adapter dynamically opens and closes TCP
connections to the IUT, in response to ConnectRequest and DisconnectRequest
stimuli. When the Adapter opens a TCP connection, it starts a reader thread
that reads messages written by the IUT and adds them to a shared observation
queue. This queue has the same role as the queue in the Adapter for the toy
implementation; but it lacks the built-in poll-until-a-timer-expires functionality.
The Adapter maintains a mapping between connection identification IDs, as
used in the model labels and the corresponding connection handles that are used
to write TCP messages. After opening a new connection, the Adapter gets to
know the ID in the ConnectAcknowledge message which the SBS sends as soon
as the connection has been created.
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1C: Interaction The actual interaction between Adapter and SUT takes
place in the TCP handler components.
For observations, interaction takes place in the reader threads that the Adapter starts for each connection that it opens. Two kinds of observations are
possible. Either a message (model label) is obtained, or the Adapter observes
that the IUT has closed the connection. Messages that are obtained, are added to the shared queue. When connection closure is observed, the connection
handler component is informed, such that it can update its ID-to-connection
mapping.
For all stimuli, except ConnectRequest and DisconnectRequest, the Adapter
uses the ID in the label to look up the TCP connection handle, which it then
uses to write the label onto the right TCP connection.
Ad 2: Mapping between labels and interactions For each kind of stimulus label, the Adapter has a function to handle the stimulus, and for each kind
of observation, a function to handle the observation. The stimulus handling
functions are invoked when a stimulus has to be applied; The observation handling functions are invoked to process an enqueued observation. Some of the
stimulus handling functions open or close TCP connections; the other ones send
a message (the label, in this case) over the connection that is indicated by the
ID in the label. The observation handling function for the ConnectAcknowledge
extracts the ID from the received label and updates the ID–client-handle mapping. The other observation handling functions are essentially a no-op: because
the SBS i2 implementation communicates using labels, no decoding is necessary.
Ad 3: Observing quiescence The Adapter is configured with a quiescence
timeout value. During a test run, the Adapter remembers the time at which the
last interaction with the SBS took place. If, when an observation is requested
by the Manager, the observation queue is empty, the Adapter computes how
long it must wait before it can report quiescence. If it does not have to wait
(sufficient time passed since the last interaction with the SBS), an observation
of quiescence is reported to the Manager immediately. Otherwise, a timer is
started, and then, if an observation is added to the queue before the timer
expires, the observation is reported to the Manager. Otherwise, an observation
of quiescence is reported to the Manager.
Ad 4: Providing the Adapter interface
implements the Adapter interface functions.

The Adapter interface handler

Ad 5: Synchronisation Handling of tryStim is done in the same way as
discussed in Section 5.1.2 for the CPE Adapter: The Adapter first checks for
a pending observation, and, if one is obtained, returns the observation and
discards the stimulus. Otherwise, the Adapter applies the stimulus by writing it
to the right TCP connection handle. Once the Adapter has written the stimulus
the stimulus is out of its control, and it reports that the stimulus has been
applied.
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Adapter Design

We now give a functional decomposition of the Adapter. We start with a highlevel overview of the overall architecture (Section 5.2.1) which we subsequently
refine in several steps.
In the high-level overview and the initial decomposition (Section 5.2.2) we
implicitly assume a single point of interaction with the system under test (single
PCO), and we ignore the concept of implementation access point (IAP) (i.e.,
single PCO and IAP coincide). We generalise this when we refine the decomposition (Section 5.2.3) and decompose the SUT into an IUT and a test context,
like we have seen in the conference protocol example. In our last decomposition step (Section 5.2.4) we discuss support for dynamic changing interaction
infrastructure, like we have seen in the software bus example.

5.2.1

High-level architecture overview

Specification
Lδ

DerivationEngine

abstract
Manager
labels

tryStim(a)
getObs()
hi, ai
hu, xi
(a ∈ LI , x ∈ LδU )

Adapter

concrete
stimuli

SUT

responses

verdict

Figure 5.10: Figure 5.1 refined to show the Adapter interface.
In Figure 5.10 we depict the Adapter in our high-level architecture.
The Adapter interacts with the system under test by applying stimuli and
obtaining observations. These stimuli and observations take place using the
means of interaction that a given system under test offers to its environment.
We refer to these as concrete interactions, and refer to data items exchanged in
such interaction as concrete data. In the figure the stimuli travel from Adapter
to system under test, and observations travel in the opposite direction, as a
suggestion that they can be messages that are sent asynchronously: the Adapter
(triggered by the Manager to do so) takes the initiative for the interactions
that we refer to as stimuli, and the system under test takes the initiative for
the interactions to which we refer as observations. For now we do not make
additional assumptions about the interaction between Adapter and system under
test.
The Adapter interacts with the Manager component using the abstract representations of the model from which the tests are derived: the labels in LI (for
stimuli) and in LδU (for observations).
In the introduction to this chapter we listed common Adapter functionalities.
We now refine the decomposition to see how this functionalities can be realised.
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Initial decomposition step
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Figure 5.11: Initial decomposition of Adapter.
In Figure 5.11 we decomposed the Adapter into three components: (1) decoupler, (2) stimulus processing, and (3) observation processing. For now we just
treat them as functional blocks, where decoupler and observation processing
typically “run” concurrently.
The decoupler component has the same role as the Manager interface handler
has in the examples (Figures 5.3, 5.5, 5.9): it provides the mapping between the
synchronous interface between Adapter and Manager (where the Manager takes
the initiative), and the asynchronous interface with the Adapter, where the
Adapter takes the initiative to apply stimuli, but the SUT takes the initiative
to produce responses. The decoupler deals with the case where a response,
produced by the SUT, interferes with application of a stimulus.
The stimulus processing component is responsible for performing interactions
that are initiated by the Adapter (i.e. stimuli) with the SUT. The decoupler takes
the initiative (triggered by a tryStim request from the Manager) to request the
stimulus processing component to apply a stimulus, and the stimulus processing
component acknowledges application of a stimulus back to the decoupler.
The observation processing component is responsible for performing (or observing) interactions that are initiated by the SUT. The decoupler takes the
initiative (triggered by a tryStim or getObs request from the Manager) to (try
to) fetch observations from the observation processing component.

5.2.3

Refined decomposition

We now decompose the SUT into IUT and test context, refine the connection
between Adapter and SUT, and refine the Adapter decomposition by decomposing the stimulus processing and observation processing components, thereby
exposing the Adapter state, as depicted in Figure 5.12. We first discuss the SUT
decomposition, and the refinement of the connection between Adapter and SUT,
and then we discuss the refinement of the Adapter components.
SUT decomposition and Adapter–SUT connection refinement
We now decompose the SUT in a IUT and a test context, such that the Adapter
may have to interact with the IUT via one or more underlying services that
are part of the test context, and we allow both Adapter and IUT to interact
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Figure 5.12: Refined decomposition of Adapter, introducing encoding and decoding components, and stimulus application (sa) and observer (obs) components. Back-arrows from sa components to encoding component are to ack that
stimulus has been applied. (Note that, due to our choice for the placement
of the sa and obs components, any PCO that is used both for stimuli and for
observations, appears twice.) (a ∈ LI , x ∈ LδU )
via multiple interaction points (PCOs resp. IAPs). In Fig. 5.12, as an example,
the test context consists of a single underlying “Communication Service”. In
general, the Adapter may be able to access the IUT directly (in that case PCOs
and IAPs coincide), and it may have to use one or more underlying services—in
the conference protocol example of Section 5.1.2 we saw direct interaction at
PCO/IAP cf0 , and the use of the underlying UDP service, at PCOs udp1 and
udp2 to interact at IAP udp0 .
The underlying service may connect one PCO to multiple IAPs, and one IAP
to multiple PCOs—also this we have seen in the conference protocol example.
In such case, the underlying service must be provided (in addition to the data or
messages that it must deliver) with address information, to be able to deliver at
the right interface, and to be able to indicate to the recipient, who the originator
was.
In Fig. 5.12 we do not show the underlying service address information (even
though we do discuss it below); we do show it in Fig. 5.13 which we discuss in
Section 5.2.4.
Adapter Components Decomposition
Inspiration for the decomposition of the stimulus processing and observation
processing components comes from the two main Adapter functions: interacting
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with the SUT, and mapping between these interactions and their representation
as model labels. We decompose both components in a data handling and an
interaction handling part. Together, the data handling parts form the data
handling layer, and the interaction handling parts form the interaction handling
layer.
The data handling layer consists of an encoding component—for stimulus
processing, and a decoding component—for observation processing, together
with a shared data map. The data map, which is part of the Adapter state, is
used by both coding components. It contains mappings between abstract label
values and concrete interaction values.
The interaction handling layer contains stimulus application (sa) components for stimulus processing, and observer (obs) components for observation
processing. For each PCO at which the Adapter applies stimuli or obtains observations, the Adapter has an sa resp. an obs component.
In this decomposition we do not show the queue and timer components,
which we have shown in the Adapter examples; we show these components in
the detailed decomposition in Section 5.2.4.
Stimulus processing For stimuli, the encoding component maps model labels onto tuples hsa, data, addr i that contain the following elements:
sa an identification of the sa at which the interaction will take place;
data the concrete interaction data that has to be passed to the SUT;
addr optional addressing information for the underlying communication service, to identify an IAP, or to provide address information, that is not
already associated with the sa, for a PCO.
Thus, after encoding, the data and addr elements are passed to the sa indicated
by the sa element, to perform the actual interaction. When the interaction has
taken place, an acknowledgement is given to the decoupler component, which
then informs the Manager that the stimulus has been applied.
Observation processing For each interaction initiated by the SUT, the observation handler that handles the interaction creates a similar tuple hobs, data, addr i
that contains
obs an identification of the observer component at which the interaction took
place;
data the concrete interaction data that was passed by the SUT;
addr optional addressing information from the underlying communication service, that identifies the IAP, or that formed (part of) the identification of
the PCO, and was not already associated with the obs.
The decoding component maps such tuples onto model labels. At this stage in
the decomposition, we leave open what is queued: whether the observations, or
the labels that result from decoding them.

5.2.4

Detailed decomposition

In this last decomposition step we
1. add a shared observation queue,
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Figure 5.13: Detailed decomposition of Adapter, showing queue and timer components, and interaction handler (ih) that can create and delete sa and obs components, as it dynamically updates the interaction infrastructure. Also shown
are underlying service data (d) and address information (a), and (optional)
timestamps t associated with interactions. The “fetch” observation processing
function of Fig. 5.12 has been replaced by “poll”. (Note that, due to our choice
for the placement of the sa and obs components, any PCO that is used both for
stimuli and for observations, appears twice.) (b ∈ LI , x ∈ LδU )
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2. add a component that takes care of the dynamic reconfiguration of the
interaction infrastructure, and
3. refine the interaction between the decoupler component and the stimulusand observation processing components.
Ad 1: Shared observation queue In this decomposition we added the
shared observation queue that we used in the first Adapter example (discussed in
Section 5.1.1). The shared observation queue offers the same “poll” functionality
as in that example: with the “poll” request, the decoupler gives a time-out value
(tδ in Fig. 5.13). If the queue contains one or more pending observations, or
receives an observation within the time-out period, the earliest observation is
returned; otherwise, special value ⊥ is returned. A time-out value of 0 allows
checking for pending observations.
Ad 2: Interaction handler component The interaction handler component (“ih” in Fig. 5.13) is there to adjust the interaction infrastructure in response
to stimuli obtained from the Manager, and in response to certain observations
(e.g., detection that a connection is closed by the SUT). It does this by interacting with existing sa and obs components in the Adapter (to reconfigure or
delete them), and by creating new sa and obs instances.
Ad 3: Refined decoupler interaction In this decomposition the decoupler
is the central component in the Adapter: it does not only interact with the
Manager, but it also provides the link between the data handling components
and the interaction handling ones. This allows the decoupler to check whether
an observation has arrived while a stimulus was being encoded.
To handle a tryStim(b) request, the decoupler first checks whether the queue
has a pending observation—if so, the pending observation is handed over to
the decoding component, and the decoding result is returned to the Manager.
Otherwise, the decoupler lets the encoding component encode b. This results
either in a stimulus tuple hsa i , data, addr i, or in interaction infrastructure reordering data. Then, the decoupler again checks for a pending observation—if
one is found, it is, after decoding, returned to the Manager. Otherwise, if the
encoding result was a stimulus tuple, the stimulus data and (optional) address
information are passed to right sa component; if the encoding result consists of
interaction infrastructure reordering data, it is passed to the ih component.
To handle a getObs request, the decoupler polls the queue for an observation,
using a time-out value that is computed using the configured time-out value
tδ , the timestamp of the last interaction with the SUT (the t elements in the
results obtained from the sa and obs components), and the current time3 . If an
observation is obtained from the queue, it is decoded, and the decoding result
is passed to the Manager. If ⊥ is obtained from the queue, δ is passed to the
Manager.
3 We assume that the decoupler and the sa and obs components have access to a shared
clock, which allows the sa and obs components to timestamp their interactions with the SUT,
and which allows the decoupler to compute how much time has passed since the last such
interaction. If no clock is present, the Adapter uses the configured time-out value tδ .
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This concludes our discussion of the Adapter design.

5.3

Summary and Related Work

In this chapter we described three Adapter instances, and an Adapter design that
generalises upon these and other Adapter instances that we have worked on.
Below we mention related work.

5

TTCN-3 test system reference architecture The TTCN-3 [WDT+ 11,
TTC] test system reference architecture (TSRA) contains functionality that
serves the same purpose as our Adapter. The central element in the TTCN3 TSRA is the TTCN-3 Executable, which results from compiling a suite of
TTCN-3 tests. The TTCN-3 Executable corresponds, more or less, to the combination of test case, partition information and DerivationEngine in Fig. 4.10.
The TTCN-3 TSRA specifies two standardised interfaces between the TTCN3 Executable and the other components in the TTCN-3 TSRA: the TTCN-3
Control Interface (TCI) and the TTCN-3 Runtime Interface (TRI).
The TCI interface connects the TTCN-3 Executable with a Test Management component, a Test Logging component, an Encoding and Decoding component, and a Component Handling component. The role of the Test Management component corresponds, more or less, to the role of our Manager in
Fig. 4.10. In our design we do not have a separate component that corresponds
to the TTCN-3 TSRA Test Logging component; our torx-explorer and torxadapter interfaces contain support for logging, and the JTorX tool contains a
logging module. The Encoding and Decoding component provides functionality that we placed in the data handling layer in our design. The Component
Handling component provides functionality related to the use of parallel test
components; our design has no such component: in our design, all interaction
with the SUT takes place via functionality in the interaction handling layer.
The TRI interface connects the TTCN-3 Executable with a System Adapter and a Platform Adapter. The System Adapter contains functionality that
corresponds to functionality in our interaction handling layer. The Platform
Adapter provides the TTCN-3 system with a single notion of time—this, to a
certain extent, corresponds to our timer component—and it contains the implementation of external TTCN-3 functions—we do not have a corresponding
concept in our design.
A clear difference between the TTCN-3 setting and our LTS-based one, is
that in the TTCN-3 setting much more information is readily available, like
the interaction operation (message or procedure based), the interaction points,
the types of the values exchanged in the interactions, etc.—in our setting this
information is “hidden” in LTS labels.
Data abstraction Our encoding and decoding components use data and address mappings, which are part of the Adapter state. The concept of mappings
that have state is taken to a next level in [AHK+ 12], which formalises a stateful
Mapper component that maps between concrete and abstract values.
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Behaviour abstraction Orthogonal to the mapping between concrete and
abstract values lies the topic of action refinement, which studies the mapping between high-level abstract actions and the corresponding concrete behaviours [van11].

5

Chapter 6

Symbolic Extensions
In this chapter we discuss how we support requirement 6 of our design constraints: the tool should support very large and infinite state space models.
Although the approach that we discussed so far is based on the formalism
of labelled transition systems (LTSs), in practice, when using our approach,
models are typically not directly written directly as LTSs, but in a higher-level
language, and a language-specific Explorer component provides the LTS “view”
on a given model. As we have seen in Chapter 4, in this way we allow the
use of modelling languages like mCRL2, Promela, and LOTOS. In languages
like these, we can use variables to describe the system state, guards to specify
whether certain behaviour is or is not enabled, and variables and expressions to
describe the interaction between the system and its environment.
Although the expressivity of such languages enables construction of models of large systems, little of this expressivity remains in the LTS view on the
model, as offered by the LTS-based Explorer components. This holds in particular for the description of interactions with the system environment. In a
higher-level language model, we can describe concisely that in such interactions, any value of a given set of values may be exchanged. For example, we can
describe an interaction as action in(x), with variable x a natural number, and
a constraint (or guard) 0 ≤ x < 5. Because LTSs lack the concept of variables,
however, an LTS has to contain a separate label (on a separate transition) for
each possible combination of values of the variables in the interaction description. Thus, to represent above interaction description, we need five LTS labels:
in(0), in(1), . . . , in(4). With a small change to the constraint: 0 ≤ x < 500, the
same interaction description maps onto 500 LTS labels, and with constraint
x ≥ 5, the LTS needs to contain an infinite number of labels!
Limitations of our LTS-based approach This “blow-up”, which results
from the construction of separate labels for each combination of possible values,
causes two problems. Firstly, it may result in an LTS that contains states
which have an infinite number of outgoing transitions—something that our LTSbased approach for test derivation cannot handle. Secondly, even when the
LTS has a finite state space, there may be an “unbalance” in the number of
179
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LTS labels necessary to represent different high-level interaction descriptions,
and this unbalance may affect our approach of random on-line testing. For
example, it may be the case that one high-level interaction description has a
single corresponding LTS label, while another high-level interaction description,
enabled together with the first one, has many corresponding LTS labels. During
random on-line testing, it is much less likely that the label that corresponds with
the former interaction description is chosen, than one that corresponds with
the latter interaction description. In this way, the control flow of the higherlevel model (two transitions to choose between) becomes obscured in the LTS
mapping (many transitions to choose between, of which only one corresponds
to one of the higher-level transitions, and all others to the other).

6

Symbolic Transition System We illustrate these problems, and our solution to them, using the Symbolic Transition System (STS) formalism of [FTW05,
FTW06] as higher-level model. The STS formalism is a relatively simple modelling language, which nevertheless is rich enough to give rise to the abovementioned phenomena. Our solution itself is not limited to the use of STS as
higher-level modelling language, as we show at the end of this chapter, where we
discuss how we can use our solution for timed testing. Instead, the STS formalism is just a convenient formalism to illustrate the problems and our solution.
We use the STS formalism here, because it is well-known in the context of
symbolic testing with ioco.
Our solution: Parameterised Transition Systems Our solution is to base
the Explorer interface not on the LTS formalism, but on a slightly more expressive one, which we call Parameterised Transition System (PTS). We designed
the PTS formalism for on-line testing from higher-level (i.e. symbolic, or timed)
models.
During on-line testing, for each test step, the DerivationEngine is requested to
compute the potential behaviour (the possible stimuli and expected responses)
using interface functions in and out, after which the actual behaviour (interaction
with the SUT) takes place, after which the test derivation state (the tester’s view
of where it “is” in the model) is updated using interface function next.
In the LTS-based approach, the potential behaviour is represented by the set
of enabled LTS transitions, and the actual behaviour (of a correct SUT) by a
subset of those transitions: namely, those transitions of which the label matches
the label that represents the interaction with the SUT.
In contrast, in the PTS-based approach, the potential behaviour and the actual behaviour are represented by different transitions. The potential behaviour
is represented by a set of enabled parameterised transitions. A parameterised
transition has a Parameterised label, which may contain variables and a constraint over them. The idea is that each higher-level interaction description can
be mapped onto a single PTS parameterised transition. Each destination state
of a parameterised transition t has zero or more outgoing instantiation transitions (a.k.a. instantiations). Each instantiation i associates a value with each of
the parameters of the original incoming transition t. Thus, where the LTS mapping maps a higher-level interaction description d onto n different LTS labels,
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the PTS mapping maps d onto a single parameterised transition, together with
n different instantiations. Effectively, we thus delay enumerating the combinations of possible values to the instantiation transitions. The actual behaviour
is represented by one or more combinations of an enabled parameterised transition t and a subsequent instantiation i: those t,i combinations correspond to
the LTS label of the actual behaviour when the values of i are substituted in
the label of t.
In this way, a finite number of PTS labels in the Explorer and DerivationEngine interfaces can represent potential behaviour that would take an infinite
number of LTS labels to represent. An important benefit of our solution is
that on the PTS-based Explorer interface we only expose that information we
want and need to expose. Just like we defined the LTS-based Explorer interface
in terms of opaque LTS states, without exposing the contents of those states,
we define the PTS-based Explorer interface in terms of opaque PTS states, and
only expose parameters in parameterised labels, without exposing the contents
of the PTS states—nor do we expose how the un-exposed PTS state information
is updated when a transition in the higher-level language model takes place.
Remainder of this chapter In Section 6.1 we describe the STS formalism.
In Section 6.2 we discuss two (running) examples that illustrate the two problems mentioned above. In Section 6.3 we present our solution: the parameterised
transition system (PTS). In Section 6.4 we show how we can derive a PTS from
an STS. In Section 6.5 we informally discuss the impact of using a PTS for
testing, on our architecture. In Section 6.6 we extend our architecture to cope
with PTSs. In Section 6.7 we sketch how we can use our PTS-based approach
for timed testing.

6.1
6.1.1

Symbolic Transition System
Preliminaries

The STS definition uses basic concepts from first order logic to deal with data,
for which we need to introduce additional notation. We combine the notation
from [Eer94, FTW06, vS09].
Functions We denote a function f from A onto B as f : A → B, where
dom(f ) = A and cod(f ) = B denote the domain resp. codomain of f . We
denote a partial function f from A onto B as f : A * B, where dom(f ) (⊆ A)
contains those a ∈ A for which f is defined. For (partial) functions f : B * C
and g : A * B, we denote the composition of f and g as f ◦ g (which is defined
on x if g is defined on x and f is defined on g(x)). Given a function f from A
onto B, and A0 ⊆ A, we denote the restriction of f to A0 → B as f A0 .
Sequence We use x to denote a sequence of x, i.e. (x1 , . . . , xn ). We use
|x| to denote the number of elements of a sequence: |(x1 , . . . , xn )| =def n. We
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sometimes treat a sequence (x1 , . . . , xn ) as the set {x1 , . . . , xn } when the context
allows it.

6

Structure We assume a structure (Σ, M ) with signature Σ and model M .
Here Σ = (Sorts, Ops) is a many-sorted signature with Sorts a non-empty set
of sorts, and Ops a set of function symbols (operations). Each o ∈ Ops has a
type ∈ Sorts n × Sorts, where n ∈ N is the arity of o. A corresponding model
M = ((Us )s∈Sorts , (fo )o∈Ops ) is a many sorted algebra. It contains for each
sort s ∈ Sorts of Σ a non-empty set Us , which is called the universe of sort s,
and for each operation o ∈ Ops of ΣUwith o : s1 ×. . .×sn → s an interpretation
fo : Us1 ×. . .×Usn → Us . We let U = s∈Sorts Us .
We assume that Sorts contains a boolean sort bool, and that Ops contains
the usual boolean operations.
We assume a global universe of sorted variables Vars, and we use subsets
X, Y ⊆ Vars. We use Vars s to denote the set of variables of sort s.
Terms Assuming a many-sorted signature Σ we use TΣ (= TΣ (∅)) to denote
the set of ground terms that can be constructed from Σ, and TΣ (X) to denote
the set of well-typed terms over a set of variables X.
We use TΣs to denote the set of terms of sort s; for instance, the set of all
boolean expressions over X is denoted as TΣbool (X).
We use sort(t) to denote the sort of a term t ∈ TΣ (Vars). We use var(t) to
denote the set of variables that occur in a term t.
We assume that each element of U has a canonical term representation as a
term in normal form.
Term-mapping and substitution We refer to a partial function σ : X *
TΣ (Y ) as a term-mapping. The identity term-mapping id is defined as id(x) = x
for all x ∈ Vars. We use {x ← tx , y ← tx , . . .} to denote a term-mapping that
maps x onto tx , y onto ty , etc. We use σX to denote the restriction of σ that is
only to be applied on variables from X, i.e.
(
σ(x)
if x ∈ X
σX (x) =
undefined otherwise
Given a term t ∈ T , we use t[σ] to denote the substitution in t of σ(x)
for every x ∈ var(t). We also use x ← E to denote a particular substitution
where each variable xi must be replaced by the term Ei (and all variables not
in x are unaffected). We use dom(σ) to denote the set of variables that are
substituted (i.e. dom(x ← E) =def x). We use terms(σ) to denote the terms
that are substituted for these variables (i.e. terms(x ← E) =def E). To denote
the set of variables used in the images of σ we use var(σ) =def var(terms(σ)) .
Valuation A valuation is a function ϑ : Vars → U , with ϑ(hx1 , . . . , xn i) =
hϑ(x1 ), . . . , ϑ(xn )i for a given tuple of variables hx1 , . . . , xn i with xi ∈ Vars, 1 ≤
i ≤ n. Let ∗s denote a fixed arbitrary element of the set Us . A partial valuation
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is a partial function ϑX : Vars * U with dom(ϑX ) = X; ϑX can be extended
to a total valuation as follows:
(
ϑX (x)
if x ∈ X
ϑ(x) = s
s
∗ ∈U
if x ∈ Vars s \ X
Having two partial valuations ϑ, ς : Vars * U with dom(ϑ) ∩ dom(ς) = ∅, their
union (ϑ ∪ ς) ∈ Vars * U is defined as
(
ϑ(x) if x ∈ dom(ϑ)
(ϑ ∪ ς)(x) =
ς(x) if x ∈ dom(ς)
The extension of a valuation ϑ to terms is called a term-evaluation and denoted
ϑeval : TΣ (Vars) → U .
The satisfaction of a boolean expression ϕ w.r.t. a given valuation ϑ is denoted ϑ |= ϕ; this is equivalent to ϑeval (ϕ) = true.

6.1.2

Syntax and semantics of Symbolic Transition System

The following definition of a Symbolic Transition System is based on [FTW06];
we changed notation to match the previous section, and made three other
changes as indicated in the bibliographic note below.
In the definition we use the concept of a gate; we assume a global universe
of gates Gates.
Definition 6.1.1
A Symbolic Transition System (STS) is a tuple S = hL, l0 , VL , I, G, →i, where
L is a set of locations,
l0 is the initial location,
VL : L → P(Vars) associates
a set of location variables with every location;
S
we also use V =def l∈L VL (l),
I ⊆ Vars is a set of interaction variables; V ∩ I = ∅, and Var =def V ∪ I.
G ⊆ Gates is the set of gates; constant τ 6∈ G denotes an unobservable gate;
Gτ abbreviates G ∪ {τ }. Every gate g ∈ Gτ has a type ∈ Sorts n , n ∈ N,
denoted as type(g), where we refer to n as the arity of the gate, denoted
arity(g). arity(τ ) = 01 . params(g) ∈ I n yields a tuple of size arity(g) = n
of distinct interaction variables of type type(g).
→ is the switch relation, where each t ∈→ is a tuple hl, g, ϕ, ρ, l0 i where
l ∈ L is the source location,
l0 ∈ L is the destination location,
g ∈ Gτ is a gate,
ϕ ∈ TΣbool (VL (l) ∪ params(g)) is the switch restriction, which must hold
for the switch to be enabled, and
1 Also in [FTW06] arity(τ ) = 0. We are aware that this imposes a limitation: for example,
full LOTOS [ISO89] cannot be expressed as STS; we leave that for future work.
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ρ : VL (l0 ) → TΣ (VL (l) ∪ params(g)) is the update mapping, which associates new values with the location variables of the destination
location when the switch is traversed.
We use the following functions and vocabulary:
1. hS, ιi is an initialised STS S, where ι : VL (l0 ) → U initialises all variables
associated with l0 .
g,ϕ,ρ 0
We write l −−
−−→ l for hl, g, ϕ, ρ, l0 i ∈→.
2
The interpretation of an STS is defined by defining a mapping onto an LTS.

6

Definition 6.1.2
Let S = hL, l0 , VL , I, G, →i be an STS, and hS, ιi an initialised STS. Its interpretation is defined as the LTS [[S]]ι = h(L × (V → U )), (l0 , ι), A, T i for all
ι ∈ (V → U ), where
S
A = g∈G ({g} × U arity(g) ) is the set of actions, and
T ⊆ (L × (V → U )) × (A ∪ {τ }) × (L × (V → U )) is defined by the following
rule:
g,ϕ,ρ 0
−−→ l
ς ∈ (params(g) → U ) ς is well-typed
l −−
ϑ ∪ ς |= ϕ
ϑ0 = (ϑ ∪ ς)eval ◦ ρ
(g,ς(params(g)))

(l, ϑ) −−−−−−−−−−−→ (l0 , ϑ0 )
The semantics of an initialised STS hS, ιi is given by the LTS [[S]]ι .

2

In Section 6.2, below, we give two example STS models.
Bibliographical note The STS definition, and its interpretation, given as
Definition 6.1.1 resp. 6.1.2 are based on [FTW06]. Our definitions differs from
those in [FTW06] in the following aspects: (1) we use boolean expressions
as switch restriction, where [FTW06] allows first order formulas; (2) where we
associate a “local” set of location variables with each location, [FTW06] only
has a global set of location variables; (3) we renamed function type to params.

6.2

Motivating Examples

We now give two example STS models, one of a simple music player, and one of
a two-slot buffer. We use these models to illustrate the two problems that we
mentioned at the start of this chapter. The two-slot buffer LTS has states with
an infinite number of outgoing transitions, and the music player LTS has an
unbalance in the number of LTS transitions that are generated for the switches
of its STS model.
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?select(n : nat)
[n < nsong && n 6= cur ]
{cur := n}

∅
i

{nsong}
{nsong, cur }
{nsong, cur }
?play
s
si
pi
?init(n : nat)
?select(n : nat)
!song(n : nat)
{nsong := n}
[n < nsong]
[n = cur ]
{cur := n}

Figure 6.1: STS model of music player. With each state, its associated set of
state variables is shown. Switch restrictions appear enclosed between square
brackets “[” and “]”, and update mappings between braces “{’ and “}”. Switch
restrictions true and update mappings id are not shown.

6.2.1

Music Player

Imagine a music player with the following interface. After being initialised with
a number of songs, it presents a (finite, but possibly very long) list of these
songs, and a play button. The user can select a song from the list. Once the
user has selected a song, the play button becomes enabled, and the user can
play the selected song, or select a different song. While the song is playing,
no buttons are enabled. We use natural numbers 0, 1, . . . , nsong−1 , to identify
(represent) the nsong songs. The STS is shown in Fig. 6.1, a partial LTS in
Fig. 6.2.
STS
L
l0
VL
V
v0
I
G
T

The music player STS structure has the following elements:
is {i, s, si , pi },
is i,
is (i 7→ ∅, s 7→ {nsong}, si 7→ {cur , nsong}, pi 7→ {cur , nsong}),
is {cur , nsong}, cur ∈ Vars nat , nsong ∈ Vars nat ,
is ∅,
is {n}, n ∈ Vars nat ,
is {?init, ?select, ?play, !song},
?init,true,nsong←n
is { i −−
−−−−−−−−−−→ s,
?select,n<nsong,cur ←n,nsong←nsong
s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ si ,
?select,n<nsong&&n6=cur ,cur ←n,nsong←nsong
si −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ si ,
?play,true,id
si −−−−−−−−→ pi ,
!song,n=cur ,id
pi −−
−−−−−−−−→ si },
and the params function is defined as follows:
◦ params(?init) = params(?select) = params(!song) = (n),
◦ params(?play) = ().
The STS uses two location variables: cur refers to the selected song, nsong contains the number of songs available.
The switch labelled ?init(n : nat) from initial location i to location s represents
the initialisation. The switch labelled ?select(n : nat)[n < nsong] from location
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?select(0)
s0

?play

p0

!song(0)
?select(0)

i

?init(3)

?select(1)

s

?select(1)

s1

?play

?select(2)

p1

!song(1)
?select(1)

?select(2)

6

?select(2)

s2

?play

?select(0)

p2

!song(2)

Figure 6.2: Labelled transition system of the music player for the case where
it is initialised with 3 songs (i.e. nsong = 3). Note that this displays only part
of the entire (infinite) LTS. In particular, the initial state has (infinitely) many
more outgoing transitions than the sole one drawn here.

s to si represents the selection of song n: this switch updates variable cur
to n. The switch labelled ?play from location si to pi represents pressing the
play button; playing of the selected song is represented by the switch labelled
!song(n : nat)[n = cur ] back to si . In that location we can also select any
song that is not the currently selected one (cur ), as represented by the self-loop
labelled ?select(n : nat)[n < nsong && n 6= cur ].

LTS In Figure 6.2 we show the LTS of the music player with an initialisation
of 3 songs, i.e. for the case where nsong = 3. From the initial state i we
have a transition labelled ?init(3) to state s. This transition represents the
initialisation. From state s we have for each song i a transition labelled ?select(i)
to a state si in which song i is selected. In each state si we can press the
play button (represented by a transition labelled ?play) which brings us to a
corresponding state pi . In state pi we can hear song i (represented by transitions
labelled !song(i)) and then return to state si . Moreover, in each state si we can
select any song j that is not the currently selected one (i), as represented by
transitions labelled ?select(j) for each j 6= i from each state si to a state sj .
So, for the general case, using nsong as a named constant, we have transitions
with the following action labels:
?init(nsong)

?select(0)

?play

!song(0)

?select(1)

!song(1)

...

...

?select(nsong−1 )

!song(nsong−1 )
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!out(x : nat)
[x = v2 ]
s0
∅

?in(x : nat)
{v1 := x}

{v1 }
s1

τ
{v2 := v1 }

s2
{v2 }

?in(x : nat)
{v1 := x}

{v1 , v2 }
s3

!out(x : nat)
[x = v2 ]
Figure 6.3: STS model of two-slot buffer.

STS vs. LTS comparison In the STS model, location si has two outgoing
switches, one with action ?select, and one with ?play; both switches are enabled
when the music player is initialised with at least two songs (i.e. nsong > 1).
In the LTS, after an initialisation with nsong songs (nsong > 1), each of the
states si (0 ≤ i < nsong) has nsong outgoing transitions: a single outgoing
transition labelled ?play, and nsong−1 outgoing transitions that ?select another
song. This demonstrates the unbalance in the mapping from STS transitions
to LTS transitions that we mentioned in the introduction: two STS switches
are mapped onto in total nsong LTS transitions, where one switch is mapped
onto 1 of the transitions, and the other onto the other nsong−1 transitions. The
larger the value of nsong is, the more the control flow of the STS is distorted in
the corresponding LTS.

6.2.2

Two-slot Buffer

Imagine a buffer that consists of two cells. We store natural numbers in the
cells, i.e. we insert them into the cells, and take them out again, in FIFO order.
A number that is inserted, is stored in the first cell. When the second cell is
empty, and the first cell contains a number, the number is transferred to the
second cell—this is an internal transition in the buffer. When the second cell is
non-empty, its number can be taken out.
STS An STS model is depicted in Figure 6.3. Location variables v1 and v2
represent the buffer cells. The model has 5 switches. The two switches labelled
?in(x : nat) represent putting a number (x) into the buffer; this puts the number
in the first cell. The two switches labelled !out(x : nat) represent getting a
number from the buffer; this takes the number from the second cell. The switch
labelled τ represents the internal transition where the value in the first cell is
put (copied) into the second cell. Note that for the initial location we only have
a single switch with label ?in(x : nat).
LTS A small part of the state space of the model is depicted in Figure 6.4.
Enumeration of the outgoing transitions of the initial state gives us an infinite
number of transitions with labels like ?in(0), ?in(1), ?in(2), etc. Such infinite
enumeration cannot be handled by our LTS-based approach. On the other
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s2h0i

!out(0)
?in(0)

τ

?in(1)
s1h0i

?in(2)

?in(0)

s0hi

?in(1)

s1h1i

τ

s2h1i

!out(1)
?in(0)
?in(1)
?in(2)

6

s0hi
s3h0,0i
s3h1,0i
s3h2,0i

!out(0)
!out(0)
!out(0)

s1h0i
s1h1i
s1h2i

τ
τ
τ

s2h0i
s2h1i
s2h2i

s0hi
s3h0,1i
s3h1,1i
s3h2,1i

!out(1)
!out(1)
!out(1)

s1h0i
s1h1i
s1h2i

τ
τ
τ

s2h0i
s2h1i
s2h2i

Figure 6.4: Initial part of labelled transition system of the two-slot buffer. The
state labels show the contents of the cells between angled brackets, and a state
number (s0 etc.) that refers to the state numbers in the symbolic model that is
given in Figure 6.3. The transitions labelled with τ transfer (copy) the contents
of the first cell to the second cell. Of some states we have drawn multiple
(equivalent) copies (as is visible in the state labels), to avoid a more complicated
non-planar graph.

hand, as shown in Fig. 6.3, our symbolic model is perfectly able to represent
this infinite behaviour with only four locations and five switches.

6.3

Parameterised Transition System

We now discuss the parameterised transition system (PTS) formalism. We first
define PTS syntax and semantics, after which we discuss the PTS for the twoslot buffer example.
The PTS formalism was designed as a representation of a symbolic (e.g.
STS) model that fits the two activities of our on-line testing approach: the exploration of potential behaviour as well as the execution of actual behaviour. In
this sense, we use a PTS to give access to the symbolic model represented by the
PTS. A PTS combines a symbolic representation of the potential behaviour with
a non-symbolic representation of the actual behaviour. In the symbolic representation it only exposes (in terms of STS concepts) interaction variables and
switch restrictions of the original model, without exposing its state variables or
update mappings. A PTS may contain sequences of two or more parameterised
transitions, without intermediate instantiation, i.e. both fully symbolic models
and LTSes are just special cases of such PTS formalism. However, for our on-line
testing approach, we do not need such generality. A restricted form of the PTS,
the alternating PTS (APTS), suffices for our on-line testing approach: it is a
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perfect fit for the strict alternation between exploration of potential behaviour
and execution of actual behaviour. Therefore, to keep the definitions simple, we
restrict ourselves, and only define the alternating PTS formalism. As we will
see, we can describe the APTS formalism as a special kind of STS.
By replacing the LTS-based interfaces in our test derivation architecture by
(A)PTS-based ones, we overcome the problems mentioned in the introduction
and illustrated in Section 6.2.
PTS edges: transitions and instantiations A PTS has two kinds of edges:
transitions and instantiations. As we will see, the potential behaviour is represented using transitions, which can be parameterised essentially like STS transitions. When we want to stress that a transition has no parameters, we refer
to it as an instantiated transition. Actual behaviour is represented by the combination of a parameterised transition t and a subsequent instantiation i that
associates values with the parameters of t.
In our figures, we use the convention that parameterised transitions are
denoted by dashed edges, and instantiated transitions are denoted using continuous edges; instantiations are drawn as dotted edges.
PTS nodes: states Like STS locations, PTS locations have associated sets
of variables. These are regarded as instantiation obligations.
In our figures, we use the convention that parameterised states (i.e. states
with a non-empty set of location variables) are drawn with dashed borders, and
instantiated states are drawn with solid borders.
We now first, in Section 6.3.1, define the alternating PTS formalism; then,
we give an example in Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1

APTS Syntax and Semantics

We define a PTS as an STS that is extended with instantiation transitions, and
that has restrictions on the location variables and the update mappings.
We use the location variables to keep track of the instantiation obligation,
i.e. of those interaction variables that still need to be instantiated. Therefore,
in a PTS we need, for each interaction variable x ∈ I, a corresponding location
variable xL ∈ Vars, and we use the update mapping ρ to state this correspondence.
Definition 6.3.1
An alternating parameterised transition system (APTS) is a tuple hL, l0 , VL , I, G, →
, Φ, . . .i where
S = hL, l0 , VL , I, G, →i is an STS,
Φ ⊆ (L → TΣbool (Var)) associates a constraint with each location, and
. . . is an instantiation relation, where each i ∈ . . . is a tuple hl, b, l0 i where
l is the source location,
l0 is the destination location, and
b ∈ (VL (l) 7→ TΣ ) is a binding (i.e., a term-mapping to ground terms),
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and where
i-1. dom(b) 6= ∅ and dom(b) ⊆ VL (l),
i-2. VL (l0 ) = VL (l) \ dom(b),
i-3. b ∪ σ |= Φ(l) for some σ, and
i-4. Φ(l0 ) = Φ(l)[b].
and where
1. VL (l0 ) = ∅, and
2. Φ(l0 ) = ∅.
g,ϕ,ρ 0
We impose the following additional restrictions on each transition l −−
−−→ l ∈→:
t-0. VL (l) = ∅,
t-1. VL (l0 ) = {xL | x ∈ params(g)},
t-2. cod(ρ) is restricted to params(g),
t-3. ρ is a type-correct bijection,
t-4. ρ V (l) = id V (l) , and
L
L
t-5. Φ(l0 ) = ϕ.
2
g,ϕ,ρ 0
For each transition l −−
−−→ l ∈ →, the update mapping ρ : (VL (l0 ) →
params(g)) associates each interaction variable x ∈ params(g) with a corresponding variable xL ∈ VL (l0 ). In the instantiation transitions i = hl, b, l0 i ∈ . . .
we associate values with the location variables of the source location, i.e. with
variables xL .
We write l . b. . l0 for hl, b, l0 i ∈ . . ., and l . b. . if ∃l0 : hl, b, l0 i ∈ . . .. Because
g,ϕ 0
ρ has such a regular form in a PTS, we typically omit it and write l −−
−→ l for
g,ϕ
hl, g, ϕ, ρ, l0 i ∈→, and s −−−→ if ∃l0 : hl, g, ϕ, ρ, l0 i ∈→.

Well-definedness An APTS is well-defined when it fulfils the following consistency constraints, see Figure 6.5:

b1 ∪ b2
l

b1

l00
(a)

b2

l0

l

g, ϕ

l0

b

l00

(b)

Figure 6.5: APTS well-definedness consistency constraints 1 (a) and 2 (b)
1. if l . . b. 1. . . l00 . . b. 2. . . l0 , then also l . .b.1. ∪. .b.2 . . l0
g, ϕ
b
 l 0 ∈→ and V (l 0 ) 6= ∅ and b ∪ σ |= ϕ for some σ then ∃l 0 . . . l 00
2. if l
L
Ad constraint 1: This constraint says that when two instantiations can be
applied separately, one after the other, then there is also a ‘shortcut’ instantiation in which both instantiations are applied together.
Ad constraint 2: This constraint says that from a parameterised state, there
only is no outgoing instantiation when the constraint on the incoming transition
does not hold.
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In the remainder we only consider well-defined alternating PTSs.
Semantics of an APTS The interpretation of a well-defined APTS is defined
by defining a mapping onto an LTS.
Definition 6.3.2
Let P = hL, l0 , VL , I, G, →, Φ, . . .i be an APTS, and ι : VL (l0 ) → U an initialisation that initialises all variables associated with l0 . Its interpretation [[P ]]ι is
defined as the LTS [[P ]]ι = hSLT S , s0 , A, →i, where
SLT S = (
{S | VL (S) = ∅} is the set of states, and
l0 if VL (l0 ) = ∅
s0 =
l0 if VL (l0 ) 6= ∅ ∧ l0 . ι. . l0
S
A = g∈G ({g} × U arity(g) ) is the set of actions, and
→ ⊆ (SLT S × (A ∪ {τ }) × SLT S ) is defined by the following rules:
g,ϕ,ρ 0
−−→ l
l −−

VL (l) = VL (l0 ) = ∅
g,()

6

|= ϕ

0

s −−−→ s

g,ϕ,ρ 0
l −−
−−→ l
VL (l) = ∅
VL (l0 ) 6= ∅
b
00
00
−1
VL (l ) = ∅ ς = b ◦ ρ
ς |= ϕ
l . . . l
0

g,ς(params(g))

l −−−−−−−−−→ l00

6.3.2

2

Example: APTS of two-slot buffer

In Figure 6.6 we show the initial part of an APTS for the two-slot buffer example.
With each state, we show the values stored in the two buffer slots, as far as
the variables that hold them are “visible” in the state. When a parameterised
transition has taken place, and the concrete interaction value is not yet known,
we show the parameter (e.g. x). Note that we only show these values to make
it easier to relate the APTS to the STS and the LTS; these values are not part
of the formal APTS definition.
From the initial state (s0<> ) it shows a parameterised transition, labelled
?in(x : nat), to s1<x> . This represents the initial potential behaviour. For the
actual value of x in the first interaction with the tester, there is an infinite
number of possibilities, as represented by the infinite number (only two have
been drawn) of outgoing instantiation edges—each with a different value for
parameter x—from state s1<x> . When we compare this with the STS model
and the LTS, then, instead of a single symbolic transition as in the STS, or
an infinite number of LTS transitions, we now have first a symbolic transition
followed by an infinite number of instantiations.
From each of the states reached by one of the instantiations, only a τ -labelled
transition is possible. Note that this same transition is also present in the STS
and the LTS of resp. Fig. 6.3 and 6.4.
From each of the states reached by one of these τ -labelled transitions, there is
one parameter-free transition, and one parameterised transition. The parameterfree transition represents taking out the first value from the buffer—the value is
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∅
s2h0i

!out(0)

∅
s0hi

?in(x : nat)
∅
τ
x←0
!out(0)
{x} s3hx,1i
s3h0,0i
x←1
!out(0)
s3h1,0i
x←0

s0hi
∅

?in(x : nat)

s1hxi
{x}

x←1

s1h0i
∅
∅
s1h1i

x←2

τ

∅
s2h1i

!out(1)

?in(x : nat)
{x} s3hx,1i

x←0
x←1
x←2

s3h2,0i

!out(0)

∅
s1h0i
s1h1i
s1h2i

τ
τ
τ

∅
s2h0i
s2h1i
s2h2i

∅
s0hi
∅
!out(1)
s3h0,1i
s3h1,1i
s3h2,1i

!out(1)
!out(1)

∅
s1h0i
s1h1i
s1h2i

τ
τ
τ

∅
s2h0i
s2h1i
s2h2i

6
Figure 6.6: Initial part of APTS for the two-slot buffer of Figures 6.3 and 6.4,
showing parameterised states (dashed border), parameter-free states and instantiated states (solid border), parameterised transitions (dashed edges),
parameter-free transitions (solid edges), and instantiations (dotted edges). With
the states, we indicate the instantiation obligation. We have drawn edges like
!out(0)
l −−−−−→ l0 for transition-instantiation pairs where the switch restriction of the
transition restricts all parameters to a single value, i.e. where we have a trans!out(v:nat)[v=0]
. . 0. . . l0 .
ition l −−−−−−−−−−−→ l00 and a corresponding instantiation l00 . . v. .←
known, because it was given in the instantiation, and thus there is no need for
a parameter. The parameterised transition represents inserting one more value
into the buffer; the value is still unknown, hence the parameter, which again
is instantiated via one of the instantiation edges that follow the parameterised
transition.

6.4

Derivation of APTS from STS

To illustrate the use of an APTS to give access to a higher-level model, we show
how we can use a APTS to give access to an STS model. First, in Section 6.4.1,
we describe the STS-to-APTS mapping, and then, in Section 6.4.2, we give an
example: we show the use of this mapping on the music player STS model from
Section 6.2.1.

6.4.1

Mapping STS to APTS

We define the mapping from an initialised STS hS, ιi, to an alternating PTS P
below. We first describe the APTS states, transitions, and the location variables
and update mapping. We formalise the mapping in Definition 6.4.1.
Below we assume that STS is given as S = hLS , l0,S , VL,S , IS , GS , →S i, with
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S
VS =def l∈LS VL,S (l), and
VarS =def VS ∪ IS .
APTS States Given STS S, we construct APTS states as tuples hl, X, ϑ, ϕ, ρi
with
l ∈ LS a location of S;
X ∈ {∅} ∪ {Vg | g ∈ GS } an instantiation obligation (set of state variables that
correspond to the parameters of incoming parameterised transition);
ϑ ∈ (VS → U ) a valuation for the location variables of l;
ϕ ∈ TΣ (VarS ) a constraint (switch restriction of incoming transition of l in S);
ρ ∈ (VS → TΣ (VarS )) update mapping of incoming transitions of l in S.
Note that we include information in APTS states (i) for subsequent use, and
(ii) to avoid unintended overlap between the intermediate parameterised APTS
states which we construct as discussed in case 2. in the next paragraph.
g,ϕ,ρ 0
APTS transitions We map STS transitions l −−
−−→ l onto transitions in the
APTS as follows:

1. We map each STS transition that has an empty list of interaction variables,
i.e. where arity(g) = 0, onto a single (instantiated) transition in the APTS.
2. We map each other STS transition, i.e. where arity(g) > 0, onto the combination of
◦ a parameterised transition t,
◦ an intermediate parameterised state s00 reached by t, and
◦ a set of instantiations i that link s00 with an instantiated state s0 .
Location variables and update mapping For each switch tS in the STS,
and for each corresponding APTS transition tP , the set of interaction variables
is fully determined by the gate g of tS resp. tP . In the APTS, the source
state of any transition tP has an empty instantiation obligation, and thus, the
instantiation obligation of the APTS state reached by tP consists of (location
variables corresponding to) the interaction variables of tP . In the APTS, for
each interaction variable x ∈ IS = IP , we always use the same location variable
xL to represent x in the instantiation obligation. Thus, for each gate g ∈ GP
we always use the same set of location variables Vg to represent the interaction
variables params(g), and an update mapping ρg such that Vg is bijective with
params(g), as made explicit by bijective function ρg : Vg → params(g). We use
Vg and ρg in the SOS rules in Definition 6.4.1.
Definition 6.4.1
Let hS, ιi be an initialised STS with STS S = hLS , l0,S , VL,S , IS , GS , →S i, and
initialisationSι ∈ (VL,S (l0 ) → U ), where
VS =def l∈LS VL,S (l), and
VarS =def VS ∪ IS .
The corresponding APTS P is defined as P = hLP , l0,P , VL,P , IP , GP , →P , Φ, . . .i,
where
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LP = LS × ({∅} ∪ {Vg | g ∈ GS }) × (VS → U ) × TΣ (VarS ) × (VS → TΣ (VarS ))
is the set of states,
l0,P = hl0,S , ∅, ι, true, ∅i is the initial state,
VL,P is projected on the second component of a state,
IP = IS ,
GP = GS , and
Φ is projected on the fourth component of a state,
→P and . . . are defined using SOS rules below.
We map STS transitions as discussed above:
1. for the case where arity(g) = 0 the APTS contains a single instantiated
transition (solid arrow):
pf:

6

g,ϕ,ρ 0
l −−
−−→ l

ϑ |= ϕ

arity(g) = 0

ϑ0 = ϑeval ◦ ρ

g,true,ρ

g
hl, ∅, ϑ, true, ∅i −−−−−−→
hl0 , ∅, ϑ0 , true, ∅i

2. for the case where arity(g) > 0 the APTS contains
(rule pm-t) a single parameterised transition t (dashed arrow), with
(rule pm-i) for each possible valuation of the parameters of t that satisfies
the constraint, an instantiation (dotted arrow).
The parameterised label contains parameters, and a constraint which is
obtained from the switch restriction. Note that we assume that we can
represent the switch restriction ϕ, updated with the valuation ϑ, as a term
∈ TΣbool (params(g)).

pm-t:

g,ϕ,ρ 0
l −−
−−→ l
arity(g) > 0 ς ∈ (params(g) → U )
ϑ ∪ ς |= ϕ
ϑ0 = (ϑ ∪ ς)eval ◦ ρ

hl, ∅, ϑ, true, ∅i
pm-i:

g, ϕ[ϑ], ρg



hl0 , params(g), ϑ, ϕ[ϑ], ρi

same premiss as in pm-t
hl , params(g), ϑ, ϕ[ϑ], ρi . . .ς .◦.ρ.g. . . hl0 , ∅, ϑ0 , true, ∅i
0

2

Correctness It is in principle possible to prove that the LTS that can be
obtained directly from an instantiated STS hS, ιi by using Definition 6.1.2, is
bisimilar with the LTS that can be obtained by first mapping the STS on an
APTS, using Definition 6.4.1, and then obtaining the LTS from the APTS, using
Definition 6.3.2. We do not give the proof here.
Implementation note In the implementation of the Explorer component that
implements the APTS access to an STS model, we used the following optimisation. We use information from the switch restrictions of the STS to obtain
bindings for interaction variables of which the value is fully determined by the
switch restriction, such that we can create transitions where some, or all, of
the parameters are instantiated. For example, as shown in Figure 6.6, we cre!out(0)
!out(x:nat)[x=0]
ate a transition l −−−−−→ l0 , instead of a transition l −−−−−−−−−−−→ l00 with an
x
←
0
instantiation l00 . . . . . . . . . l0 .
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Example: Music Player

We now show the construction of the APTS for the music player of Section 6.2.1.
This APTS is infinite, because parameter (interaction variable) n of ?init(n : nat)
has an infinite domain: it ranges over all natural numbers. In Figure 6.7 we
thus show only part of this APTS. In the discussion below, we look at states of
the APTS, and for each of the states that we discuss, we look at the outgoing
transitions.
Initial state The initial state of the APTS is hi, ∅, ∅, true, ∅i. It contains
(1) the initial location of the STS (i), (2) the set of interaction variables that
have to be instantiated (∅), (3) the valuation of the variables of location i (∅),
(4) the constraint that must hold over the variables (true), and (5) the update
mapping (∅). The set of interaction variables that have to be instantiated, and
the update mapping are empty, because we are in the initial location of the
STS. For the same reason, the constraint is true.
From initial location i of the STS there is a single outgoing switch:
?init,true,nsong:=n
i −−
−−−−−−−−−−−→ s

This switch is enabled, because its switch restriction is true. Thus, in the APTS
there is a parameterised transition, t0 , from the initial state. The destination
state of t0 differs in two aspects from its source state: (1) it contains location
s (the destination of the switch in the STS), and (2) it contains parameter n in
the set of free variables, because n is introduced in the label on transition t0 .
hi, ∅, ∅, true, ∅i

?init(n : nat)



hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i

(t0 )

State hs, ∅, true, ∅i From the destination of transition t0 there is an infinite
number of instantiations, of the form shown below as i0,j , that assign value j to
n, where we use j as a named constant, representing any natural number. The
source state of each such instantiation is the destination of transition t0 ; the
destination state of the instantiation is obtained by updating the source state
to show the effect of the instantiation:
1. parameter n is removed from the set of free variables, and
2. variable nsong is set to j.
hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i . n. .=. j. . hs, ∅, {nsong←j}, true, ∅i
(i0,j )
Of the infinite number of concrete instances of these instantiation transitions,
in Figure 6.7 we show only the following ones:
hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i . n. .=. 0. . hs, ∅, {nsong←0}, true, ∅i

(i0,0 )

hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i . n. .=. 1. . hs, ∅, {nsong←1}, true, ∅i

(i0,1 )

hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i

. n. .=. 2. .

hs, ∅, {nsong←2}, true, ∅i

(i0,2 )

hs, {n}, ∅, true, ∅i

. n. .=. 3. .

hs, ∅, {nsong←3}, true, ∅i

(i0,3 )





Now, we look at the transitions that are enabled from the destinations of these
instantiations.
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n=0

s, ∅, h0i

si , {n}, hn, 1i,
n<1

n=0

si , ∅, h0, 1i

?play
?select(n:nat)
[n < 1]
n=1

!song(0)
pi , ∅, h0, 1i

s, ∅, h1i

n=0
?select(n:nat)
[n < 2 && n 6= 0]

si , ∅, h0, 2i

n=0
?play

!song(0)

s, {n}, hn, 2i,
n < 2 &&
n 6= 0

pi , ∅, h0, 2i

6

n=1
si , {n}, hn, 2i,
n<2

n=1
?play

?select(n:nat)
[n < 2]
n=2

?select(n:nat)
[n < 2 && n 6= 1]

si , ∅, h1, 2i

!song(0)

s, {n}, hn, 2i,
n < 2 &&
n 6= 1

pi , ∅, h1, 2i

s, ∅, h2i

n=0
?select(n:nat)
[n < 3 && n 6= 0]

si , ∅, h0, 3i

n=0
?play

!song(0)

s, {n}, hn, 3i,
n < 3 &&
n 6= 0

pi , ∅, h0, 3i
n=1
si , {n}, hn, 3i,
n<3

n=1

?select(n:nat)
[n < 3 && n 6= 1]

si , ∅, h1, 3i

?play

!song(1)

s, {n}, hn, 3i,
n < 3 &&
n 6= 1

pi , ∅, h1, 3i

?select(n:nat)
[n < 3]

n=2
s, {n}, hni

n=3

s, ∅, h3i

n=2

si , ∅, h2, 3i

?play

?select(n:nat)
[n < 3 && n 6= 2]
!song(2)

s, {n}, hn, 3i,
n < 3 &&
n 6= 2

?init(n:nat)
pi , ∅, h2, 3i
i, ∅, hi

Figure 6.7: Partial APTS of the music player—showing full behaviour for 0,
1, 2 and 3 songs. States show, from left to right: STS location, free variables,
the values of cur and nsong, when relevant for the given state, and (when
applicable) the switch restriction in which values of cur and nsong have been
instantiated.
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States hs, ∅, {nsong ← j}, true, ∅i Each of these destinations corresponds to
location s in the STS. This STS location has only a single outgoing switch:
?select,n<nsong,cur :=n
s −−
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ si

The switch has label ?select and switch restriction n < nsong. For the destination of instantiation i0,0 it is the case that nsong = 0; when we substitute this
value in the switch restriction we get n < 0, and there are no natural numbers
n for which this switch restriction holds. Therefore, the destination of i0,0 has
no outgoing transitions in the APTS. For each of the other destinations, it is
the case that nsong >= 1, and thus, for those destinations, there is at least
one natural number n for which the switch restriction n < nsong holds. In Figure 6.7 we show the outgoing transitions for the destinations of instantiations
i0,0 , i0,1 , i0,2 and i0,3 ; we only discuss the outgoing transitions of the destination
of instantiation i0,3 .
State hs, ∅, {nsong ←3}, true, ∅i Now, we look at the transitions that are enabled from the destination of instantiation i0,3 . As we have seen above, from
location s in the STS there is only one outgoing switch, and, as we discussed,
there is at least one solution for its switch restriction. Thus, there is a corresponding transition in the APTS:
hs, ∅, {nsong←3}, true, ∅i

?select(n : nat)[n < 3]



(t1 )

hsi , {n}, {nsong←3}, n < 3, ∅i

State hsi , {n}, {nsong ← 3}, n < 3, ∅i From the destination of transition t1
there is a finite number of instantiation transitions, one for each natural number
n < 3:
hsi , {n}, {nsong←3}, n < 3, ∅i . n. .=. 0. . hsi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i (i1,0 )
hsi , {n}, {nsong←3}, n < 3, ∅i . n. .=. 1. . hsi , ∅, {cur←1, nsong←3}, true, ∅i (i1,1 )
hsi , {n}, {nsong←3}, n < 3, ∅i . n. .=. 2. . hsi , ∅, {cur←2, nsong←3}, true, ∅i (i1,2 )
For each of these instantiations, there are two outgoing transitions from their
destination, one parameterised one, and one instantiated one.
State hsi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i From the destination of instantiation
i1,0 these two transitions are:
hsi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i

?select(n : nat)[n < 3 && n 6= 0]



hsi , {n}, {cur←0, nsong←3}, n < 3 && n 6= 0, ∅i

(t2 )

?play
hsi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i −−
−−→ hpi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i (t3 )
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State hsi , {n}, {cur←0, nsong←3}, n < 3 && n 6= 0, ∅i From the destination
of transition t2 there are two instantiations; both bring us to states that we
have visited before—the destinations of instantiations i1,1 resp. i1,2 :
hsi , {n}, {cur←0, nsong←3}, n < 3 && n 6= 0, ∅i . n. .=. 1. .
hsi , ∅, {cur←1, nsong←3}, true, ∅i
hsi , {n}, {cur←0, nsong←3}, n < 3 && n 6= 0, ∅i . n. .=. 2. .
hsi , ∅, {cur←2, nsong←3}, true, ∅i

(i2,0 )

(i2,1 )

State hpi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i From the destination of transition t3
there is a single transition that brings us back to the destination of instantiation
i1,0

6

!song(0)

hpi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i −−−−−−→ hsi , ∅, {cur←0, nsong←3}, true, ∅i
(t4 )
With this transition we show the effect of the optimisation mentioned in
the implementation note at the end of Section 6.4. The STS contains switch
!song,n=cur ,∅
pi −−
−−−−−−−−→ si , where params(!song) = (n). Effectively, the switch restriction n = cur equates the interaction variable n with location variable cur . The
value of cur is given in the valuation: cur ←0. Combined, we get the APTS
transition with label !song(0).

6.5

Testing with an alternating PTS

In the remainder of this chapter, when we discuss testing based on PTSes,
we will restrict ourselves to well-defined alternating PTSes. Before we discuss
how we extend our architecture to support on-line testing with APTSs, we first
discuss how testing with an APTS differs from testing with an LTS.
A first difference is with the labels: we use parameterised and instantiated
labels, instead of “plain” LTS labels. For the other differences, we structure the
discussion by the main activities in our approach to on-line testing:
1. computing the potential behaviour for the next step;
2. interacting with the SUT;
3. updating the tester state and giving a verdict, if one is available.
Only the first and last activity are affected by the use of an APTS instead of an
LTS. The second activity (interaction with the SUT) is (by design) unaffected.

Labels
In the previous chapters we used opaque labels, introduced as part of the LTS
definition. Now we decompose these labels. Two kinds of labels are exchanged
over our interfaces, as we explain using Fig. 6.8.
1. instantiated labels are exchanged in the Test Execution part of our architecture, i.e. between Manager and Adapter;
2. parameterised labels are exchanged in the Test Derivation part.
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Ad 1: instantiated labels An instantiated label is a tuple hg, ti where g is a
gate, and each ti in t is a ground term. Each such ground term is the canonical
term representation of a value in U . Examples of such labels are !out(0) and
!song(0).
Ad 2: parameterised labels A parameterised label is a tuple hg, x, ϕi where
g is a gate, each xi in x is a variable ∈ params(g), and ϕ is a constraint ∈ TΣbool (x)
over the variables in x. Examples of such labels are ?in(x : nat) and ?select(n :
nat)[n < 3].
We use the following additional notation.
◦ we will use subscripts i and p, as in e.g. Li resp. Lp , to explicitly indicate
whether instantiated or parameterised labels are exchanged.
◦ act(l) denotes the gate of a label,act i.e. act(hg, x, ϕi) =def g.
◦ term(l) denotes the sequence of terms or variables of a label,
i.e. term(hg, t) =def t andterm term(hg, x, ϕi) =def x.
◦ constraint(l) denotes the constraint in a label,
i.e. constraint(hg, t) =def true andconstraint constraint(hg, x, ϕi) =def ϕ.
◦ var(l) denotes the variables in a label,
i.e. var(hg, t) =def () andvar var(hg, x, ϕi) =def x.
Representation of quiescence To denote quiescence as parameterised (instantiated) label, we use hδ, (), truei, a parameterised label with action δ, an
empty sequence of terms (), and constraint true; we will typically abbreviate
this to δ.
We continue to use Lδ to denote the label set L, extended with quiescence.

6.5.1

Computation of potential behaviour

We compute the potential behaviour, using the enabled outgoing transitions of
our current states in the APTS. The computation of the potential behaviour
involves the following activities:
1. obtain the enabled outgoing transitions of our current states in the APTS;
2. compute the possible stimuli and the expected responses;
3. compute which of the current APTS states are quiescent, to be able to
synthesise δ-labelled transitions;
4. combine the labels of the enabled transitions such that (a) we can easily
select a stimulus, when we decide to apply a stimulus as next test step,
and (b) we can easily update our state, after the interaction with the SUT
has taken place. This corresponds to the on-the-fly determinization that
we do in the LTS setting.
Ad 1: obtaining the enabled transitions Obtaining the enabled outgoing
APTS transitions from a given model is the task of the modelling-languagespecific Explorer component for the respective modelling language. According to
the SOS rules that describe the derivation of an APTS from an STS, we only add
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a transition to the APTS when the constraint on the corresponding STS switch
is satisfiable, i.e. when a valuation of the variables in the constraint exists, such
that evaluating it yields true. In general, satisfiability checking is undecidable,
i.e. the result of such computation may be either of three possibilities: (1) no
valuation exists, (2) a valuation exists, or (3) it is unknown whether a valuation
exists.
Thus, there may be switches in the STS model, for which an Explorer cannot
decide whether or not they are enabled. The source of the undecidability lies in
the presence of variables (interaction variables in the STS) in the guard (switch
restriction). We assume that, once a valuation is known, such a constraint can
simply be evaluated.
Our approach to deal with this problem of undecidability is twofold. Firstly,
we assume that in most cases data types and constraints (switch restrictions)
in any practical STS model are chosen such that satisfiability of the constraints
is decidable. Secondly, in the implementation of our test tool design we provide
a “safety net” for the (rare, we assume) case that our decidability assumption
does not hold.
For this “safety net” we use the ability of the Explorer to report its inability
to decide on satisfiability of an constraint, when we add transitions to the APTS:
◦ If no valuation exists, the respective transition is excluded from the APTS.
◦ If a valuation exists, the respective transition is included in the APTS.
◦ When it is unknown whether a valuation exists, the respective transition
is included in the APTS, but with a special mark that indicates its special
status, and this mark plays a role in the subsequent activities.
Ad 2: computation of possible stimuli and expected responses We
obtain the sets of possible stimuli and expected responses from the set of enabled APTS transitions, using the IO-Oracle. We include the transitions for
which enabledness could not be decided. However, we mark stimuli obtained
from transitions for which enabledness could not be decided, so the random
testing strategy can avoid them when choosing a stimulus (if we are unable to
decide satisfiability, it is likely that we are also be unable to come up with an
instantiation for the label parameters). When we, in this way, skip a potential
stimulus while deciding on the next test step, we add an entry into the test run
log, to allow subsequent analysis of omitted stimuli.
Ad 3: computation of quiescent states In the LTS setting, we mark states
as quiescent when they do not have any outgoing internal or output transitions
(or when they are divergent, when the corresponding setting is enabled).
In the APTS we may have states
◦ without outgoing output or internal transitions. These states are quiescent, just like in the LTS setting.
◦ with at least one outgoing output or internal transition of which the enabledness could be decided. These states are not quiescent, just like in
the LTS setting.
◦ that have one or more outgoing output or internal transitions, all of which
have the special mark, i.e. enabledness could not be decided. These states
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are conditionally quiescent, which we explain below.
A conditionally quiescent state is quiescent when, for each of the outgoing output
transitions, the constraint does not hold. The corresponding condition (the
conjunction of, for each of the outgoing output transitions, the negation of the
constraint) is associated with the state. We return to this when we discuss how
we update the tester state and give verdicts, below.
Ad 4: combining labels In the LTS setting we perform on-the-fly determinization in the unfold function in the Primer: during the computation of the
potential behaviour we collect sets of enabled input and output labels, and with
each observable label l in these sets, we associate a set containing the states
reached by traversing a transition with l. Thus, when, after an interaction with
the SUT, represented by label l, we can immediately “take” the set of states
associated with l, to get the set of states, reached by model transitions with l.
In the APTS setting we can not determinize in this way. We may have
parameterised labels of which the constraints “overlap”, and then a single instantiated label may be “an instance of” multiple, distinct, parameterised labels. For example, if we have parameterised labels ?in(x : nat)[x < 3] and
?in(x : nat)[x > 1 ∧ x < 4], then an instantiated label ?in(2) will match with
both. To a certain extent we can use the gates of the labels to distinguish
between them, but given parameterised and instantiated labels with the same
gate, we cannot immediately say whether two distinct parameterised labels have
the same, or overlapping, or distinct instantiations, nor can we immediately say
whether a given instantiated label is an instance of the parameterised labels.
To check whether an instantiated label is an instance of parameterised ones, we
have to look in the APTS, and see whether the states that are reached by the
parameterised labels have an instantiation that corresponds to the instantiated
label.
In the APTS setting we perform so-called pre-determinization. We collect
sets of parameterised labels lp , and with each parameterised label in these sets,
we associate a set containing the states reached by traversing a transition with
lp . When we have two parameterised labels hg, x, ϕ1 i and hg, x, ϕ2 i, that only
differ in their constraints (ϕ1 vs. ϕ2 ), we will use them as two distinct items in
the sets of possible stimuli and expected responses. We do this, to expose the
control structure of the model in the potential behaviour. Thus, we will treat
?in(x : nat)[x < 3] and ?in(x : nat)[x 6= 2 and x < 3] as distinct items. Given
an instantiated label li (representing interaction with the SUT), there may be
multiple parameterised labels that match li . For example, given li =?in(1),
both parameterised labels that we gave above match. Thus, for both labels we
will have to check whether the APTS states, reached by transitions with these
labels, have instantiations x ← 1, to compute the successor behaviour.

6.5.2

Interaction with the SUT

Interaction with the SUT is in the APTS setting the same as in the LTS setting,
except that interactions (with the SUT) are now represented by instantiated
labels.
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Updating the tester state

After the interaction with the SUT has taken place, we have to update the tester
state, and give a verdict, if one is available. We discuss two cases:
1. interaction took place (stimulus was applied, or response obtained), and
2. no interaction took place (quiescence was observed).

6

Ad 1: interaction In this case, we have an instantiated label li that represents the interaction with the SUT. As we have discussed above, there may be
more than one parameterized label lp of which li is an instance, and thus, we
have to check all candidates, i.e. all parameterized labels that have the same
gate as the instantiated label. With each such candidate label li we have the set
of APTS states reached by a transition with li ; for each of these states we check
whether it has an outgoing instantiation that corresponds to li . Even when for
some of the labels, satisfiability of the constraints could not be decided, an instantiated label gives us a valuation for the parameters of such constraint, such
that it can simply be evaluated.
If none of the candidates have an instantiation that corresponds to il , the
test run will end, and a verdict will be given: a fail verdict if li is an output
(response), and an error verdict otherwise—any stimulus that we apply should
be present in the model.
Ad 2: quiescence In this case, we check whether quiescence was expected—
if not, we issue a fail verdict. If quiescence was expected, we update the tester
state to the set of quiescent states (independent of whether they were conditionally quiescent). In addition, we check whether we have conditionally quiescent
states. If so, we add their associated conditions to the test run log, and we add
a note that tells whether all quiescent states (of the current tester state) are
conditionally quiescent. At the end of the test run, the conditions collected in
the test run log form a proof obligation: the test run verdict is only valid when
the conditions hold.

6.6

Extension of Architecture

We now look at the changes necessary to allow the use of an alternating PTS as
underlying formalism in our architecture, where we restrict ourselves to random
on-line testing.
This section is structured as follows. We first look at the extension of our
architecture with additional components (Section 6.6.1), and discuss new and
changed interfaces (Section 6.6.2); then we discuss changes to the algorithms of
Primer (Section 6.6.3) and Manager (Section 6.6.4).

6.6.1

Components

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, we use the PTS formalism
to have a more concise (finite) representation of potential behaviour (possible
stimuli and expected responses), using parameterised labels. However, we do
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not let this affect the interface between Manager and Adapter: there we still
exchange LTS labels (to which we now refer as instantiated labels). Thus, we
have introduced a “gap” between the labels that the Manager gets from the
DerivationEngine, and the labels that the Manager has to pass to the Adapter
when it wants to apply a stimulus. For example, in the case of the music player,
the potential behaviour of the initial state consists of the parameterised label
?init(n:nat). The Manager cannot pass that label to an Adapter: an Adapter
needs an instantiated label, like ?init(3).
The role of the Instantiator, the sole component that we add to the architecture (see Fig. 6.8), is to bridge this gap: the Manager can ask the Instantiator
to instantiate a parameterised label. The Instantiator may need information
from the model to do its work, hence the dotted arrow from Specification to
Instantiator in the figure.
(The labels that the Manager gets from the Adapter, as representation of
observations, are instantiated labels. As we will see, the Manager can, as before,
pass such label to the DerivationEngine in interface function next).

partition
information

IO-Oracle

Specification

Explorer

Primer

Manager

Adapter

IUT

DerivationEngine
Instantiator
Test Derivation

Test Execution

verdict

Figure 6.8: Our architecture for on-line model-based testing of Fig. 3.2 and
Fig. 4.4, extended with Instantiator

6.6.2

Interfaces

An immediate consequence of the change from an LTS-based DerivationEngine
interface to an APTS-based one, is that we refine (decompose) the labels. We
discuss this first. Then we discuss the new Instantiator interface, and we discuss
the impact of the change to APTS-based interfaces.
Interfaces
Since our aim is to change from an LTS-based DerivationEngine interface to a
PTS-based one, obviously we have to update the DerivationEngine (i.e. Primer)
interface, and we also have to update the Explorer interface. The interface
between the IO-Oracle and the Primer is not changed (except that Primer now
passes parameterised labels over the interface); we do not discuss it further. We
start by discussing the interface between Instantiator and Manager.
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Between Instantiator and Manager: the Instantiator interface
The Instantiator must implement one interface function, of which we give first
the signature (in Table 6.1), and then the definitions, both in terms of a PTS
hS, s0 , VL , I, G, →, Φ, . . .i2 :
1. getInstance : Lp → Li ] {⊥}
Table 6.1: Signature of Instantiator interface functions.

6

Ad 1: getInstance Function getInstance must instantiate the parameters in
a given parameterised label, satisfying the constraint, and return the resulting
instantiated label. We describe its functionality using instances(l).
instances(l) =def {l[ς] | ς |= constraint(l) and l[ς] is correctly typed}

(6.1)

Function getInstance(l) returns an element from instances(l) when instances(l) 6=
∅, or ⊥ otherwise. The choice, which element to return (when instances(l) when
instances(l) 6= ∅), is left to the implementation.
Between Explorer and Primer: The Explorer interface
In Chapter 4 we defined the Explorer interface that provides access to an LTS
in Table 4.2. We now extend this to allow the Explorer to provide access to a
PTS hS, s0 , VL , I, G, →, Φ, . . .i, as follows:
1. start :→ S
2. menu : S → P(Lp,τ × (V * I) × S) ] {⊥}
3. inst : S × (Vars * TΣ ) → S ] {⊥}
Table 6.2: Signature of PTS-based Explorer interface functions.

Ad 1: start

Function start is not changed, i.e. its definition remains:
start() =def s0

(6.2)

Ad 2: menu Function menu now returns parameterised labels, and a mapping
between the parameters (interaction variables) in the labels and the associated
set of location variables—we need this mapping to generate correct bindings for
the inst function. Moreover, it can return an error (represented by ⊥) when the
interface user asks for the menu of a parameterised state (whether it returns an
2 We use S and s for the set of states resp. the initial state, to be able to use L, L , L
p
0
i
etc. for labels.
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error, or just returns a menu, depends on whether the Explorer allows delayed
instantiation). It is defined as follows:
(
g,ϕ,ρ
{hhg, params(g), ϕi, ρ, s0 i | ∃p −−
−−→ s0 ∈→} if VL (p) = ∅
menu(p) =def
{⊥}
otherwise
(6.3)
Ad 3: inst The new function inst is given a parameterised state p and a set of
bindings b (here represented as a partial mapping from variables to terms). If
the PTS contains a corresponding instantiation i (of which the set of bindings
b0 is contained in b—bindings b \ b0 are simply ignored), function inst returns
the destination state of i; otherwise it returns an error (represented by ⊥). It
is defined as follows:
(
0
s0
if ∃p . . .b . . . s0 ∈ . . . such that b0 ⊆ b
(6.4)
inst(p, b) =def
{⊥} otherwise
Provided by the Primer: The DerivationEngine interface
In Chapter 3 we defined the LTS-based interface to the DerivationEngine by
giving the signature (see Table 3.8), and the definition (see Table 3.9 for the
unguided case) of the interface functions. In Chapter 4 we showed how the
Primer component implements this interface. To be able to interact with the
parameterized transition system, we extend this interface to the following (the
interface contains the same functions, only the signatures of the functions that
accept or return labels have changed):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

start :→ P × (LV ] {⊥})
in : P → P(LI,p )
hasOutputs : P → bool
out : P → P(LδU,p × (LV ] {⊥}))
next : P × Lδi → (P ] {⊥}) × (LV ] {⊥})
defNegVerdict :→ LV
defPosVerdict :→ LV

Table 6.3: Signature of PTS-based Primer functions. Type P is the pseudo-state
type.

Ad 1, 3, 6, 7:
The signatures of functions start, hasOutputs, defNegVerdict
and defPosVerdict are not changed.
Ad 2: in Function in returns parameterized labels.
Ad 4: out Function out returns parameterized labels.
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Ad 5: next

6.6.3

Function next takes an instantiated label as its second argument.

Extension of Primer algorithm

We now discuss the changes to the Primer. Our choice for a concise, symbolic,
representation of the potential behaviour, affects how we deal with determinization, and with actual behaviour.
We first discuss the changes to the Primer pseudo-state type, and then we
discuss changes to the DerivationEngine interface implementation.
The specification-only DerivationEngine pseudo-state type

6

In Definition 4.2.1 we defined the pseudo-state type for the DerivationEngine
for random testing as a tuple hmd , unfoldResulti, with unfoldResult a tuple
hi, o, nl , me i, and in Table 4.4 we showed the methods implemented on it.
We change the following fields of pseudo-state type element unfoldResult:
1. field i, to have signature P(LI × (V * I)),
2. field o, to have signature P((LδU ) × (LV ] {⊥}) × (V * I)), and
3. field nl , to have signature Gates → ((TΣ (Var)∗ × TΣbool (Var)) → S).
Moreover, we change two methods:
4. method unfold , and
5. method n (used by interface function next).
Ad 1: field i Whereas, in the non-symbolic case, field i contains a set of
(input) labels, it now contains a set of tuples, where each tuple consists of a
parameterized label and a mapping between location and interaction variables.
Ad 2: field o Whereas, in the non-symbolic case, field o contains a set of
tuples, where each tuple consists of a label and a verdict (or ⊥), now the tuples
contain one additional element: a mapping between location and interaction
variables.
Ad 3: field nl Whereas, in the non-symbolic case, field nl contains a mapping
from labels to sets of states, it now contains a two-level mapping. Given a label
l, the first-level mapping maps label gates (act(l)) to the second-level mapping,
which maps variables-constraint tuples (hterm(l), constraint(l)i) to a set of states.
Thus, the type of the mapping is:
nl : Gates → ((TΣ (Var)∗ × TΣbool (Var)) → S)

Ad 4: method unfold In Algorithm 6.1 we show the modifications to method
unfold. The changes are the following:
◦ in line 4, the initialization of destmap is changed to reflect the two-level
mapping of field nl ;
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Algorithm 6.1: P.unfold () for PTS Primer— changes w.r.t. Algo 4.1
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the Specification
o, an IO-Oracle
output: P , the pseudo-state, unfolded if it wasn’t already unfolded
1 begin
2
if P.unfoldResult = ⊥ then
..
3
.
destmap ←− {g → (ht, ϕi → ∅) | hg, t, ϕi ∈ Lδ }
while work 6= ∅ do
..
.

4
5
6

foreach hl = hg, x, ϕi, ρ, p0 i ∈ e.menu(p) do
kind ←− o.kind(l)
if kind = i then
inputs ←− inputs ∪ {l}
destmap[g][hx, ϕi] ←− destmap[g][hx, ϕi] ∪ {hρ, p0 i}
else if kind = u then
isQuiescent ←− false
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hl, ⊥i}
destmap[g][hx, ϕi] ←− destmap[g][hx, ϕi] ∪ {hρ, p0 i}
else if kind = τ then
..
.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if isQuiescent then
outputs ←− outputs ∪ {hhδ, (), truei, ⊥i}
destmap[δ][h(), truei] ←− destmap[δ][h(), truei] ∪ {hid, pi}

18
19
20

..
.

21
22

..
.

◦ in lines 11, 15, and 20 assignments to destmap are changed to reflect the
two-level mapping of field nl , and the presence of the variable mapping—
note that here notation like destmap[g][ht, ϕi] does not refer to application
of substitution, but to array (map) indexing;
This concludes the changes to method unfold.
Ad 5: method n In the non-symbolic setting of Chapter 4, Table 4.4 showed
that method n(l) just looks up the given label l in map P.nl , and returns the
associated set of LTS states. This suffices in the non-symbolic setting, because
l matches at most one label in the map.
In the symbolic case the situation is different, as shown in Algorithm 6.2—
note that also here square brackets denote map indexing, not substitution ap-
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Algorithm 6.2: P.n(l) for PTS Primer
input : P , a pseudo-state
e, an Explorer that gives access to the Specification
l = hg, ti, an instantiated label
output: S, the set of states, reachable from P via a transition with label l
1 begin
2
S ←− ∅
3
m ←− P.nl [g] // P.nl holds destmap as computed in Algo. 6.1
4
foreach hx, ϕi ∈ keys(m) do
5
ρ, p0 ←− m[hx, ϕi]
6
if |x| = |t| and |x| = 0 then
7
S ←− S ∪ {p0 }
8
else if |x| = |t| and |x| > 0 then
9
p00 ←− e.inst(p0 , ρ(x) ← t)
10
if p00 6= ⊥ then
11
S ←− S ∪ {p00 }
12

return S

plication. When the potential behaviour is represented using parameterized
labels, a single instantiated label l may match multiple parameterized labels.
Thus, without the two-level mapping, we should try to match l with all labels
that represent the potential behaviour, i.e. all labels in the map. With the twolevel mapping, we still have to match l = hg, ti with all of those labels in the
map that have the same gate g—hence the loop (at lines 4–11) over all tuples
hx, ϕi that are key in the second level of the map. (Function keys returns the
keys of second-level map m).
DerivationEngine interface implementation
No changes are necessary to the DerivationEngine interface implementation: all
changes necessary have been taken into account, in the changes that we made to
the pseudo-state type. Thus, also for the symbolic case, Table 4.5 shows how the
Primer implements the DerivationEngine interface functions for the specificationonly DerivationEngine (as long as the symbolic pseudo-state type is used).

6.6.4

Extension of Manager Algorithm

We have to extend Manager Algorithm 3.1 in three places, as shown in Algorithm 6.3:
1. the check whether the previous test step was an observation of quiescence
at line 5 now uses the act function;
2. the application of a stimulus, at lines 10–17 where we use the Instantiator to
obtain an instantiation of a parameterized label—when the instantiation
fails, we set the verdict to “error”;
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Algorithm 6.3: Random On-Line Testing with PTS — changes w.r.t.
Algo. 3.2
input : A DerivationEngine d that gives access to the Specification, an
Instantiator i, and an Adapter a that gives access to the SUT
1 begin
..
2
.
3
4

while v = ⊥ and the user does not stop the testing do
..
.
else if act(prevLabel) = δ or ¬d.hasOutputs(P ) then
..
.

5
6

..
.
if action = stimulate then
pick stimulus hl0 , V i ∈ stimuli
if var(l0 ) 6= ∅ then
l00 ←− i.getInstance(l0 , V )
if l00 = ⊥ then
v ←− error(unable to instantiate)

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

else
l00 ←− l0

14
15

if v = ⊥ then
t, l ←− a.tryStim(l00 )

16
17

else obtain and check observation
..
.

18
19

if v = ⊥ then
..
.

20
21

22

..
.

3. the invocation of next, and the evaluation of its result, is now guarded by a
test that the verdict is still unset, to avoid invoking next when no interaction with the SUT took place because the instantiation failed (lines 20–21).
These are the only changes necessary.

6.6.5

Example

In Figure 6.9 we illustrate the interaction between Manager, Primer, Explorer and
Adapter for the music player. In particular, we show how the invocation of next
function of the Primer, with an instantiated label that matches a parameterized
label, triggers the invocation of the inst function of the Explorer with the binding
that results from the match.
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Manager

Adapter

Instantiator

Explorer

Primer

initialization
start()
start()
hi, ∅, hii
PS({hi, ∅, hii})
start()

computation of possible stimuli
in(PS({hi, ∅, hii}))
menu(hi, ∅, hii)
{hh?init(n:nat)i, hs, {n}, hnii, {n}i}

6

{hh?init(n:nat)i, {n}i}

instantiation of n
getInstance(hh?init(n:nat)i)
h?init(3)i

application of stimulus
tryStim(h?init(3)i)
hi, h?init(3)ii

computation of successor state
next(hPS({hs, {n}, hnii}), h?init(3)i
inst(hs, {n}, hnii, {n 7→ 3})
hs, ∅, h3ii
PS({hs, ∅, h3ii}), ⊥i

Figure 6.9: Sequence diagrams illustrating interaction between Manager, Primer,
Explorer and Adapter for the music player. We give a simplified view on the
manipulation of the pseudo-state: we do not show that it is actually unfold
that invokes menu to initialize the pseudo-state fields i, o, and nl , and thus
pre-compute the results for in, out etc. Of the pseudo-state we only show the
set of PTS states that it contains, and of those states we only show the fields
that are relevant here, i.e. location, instantiation obligation, and the value of
nsong (the value of cur is not relevant in this sequence).

6.6.6

Implementation Notes

In this chapter we have chosen to use the STS formalism as vehicle to explain
our symbolic extensions. We represented the PTS formalism as an extended
STS to avoid confusing the reading with additional notation and formalisms.
Our implementation of the symbolic extensions extends beyond what we described, to allow for “richer” modelling languages; it is inspired by the ETS
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Table 6.4: Overview of symbolic Explorer implementation instances.
nr
1
2
3
4

name
SmileExp
spex
ta2torx
STSimulator

main author
Axel Belinfante
Jeroen van Yperen
Henrik Bohnenkamp
Lars Frantzen

publications
[vY07]
[BB07, BB05]
-

case studies
Sec. 8.1.5
[vSY13]

formalism [Eer94]. In particular, the parameterized labels in our implementation consist of tuples hg, t, ϕi, where each ti in t is a term in normal form. Our
Explorer implementations use a naming scheme for the variables in the parameterized labels, to facilitate the pre-determinization, by avoiding that we have
parameterized labels that only differ in variable names. In the Primer, we check
whether an instantiated label is a candidate instance of a parameterized one,
by matching the terms of instantiated labels with the terms of parameterized
ones. When such matching succeeds, the result is a valuation for the variables
in the parameterized label; such valuation is then used with the Explorer next
function.
Implementations In Table 6.4 we give an overview of symbolic Explorer implementation instances.
SmileExp uses Smile [Eer94] to explore the transition system of a LOTOS
model symbolically. It was developed to study the feasibility of testing with an
symbolic Explorer; it was not used in practice.
spex uses Spin [Hol03] to explore the transition system of a Promela model
symbolically. It was developed as a master thesis; it has been used at modelbased testing company Axini [axi].
ta2torx gives access to the (timed) transition system of a network of timed
automata. It has been used in a case study to test a Myrianed protocol entity,
see Section 8.1.5.
STSimulator gives access to the transition system of an STS. It has been
used in case studies, see [vSY13].

6.7

Timed Testing with a PTS

In [BB05, BB07] we discuss the extension of our tool to timed testing. Here
we give an overview of our approach. With the time-aware ta2torx Explorer (see
below) we test with tiocoM .
Also for timed testing, we use a PTS as underlying formalism. In this PTS,
each transition label has a parameter that represents time. A constraint on this
time parameter gives the time-interval in which the interaction, represented by
the label, should take place. The time-interval just consists of an lowerbound
and an upperbound. The upperbound can be infinity.
For each interaction with the SUT, the Adapter creates a label representation—
either as acknowledgement of the stimulus that was applied, or as representation
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of an observation. In these instantiated labels, the time parameter has been instantiated such that it is a timestamp for the moment at which the interaction
took place.
After each interaction, as part of the work done for the next function, the
timestamp is fed back to the Explorer, such that observations can be checked,
and, such that it can be checked whether a stimulus was applied in time: it
may be the case that a stimulus is applied too late, in which case there may not
be successor behaviour, and the test run stops with a verdict that indicates the
reason for the premature end of the test run.

6

Timed-testing with our architecture
testing, we need
1. a time-aware Explorer,
2. a time-aware Instantiator, and
3. a time-aware Adapter.

To adapt our architecture for timed

Ad 1: time-aware Explorer The time-aware Explorer provides access to a
PTS that contains time parameters in the labels. The ta2torx Explorer, mentioned in Section 6.6.6, and discussed in [BB05, BB07], uses a network of timed
automata as model.
Ad 2: time-aware Instantiator The time-aware Instantiator just picks a random moment in the time-interval. To avoid that it chooses a moment in time
that has already passed, it consults the system clock whenever it has to instantiate. To be able to deal with an upperbound of infinity, it is configured with a
maximum delay.
Ad 3: time-aware Adapter For stimuli, the time-aware Adapter is given an
instantiated label. It consults the system clock, to decide how long it must wait
before trying to apply the stimuli. When the stimulus has been applied, the
Adapter returns a label to acknowledge the application of the stimulus, like in
the un-timed case. However, the Adapter does not return the label exactly as it
was given: in the label that it returns, the time parameter has been adjusted to
represent the moment at which the stimulus was applied. In this way, (via the
Primer) the Explorer is informed when the stimulus was applied.
Also for observations, the Adapter returns a label, in which the time-parameter
represents the moment at which the observation was received.
The JTorX builtin Adapter instances for toy implementations have a timeaware mode, which can be enabled in the JTorX GUI.
Application We used JTorX with the ta2torx Explorer in a case study to test
a Myrianed protocol entity, see Section 8.1.5.
This concludes our description of timed testing.
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Summary

In this chapter we introduced the APTS formalism, and showed how we can use
it in our architecture to support symbolic models.

6

Chapter 7

Model-based specification,
implementation and testing
of a software bus
7
In this chapter we describe a medium-sized project where JTorX has been used
effectively, namely the development of a software bus, called the XBus. The
XBus was developed using formal engineering, i.e. by using formal methods during the design, implementation and testing phases of the development; modelbased testing with JTorX was one of multiple techniques used.
The experiences that we report on were obtained during two phases: a first
phase—an internship carried out at Neopost Inc. in the summer of 2009, and
a second, post-internship analysis phase that took place at the university. In
the first phase the XBus was developed, an mCRL2 model was created and
simulated (Reqs 18, 19, 20), and used for on-line model-based testing of the
XBus implementation (Reqs 4, 12, 17, 23, 24). In the second phase we performed
model checking of the XBus protocol (Req 20), and measured the quality and
performance of the model-based testing process (Reqs 23, 24). In both phases,
the models used for model-based testing had an unbounded state space (Req 6);
for model-checking, finite versions of these models were used.
Bibliographical note This chapter is derived from [SBSM14]. In the description of the work done during the first phase, i.e. during the internship at
Neopost, we typically write “we”, even when that work was carried out by the
person doing the internship: Marten Sijtema, at that time a Computer Science
MSc. student, and the first author of the related papers [SSBM11, SBSM14].

7.1

Introduction

Formal methods refer to a rich palette of mathematically rigorous modelling,
analysis and testing techniques, including formal specification, model checking,
215
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theorem proving, extended static checking, run-time verification, and modelbased testing. The central claim made by the field of formal methods is that,
while it requires an initial investment to develop rigorous models and perform
rigorous analysis methods, these pay off in the long run in terms of better, more
maintainable code. While formal engineering has been a success in large and
safety-critical projects [HKL+ 10, FGM+ 10, KR10, Lev00, LK00], here we investigate this claim for this more modest and non-safety-critical project: modelbased specification, implementation and testing of the XBus.

7.1.1

7

First phase: Developing the XBus

The XBus Neopost Inc. is one of the largest companies in the world producing supplies and services for the mailing and shipping industry, like franking
and mail inserting machines, and the XBus is a software bus that supports
communication between mailing devices and software clients. The XBus allows
clients to send XML-formatted messages to each other over TCP (the X in XBus
stands for XML), and also implements a service-discovery mechanism. That is,
clients can advertise their provided services and query and subscribe to services
provided by others.
We have developed the XBus using the classical V-model [Roo86] (see Fig. 7.1
on page 221), and used formal methods during the design and testing phase.
The total running time of this project—i.e. of the internship—was 14 weeks.
An important step in the design phase was the creation of a behavioural model
mdev of the XBus, written in the process algebra mCRL2 [GKM+ 08, mCR].
We chose mCRL2 because of its powerful data types and function declarations,
which turned out to be very helpful for our purpose. Model mdev pins down the
interaction between the XBus and its environment in a mathematically precise
way. We simulated the model to check its validity, which greatly increased our
understanding of the XBus protocol and made the implementation phase a lot
easier. Due to time-constraints we did not use model-checking during XBus
development in this phase (model-checking was used in the second phase, as we
discuss in Section 7.1.2).
Testing the XBus After implementing the protocol, we tested the implementation, i1 , distinguishing between data and protocol behaviour. Data behaviour concerns the input/output behaviour of a function and is static, i.e.,
independent of the order of methods calls. Protocol behaviour relates to the
business logic of the system, i.e. the interaction between the XBus and its clients. Here, the order in which protocol messages occur crucially determines the
correctness of the protocol. Therefore, we used unit testing to test the data
behaviour and model-based testing for the protocol behaviour.
Model-based testing with JTorX We used JTorX to test the implementation against mCRL2 model mdev . During the design phase, we already catered
for model-based testing: we designed for testability by taking care that at the
model boundaries, we could observe meaningful messages. Moreover, we made
sure that the boundaries in the mCRL2 model matched the boundaries in the
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architecture. To be able to connect JTorX to the implementation, we had to
write an adapter (see Chapter 5). The adapter translates between the protocol
messages from the mCRL2 model and physical messages in the implementation. Keeping the adapter simple was an important design decision for us. We
achieved this by keeping a close correspondence between model mdev and the
system architecture. Again, our design for testability greatly facilitated the
development of the adapter.
After unit testing and repairing the issues uncovered by it, we ran JTorX (in
random on-line testing mode) against implementation i1 and mCRL2 model mdev
(once configured, JTorX runs completely automatically) and found five subtle
bugs. We believe that it is much harder to discover these bugs with unit testing,
because they involve the order in which protocol messages should occur. After
repairing them, we ran JTorX several times for more than 24 hours, without
finding any more errors in i1 (in the second phase, we found errors in i2 , the
implementation that was developed and tested in that phase, see Section 7.1.2
Ad 3). After an acceptance test, the XBus was released for use in Neopost.
Unfortunately, we do not have information about Neopost’ experience with the
XBus.

7.1.2

Second phase: Analysis

The development of the XBus, carried out in the first phase, supported the
central claim made by Formal Methods—the use of rigorous methods during
the development is cost effective. Nevertheless, it left room for questions: how
thorough was the process carried out in 14 weeks? How good was the model—
this is important, since the model-based test process is as good as the model.
Would model checking have helped to produce better code? Was the testing
thorough enough; what can we say about coverage? In the second phase, we
investigated these questions. In particular, we focused on (1) the added benefits
of model checking, (2) the quality of the models, and (3) test coverage.
Ad 1: The added benefits of model checking We started out by model
checking the model mdev that was created during the development phase. We
created a series of new models with different features. Firstly, we needed to
change mdev to make it finite, yielding the model mdev,fin : mdev allows an unbounded number of client connections, and uses arbitrary integers as connection
identifiers—this is not a problem for (on-line) testing, but for model checking it
is, as it leads to an infinite state space.
We used evaluator4 [CAD12] from the CADP toolset to model check the
XBus requirements obtained during the first phase; these requirements were
formalised in the logic MCL [MT08], which is an extension of the µ-calculus
with data. The main reason that we chose evaluator4 is that it allows reasoning
over the individual parameters of the messages (labels). We used the mCRL2
and LTSmin toolsets to obtain, from the mCRL2 model, the binary coded graph
(.bcg) file that evaluator4 needs. Model checking did not uncover errors in model
mdev,fin . With hindsight, this is not so surprising, because model mdev had been
used extensively already in simulation and model-based testing, and because
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of the simple structure of the model, which we describe in Section 7.4.1 on
page 228. We did find mdev,fin (and hence mdev ) to be incomplete. In particular,
those requirements related to so-called bad weather behaviour are not present:
invalid or unexpected messages were not modelled, and neither were empty lists
of services.
Compared to testing, the model checking process was very labor intensive:
i.e. reworking the models, formalising requirements, playing round with tricks
to reduce the state space and making sure that the time needed for model
checking was manageable. This took us 4 person weeks. The entire model-based
testing approach, i.e. writing the model mdev , creating the adapter, executing
and analysing the tests, took 3 person weeks.

7

Ad 2: Model quality We included the additional requirements that we
uncovered during our model checking activities and created a family of models,
all in mCRL2, as shown in Fig. 7.5 on page 231. For each model, we constructed
an infinite variant (for testing) and a finite one (for model-checking). Also,
we investigated the use of queues: model mdev is simple in the sense that it
neither models the incoming message queue, nor the fifo-queue-like behaviour
of the TCP connections between the XBus server and its clients. We show
that including these queues in the model does not affect test coverage, but
does significantly increase testing time. Finally, we constructed several model
variants that were more liberal wrt the accepted inputs. An overview of this
family of models is given in Section 7.4.2.

Ad 3: Test coverage Code coverage metrics [Mye79] are standard measures to evaluate the quality of a test suite: the higher the coverage, the more
faults a test suite can potentially find. We extensively evaluated the thoroughness of our testing, by measuring code coverage and model coverage. Since the
original XBus implementation (i1 ) is proprietary software of Neopost, we had
no longer access to it after the internship. Therefore, we used i2 , a carefully
reconstructed implementation. We used branch coverage as our code coverage
metric, i.e. the percentage of all branches in the control flow graph that were
executed during testing. To do so, we instrumented the code of the (reconstructed) implementation by hand. For model coverage, we used the percentage of
linear process specification (LPS) summands executed. LPSs are a uniformized
representation of mCRL2 models. Complete LPS coverage basically means that
each nondeterministic alternative is executed at least once.
We have extensively analysed model and code coverage from short test runs
(10,000 test steps, 5–30 minutes) and long ones (250,000 test steps, 2–40+
hours), with each of our (infinite) model versions. All the tests were derived
fully automatically by doing a random walk over (the state space of) the model.
We found that the maximal code coverage is typically already reached after 1000
test steps, i.e. after at most two minutes of testing.
We found that, the more complete a model was (wrt requirements or accepted inputs), the higher code coverage could be obtained.
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Our findings

In the first phase, during the internship, writing the model, simulating it, and
testing the implementation with JTorX only took 17% of the total development
time. Therefore, we conclude that the formal engineering approach has been
very successful: with limited overhead, we have created a reliable software bus
with a maintainable architecture. Thus, as in [GVZ01], we clearly show that
formal engineering is not only beneficial for large, complex and/or safety-critical
systems, but also for more modest projects.
In the second phase, during the analysis, after the internship, we found that,
within the limits of the model, the model-based testing that was done during
the project was rather thorough. However, we also found that the model, used
to derive these tests, was not fully complete, and more thorough analysis of the
requirements, during the project would have been desirable. This could have
been achieved with model checking, but at a high cost. We expect that more
light-weight methods that trace the requirements in the model are more cost
effective.
Finally, we experienced that model and code coverage metrics can provide
valuable insight in the quality, effectiveness, and progress of the model-based
testing process. Based on our experiences, we advocate that formal engineering
pays off, and that investing in high-quality models is worth-while. Formal engineering pays off, in the sense that with limited overhead, a reliable software bus
was created. Investing in high-quality models is worthwhile, because the quality
of model-driven development lies within the quality of the model. To do so, we
believe that models should be as complete as possible, i.e. accept all inputs and
include all requirements. Extensive simulation and—though expensive—modelchecking help. Also, we believe that measuring coverage is helpful: if less than
100% code coverage is achieved, then the model should be augmented.
Remainder of this chapter The remainder of this chapter is organised as
follows. Section 7.2 provides the context of the XBus implementation project.
Then, Section 7.3 describes the activities involved in each phase of the development of the XBus, including the activities done during the analysis after the
project. Section 7.4 gives the details of modelling, creation of additional models,
and model checking, and Section 7.5 gives the details of model-based testing,
and of code coverage and model coverage analysis. Section 7.6 reflects on the
lessons learn ed in this project. Finally, Section 7.7 presents conclusions.

7.2
7.2.1

Background
The XBus and its context

Neopost Neopost Incorporated [Neo09] is one of the world’s main manufacturers of equipment and supplies for the mailing industry. Neopost produces both physical machines, like franking and mail inserting machines, as
well as software to control these machines. Neopost is a multinational company
headquartered in Paris (France) that has departments all over the world. Its
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software division, called Neopost Software & Integrated Solutions (NSIS) is located in Austin, Texas, USA. This is where the XBus implementation project
took place.
Shipping and franking mail Typically, the workflow of shipping and franking is as follows. To send a batch of mail, one first puts the mail into a folding
machine, which folds all letters. Then an inserting machine inserts all letters
into envelopes1 and finally, the mail goes into a franking machine, which puts
appropriate postage on the envelopes and keeps track of the expenses.
Thus, to ship a batch of mail, one has to set up this process, selecting
which folding, inserting and franking machine to use and configure each of these
machines, setting the mail’s size, weight, priority, and the carrier to use. These
configurations can be set manually, using the machine’s built-in displays and
buttons. More convenient, however, is to configure the mailing process via one
of the desktop applications that Neopost provides.

7

The XBus To connect a desktop application to the various machines, a software bus, called the XBus, has been developed. The XBus communicates over
TCP and allows clients to discover other clients, announce provided services,
query for services provided by other clients and subscribe to services. Also,
XBus clients can send self-defined messages across the bus.
When this project started, an older version of the XBus existed, called the
XBus version 1.0. The goal of our project was to re-implement the XBus while
maintaining backward compatibility, i.e. the XBus 2.0 must support XBus 1.0
clients. Key requirements for the new XBus were improved maintainability and
testability.

7.2.2

The specification language mCRL2

The language mCRL2 [GKM+ 08, mCR] is a formal modeling language for describing concurrent systems, developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology. It is based on the process algebra ACP [BK85], and extends ACP with
rich data types and higher-order functions. The mCRL2 toolset facilitates simulation, analysis and visualisation of behaviour; as we discussed in Section 4.2.4,
it also contains the lps2torx tool (Explorer component) which enables modelbased testing against mCRL2 models. Specifications in mCRL2 start with a
definition of the required data types. Technically, the behaviour of the system is
declared via process equations of the form X(x1 : D1 , x2 : D2 , . . . , xn : Dn ) = t,
where xi is a variable of type Di and t is a process term, see the example in Section 7.3.2. Process terms are built from (1) (potentially parameterised) actions;
(2) operators: alternative composition, sum, sequential composition, conditional
choice (if-then-else), parallel composition; and (3) encapsulation, renaming, and
abstraction. Actions represent basic events (like sending a message or printing
a file) which are used for synchronisation between parallel processes. Apart
1 Alternatively,

a combined folding/inserting machine can be used.
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1. XBus Requirements (7.3.1)
2. XBus Design (7.3.2)
a. Developing architecture (class diagram)
b. Specifying business logic (formal model)
3. Implementation (7.3.3)
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6. Acceptance Testing (7.3.6)

5. Integration Testing (7.3.5)
(model-based)

4. Unit Testing (7.3.4)

Figure 7.1: The V-model used for development of XBus; parenthesized numbers
refer to sections.

from analysis within the tool set, mCRL2 interoperates with other tools: specifications in mCRL2 can be model checked via the CADP model checker by
generating the state space in .aut or .bcg format, they can be proven correct
using e.g. the theorem prover PVS, and they can be tested against with JTorX.
For model checking, we used the evaluator4 tool from the CADP tool set. The
tool evaluator4 is able to check whether a model-checking formula, given in its
input language MCL, holds for (the state space generated from) an mCRL2
model m.

7.3

Development of the XBus and post casestudy analysis

Below, we describe all the activities in the development (phase 1; during the internship) and analysis (phase 2; after the internship) of the XBus. We developed
the XBus according to the classical V-model ( [Roo86], see Fig. 7.1). For each
step in the V-model we report the activities carried out in both phases—each
section below corresponds to one step in the V-model, see Fig. 7.1 again.
During the development, the overall test strategy was to test data behaviour
using unit testing, and to test protocol behaviour, i.e. the interaction between
XBus and its clients, using model-based testing. We chose to use model-based
testing for protocol behaviour, because here the dynamic behaviour, i.e., the
order of protocol messages, crucially determines the correctness of the protocol.
We only started with model-based testing of protocol behaviour after we had
completed unit testing of data behaviour.

7.3.1

XBus requirements

First phase We obtained the functional and nonfunctional requirements by
studying the documentation of the XBus version 1.0 (a four page English text
document) and by interviewing the manager of the XBus development team.
The functional requirements express that the XBus is a centralised software
application which can be regarded as a network router: clients can connect and
disconnect at any point in time; connected clients can send XML-formatted
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1.

XBus messages are formatted in XML, following the same Schema as the XBus 1.0.

2.

Clients connecting to XBus perform a handshake with the XBus server. The handshake consists of a Connreq —Connack —Connauth sequence.

3.

Newly connected clients are assigned unique identifiers.

4.

Clients can subscribe to be notified when a client connects or disconnects.

5.

Clients can send messages to other clients with self-defined, custom, data. Such
messages can have a self-defined, custom message type. In addition there are protocol
messages for connecting, service subscription, service advertisement.

6.

Clients can subscribe to receive all messages sent by other clients that are of one or
more given types (including self-defined messages), using the Sub message.

7.

Clients can announce services that they provide, using the Servann message.

8.

Clients can inquire about services, by specifying a list of service names in a Servinq
message. Service providers that provide a subset of the inquired services will respond
to this client with the Servrsp message.

9.

Clients can send private messages, which are only delivered to a specified destination.

10.

Clients can send local messages, which are delivered to the specified address, as well
as to clients subscribed to the specified message type.

Table 7.1: Overview of XBus requirements obtained in the first phase.
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11.

Invalid messages are discarded.

12.

Unexpected messages are discarded.

13.

Servann , Servinq and Servrsp messages with an empty list of services are not broadcast
to other clients.

14.

Notif local messages are not broadcast to source or destination of a Localreq message.

Table 7.2: Overview of additional XBus requirements obtained in the second
phase.
messages to each other. Moreover, clients can discover other clients, announce
services, and query for services that are provided by other clients. Also, they can
subscribe to services, and send self-defined messages to each other. Table 7.3
on the next page gives an overview of the XBus protocol messages. Table 7.1
summarises the functional requirements; important non-functional requirements
are testability, maintainability and backwards compatibility with the XBus 1.0.
Second phase While formalising the requirements in Table 7.1 and model
checking them on model mdev , we realised that so-called bad weather behaviour
was not present in mdev nor in the requirements. Therefore, we extended both
the model, and the list of requirements. Table 7.2 shows the additional requirements, pinning down what to do with unexpected inputs.

7.3.2

XBus design

First phase
we created

In the first phase, the design step encompassed two activities:
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Connection establishment and release
Connreq
input
(implicit) implied by a client establishing a TCP connection with
XBus.
Connack
output
sent from XBus to a client just after the client establishes a TCP
connection with the XBus, as part of the handshake.
Connauth
input
sent from a client to the XBus to complete the handshake.
Discreq
input
(implicit) implied by a client closing its TCP connection with XBus.
Service announcement and inquiry
Servann
input
sent (just after connecting) from a client c to XBus, which broadcasts
it to all other connected clients, to announce the services provided
by c.
Servinq
input
sent (just after connecting) from client to XBus, which broadcasts
it to all other connected clients, to ask what services they provide.
Servrsp
output
sent from a client via XBus to another client, as response to Servinq ,
to tell the inquirer what services the responding client provides.
Event subscription and notification
(Un)Sub
input
sent from a client to XBus, with as parameter a list of (custom)
message types, to (un)subscribe receipt of all messages of the given
types.
Notif conn
output
sent from XBus to clients that subscribed to connect notifications.
Notif disc
output
sent from XBus to clients that subscribed to disconnect notifications.
Notif local
output
sent from XBus to clients that subscribed to non-private messages.
Messages to other clients
Localreq
input
sent from client to XBus, to be delivered to indicated client (as
Localind ), and to other clients that have subscribed to the given message type (as Notif local ).
Localind
output
sent from XBus to clients, as consequence of a received Localreq .
Privreq
input
sent from client to XBus, to be delivered to indicated client only.
Privind
output
sent from XBus to clients, as consequence of a received Privreq .

Table 7.3: Overview of XBus protocol messages.

(A) an architectural design, given by the UML class diagram in Fig. 7.2 on
the following page, and
(B ) an mCRL2 model, mdev , describing the protocol behaviour.
We used the mCRL2 simulator to validate the design and model mdev . As stated,
time constraints prevented us to use model-checking in this phase.
The architectural design and mCRL2 model mdev were developed in parallel.
Central in their design are the XBus messages: each message translates into a
method in the class diagram and into an action in mCRL2 model mdev . The
UML diagram specifies which methods are provided, while the mCRL2 model
mdev describes the order in which actions should occur, i.e. the order in which
methods should be invoked. Thus, the architectural model in UML and the
behavioural model in mCRL2 are tightly coupled and complementary.
Ad A: Architectural design The architecture of the XBus is given in
Fig. 7.2 on the next page, and is based on a standard client-server architecture. Thus, the XBus has a client side, implemented by the XBusGenericClient,
and a server side, implemented by the XBusManager. The latter handles incoming protocol messages and sends the required responses. Both the server and
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Messages

Protocol

iIXBusMessage

iProtocolCommon

XBusMessage

Client sideClient
iProtocolServer iProtocolClient
Server sideEngine
XBusManager

XBusGenericClient

Communications
ConnectionManager

conns
0..*

iConnection

listeners 0..*

JTorXTestableXBusManager

iConnectionListener

TCPConnection

clients 0..*

iIXBus

XBus

TCPConnectionListener

Figure 7.2: High level architecture of the XBus system. It contains a server side
package, and a client side package. Furthermore, it has functionality for TCP
connections and XBus messages. Both server and client implement the Protocol
abstract class. All interfaces are indicated with i.
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the client use the Communications package, which implements communication
over TCP. As illustrated in Fig. 7.3 on the facing page, the ConnectionManager
class in the Communications package uses a queue data structure as a buffer for
incoming messages. When a message is handed over from the Communications
package to its user—in the server this user is the XBusManager—it is popped
from the queue.
We catered for model-based testing already in the design: class XBusManager
has a subclass JTorXTestableXBusManager. During testing, this subclass overrides the send message of class XBusManager, allowing JTorX to have more
control over the state of the XBus server; see Section 7.3.5 for more details.
Ad B: The mCRL2 model We modelled the required XBus behaviour as an
mCRL2 process. We profited from mCRL2’s concise notation for enumerated
types, records, and lists, and the ability to define functions.
A key decision in creating a model is what to model, and to determine the
abstraction level and model boundaries. We chose to model the XBusManager,
i.e. the handling of the messages that come into the server; this is the most
critical part of the XBus functionality. Thus, the Communications package is
not included in model mdev , and neither are the internal components like the
TCP-sockets, nor the queue that the Communications package uses as a buffer
for incoming messages. Thus, for each message that arrives at the server, mdev
models how to handle this message: it will either send a reply, relay, or broadcast
the message. Then, mdev will update its internal state: in order to determine
the correct response, the server keeps track of the client’s state by keeping an
internal list of client objects.
In Section 7.4.1 we discuss the model in more detail.
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c1 · · · cn

XBusManager
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XBus

ConnectionManager
···
TCP

Figure 7.3: Communication between clients c1 , . . . , cn and XBus. We show how
the XBus is decomposed into XBusManager and ConnectionManager. Incoming
messages are collected in a queue in the ConnectionManager—here drawn as
the left connection between XBusManager and ConnectionManager. The XBusManager processes these messages one by one; it sends responses using methods
offered by the Communications package—this is represented by the arrow from
XBusManager to ConnectionManager.

Second phase In the second phase, we evaluated the quality of model mdev ,
where we looked at both completeness and correctness—using model checking—
of the model. When we found that model mdev was incomplete—i.e., not all
requirements are represented in it—we created additional models, and used
model-checking to check their correctness. We elaborate on these activities, and
on the additional models, in Section 7.4.2.

7.3.3

Implementation

First phase In the first phase, we created implementation i1 , at Neopost,
for use by Neopost. Implementation i1 was only created once we had sufficient
confidence in the quality of the design—to a large extent due to modelling
and simulation. As mentioned in Section 7.1.1, we kept a close correspondence
between model mdev and the system architecture. The programming language
used was C#—use of .NET is Neopost company policy. Together with XBus
server i1 , also an XBus client library was implemented, to ease construction of
XBus clients. As we will see in Section 7.3.5, this client library was also used
during model-based testing of XBus server i1 .

Second phase Since implementation i1 is proprietary software of Neopost,
it was not available during the second phase. Therefore, we carefully created
a second implementation, i2 , to allow analysis of the thoroughness of modelbased testing. Implementation i2 was written in the programming language
Go [The12]. Implementation i2 has the same functionality as i1 , except that i2
uses labels from the model, rather than XML formatted messages.
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Model

JTorX

Adapter

XBus

pass/fail
Figure 7.4: Testing XBus with JTorX playing the role of 3 clients.

7.3.4
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Unit testing

First phase In the first phase, implementation i1 was tested using unit tests
as described below. Because the overall test strategy was to test data behaviour
using unit testing, and to test protocol behaviour using model-based testing,
the classes in the Communications and Messages packages were tested using unit
testing; details are out of scope for this thesis. For the Communications package,
unit tests were written to test the ability to start a TCP listener and to connect
to a TCP listener, to test the administration of connections, and to test transfer
of data. For the Messages package, unit tests were written to test construction,
parsing and validation of messages. The latter was tested using both correct
and incorrect messages.
Each error that was found during unit testing was immediately repaired.
Second phase In the second phase, no unit tests were run—implementation
i2 was only tested using model-based testing.

7.3.5

Model-based integration testing

For both implementations, we used model-based testing for the business logic,
i.e. to test the interaction between XBus and its clients. In the first phase,
for implementation i1 , we did this after we had completed unit testing of data
behaviour.
General test set up To test whether the XBus implementations interact
correctly with their environment, we first have to decide on a test set up. In
both phases, we used the same test set up with three XBus clients, see Fig. 7.4
(although, as we show, the chosen test architecture differed). Three XBus clients
is the smallest number that allows testing interesting scenarios that involve
multiple clients. Thus, JTorX plays the role of three XBus clients, which are
able to perform all protocol actions described in Section 7.3.1.
Typically, such scenarios require one client to trigger the activity—for example by connecting or disconnecting, or by sending a Servinq message. A second
client is necessary to cooperate in the activity, i.e. to witness or to realise the
effect—by receiving a message and, possibly, responding to it. The third client
can be used either to show the effect on a client that does not cooperate in the
activity, or to show that the XBus is correct when multiple clients do cooperate
in the activity. Typically, a single test run contains (many) instances of either
of these roles for the third client.
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It is our experience that model-based testing can easily generate long test
runs, in which, at least for models that are as small as the one in this project,
each possible scenario that can take place, does take place, multiple times. We
come back to this in the discussion of (code- and model) coverage, in Section 7.5.
Dealing with potential message reordering As mentioned above, what
we modelled is the XBusManager. However, the XBusManager implementation
that we want to test is just one component of the XBus server. So, as we
have seen more often when applying model-based testing (see e.g. Section 4
of [BFdV+ 99]), we could not connect the test tool directly to the implementation
that we wanted to test (the XBusManager), at interfaces that coincide with
the model boundaries. An obvious way to test the XBusManager, is via the
XBus server in which it is contained, and interact with the XBus server via
TCP connections—one for each XBus client impersonated by JTorX that has a
connection to the XBus. However, messages that are sent at approximately the
same moment, in the same direction, over different TCP connections between
the XBus and its clients (whether impersonated or not), may overtake each
other.
For stimuli, JTorX is in control: it can, if necessary, reduce the rate at
which stimuli are sent to the point that, when the next stimulus is sent, the
previous one will already have been received by the XBus. In both phases we
just assumed that, compared to the network, JTorX is slow, such that the pace
at which JTorX sends stimuli is slow enough to avoid one stimulus overtaking
another one.
We used different solutions to deal with the possibility that responses would
overtake each other—if we would not have dealt with this possibility, the tester
might have emitted a fail verdict to a sequence of responses whose order was
scrambled by the TCP channel. In the first phase, we extended the XBus
implementation with an additional interface that provided JTorX access to the
responses in the order in which the XBusManager produced them. In the second
phase, instead, we relaxed the model, to not only accept the responses to a single
stimulus in the single order in which they were produced by the XBusManager,
but also accept any possible reordering. We discuss details in Section 7.5.
First phase After unit testing had been completed, and all errors that were
found had been repaired, we tested implementation i1 against model mdev using
JTorX, to find errors. We found 5 bugs. Typically, a bug was found within
5 minutes after the start of a test. All these bugs concern the order in which
protocol messages must occur. Therefore, it is our firm belief that such bugs are
much harder to discover with unit testing. After these bugs had been repaired,
we ran JTorX several times for more than 24 hours, without finding any more
errors in i1 (later, we found a few more bugs when we tested i2 —recall that i2 is
a separate implementation). In Section 7.5.1 we discuss the details of the test
architecture that we used, and of the bugs that we found.
Second phase In the second phase, we tested implementation i2 against all
(infinite) models that we created in that phase, not in order to find errors,
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but to investigate the thoroughness of the testing process, by looking at code
coverage and model coverage. We did not test i2 against model mdev , because
the different solution (for responses that might overtake each other) led to a
different test architecture than in the first phase, one that was not consistent
with mdev . Among the models that we did test i2 with, though, is model morder
dev :
this model was derived from mdev , by extending it to cater for the slightly
different test architecture. We ran tests of 10,000 steps, and of 250,000 steps,
fully automatically.
Regarding code coverage, we found that with all models the maximal coverage was already reached in the test runs of 10,000 steps. With model morder
dev
we obtained 79% code coverage. This is no surprise: we know that morder
dev does
not contain all possible messages, and thus certain stimuli can not be generated from it. With the most complete model, mreq,ie
opt , we obtained 100% code
coverage. The coverage obtained with the other models was between these two
numbers. Regarding model coverage, we saw that with each model we reached
the maximal coverage possible, in the runs of 250,000 steps. However, we needed
many more test steps to reach maximal model coverage, than to reach maximal
code coverage.
In Section 7.5.2 we discuss the details of the test architecture that we used,
and the test that we ran; in Sections 7.5.3–7.5.5 we discuss in more detail the
coverage that we obtained; and in Section 7.5.6 we discuss the test execution
time.

7.3.6

Acceptance testing

First phase Acceptance testing was done in the usual way: we organised a
session with the manager of Neopost’s ISS group, and showed how the XBus
2.0 implementation worked. In particular, we demonstrated that it implements
the features required in Section 7.3.1.
Second phase

7.4

In the second phase no acceptance testing was performed.

Modelling & Model Checking of the XBus

This section zooms in on the modelling and model checking activities described
in Section 7.3.2.

7.4.1

The model mdev

As mentioned, the mCRL2 model mdev describes the desired functioning of the
XBusManager package, which is responsible for the handling of XBus messages
and therefore the most central part of the XBus. Internally mdev keeps track
of the state of all connected clients. Based on this state mdev decides, when a
message arrives, how to handle it: send a reply or broadcast, relay it, or simply
ignore it. After handling the message, mdev updates its internal state.
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1 proc listening ( c : Clients ) =
2
( sum j : Int .( j >= 0 && j < numClients ( c ) &&
3
g et Cl ie n tS ta tu s (j , c ) == DISCONNECTED )
4
-> ( Co nnectReq uest . C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e .
5
listening ( c h a n g e C l i e n t S t a t u s (j , c , AWAIT_AUTH ) ) )
6
<> delta
7
) + ...

Listing 1: Definition of XBus handling of Connreq message in mCRL2.

Data Model mdev stores its internal data in a single data object: a list of
clients, modelled as a list of data structures. For each client, the following
information is kept.
• an integer that represents the identity of the client;
• the connection status of the client, being either: disconnected, awaitingAuthentication, or connected;
• the subscriptions of the client, which is a list of message types.
• the services that the client provides, which is a list of integers.
Behaviour Model mdev consists of a single process that operates in the following loop: (1) accept a message, (2) send zero or more responses, (3) update
the internal state, i.e., the client list. After these steps, mdev is ready to process
the next message. For example, when mdev receives a Connreq , it replies with a
Connack , and adds the new client to the client list.
Listing 1 shows a (slightly simplified) part of mdev . The process is named
listening, and has as single parameter the list of clients c. The listing shows
that from each client j that currently is in disconnected state (line 3), the server
is willing to accept a Connreq message, after which it will send out a Connack
message (line 4). Then it will update the status of the jth client in the list and
continue processing via a recursive call (line 5).
Model size The entire model consists of 6 pages (180 lines, 12kB) of mCRL2,
including comments (without comments and blank lines: 142 lines, 9kB). Approximately half of it concerns the specification of data types and functions over
them; the other half is the behavioural specification.
Model validation During the construction of the model, we intensively used
the simulator from the mCRL2 toolkit. We incrementally simulated smaller
and larger models, using both manual and random simulation. This was done
for two reasons. First, to get a better understanding of the working of the
whole system, and to validate the design already before the implementation
activity was started. This was particularly useful to improve our understanding
of the XBus protocol, of which only a (non-formal) English text description was
available, which contained several ambiguities. Second, to validate the model,
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to be sure that it faithfully represents the design, such that when we use JTorX
to test our implementation against the model, all tests that JTorX derives from
the model will yield the correct verdict.

7.4.2

7

Model checking & model transformation

Model completeness During the analysis, we carefully studied the requirements, and tried to formalise and model check them on model mdev . We found
that model mdev is incomplete, in the sense that not all requirements are represented in it. Model mdev does not contain self-defined messages, (i.e. no private
or local messages) and thus requirements 5 and 6 can only be checked partially,
and requirements 9 and 10 can not be checked. Also, mdev does not model lists
of services, but only uses a singleton list with exactly one service, and thus requirements 7 and 8 can only be checked partially. Finally, mdev does not consider
the formatting of the messages, and thus requirement 1 can not be represented
in it.
During this analysis we also found that the list of requirements was incomplete: it only dealt with good-weather behaviour; bad-weather behaviour was
left unspecified. Thus, requirements 11–14 were added during this analysis.
Family of models In order to incorporate the missing behaviour, we created
a family of mCRL2 models, see Figure 7.5, that incorporate all requirements
except for requirement 1: we do still not consider the XML formatting of the
messages. We added the following two sets of features: (1) self-defined, private
and local messages, and non-empty lists of services (instead of a singleton list
with one element), (2) empty lists of services, invalid messages, and other bad
weather behaviour. We did this in several steps, to control the amount of change
introduced by each step, and to be able to observe (and show) the impact of the
change on state space size (see Table 7.4 on page 232) and testing speed and
coverage (see Sections 7.5.3–7.5.6).
We started with morder
dev , which is the same as mdev except that it caters for the
test architecture from the second phase. We optimised this model to mopt , in
which each state has a unique representation. From mopt , we investigated three
different variants: mreq
opt extends the requirements with the first set of features
mentioned above; mie
opt is an (semi) input-enabled variant of mopt , i.e. when it is
ready to accept input, it accepts any input; finally, mqopt is obtained from mopt
req,ie
ie
by adding a message queue. We combined mreq
opt and mopt into mopt . Similarly,
q
q,ie
we combined mie
opt and mopt into mopt . As explained below, each model comes
in two variants: an infinite one for testing, and a finite one—indicated via a
subscript fin—for model checking.
Finite state space variants The original model mdev was infinite: it could
accept an unbounded number of clients, where it used an unbounded integer
as connection identifier in the protocol messages. For on-the-fly testing this is
not a problem, because we only generate the portion of the state space that the
system is currently in. For model checking, however, we need the complete state
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mdev

the original model, created in the first phase, during development of
the XBus. This model alternates between accepting an input and
producing the corresponding outputs, and it is not input-enabled:
for example, after a client has sent a Sub message for a certain event
e, a subsequent Sub message for e is only accepted after an Unsub
message for e.

morder
dev

obtained from mdev , with one very small change, to accommodate the
slightly different test architecture that we used in the second phase,
as discussed in Section 7.3.5: it allows all possible interleavings of
the outputs produced for a single input.

mopt

an optimized version of morder
dev , in which each state has a unique representation (finite state space variant of mopt is branching bisimilar
to finite state space variant of morder
dev ).

mie
opt

obtained from mopt , (semi) input-enabled: when the system accepts
input, all (known) inputs are allowed.

mreq
opt

obtained from mopt , by extending it such that all requirements (except requirement 1) are represented (but without input enabling,
and: no invalid messages, and no messages with an empty list).

mreq,ie
opt

derived from mopt , by extending it such that all requirements (except
requirement 1) are represented, and making it (semi) input-enabled.

mqopt

obtained from mopt , by adding a queue context (but without input enabling, and without extending it to represent additional
requirements).

mq,ie
opt

obtained from mqopt , by making it (semi) input-enabled.
(a)

mreq
opt
mdev

morder
dev

mopt

mie
opt
mqopt

first phase

req,ie
mopt

mq,ie
opt

second phase
(b)

Figure 7.5: Overview of models discussed in this chapter (a) and relation
between those models (b).
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model
mdev,fin
reduced
reduced
morder
dev,fin
reduced
reduced
mopt,fin
reduced
mie
opt,fin
reduced
mreq
opt,fin
reduced
reduced
mreq,ie
opt,fin
reduced
reduced
mqopt,fin
mq,ie
opt,fin

7

(strong bisimulation)
(branching)
(strong bisimulation)
(branching)
(strong/branching bisim.)
(strong/branching bisim.)
(strong bisimulation)
(branching bisimulation)
(strong bisimulation)
(branching bisimulation)

#states

#transitions

#labels

4,198,090
686,151
362,958
8,129,310
198,095
83,414
133,857
83,414
133,864
16,620
41,264,499
29,586,657
21,643,798
44,643,962
4,371,205
3,135,659
> 467,940,404

21,476,661
1,236,486
867,666
30,217,652
425,112
194,271
1,019,196
194,271
1,699,188
69,550
743,604,503
58,206,010
50,263,151
1,538,273,570
12,321,042
11,085,496
> 2,937,662,934

71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
230
230
230
245
245
245
?

> 409,969,247

> 2,726,093,658

?

Table 7.4: Size of state space of finite version of our models, before and after
reduction. (Only incomplete numbers for models mqopt,fin and mq,ie
opt,fin available—
state space generation for them aborted, probably because the state space generator ran out of memory.)
space, and therefore models have to be finite. We achieved this by restricting
the number of times that the server accepts a new client connection to a finite
number, namely three. With three connections we can trigger the majority of
the interesting scenarios and verify the requirements. Still, the number is low
enough to allow state space generation. Table 7.4 shows the sizes of the state
spaces of these model variants.
Model optimisation To make model checking feasible, we needed to optimise the model. Thus, we produced the optimised model, mopt , because in the
original model, mdev , a single event—a client connecting to the server—could
result (non-deterministically) in multiple different configurations of the client
administration data structures. This badly affected state space generation: it
took several hours, whereas with model mopt,fin it took in the order of minutes.
As discussed in Section 7.5.6, the speed of testing with JTorX is influenced in
a similar way. The optimised model mopt is almost fully deterministic, which
greatly reduces the work of JTorX’ on-the-fly determinization algorithm.
Model correctness We checked Requirements 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 on model mopt
and on model mreq,ie
opt , using the evaluator4 tool of the CADP tool set. We found
that these requirements are all satisfied by the model.
To investigate feasibility of checking the other requirements on model mreq,ie
opt ,
we also checked requirements 9 and 10 on it, and checked requirement 7 with
messages that contain a list of two services. Listing 2 shows (some) of the
properties that we used to check requirement 2.
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(* each Connect Request is followed by a C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e *)
[ true * . Conn ectReque st ] < { C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e ? m : Nat } > true
(* each C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e for a connection m
is followed by a corresponding C o n n e c t A u t h e n t i c a t e *)
[ true * . { C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e ? m : Nat } ]
< { C o n n e c t A u t h e n t i c a t e ! m } > true
(* if , after sending a C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e for connection m ,
the server does not receive a corresponding ConnectAuthenticate ,
it will not send any other message on the connection *)
[ true * . { C o n n e c t A c k n o w l e d g e ? m : Nat } ]
[ ( not { C o n n e c t A u t h e n t i c a t e ! m }) * .
( { S e r v i c e A d v e r t i s e m e n t E v e n t ! m ? n : Nat }
| { S e r v i c e E n q u i r y E v e n t ! m ? n : Nat }
| { Subscribe ! m !" mConnectEvent " }
| { Subscribe ! m !" m D i s c o n n e c t E v e n t " }
| { Unsubscribe ! m !" mConnectEvent " }
| { UnsSubscribe ! m !" m D i s c o nn e c t E v e n t " }
)
] false

Listing 2: MCL formulas—input for model checker evaluator4—used to verify
Requirement 2.

For those requirements that we checked, we typically formulated and checked
multiple formulas, to verify a single requirement. For example, for requirement 9
we not only tried to verify that the intended destination receives the private
message that is sent to it, but also that a client c only receives a private message
when there was a client that sent that message with c as destination.

7.5

Model-Based Testing of the XBus

This section describes the model-based testing activities from Section 7.3.5 in
more detail. We focus on (1) test architecture, (2) faults discovered, and (3) test
coverage.

7.5.1

Model-based integration testing in the first phase

Test architecture We used the test architecture from Fig. 7.6 on the following page to test implementation i1 . We wanted to test the XBusManager, but
we could not access it directly. We accessed it via a test context: everything
between the adapter and the XBusManager. We provide stimuli to the XBusManager using three instances of XBusGenericClient (c in Fig. 7.6), each of which
is connected to the XBus via its own TCP connection. We observe the responses
from the XBus not via the XBusGenericClient, but via a direct (testing) interface that has been added to XBus—t in Fig. 7.6. This interface is provided by
the JTorXTestableXBusManager in the Engine package, see Fig. 7.2 on page 224.
JTorXTestableXBusManager overrides the function that XBus uses to send a
message to a specified client: instead, it logs the message name and relevant
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JTorX

XBusManager

Adapter
c c c
t

ConnectionManager

TCP
Figure 7.6: Test Architecture used in the first phase: JTorX provides stimuli
to XBus via generic clients (c), and observes responses via test interface (t),
both over TCP. Disadvantage: we have extended XBus with test interface t.
Advantage: we do not have to extend the model with FIFO queues to deal with
possible reordering of XBus responses by TCP.

7

parameters in the textual format that JTorX expects. Additional glue code—
the adapter—provides the connection between JTorX and the XBusGenericClient
instances on the one hand, and between JTorX and test interface t on the other
hand. From JTorX, the adapter receives requests to apply stimuli, and from test
interface t, it receives observed responses. The adapter forwards the received
responses to JTorX without additional processing. For each received request
to apply a stimulus, the adapter uses XBusGenericClient methods to construct a
corresponding XBusMessage message, and send it to the XBus server (except for
the Connreq message, for which XBusGenericClient only has to open a connection
to XBus).
The adapter is implemented as a C# program that uses the Client package (see Fig. 7.2) to create the three XBusGenericClient instances, which in
turn use the Communications package to interact with the XBus. The main
functionality implemented in the adapter is the mapping between XBus messages and the corresponding XBusGenericClient methods, and the corresponding
XBusGenericClient instances. Due to the one-to-one mapping that exists between
these—by design, recall Section 7.3.2— implementing this mapping was rather
straightforward.
Also JTorX and the adapter communicate via TCP: the adapter works as a
simple TCP server to which JTorX connects as a TCP client.
Although it may seem that the Communications package does not play a
role during model-based testing with this test architecture—also because we
mentioned that we excluded it from the model—this package certainly is tested
during model-based testing, as follows. The Communications package is used
normally in the XBus to receive the messages that clients send to it. Moreover,
the one functionality of the Communications package that is not used in the XBus
itself in this test architecture—the functionality to send messages over TCP—is
used by the XBusGenericClient instances that are used to send the stimuli to the
XBus.
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Figure 7.7: Screen shot of the configuration pane of JTorX, set up to test XBus.
JTorX will connect to (the adapter that provides access to) the system under
test via TCP on the local machine, at port 1234. The bottom two input fields
list the input and output messages.

Preserving observation order As we wrote in Section 7.3.5, the TCP connections between XBus server and its client may reorder concurrently sent messages. We also wrote that we assumed that this would not be a problem for
stimuli. For observations we added an interface, t in Fig. 7.6, to allow JTorX to
observe responses in the order in which they were created. For each incoming
message the XBusManager sends at most one response to each connected client
(during the analysis phase, requirement 14 was added to make sure that this
property remained valid, even when we extended the model with local messages), and the order in which the XBusManager sends the responses is exactly
reflected in model mdev . As we mention in Section 7.5.2, in the analysis phase
we also looked at other ways to deal with this issue, e.g. by extending the model
with a queue context, hence models mqopt and mq,ie
opt . However, we found that
code coverage obtained with these models was identical to code coverage obtained with the corresponding models without queues, but the test runs took a
lot (5 to 10 times) longer.

Running JTorX Once we had the model (mdev ), the XBus implementation
to test (i1 ), and the means to connect JTorX to it, testing was started. We ran
JTorX in random mode. In the first phase, we used JTorX via its graphical
user interface. Figure 7.7 shows the settings in the JTorX GUI. These include
the location of the model file, the way in which the adapter and the XBus are
accessed, and an indication of which messages are input (from the XBus server
perspective) and which ones are output.
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Bugs found in the first phase One of the most interesting parts of testing is
finding bugs. In this case, not only because it allows improving the software, but
also because finding bugs can be seen as an indication that model based testing
is actually helping us. We found 5 bugs when testing implementation i1 (and
a few more when testing implementation i2 —these we discuss in Section 7.5.2).
Typically these bugs were found within 5 minutes after the start of a test. Some
of them are quite subtle:
1. The Notif disc message was sent to unsubscribed clients. This was due to
an if-statement that had a wrong branching expression.
2. The Servann message was sent (also) to unauthorised clients. Clients that
were still in the handshake process with the server, and thus not fully
authenticated, received the Servann message. To trigger this bug one client has to (connect and) announce its service while another client is still
connecting.

7

3. The message subscription administration did not behave correctly: a client
could subscribe to one item, but not to two or more. This was due to a
bug in the operation that added the subscription to the list of a client.
4. The same bug also occurred with the list of provided services. It was
implemented in the same way as the message subscription administration.
5. There was a flaw in the method that handles Unsub messages. The code
that extracts subscriptions from these messages (to be able to remove
them from the list of subscriptions of the corresponding client) contained
a typing error: two terms in an expression were interchanged.
All these bugs concern the order in which protocol messages must occur. Therefore, it is our firm belief that they are much harder to discover with unit testing.

7.5.2

Model-based testing in the second phase

In the second phase, we ran JTorX on implementation i2 , with all (infinite)
models except mdev . We did not test i2 against model mdev , because mdev was
designed for the test architecture of the first phase. Model morder
dev is a version of
mdev that exactly catered for the test architecture used in the second phase.
Test architecture In the second phase, we chose a different architecture,
see Fig. 7.8. Rather than the—quite complex—set-up from the first phase, we
chose to observe the SUT’s responses via the same connections that are also
used for the stimuli. This led to a simpler adapter and test set-up, but required
a more complex model: morder
dev . Observations are no longer observed via the
test interface (block t in Fig. 7.6), but they were sent through TCP. For each
XBus client—recall that JTorX plays the role of three XBus clients—there was a
separate TCP connection between XBus server and adapter, such that responses
might arrive at the adapter in an order that differed from the order in which
they were sent. We adapted the model to reflect this, in two ways. In model
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Adapter

XBus

TCP
Figure 7.8: Test architecture used in the second phase: JTorX connects to XBus
over TCP, where the TCP connections (one connection for each client of which
JTorX plays the role) are used for both stimuli and responses. Advantage: XBus
is unchanged. Disadvantage: we do have to extend the model to deal with the
possibility that TCP reorders concurrently sent XBus responses (the responses
sent for a single incoming message).
q
morder
dev we directly included the different orders in the model. In models mopt and
2
mq,ie
opt we extended the model with a queue model that describes the behaviour
of the TCP channel.

Running JTorX In the second phase, we mostly invoked JTorX via its nongraphical interface—a recent development, which did not yet exist in the first
phase. We ran the tests on the same machine that we also used for the modelchecking—it has two quad-core Intel Xeon X5555 processors and 144 GB of
memory3 . To ensure that the Java virtual machine that ran JTorX had ample
memory, we invoked it with command line options that allowed it to use 8GB.
We tested implementation i2 with all models from Figure 7.5, except for mdev
which required the test architecture from the first phase. Table 7.5 on page 243
shows test execution time for runs of 10,000 and 250,000 test steps, and maximal
attainable code coverage.
We discuss coverage results and test execution time in Sections 7.5.3–7.5.6.
Bugs found in the second phase Testing in the second phase revealed bugs
in implementation i2 . This does not help to improve the quality of i1 —i2 was
developed separately from i1 , based on textual information about i1 —but it does
demonstrate the ability to find errors with our approach. We mention two bugs
that we found most illustrative.
1. Implementation i2 contained a race. Its TCP listener, while waiting for
new connections, would, after accepting a new connection c, do the following:
(a) first obtain a data structure for the connection information, then
(b) send a message m to the dispatcher, to inform it of c,
2 Note that mq
opt was derived from mopt , rather than from mdev , mainly because mopt was
smaller and therefore easier to adapt.
3 For model-based testing that machine was quite a bit oversized: we have also done test
runs on a Macbook with a 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor with 8GB of memory.
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(c) finally, update the data structure with details necessary to send messages over the new connection.
This sequence contains a race: the implementation breaks when the dispatcher, after receiving message m, tries to send a Connack to the client, before the data structure update—necessary to be able to send that
Connack —has taken place. We could trigger this error with each of our
models.

2. The adapter contained a resource leak. During a test run, it created and
closed many connections, but when closing a connection it did not release
all associated resources. We found this when a long test run failed after
approximately 125,000 test steps. Note that MBT excels at long test runs.
This bug can easily be found by any test that runs long enough.
While extending model and implementation, we occasionally tested on purpose with old versions of the model or implementation, to see whether the
resulting inconsistencies were found. Again, we mention two examples.

7

1. The list of services that appears in a Servrsp message was not sorted correctly. We initially—on purpose—omitted code to do this sorting from
the implementation, to see whether this bug would be detected; it was.
2. One version of the model incorrectly prescribed that in response to a
Localreq , first a Localind message is sent to the destination, and only then
Notif local messages are sent to the subscribers. In the implementation,
Localreq messages are handled in precisely the same way. However, in a
test run, a Notif local was observed first (due to reordering of responses by
the TCP test context), while a Localind was expected first. We adapted
the model to allow observation of Notif local and Localind in arbitrary order.
Once models and implementation i2 were stable, we ran tests of up to 250,000
test steps without finding further errors.

7.5.3

Model coverage

LPS summand coverage We used LPS summand coverage as our model
coverage metric, i.e., the percentage of LPS summands that were hit during test
execution. To test with an mCRL2 model, it has to be translated (by mcrl22lps
from the mCRL2 toolset) into an intermediate format called Linear Process
Specification (LPS). JTorX then accesses such LPS via tool lps2torx, also from
the mCRL2 tool set4 . An LPS represents a set of nondeterministic alternatives,
called summands. A summand is a syntactic expression over model variables
and parameters, containing a guard, an action to be executed, and a recursive
4 The LTSmin tool set also contains a tool lps2torx, that JTorX also can use to access an
LPS. Throughout the experiments described in this chapter we used lps2torxmCRL2 , except in
the analysis of testing time, where, as discussed in Section 7.5.6 on page 243, we also used
lps2torxLTSmin . As we did above, when needed, we use subscripts to distinguish between these
two lps2torx instances.

Coverage (% LPS summands; unreachable elided)
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Figure 7.9: Model coverage obtained in test runs of 250,000 test steps.

invocation of the process. They express, respectively, when this alternative is
enabled, the action to be taken, and the next state.
To measure LPS summand coverage, we extended the lps2torx tool from the
mCRL2 tool set, so that each summand is assigned a unique identifier5 . During
test execution, we record the identifiers of all executed summands, and thus
LPS summand coverage can easily be computed.
Just as programs may contain unreachable code, models may contain unreachable summands, i.e. summands which are never executed because their
guard can never be enabled. We do not take unreachable summands into account when we compute model coverage; we used model checking to do the
analysis of summand reachability.

Coverage results Figure 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 show the model coverage for test
req
req,ie
ie
runs of 250,000 resp. 10,000 steps on models morder
dev , mopt , mopt , mopt , and mopt ;
recall that testing is done by taking random test steps. We see that models
morder
dev and mopt reach 100% code coverage quickly (within 6,000 steps), model
ie
mreq
opt takes somewhat more steps (slightly over 26,000), while model mopt needs
req,ie
about 150,000 steps, and model mopt needs about 180,000 steps. We do not
show model coverage results for models mqopt and mq,ie
opt , because the unreachable
summand analysis did not terminate.
5 In the mean time, such functionality has been integrated in the lps2torx tool in the mCRL2
tool set.
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Figure 7.10: Model coverage obtained in test runs of 10,000 test steps.
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Figure 7.11: Code coverage (on i2 ) obtained in test runs of 10,000 test steps.
q
Note that coverage for morder
dev , mopt and mopt converges to the same level, and so
q,ie
does coverage for mie
opt and mopt . From the test runs of 250,000 steps, we obtain
an almost identical plot (not shown).
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Code coverage

Branch coverage We used branch coverage as our code coverage metric.
Branch coverage [Mye79] is a standard code coverage metric that counts the
percentage of branches traversed in a program’s control flow graph during test
execution. It was measured by instrumenting the code.
Initial coverage analysis showed that 19 blocks were unreachable, because of
the following reasons. Two blocks handle operating system errors, which never
occurred in our case—testing operating system related functionality requires a
different test set-up, where we simulate the operating systems, and deliberately
insert errors. Four blocks handle Sub and Unsub messages with an invalid message type—such messages do not appear in our most complete model, though
they can easily be added (we leave that for future work). Finally, thirteen blocks
handle inherently unreachable cases. For example, when an incoming message
is being handled, the list of active connections will always contain at least one
element, namely the sending connection. Therefore, the code that looks up the
connection record for a given connection will never encounter an empty list of
connections, and thus the code that handles the case of an empty list is unreachable. One could use static analysis tools to show that these blocks can never be
executed, and then safely remove these blocks—but this falls beyond the scope
of this chapter.
Since coverage should, in our opinion, measure the code covered by a specific
test as a percentage of what can be covered, we left out the unreachable blocks
from our coverage analysis.
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Figure 7.12: Model coverage obtained in a test run of 250,000 test steps with
model mreq,ie
opt , showing, for each LPS summand of the model, how often it is hit.
LPS summands are ordered, in order of first “hit”.
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Figure 7.13: Code coverage obtained in a test run of 10,000 test steps with
model mreq,ie
opt , showing, for each branch of the implementation, how often it is
hit. Branches are ordered, in order of first “hit”.

Coverage results Figure 7.11 shows the code coverage results for all models,
for test runs of 10,000 steps. These experiments reveal two interesting phenomena: (1) the maximum attainable code coverage varies per model, and (2) the
use of queues does not affect maximum attainable coverage.
The maximum attainable code coverage figures are shown in Table 7.5 on
the facing page. As expected, we see that, the more complete a model is,
the higher the maximum code coverage is: morder
dev is the least complete model
with 79% maximal code coverage: since morder
does not contain self-defined
dev
XBus messages, it can not trigger all behaviour in the implementation. Model
mopt reached the same coverage. This is no surprise either, because mopt is an
optimised version of morder
dev .
As we explain in Section 7.5.6, test execution from mopt is significantly faster.
Also mqopt reaches 79% code coverage. This is interesting, because, apparently,
the use of queues does not affect maximal code coverage. Indeed, mie
opt and
q,ie
mopt reach the same maximal coverage, namely 83%. The most complete model
mreq,ie
opt reaches 100% coverage. From these experiments, we show that measuring
code coverage is important: if 100% code coverage cannot be reached, then the
model is incomplete, so not all behaviour can be tested. If this is the case, we
advise to extend the model.

7.5.5

Distribution of coverage

In Figures 7.12 and 7.13 we see that all “hit” code blocks and all “hit” LPS
summands were hit multiple times, although the number of hits is not evenly
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model
morder
dev
mopt
mie
opt
mreq
opt
mreq,ie
opt
mqopt
q,ie
mopt

10,000 steps
18 minutes
5 minutes
6 minutes
6 minutes
7 minutes
37 minutes
30 minutes

250,000 steps
24
hours
2
hours
2.5
hours
3
hours
3
hours
77.75 hours
44.5
hours

250,000 steps jittyc
15.75
hours
2
hours
2.25
hours
2.5
hours
2.5
hours
69.75
hours
38
hours
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max att. code coverage
79%
79%
83%
91%
100%
79%
83%

Table 7.5: Wall-clock time for runs on implementation i2 , using JTorX in nonGUI mode, and the maximal attainable code coverage for each model.
distributed. (Note the logarithmic scale on the vertical axis.) For the code
coverage, obviously, certain blocks are hit quite often, e.g. because they are hit
whenever an incoming message has to be processed, whereas other blocks are
only hit once, during initialisation—this explains the “gap” slightly at the right
of block “0” in Figure 7.13.
For the plot of the model coverage (Fig. 7.12), it could be interesting to
separate the stimuli from the responses, to see to what extent the following
hypothesis is true: for stimuli, there is a direct correspondence between the
number of actions that are generated from a summand, and the number of
times that the summand is “hit”.

7.5.6

Testing time

We also analysed the test execution times, see Table 7.5 and Figures 7.14–7.16.
Table 7.5 shows the test execution times for the runs of 10,000 and 250,000
test steps. The 4th column shows the effect of enabling option jittyc of tool
lps2torx; all time-related results that we show in the plots were obtained with
this option enabled. When option jittyc is enabled, lps2torx uses a jit-compiled
rewriting engine, instead of its interpreting rewriting engine—the more rewriting
that has to be done, the greater the gain. Jit-compilation takes approx. 11
seconds at the start of a test run; this is not shown in Figures 7.14b, 7.15a
and 7.15b, to avoid compressing the scale on the vertical axis.
Figures 7.14a, 7.14b, 7.15a and 7.15b present scatter plots showing, for each
req,ie
test step generated from respectively model morder
(accessed using
dev , mopt , mopt
lps2torxmCRL2 ), and model mopt (accessed using lps2torxLTSmin ), the amount of
time in milliseconds it takes to execute. (lps2torxmCRL2 and lps2torxLTSmin were
introduced in the footnote on page 238.) Thus, in these plots a point at test
step 12743 at testing time 300, means that the 12743th test step took 300 ms.
Figures 7.16a and 7.16b present the same information differently: for each test
step duration d, they shows the number of test steps that took d ms to execute.
Figure 7.14b shows two tick areas. One is below 20 ms, showing that most
test steps took less than 20 ms. Another tick area is around 100 ms, which is
exactly the value of the quiescence timer. This is to be expected: if one wants
to observe quiescence (i.e. absence of outputs), one observes the system for (in
our case) 100 ms and sees if any outputs are produced. Thus, if quiescence is
observed, this step takes exactly 100 ms. Also the plots for models morder
dev and
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7
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.14: Time (ms) between test steps in run of 250,000 test steps with
models morder
dev (a) and model mopt (b), accessed using lps2torxmCRL2 .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: Time (ms) between test steps in run of 250,000 test steps with
model mreq,ie
opt , accessed using lps2torxmCRL2 (a), and with model mopt , accessed
using lps2torxLTSmin (b).
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Number of test steps that took that time
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Figure 7.16: Distribution of the time spent per test step, for runs of 250,000
req,ie
steps, with models morder
dev , mopt , and mopt , accessed using lps2torxmCRL2 (a),
resp. with model mopt , accessed using lps2torxmCRL2 resp. lps2torxLTSmin (b). Note
logarithmic scale on both axes in both figures.
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contain these same two tick areas, but we have to zoom in sufficiently to
mreq,ie
opt
distinguish them; they are also visible separately in Figures 7.15a and 7.15b but
not in Fig. 7.14a, mainly due to the different scale on the vertical axis.
Figures 7.14a–7.15b show the time needed per test step as a function of the
total number of test steps executed. Those plots where the model was accessed
using lps2torxmCRL2 show few (Fig. 7.14b) resp. a significant portion (Fig. 7.14a,
7.15a) of test steps whose execution time grows linearly with the number of
test steps executed. This may be surprising, because one would assume that
executing a single test step requires a fixed amount of time. We attribute the
linear behaviour to the growth of state mappings in lps2torxmCRL2 : both lps2torx
instances maintain a mapping between the state representation that they uses
internally, and the state identifiers (numbers) that they exchange over their interface with JTorX. With lps2torxmCRL2 , more or less regularly, a map insertion
takes more time, when the map adjusts itself to cope with the ever growing
number of entries. With lps2torxLTSmin this appears to happen much less often,
but when it does happen, it takes much longer than with lps2torxmCRL2 . (We did
not do a full performance comparison between lps2torxmCRL2 and lps2torxLTSmin ,
we leave that for future research. The measurements that we did suggest that
lps2torxLTSmin spends, in general, slightly more time on a model-access request
from JTorX than lps2torxmCRL2 . Nevertheless, with both lps2torx instances, the
same test run of 250,000 test steps with model mopt took the same two hours
of wall clock time.) The difference in severity of the linear growth, that we
see across Figures 7.14a–7.15a, we attribute to the different numbers of states
that the mappings contain. After 250,000 test steps, with model mopt the mapreq,ie
ping only contains approx. 900,000 states; with model mopt
approx. 6,300,000,
approx.
35,000,000.
To
understand
this
huge difference,
and with model morder
dev
recall that in model mdev (and thus also in morder
)
a
single
event
could result
dev
(non-deterministically) in multiple different configurations of the client administration data structures, i.e. in multiple different states, whereas mopt is almost
fully deterministic. Note however, that in Figures 7.14a–7.15b the long test
steps are a small fraction of all steps. Figures 7.16a and 7.16b show that the
majority of all test steps take less than 1000 ms. In our experiments, test step
derivation time was not a bottleneck, but it could be an issue when testing
real-time systems.

7.6
7.6.1

Findings and Lessons Learned
First phase

The internship in a time perspective So how long did it take to create
the artefacts for model-based testing, namely the model, the test interface and
the adapter? Programming and simulating the model took 2 weeks, or 80 hours.
The test interface was created in a few hours, since it was designed to be loosely
coupled to the engine. It was a matter of a few dozens lines of code. The adapter
was created in two days, or 16 hours. Thus, given the total project time of 14
weeks, creating the artefacts needed for model-based testing took thus about
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V-model phase
1. XBus Requirements
2. XBus Design
3. Implementation and 4. Unit Testing
5. Integration Testing (model-based, incl adaptors)
6. Acceptance Testing

Time
7%
14 %
60 %
17%
2%

Table 7.6: Estimation of the time spent in the first phase, in terms of the
activities of the V-model of Fig. 7.1.

17% of our time. Table 7.6 shows an estimation of how the time was spent.

7

The modelling process Writing a model takes a significant amount of time,
but also forces the developer to think about the system behaviour thoroughly.
Moreover, we found it extremely helpful to use simulation to step through the
protocol, before implementing anything. Making and simulating a model gives a
deep understanding of the system, in an early stage of development, from which
the architectural design profits.

7.6.2

Second phase

After a thorough analysis of the model-based testing process that was carried
out in the first phase, the question remains how good the approach was. We
reflect on the questions raised in Section 7.1.2.
How good was the model? Model mdev did its job, but there is certainly room
for improvement. In particular, completeness with respect to the requirements
and bad weather behaviour could be improved.
Was the testing thorough enough? Given model mdev , we believe that testing
was thorough enough, in the sense that the testing time sufficed to fully cover
model mdev , and to cover as much of the implementation code as was possible
with model mdev . On the other hand, model-based testing is as good as the
model is, so more complete models also mean better testing, resulting in higher
code coverage.
What can we say about code coverage? The model mdev does not reach 100%
code coverage. For that, more complete models are required.
Would model checking have helped to produce better code? Formalising the
requirements, which is a prerequisite for model checking, helps to improve the
model, and therefore the code. However, model checking requires great effort,
because models need to be made finite and efficient. For model-based testing,
this was not needed, since performance was not an issue here.
Despite these observations, we still believe in our approach during the first
phase. If we had to redo the XBus development we would take a very similar
approach, but (1) invest more effort in the modelling phase: trace back the
requirements, and make models input-complete, and (2) measure coverage.
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Conclusions and Future Research

We conclude that the approach of using formal methods in both the design step
and the integration testing step of the V-model was a success: with a relatively
limited effort, we found five subtle bugs. We needed 17% of the time to develop
the artefacts needed for model-based testing, and given the errors found, we
consider that time well spent. Moreover, for future versions of the XBus, JTorX
can be used for automatic regression tests: by adapting the mCRL2 model to
new functionality, one can detect automatically if new bugs are introduced.
Our post-case study analysis showed that a 14 week development process is
feasible but short: the model quality would have benefited from more attention—
in particular, tracing the requirements would have been helpful.
The test execution time analysis results suggest that performance improvements can be made by optimising the interface between JTorX and the lps2torx
tools of the mCRL2 and LTSmin tool sets; for this, further measurements and
analysis will be necessary.
Thus, the post-internship analysis gave us a deeper understanding of the limitations and the successes of the work done during the internship, an increased
understanding of what factors are responsible for the successes, and valuable
feedback that may help us to improve our tools.

7

Chapter 8

Evidence
In this chapter we present the evidence that we use to validate the design
requirements that we stated in Chapter 1. We focus on the non-functional
requirements—the functional ones have been incorporated in our design, as
indicated in the discussion of each of its elements; Section 1.2.3 contains an
overview of where each requirement is discussed. TorX and JTorX, the two implementations of our design (see Appendix A), together referred to as (J)TorX,
have been used for teaching and for case studies. We first give an overview of the
educational and industrial use of (J)TorX that we are aware of—already several
years ago we made both tools available for free download, without restriction on
use, an without obligation to inform us of interesting use, so this overview will
be incomplete. We then present responses to a questionnaire about (J)TorX.
We conclude this chapter with an evaluation of the design requirements w.r.t.
the evidence that we presented.
Remainder of this chapter In Section 8.1 we give an overview of case studies
carried out with (J)TorX; in Section 8.2 of the use in industry, in Section 8.2 of
the use in research, and in Section 8.3 of the use in education. In Section 8.4 we
discuss the questionnaire, and in Section 8.5 we evaluate the design requirements
on the basis of the evidence.

8.1

Case Studies

Multiple case studies have been done with TorX and JTorX. In Table 8.1 we
give an overview of a selection of the case studies. In the description of the
case studies below, we focus on the design requirements that played a role. We
describe the case studies in more detail in Appendix B.

8.1.1

Conference protocol entity

In this case study we tested the protocol entity of a chatbox system. We used
TorX for on-line model-based testing using LOTOS and Promela models, and
251
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nr

case study

requirements covered

all

All case studies

1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 19–21

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Software bus
Conference protocol entity
Easylink
Highway tolling system PB
Storm surge barrier EMCS
Myrianed protocol entity
Rivercrossing puzzle

6, 12, 17, 18, 23, 24
3, 6, 15, 22, 23
6, 23
11, 24
15, 19, 23, 24
10, 23, 24
10, 12–16, 18

size

who

section

0
o
0
0
0
O
.

S/R
R
R
R
R
R
S

Ch. 7
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5
B.6

Table 8.1: Overview of selected case studies, executed by Researchers and
Students, with relative size ranging from ‘.’ (tiny) to ‘O’ (large).

to execute tests that had been derived with the TGV tool (Req 3). The LOTOS model contained unbounded FIFO queues, which meant that it had an
unbounded state space (Req 6). We also used TorX to compare the LOTOS
model with an mCRL2 model of the same system, and found an error in the
mCRL2 model (Req 15). We used TorX to identify correct and incorrect implementations from a set of 28 protocol entity implementations; TorX correctly
identified the incorrect implementations (Req 22). TorX performed sufficiently
well to be able to do this case study (Req 23).

8

8.1.2

Easylink

In this case study we tested the implementation of a protocol that allows television sets and other audio-visual programs to communicate over SCART, in
particular, the functionality to communicate presets (channel name, frequency).
We used TorX for on-line model-based testing from LOTOS and Promela models. The main challenge in this case study was that, at the start of each test run,
the initial state (regarding presets) of the television set was unknown, i.e. for
any stimulus at that moment, we had a huge number (106 ) of potentially valid
responses (Req 6). Test derivation from LOTOS was too slow, but from Promela it was o.k. (Req 23). We explain this difference as follows. For Promela,
parameterised labels were used, and for LOTOS ‘normal’ (instantiated) labels.
Thus, for the initial state, the number of parameterised labels, enumerated from
Promela, was much smaller than the number of corresponding ‘normal’ labels,
enumerated from LOTOS. To better use our available computational resources,
we used a distributed test set-up, where test derivation took place on one computer, and the Adapter ran on another one, connected via TCP telnet.

8.1.3

Highway Tolling System

In this case study we tested the payment box of a highway-tolling system. We
used TorX for on-line model-based testing from LOTOS and Promela models.
All communication between the payment box and its environment was encrypted
with a key that we did not have; we worked around this by extending a program
that had been used for traditional testing of the payment box, and that had the
necessary key, with a “remote control” interface, such that it could be controlled
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Explorer
Primer

partition
information
weight
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Selector

Manager

IO-Oracle

DerivationEngine

Figure 8.1: Introduction of Selector in our decomposition of Fig. 4.4.
by the Adapter (Req 24).
The model contained two kinds of stimuli: those that are part of the normal behaviour, and those that are related to error behaviour. We wanted to
give priority to normal behaviour during testing, without completely ignoring
the error behaviour. Therefore, we slightly adapted our tool architecture, and
introduced a new component. In the architecture discussed in Chapter 3, when
a stimulus has to be chosen for the next test step, it is the Manager that chooses
the stimulus from the set of enabled stimuli that is provided by the Primer.
For this case study, we let the Manager delegate the choice of the stimulus
to the DerivationEngine, i.e. the DerivationEngine interface was extended with
two functions: The Manager can use hasInputs for its decision whether to apply
a stimulus or to obtain an observation, and it can use getInput to obtain a
stimulus.
We added a tool component, the Selector, that associates weights to labels,
see Figure 8.1. Conceptually, the Selector delegates all requests that it gets from
the Manager to the Primer, except for the getInput request: for the getInput
request it makes a random selection from the inputs provided by the Primer,
taking the weights into account.
This extension to the DerivationEngine interface makes it easy to integrate
arbitrary test selection components into our architecture (Req 11).

8.1.4

Storm Surge Barrier

In this case study we tested the control software of a storm surge barrier. We
used TorX for on-line model-based testing from a Promela model. In this case
study, we experimented with timed testing: the system has requirements on
the timing of the outputs, but not on the inputs. We represented discrete time
DerivationEngine:
Signature:
hasInputs : P × (LI ∪ LU ∪ {δ}) → bool
getInput :
P → LI ] {⊥}
Table 8.2: DerivationEngine Interface signature extension to support delegation
of choice of input.

8
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as integers in the model, each unit of time representing a second (Req 19).
We tested the actual code of the system, running on a PC inside a testing
environment created by the developers of the system. We created an Adapter
to provide a connection to this testing environment (Req 24). Performance was
important in this case, because the testing environment used shared memory
to provide the Adapter access to the state of the system—the observations are
created from this state information. The Adapter had to regularly access this
information, in time, before it would be overwritten with fresh state information.
After some fiddling we got this working (Req. 23).
After the system had gone into production, we also tested whether actual
execution traces, obtained from the execution log of the system, were valid,
i.e. were in the model (Req 15). We did this by using such traces both as
model-to-be-simulated-as-SUT and as guide.

8.1.5

8

Myrianed Protocol Entity

In this case study we tested the protocol stack of a wireless sensor node. We
used JTorX for on-line model-based testing from a timed automata model. The
testing was done using simulated time: the actual protocol stack code was
run inside a testing environment, developed by the developers of the protocol
stack code, and this testing environment offered control over the progress of
time as “seen” by the protocol stack code. The Adapter provides access to this
testing environment (Req 24). The tool had sufficient performance to be usable
(Req. 23), but that was also thanks to the use of simulated time.

8.1.6

Rivercrossing puzzle

This is not a real case study, but a lab class exercise for the Testing Techniques
course given at University of Twente. The system under test is a small puzzle
program in which students have to “fill in the blanks”. It is tested with JTorX, from a GraphML model that is made from requirements that are given
(Req. 13, 18). The students install JTorX themselves (Req. 12). The model
is underspecified and non-deterministic. It is underspecified, because no inputs
are enabled in the states in which the puzzle program produces output. It is
non-deterministic, because it allows for two distinct implementations w.r.t. how
it responds to user “errors”: strict, or lenient. A strict implementation displays
an error message, and resets itself to the initial state. A lenient implementation
displays the same error message, and then goes to the previous state, and allows the user to retry. It turned out that this combination of underspecification
and non-determinism makes it necessary to use uioco, to avoid unintended fail
verdicts (Req. 10). The students typically use the visualisations to see what
happens during testing (Req. 14). The implementation can interact with its
environment in two ways, selectable via a command line option: using model
labels over standard input and output, or using a binary encoding over standard
input and output. The former can be used with the JTorX built-in Adapter for
toy implementations (Req. 16); for the latter the students have to “fill in the
blanks” in an Adapter that connects to JTorX using TorX-adapter interface.
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The students also make mutants of the model, correct and incorrect ones, and
test them with JTorX to compare them (Req. 15).

8.2

Independent Use

The case studies that we described in the previous section were all done by, or
in close collaboration with, the developers of TorX and JTorX.
TorX and JTorX have also been used independent from their developers,
sometimes with, sometimes without, the developers being aware of it at the
time. Independent use of (J)TorX suggests that usability of (J)TorX sufficed
for “third parties” to be able to do whatever they wanted to do. The unfortunate
side-effect, however, is that our knowledge about the third parties’ experience
with (J)TorX is rather limited.
Below we mention some cases of independent use of (J)TorX in industry and
an research; we mention independent use for education in Section 8.3.
Use in Industry TorX and JTorX have been used in the industry, typically
in internships, assignments and project-related case studies. These we list in
the sections on case studies resp. on education.
Moreover, TorX has been extended with support for an additional modelling language: Statecruncher. Statecruncher is a language system which
implements statecharts [Tho04]. At Philips Research India Bangalore first a
Statecruncher Explorer was created [KB02, Kop03], and once that was ready,
TorX was used with Statecruncher models to test various embedded software
components [Tho04].
At the model-based testing company Axini [axi], initially TorX was used as
“motor” inside Axini’s web-based testing tool. In this tool, over time, parts of
TorX were gradually replaced by tool components that Axini developed itself,
until no trace of TorX was left in it.
Last, but not least, researcher J. Tretmans uses JTorX, typically with the
Rivercrossing example of Section B.6, to demonstrate the principles of modelbased testing in contacts with industry. To my understanding, in one case this
helped to get a project at the company.
Use in Research JTorX has been used in research, by D. Farago as research
vehicle to study “Lazy on-the-fly model-based testing” [Far14, Kut14], and by
S. von Styp to study the combination of time and data. Unfortunately, we are
not aware of publications about the latter work.
In addition, JTorX has been used in case studies in which the main focus was not on model-based testing. In case studies on machine learning, see
e.g. [AKT+ 13], JTorX has been used to check the learned model.

8.3

Use in Education

Both TorX and JTorX have been used in education: for practical exercises in
courses, for bachelor and master assignments, and for internships.
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Here we list courses and assignments in which we were involved, as well as
those that took place independently.

8.3.1

8

Use in Courses

At the University of Twente, students have been using JTorX, and, until JTorX
became available, TorX, for the lab class that is part of a master course on
Testing Techniques. The students use the tools to compare models, and to
test an actual implementation. With TorX they used models in the textual
Aldebaran format; with JTorX they use graphical models in GraphML.
At the University of Twente, students have been using JTorX in the bachelor
course Verification Engineering. In this course, small teams of students design,
implement and test a small system. They use model checking in the design
phase, and model-based testing using JTorX in the testing phase. Typically,
their models are in mCRL2.
At the Radboud University of Nijmegen, students have been using JTorX
for the lab class in a master course on Testing Techniques. Until two years ago,
the lecturer chose which testing tools the students should use, which included
JTorX. Now, students may choose themselves which testing tool they want to
use—JTorX is demonstrated by the lecturer—and still a few groups of students
choose to use JTorX.
At the dutch Open Universiteit, JTorX is used in a course on Software
verification and validation. Unfortunately, we do not have further information.
At the Graz University of Technology, students have been using JTorX in the
course Qualitätssicherung in der Softwareentwicklung, in the years 2010–2012.
We were not involved in this, and only found out about it later. Unfortunately,
we do not have information about their experience with JTorX.

8.3.2

Use in Assignments and Internships

Here we list assignments and internships in which TorX and JTorX have been
used for a case study, or in which an extension to TorX or JTorX was made.
Bachelor assignments
◦ ToLERo: ToRX-tested LEGO Robots [Sni10] (case study with JTorX,
where a simple LEGO ball sorter was constructed, together with a LEGO
“test harness” which allowed applying stimuli and obtaining observations.
The LEGO test harness was connected to JTorX.)
◦ Is Javacardsign correct and secure? [Kle12] (independent case study with
JTorX)
◦ Model-based Testing with a B Model of the EMV Standard [dAJ12] (independent case study with JTorX)
◦ Testing of channel based service connectors [Leu13] (independent case
study with JTorX)
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Master assignments
◦ TorX, TestFrame and the Easy Mail Machine [Spe02] (case study with
TorX)
◦ Model-Based Testing of Network Security Protocols in Java Card Applications [Sse06] (independent case study with TorX)
◦ SPEX: A Simple Promela EXplorer for TorX [vY07] (extension for (J)TorX)
◦ SeCo - A Tool for Semantic Test Coverage [Men08] (used off-line test cases
derived with TorX)
◦ Model Based Testing of a PLC Based Interlocking System [tH12] (case
study with JTorX)
Internships
◦ Timed Modelling and verification of the DO/DG component: A case study
for testing a real time component with TorX, using verified timed models [Sch05] (case study with TorX)
◦ Experiences with Formal Engineering: Model-Based Specification, Implementation and Testing of a Software Bus at Neopost [SSBM11] (case study
with JTorX)
◦ Model Based System Testing in Practice: Report on an Internship Performed at PANalytical [Mei12] (case study with JTorX)

8.4

Questionnaire

To obtain feedback about TorX and JTorX, we asked users to fill out a questionnaire. In the questionnaire we asked about their background, and about
their experiences with installing and using the tool. We obtained 13 responses:
◦ 8 students who used it in the lab class of the master course Testing Techniques (TT);
◦ 1 student who used it also in the bachelor course Verification Engineering;
◦ 2 students who used it for an assignment or internship,
◦ 3 researchers, who all used JTorX for case studies, and of whom 2 used it
for teaching, and 2 used it for their PhD research.
Below we give an overview of those questions and responses that directly
correspond to non-functional requirements. In Appendix C we give the complete
set of questions and answers, although also there questions and answers have
been edited to improve the presentation.

8.4.1

Req. 12: it should be easy to deploy the tool (install
and use)

Installation We asked how hard it was to install JTorX. Responses: ‘ok’ (1),
‘easy’ (8), ‘very easy’ (4).
We asked whether it was necessary to install additional software to be able
to install and use JTorX. One respondent (on Mac OS X) needed to install
X11; one respondent (on linux, 64-bits) needed to install two 32-bit libraries to
make the automata visualization work. Furthermore, 2 respondents remarked
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that they had to install yEd and GraphViz to use JTorX1 and one researcher
installed CADP.
To the question for other remarks about installing TorX and JTorX, one
researcher responded “Switching from TorX to JTorX made installation much
more comfortable, and hence also teaching and supervision.”.
Use – GUI We asked how easy it was to use the JTorX GUI. Responses:
‘ok’ (8), ‘easy’ (5).
Use – CLI We also asked how easy it was to use the JTorX command line
tool. Response: ‘very easy’ (1). With that response came the remark that it
was helpful, easy to extend, and extremely important for large experiments.

8.4.2

8

Req. 13: it should be easy to create a simple model
(like an automaton) for use with the tool

We asked respondents which modelling languages they used, which tools they
used to make models, how hard it was to make a model, and how much time it
took.
Except for one respondent, all Testing Techniques students used the graphical editor yEd that produces GraphML models. The other student used a text
editor to specify the models in the GraphViz input language. The students responded that model making was ‘ok’ (4), ‘easy’ (5), ‘very easy’ (1), and that it
took from ‘10 minutes’ up-to ‘1.5 hour’. Most likely, the ‘1.5 hour’ refers to the
time spent in a class session in which the initial models are made collectively.
We also asked respondents the same questions w.r.t. making models to be
used as test purposes.
All 4 Testing Techniques students who used test purposes, modelled them in
GraphML using yEd. They found this ‘easy’ (2) to ‘very easy’ (2), and it took
them from ‘no time at all, they were previous models’, via ‘a few minutes (they
were small guides)’ up-to ‘10 minutes’.

8.4.3

Req. 14: the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it implements, e.g. by visualisation

We asked respondents what visualization they used, how it helped them, how
it could be improved, and what visualization they missed.
They responded that they used visualization of ‘model’ (9), ‘real implementation’ (1), ‘simulated model as implementation’ (6), ‘test run’ (6), ‘message sequence chart’ (3), ‘other’ (1): ‘own extensions, for visualization of lazy OTF
MTB’. To the question, whether visualization was helpful, 8 responded yes, and
they explained: ‘get insight’, ‘very useful to find the error’, ‘it made it more easy
to know where I was in the specification’, ‘visualise which part of the model is
visited. this was very helpful to me’, ‘you can really see what is going on’,
1 All Testing Techniques students, except one, indicated to have used yEd, so more than 2
respondents actually installed yEd.
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and ‘visual feedback gave first impression and helped during experiments until
everything worked fine, [and] it could be automated via command line tool’.
We got only one suggestion for improvement: ‘More userfriendly it should
be’.
Two respondents missed something: ‘monitoring’2 , and ‘statistics/plots over
multiple runs would be quite helpful, but that should be part of a large test or
case study management tool’.

8.4.4

Req. 16: it should be simple to connect the tool to
toy implementations

We asked respondents how they connected JTorX to the SUT, where multiple
answers were possible, and we asked how easy it was to connect, how much
time they spent, and what the biggest stumbling blocks were. Unfortunately,
the latter questions were only asked once, and not separately for each “means
of connection” that a respondent gave as response to the first question.
The Testing Techniques students connected toy programs in two ways—via
the built-in ‘toy implementation’ Adapter, and via a “fill-in-the-blanks” external
one. They responded that connecting was ‘ok’ (7), ‘easy’ (3), ‘very easy’ (1),
and that it took ‘Practically nothing’ to ‘10 minutes’, ‘half an hour’ ‘1.5 hour’
and ‘2 hour’. Most likely, the ‘ok’ responses and all times longer than 10 minutes
reflect issues encountered while “filling-in-the-blanks” in the external Adapter.
Their biggest stumbling blocks were “I didn’t fully understand how it works”,
and “No clear documentation of the responsibilities of the different methods (in
Java)”.

8.4.5

Req. 24: it should be easy to connect the tool to the
system under test

The responses of the researchers, and of the student that did the case study, to
the question how easy it was to connect, and how much time they spent, may
give an indication how easy it is to connect the tool to the system under test.
Moreover, we asked how hard it was to create an Adapter, how much time that
took, and how much time it took to connect the Adapter to JTorX.
The researchers responded that connecting was ‘ok’ to ‘hard’, and that it
took ‘from 0 (simulated model) to couple of hours, depends very much on SUT’,
‘all in all about a person week (a student, a developer from industry and I)’, or
‘about an hour (a student of mine did it and told me)’.
Creating the Adapter took the student ‘2 hours’, and one researcher ‘all in all
about 3 days (most work was a facade to hide all the web service complexities
from the model and core adapter)’.
The biggest stumbling blocks were ‘all the small details you have to consider,
mostly due to the SUT’, which another researcher phrased as ‘to adjust the
adapter for the needs of the implementation’, and the third one referred ‘see
above: web service complexities’.
2 What

they meant with this we did not fully understand
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Evaluation

In the previous sections, and in Chapter 7, we collected evidence that will help
us to evaluate to what extent our design satisfies our design requirements of
Chapter 1, as given in Tables 1.1 (functional requirements), 1.2 (non-functional
requirements w.r.t. development) and 1.3 (non-functional requirements w.r.t.
use). We now do this evaluation, where we follow the grouping of requirements
in these tables.

8.5.1

Functional requirements

Ad 1: the tool should be based on ioco theory Clearly, the tool is based
on the ioco theory. This shows for example in the DerivationEngine interface
signature (Table 3.8). Moreover, extensions are incorporated in the design: support for uioco (Section 4.2.6), for divergence (Section 4.2.7), and for symbolic
models (Chapter 6).

8

Ad 2: the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics
Clearly, the tool works on models that have an LTS semantics, as shown in the
signature of the Explorer interface (Section 4.2.2), and in Section 4.2 where we
discuss how we provide access to models that have an LTS semantics.
Ad 3: the tool design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line
testing In Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 we discuss how we support random
resp. guided on-line testing, and in Section 3.6 we discuss how we can support
off-line testing. In case studies we typically used on-line testing (Section 8.1);
in the Conference Protocol Entity case study we also used TorX for off-line
test execution of test cases which were derived using TGV, as mentioned in
Section B.1. The master assignment reported in [Men08] used TorX to derive
off-line test cases.
Ad 4: the tool should support on-line testing In Section 3.4 we show the
Manager algorithm for on-line testing. In Section 4.2 we show how the Primer
provides support for on-line testing. In case studies we typically used on-line
testing, as discussed in Section 8.1.
Ad 5: the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages In Section 3.4 we delegate model access to the DerivationEngine component. In Section 4.2 we decompose the DerivationEngine component in a modelling-language specific component, and a modelling-languageindependent, generic, component. In Section 4.2.4 we list some of the modelling
languages for which we have support. The case studies have used many different modelling languages. Researchers have been able to add support for an
additional modelling language (Section 8.2).
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Ad 6: the tool should support very large and infinite state space models Using on-the-fly access to the model, as provided by the Explorer interface
(Section 4.2), allows the tool to deal with models that have an infinite state
space (as long as they are finitely branching). We used this in the Conference
Protocol Entity case study, see Section 8.1.1, and in the Software Bus case study,
see Section 7.4. We also used other techniques to deal with large models: in the
Easylink case study (Section 8.1.2) we used two techniques, an ad-hoc one, and
one that uses symbolic modelling features of our support for Promela, to deal
with an initial state with a huge number of outgoing output transition.
Ad 7: for on-line testing, the tool should support random mode and
guided mode In Section 3.4 we discuss our support for random on-line testing, and in Section 3.5 our support for guided on-line testing. In all case studies
we used on-line random testing mode; in a number of them we also used guided
mode (see Section 8.1).
Ad 8: the tool design should make no assumptions about the SUT,
except that it is a reactive system In Section 3.12 we discuss our Adapter interface, which is rather general and does not make any assumptions
about the SUT. In Section 8.1 we describe some of the systems that we have
tested using tools based on the design described in this thesis. This includes
systems accessed over TCP (Sections 7.5.1, 7.5.2) and UDP (Section 8.1.1), on
their standard input- and output (Section 8.1.1), via a serial line to a “magic
black box” (Section 8.1.2), via a USB connection to a Lego NXT (Section 8.3.2:
ToLERo BSc assignment), via a “human operator” (Section 8.1.2), and via test
environments that hid much of the intricacies (Sections 8.1.4, 8.1.5).
Ad 13: it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton)
for use with the tool In Section 4.2.4 we describe our support for modelling languages that make it easy to create simple models. In the responses to
the questionnaire users (students doing the lab class of the Testing Techniques
course at UT) indicated that indeed the modelling was easy (Section 8.4.2).
Ad 14: the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms
that it implements, e.g. by visualisation In Section 4.2.5 we discuss our
support for visualisation. Responses to our questionnaire show that the students
appreciate the visualisation (Section 8.4.3). Visualisation also has contributed
to demonstrations given to explain model-based testing to members of industry
(Section 8.2).
Ad 15: it should be possible to use a simulated model as system under
test In the introduction to Chapter 5 we mention that we support this functionality, even though we do not discuss details. We used this functionality to
compare Conference Protocol Entity models with each other (Section 8.1.1), and
to check execution logs of the storm surge barrier control system (Section 8.1.4).
In Section 8.3 we mention how we use this in education.
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Ad 18: the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable
for non-experts In our opinion, the graphical modelling supported by yEd
(GraphML) is suitable for non-experts, even though it is only usable to model
small systems. In demonstrations that aimed to explain to non-experts the
concept of model-based testing (Section 8.2), (at least some of) the models that
were used were in GraphML.
In addition, if adding support for another modelling language would be felt
as beneficial, the torx-explorer interface allows this (Section 4.2.4), and it has
been done (Section 8.2).

8

Ad 19: the design should allow use of modelling languages with suitable expressive power In Section 4.2.4 we describe our support for modelling languages with suitable expressive power. In the discussion of the case
studies, we also discuss the modelling languages that we used. Experience from
the case studies, and responses to the questionnaire indicate that, in general,
the modelling languages that we support provide sufficient expressivity. That
said, two things are felt missing.
1. symbolic treatment of both data and time together (and at the STS language support implementation level, better diagnostics and error messages).
2. high-level language constructs which allow creating a single model that
contains all functionality, and allow enabling, disabling and parameterisation of such model, to obtain specific model instances from it, as needed
for separate test runs. To give an example: in the Highway Tolling System case study (Section 8.1.3) macro processor m4 [KR77] was used with
modelling languages LOTOS and Promela, to construct a single model in
which e.g. bad weather behaviour could be disabled, and the number of
concurrent connections could be chosen, for each individual test run.
Ad 20: it must be possible to validate the models, either in the tool,
or using external tools For modelling languages like mCRL2, LOTOS, and
Promela, validation support is present in their respective tool environments.
In the Highway Tolling System case study (Section 8.1.3) a serious error in
the design was found when the model (based on that design) was validated, In
Chapter 7 we describe how we validated the mCRL2 model using simulation and
model-checking. In the Verification Engineering course at University of Twente,
students first create and validate a model, then construct the system, which
they subsequently test (Section 8.3.1).
However, such validation support is not available for, for example, the automata in GraphML that we draw with yEd. For those latter models, JTorX
contains limited validation support in the form of the integrated interactive
simulator (Section A.2). Moreover, the utility that exports a (J)TorX log file
in Aldebaran format (Section A.2) can export any non-symbolic finite model
to Aldebaran format—in this way, validation support of CADP and LTSmin
can be used to validate any non-symbolic finite model. Finally, the visualisations may also help to validate models. In one case, an error in a test purpose,
which was given in the Jararaca regular-expression-style modelling language,
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was found thanks to the visualisation of the automaton that Jararaca uses as
representation of the regular expressions.
Ad 21: the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis
Both TorX and JTorX produce log files that contain, for each executed test
step, the model label that represents it, a timestamp, and, when provided by
the Adapter, a representation of the concrete interaction with the SUT.
Ad 22: the tool should be correct We have to evaluate correctness at two
distinct levels.
(i) at the level of the design, and
(ii) at the level of the tool implementations that implement the design.
Ad i: In the previous chapters we mentioned a number of proof obligations
(i.e. on pages 118, 144, 150, and 194), but we have not given the proofs.
Ad ii: Correctness of the TorX and JTorX implementations has been tested
manually. In addition, there is anecdotal evidence that the tools find errors (case
studies, student lab class exercises). Finally, in the first test runs of each case
study typically lots of test failures occur. Such failures are carefully analysed,
and the error is typically caused by mistakes in model, Adapter, or even in the
SUT.

8.5.2

Non-functional requirements w.r.t. Development

Ad 9: it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress We
illustrate to what extent our design fulfils this requirement by describing two
changes: (i) a change in the ioco definition, and (ii) the addition of support
for divergence (τ -cycles).
Ad i: Our initial design was based on the ioco definition in [Tre96]. In
this definition of ioco, test cases are not input enabled, i.e. when the test case
prescribes that a stimulus is to be applied, the tester is not willing to accept
an observation. In our initial design, in automatic mode, in tester states in
which both stimuli and observations were enabled, a random choice was made
between applying a stimulus and obtaining and checking an observation, where
each of these choices has a probability of a half. In [Gog03] Goga proposed a
refinement to this random selection strategy. In this refinement he replaced the
probability of a half by a probability that is chosen to better fit the (behaviour
in the) model.
We refined our initial design, by making the choice between applying a stimulus and obtaining an observation based on more complete information. In the
refined design we also check whether the Adapter has a pending observation, in
addition to checking that stimuli and observations are enabled in the model, as
we already did in our initial design. In the refined design the Adapter interface
contained a obsPending() function that allowed the Manager to request whether
the Adapter has a pending observation. (Obviously, this design contained a
race: an observation might arrive at the Adapter just after it has informed the
Manager that it has no pending observations. However, there was not much we
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could do about that.) In this refined design, the main algorithm in the Manager
was changed to use the obsPending() function.
Our current design is based on the ioco definition in [Tre08]. In this definition of ioco, test cases are input enabled, i.e. when a stimulus is to be applied,
the tester is also willing to accept an observation. For this design, two changes
were made to the Adapter interface. Firstly, the obsPending() function was removed from the interface. Secondly, the applyStimulus() function, which so far
only returned a boolean value to indicate whether application of the stimulus
had succeeded, was changed to return an action label. This action label could
be either of two things: Either it was the stimulus that was applied, or it was an
observation that was already pending (and that thus had prevented application
of the stimulus). The Manager algorithm was then adapted to no longer use
function obsPending(), but just derive the next test step based on information
from the model, execute this test step (i.e. interact with the Adapter, which
might return a pending observation), and then deal with the Adapter result.
Ad ii: In Section 4.2.7 we show the impact of dealing with τ -cycles. See
also below, ad 10.

8

Ad 10: it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations
We illustrate to what extent we satisfied this requirement by discussing the
impact of the addition of support for the uioco conformance relation. In the
JTorX implementation of our design, we initially only implemented test derivation based on ioco; later we added support for uioco. The changes necessary
to support uioco are described in Section 4.2.6.
Typically, changes to the conformance relation only have impact on the
Primer component, and in the Primer component only on the expand() function
that, for a given tester state, computes the set of possible stimuli and expected
responses (together with the tester states reached by each of those)3 . This was
the case for the addition of support for uioco, as well as for the check for
τ -cycles (support for divergence).

Ad 11: it should be easy to incorporate new test selection strategies
In the discussion of the Highway Tolling System case study (Section 8.1.3) we
show how the extension of the DerivationEngine interface with interface functions
hasInputs and getInput, allows us to easily extend the architecture with new
selection components, like the Selector component discussed there.
In addition, we have used the guidance functionality (Section 4.3) to use
e.g. the traces produced by the iocoChecker tool to guide test runs. The fact
that the guidance information is accessed on-the-fly during a test run means
that we can also replace the guidance Explorer by a new tool component that
implements a new selection strategy, e.g. one that is based on model coverage.
3 There are a few changes in other places, to allow the user to choose between the supported
conformance relations.
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Non-functional requirements w.r.t. Use

Ad 12: it should be easy to deploy the tool (install and use) Our
initial implementation, TorX (Section A.1), was relatively hard to install and
use. TorX was hard to install, because it had to be installed from source, and it
had quite a number of dependencies. Most of these dependencies were standard
available on a Unix system, but installation on Windows necessitated installing
of a Unix compatibility layer, as e.g. Cygwin. TorX was hard to use, because
in TorX each component in the design was a separate program. Even though
TorX did have a graphical user interface, configuration was done via textual
configuration files, where each individual program had its own configuration
file. The Unix shell could be used to combine these individual programs for a
particular purpose. This made TorX extremely flexible for an expert user, but
not so easy to use by the casual user, because configuration required detailed
knowledge about the tool.
The second implementation, JTorX (Section A.2), was designed with ease of
installation and use in mind. To install JTorX, it suffices to unpack an archive
(e.g. a zip-file). Configuration of the tool is done via a graphical user interface.
JTorX has built-in support for a few modelling languages, and built-in Adapter
support for toy implementations. JTorX can also be used with a command
line interface, which has proven to be helpful when executing large numbers of
experiments. Ease of use and installation of JTorX has been confirmed by the
respondents to our questionnaire, see Section 8.4.1.
Ad 16: it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations
The built-in Adapter (mentioned in the introduction to Chapter 5) for programs
that communicate using model labels, either over standard input and output, or
over TCP, makes it easy to connect a toy implementation. This was confirmed
by the responses to our questionnaire, see Section 8.4.4.
Communication of model labels over TCP has also been used by JTorX users
to make the connection to their own Adapter, for example in the Software Bus
case study (Chapter 7).
Ad 17: it should be possible to use the tool without being an expert
in the theory that the tool implements To a certain extent, we can argue
that the students that use the tool in courses, assignments and case studies are
not experts in the theory that the tool implements. Their success, especially
with internships and graduation assignments, shows that the tool is usable for
them.
On the other hand, the Testing Techniques students do study the theory
that underlies the tool implementation, before the lab class in which they use it.
The Verification Engineering students, though, have not studied the underlying
theory; they only get a demonstration before they have to use the tool.
Finally, we also see that the tool “works” in demonstrations, where the tool
succeeds to convey insight in the ioco-based approach to model-based testing.
That said, there is one point where the tool does not succeed to hide the
underlying theory: it offers the choice between the use of Straces (for testing
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with ioco) and Utraces (for testing with uioco). To understand this choice,
a relatively deep understanding of the underlying theory is necessary. Because
uioco must be used when testing the UT Testing Techniques lab class exercise,
in the lecture prior to the lab class special attention is given to uioco. In this
regard, JTorX does not fully fulfil the requirement, but we do not see how this
can be avoided, except by not offering this choice—but then it would no longer
be possible to use JTorX to show the difference between testing with ioco and
testing with uioco, which would be a pity. A possible work-around could be
the introduction of a “user mode” choice, where “expert mode” would offer the
choice between Straces and Utraces, and the default “casual user mode” would
just use Utraces without offering the choice.

8

Ad 23: the tool should have sufficient performance to be usable During our case studies, in general we found that the tool has sufficient performance
to be usable (Chapter 7, Section 8.1).
However, in the early case studies with TorX (Easylink, Highway tolling
system), where we tried to use multiple modelling languages, we found that
performance with LOTOS models was less than with Promela, to the point
where only Promela was usable (see Section 8.1.2 resp. 8.1.3). In the Storm surge
barrier controller case we initially struggled with performance (Section 8.1.4).
In the later case studies, with JTorX, performance appeared less of an issue.
Of course, by then also the performance of the computer hardware had improved.
For the journal version of the Neopost case study paper, presented in Chapter 7,
we obtained performance measurements with JTorX. In this case study we
used the mCRL2 formalism for modelling, and accessed these models using
the lps2torx tool from the mCRL2 tool kit. We observed that the testing speed
is influenced by three factors: (i) the quiescence timeout value, (ii) the model,
and (iii) the means to access the model. We discuss these factors below.
Ad i: quiescence timeout Clearly, when the tester chooses to observe
while no observation is available, the tester has to wait until the quiescence
timer expires. In the Neopost case, the quiescence timeout value was set to
100 ms. Even though this is not an extremely high value by itself, test steps
in which it was not necessary to wait for quiescence happened a lot faster, as
visible in Figures 7.14b, 7.15a, and 7.15b.
In the “Oosterschelde storm surge barrier controller” case (Section B.4) we
used an ad-hoc approach, because setting the quiescence timeout value to the
longest allowed system response time (85 minutes) would result in very long
testing times.
Ad ii: model In the Neopost case we observed a clear correspondence
between the amount of non-determinism in the model, the number of model
states that belonged to each tester state, and the time that it took to test with
the model. The higher the amount of non-determinism, the higher the number
of model states per tester state, and the longer it took to do the testing.
Ad iii: means to access the model In the Neopost case we accessed
the mCRL2 model using the lps2torx tool from the mCRL2 tool kit. We found
that for a few test steps, the time that it took to compute the test step had a
direct correlation with the number of steps that had already been executed. We
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firmly suspected that the long computation time for these steps is caused by the
state tables (sets, maps) that reallocate themselves to have more space, to hold
the ever-growing number of states. Just to compare, we also used the lps2torx
tool from the LTSmin tool kit. With this tool, the number of test steps that
take more than twice the quiescent timeout time is much smaller than with the
mCRL2 toolkit version.
Both lps2torx tool implementations use rewriting for the computations on
the data values in the model. We noticed that the rewriter implementation
(generic interpreter, or just-in-time compiled) makes a difference, where, obviously, this difference is more pronounced when there is more rewriting to do,
i.e. the difference is bigger for the models that have more non-determinism.
Ad 24: it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under
test According to the responses to the questionnaire, the effort, necessary to
connect JTorX to a SUT, varies quite a bit: from easy to hard or very hard
(Section 8.4.5). This is what the researchers respond, and this is confirmed
by our own experience doing case studies. The researchers remark that this is
mostly caused by intricacies in the SUT.
In three of the case studies (Highway tolling system, storm surge barrier
controller, Myrianed protocol stack) we were able to use the testing environment
developed by the developers of the SUT. In those cases it sufficed to develop
an Adapter to connect to those testing environments—a task that was relatively
trivial, especially compared to the efforts necessary to construct the respective
testing environments themselves.
In our experience, connecting an Adapter to JTorX is rather trivial; more
support for constructing the Adapter, e.g. for dealing with SUT intricacies, would
be beneficial. The internship report [Mei12] contains suggestions for this.

8.5.4

Summary

In Table 8.3 we show to what extent, in our opinion, each of the design requirements is fulfilled.
For Requirement 22 we indicated ‘-/2’ because of the omission of proofs
w.r.t. the design, and the manual testing of the implementations (note that this
does not mean that we have no confidence in the implementations!).
For Requirement 17 we indicated ‘+/2’ because of the discussion about the
Straces–Utraces choice.
For Requirement 24 we indicated ‘2’ because of the very limited Adapter
implementation support.
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Nr.

requirement

1
2
3
4
5

21
22

the tool should be based on ioco theory
the tool should work on models that have an LTS semantics
the tool design should be suitable for both on-line and off-line testing
the tool should support on-line testing
the tool design should be independent from particular modelling languages
the tool should support very large and infinite state space models
for on-line testing, the tool should support random mode and guided
mode
the tool design should make no assumptions about the SUT, except
that it is a reactive system
it should be easy to create a simple model (like an automaton) for use
with the tool
the tool should provide insight in the theory and algorithms that it
implements, e.g. by visualisation
it should be possible to use a simulated model as system under test
the design should allow use of modelling languages suitable for nonexperts
the design should allow use of modelling languages with suitable expressive power
it must be possible to validate the models, either in the tool, or using
external tools
the tool should produce/keep test execution data for analysis
the tool should be correct

9
10
11

it should be easy to accommodate theoretical progress
it should be easy to incorporate new conformance relations
it should be easy to incorporate new test selection strategies

12
16
17

it should be easy to deploy the tool (install and use)
it should be simple to connect the tool to toy implementations
it should be possible to use the tool without being an expert in the
theory that the tool implements
the tool should have sufficient performance to be usable
it should be easy to connect the tool to the system under test

6
7
8
13
14
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15
18
19
20

23
24

fulfilment
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-/2
+
+
+
+
+
+/2
+
2

Table 8.3: Fulfilment of design requirements. Good: +, ok: 2, bad: -.

Chapter 9

Conclusion
In this chapter we present conclusions, discuss related work, mention a few
possible extensions, and discuss availability of the tool implementations TorX
and JTorX.

9.1

Conclusions

We started this thesis with a high-level summary of the goal of our work: “To
design a flexible tool for state-of-the-art model-based derivation and automatic
application of black-box tests for reactive systems, usable both for education
and outside an academic context.”, which we then broke down in a number of
functional and non-functional requirements. From then on, we no longer looked
at the high-level goal, but only referred to the requirements. Also the evaluation
of our design, in Section 8.5, we did in terms of these requirements.
Now, we return to the high-level goal, and use the evaluation of Section 8.5 to
reflect on the degree to which we achieved it. In the discussion below, we follow
the structure of Section 1.2.2. After reflecting briefly on the functional requirements, we discuss the three high-level non-functional requirements: (a) the
tool should be flexible, (b) it should be usable for education, and (c) it should
be usable outside an academic environment. In Section 1.2.2 we extracted additional functional and non-functional requirements from these three high-level
non-functional requirements.
Functional requirements The initial functional requirements, i.e. Requirements 1–8, have all been taken care of in the design (see Section 8.5).
Non-functional requirement a: Flexibility In Section 1.2.2 we translated
“flexibility” as “evolvability”: we wish our tool to be evolvable, which we made
more specific in Requirements 9–11. Note that, although we speak of evolvability
of the design, it is typically the implementation that is evolved.
In Section 8.5 we gave several examples of evolving of the tool by the tool
author (e.g. enhancement of ioco support from the definition of [Tre96] to the
269
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one of [Tre08], addition of support for uioco, support for divergence). In addition we mentioned enhancement of the tool by others: development of the SPEX
Explorer for Promela by a MSc student, development of the Statecruncher
Explorer by people in industry (see Section 8.2), and extension of the tool with
support for the “lazy-on-the-fly model-based testing” approach [Far14, Kut14]
(see Section 8.2). These extensions all were successful, to our knowledge. On
the other hand, one response to the questionnaire indicates that construction
of another Explorer was “very difficult” due to “no good documentation” (see
Section C.2)—unfortunately we do not have further information.
So, regarding evolvability we have mixed success: evolvability by others may
need more attention, in particular w.r.t. documentation.
Non-functional requirement b: Usability for education In Section 1.2.2
we discussed two scenarios related to this requirement: firstly, use of the tool in
courses, to allow the students to experience the concept of model-based testing,
and secondly, use of the tool to explain, on an intuitive level, the basic principles
of model-based testing to almost any person (but in particular: testers and
managers). This we made more specific as Requirements 12–16.
• Use of the tool in courses, to allow the students to experience the concept
of model-based testing, appear to be successful. This is our own experience, which is confirmed by the use of the JTorX tool for teaching by
others.
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• Use of the tool to explain the basic principles of model-based testing also
appears to be successful. We base this on our own experience, and on the
experience by others that are using JTorX exactly for this purpose.
Non-functional requirement c: Usability outside an academic context In Section 1.2.2 we discussed two scenarios related to this requirement:
firstly, use by students for doing internships or external graduation projects,
and secondly, use by people in industry.
We have seen successful use of the tool JTorX by students in internships
and external graduation projects. We also have seen successful use of this tool
by researchers in case studies. We have not seen use of this tool by people in
industry, i.e. we lack information to evaluate that part of the requirement.
Conclusion Overall, we succeeded to fulfil our high-level requirements, with
the following two critical notes: (i) we lack information about the usability of
the tool by people in industry, and (ii) we should assess possible improvements
to the documentation for developers.

9.2

Related Work

In this section we discuss related work. An overview of model-based testing tools
can be found in for example [BFS05]; [UPL12] gives a taxonomy of model-based
testing approaches.
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TGV The tool TGV [JJ05] derives off-line tests, given a specification and a
test-purpose. It implements the ioco implementation relation. It treats divergent states (states on τ -cycles) as being quiescent, like we do with the approach
described in Section 4.1.3. TGV does not have a “random walk” strategy.
TGV is distributed as part of the CADP tool-set; the specification and the
test-purpose can be given in any of the input formalisms supported by CADP
that can be interpreted as an LTS. TGV does not have the two-dimensional
verdicts like we described in Section 2.3, but it has verdicts pass, inconclusive,
fail, none (the default verdict, like we use ⊥), and error.
Where our test purposes only have goal states, the TGV test purposes have
both “accept” states (comparable to our goal states), and “refuse” states, that
can be used to explicitly cut out traces that might otherwise result from the
auto-completion done by TGV: for each test purpose state that has no outgoing
transition for each input action, a self-loop with the special action “*” is added.
This “*” action represents any input action not explicitly given on an outgoing
transition from that state. Our test purposes do no have such auto-completion;
the closest that we have is the use of sets of actions in the Jararaca input
language [Jar12] (Jararaca is discussed in Section 4.2.4), but these have to be
added by hand—they are not automatically added.
Command-line options of TGV can be used to fine-tune what to generate—
a single test case with, or without, loops, or a single graph that contains all
test cases—how to generate it, and in what format (like e.g. TTCN or the
CADP [CAD] binary coded graph format).
SpecExplorer SpecExplorer [VCG+ 08, spe] is a tool that extends Microsoft
Visual Studio with functionality to visualize, validate and generate test cases
from the models that can be created with it. It supports on-line and off-line
testing, where for off-line testing users can provide their own strategy to traverse the transition system that is derived from the model. In SpecExplorer
models can be written as “model program” coded in C#, and as “behavioural
descriptions” coded in the Cord scripting language. The former describes the
system’s behaviour, and the latter allows the user to select relevant behaviour.
The ability to compose models of either kind enables users to slice out test cases
from large state machines. The behaviour description has one special feature:
the ability to indicate so-called “accepting states”: those states in which tests
are allowed to terminate, such that the system under test is left in a “good”
state.

STG In a way, the tool STG (Symbolic Test Generator) [CJRZ02, PJJ07, PP]
“lifts” the approach of TGV to symbolic tests: STG derives symbolic off-line
tests from a symbolic model and a symbolic test purpose—both an IOSTS
(defined in [RdBJ00]); also the generated test case is an IOSTS. STG has its
own modeling language for the specification and test purpose IOSTSes.
For execution, a generated IOSTS test case is translated to Java; the constraint solver of Lucky [JR04] is used to instantiate symbolic stimuli.
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UPPAAL-TRON UPPAAL-TRON [LMNS05] is a tool for on-line modelbased testing of real-time systems. It does its work given a model of the system
behaviour, which is specified as a network of timed-automata, and an environment model, which fulfills a role that is very similar to the guidance in our
approach. UPPAAL-TRON implements the rtioco relation. It has significant
expressivity also on the data, but, whereas time is treated in a symbolic manner,
data values are not (they are enumerated, as in LTS-based approaches).
TorXAkis TorXAkis is a tool for on-line model-based testing, developed by
Tretmans to research symbolic testing [MPS+ 09]. TorXAkis implements the
sioco implementation relation. It does random walks through the model. TorXAkis has also been used in a timed testing setting (next to JTorX and UppaalTron) in the The Myrianed Protocol case study described in Section B.5. In
that case study, the testing environment allows the testing tools to control the
clock of the IUT, i.e. testing happened in simulated time, not real-time. In the
model for TorXAkis, time was modeled as yet another variable in the symbolic
model.
Whereas the initial TorXAkis implementation relied on the functional programming language (Haskell) in which TorXAkis is implemented to enter a
model into the tool, it now has its own input language, which allows models to
be entered using process-algebraic notation.
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BAiT The tool BaiT [Cal08] also does symbolic testing, but it uses a different
approach than STG and TorXAkis. It uses TGV to generate test cases, but it
does not invoke TGV directly on the system model, but on a version of the
model from which all data has been abstracted away. From the model it also
generates a constraint logic program (CLP), and during test execution this CLP
is used to reintroduce the data, also for the expected outputs. However, during
test execution a non-deterministic system may produce an output that is valid,
but different from the one that was (re)introduced in the test case. To cope
with such situation, BaIT contains a mechanism that uses the system model to
adapt the test case, such that it can be executed further.
Axini TestManager Axini [axi] TestManager is a testing tool developed by
model-based testing company Axini, for both on-line and off-line testing. It
implements the ioco and sioco implementation relations: ioco for LTS-based
models, and sioco for STS-based ones. It has strategies for automatic testselection, including model-coverage-based ones (the latter ones at least for LTSbased models with a finite state space, and for STS-based models). Using these
strategies, it typically derives and executes multiple (many!) test cases in a
run, as specified by the user (or as necessary to achieve the requested modelcoverage). Axini TestManager is a SAAS (sofware as a service) solution: users
access it via a web-interface. Where the GUI of JTorX is limited to configuration
and presentation of results of an individual test run1 , the Axini TestManager
1 In JTorX, the only exception to this is the experimental support to measure model coverage, and to use the measured model coverage as guidance information in a next test run.
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gives an overview of, and access to, all tests that are executed in a run.
Other tools and approaches TTCN-3 [WDT+ 11] is a standardized test
scripting language. In Section 5.3 we discuss the TTCN-3 test system reference architecture for execution of (compiled) TTCN-3. An important feature
of the TTCN-3 approach is the separation of concerns between the TTCN-3
tests (abstact test suites) on the one hand, and the execution environment on
the other, such that the tests are fully portable, independent of any platform
implementation. Tests in TTCN-3 can be written by hand; there are also test
generation tools that generate tests in TTCN-3.
The UML Testing profile [UTP] provides extensions to UML to support the
design, visualization, specification, analysis, construction, and documentation of
the artifacts involved in testing. It is independent of implementation languages
and technologies, and can be applied in a variety of domains of development.
The QuviQ QuickCheck tool [AHJW06] has an interesting feature: after
finding a failure, it tries to “shrink” the trace to the failure, to find a (much)
shorter trace to the same failure. Such functionality could be very beneficial
with our approach too, especially because with the on-line testing approach we
may easily do very long test runs, but analysis of the test results is not always
easy.
Test selection techniques make up another interesting topic. In [Wei09]
Weiglhofer describes various approaches to test selection, including derivation
of coverage-based test purposes from LOTOS specifications. In a case study he
applied these approaches on several systems, one of which was the chatbox of
Section B.1, and he compared his results for the chatbox with the results that
others published for the same system.

9.3

Possible Extensions

Here we discuss a few possible extensions to the tool, based on our own experience with the tool, on the experience gained in case studies, and on responses
to the questionnaire.
Explorer extensions The current support for symbolic models is split over
two separate Explorer instances: one for STSes, and one for a network of timed
automata. Unfortunately, the Explorer for the network of timed automata only
treats time symbolically. As expressed in the questionnaire by one of the researchers, a nice extension would be an Explorer that treats both data and time
symbolically.
On a more practical level, the STS Explorer expects the model to be given
in an XML file, which currently has to be written by hand. Therefore, as
mentioned in the questionnaire by another researcher, another nice extension
would be a domain-specific language for STS models.
Finally, JTorX currently has no built-in support for creation of models2 . In
2 Actually, the model animation tool contains experimental support for the creation of
models, but this is part of the ‘advanced’ functionality, which is hidden by default.
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the questionnaire, one of the researchers expressed the wish for an integrated
model-creation front end.
Adapter extensions A library of Adapter instances, for example for GUI
testing, would be helpful, as indicated by respondents to the questionnaire.
The same holds for library support to ease Adapter construction, as mentioned
in [Mei12].
Model coverage Currently, the JTorX tool contains basic functionality to
measure model state- and transition coverage, and a heuristic that uses this
coverage information to guide the test derivation to unvisited parts of the model
(we did not discuss this functionality in this thesis).
This functionality could be extended, and the coverage-based guidance heuristic could be refined.

9.4

Availability

Both TorX and JTorX can freely be downloaded, and both are open-source.
JTorX is being maintained; maintenance of TorX stopped several years ago.
TorX is distributed in source form, under the Apache License, Version 2.0.
It is available from [torc].
Maintenance stopped several years ago.
JTorX is distributed in binary packages for Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows,
available at [JTob].
• The JTorX git repository [JToa] contains the source of the core components.
• The STSimulator Explorer component (included in the JTorX distribution)
has its own source repository at [STS].
• For the Jararaca Explorer component (included in the JTorX distribution),
the source is available as part of the TorX distribution.
• The lps2torx Explorer component is not distributed with JTorX. However,
two instances are available, in resp. the mCRL2 and the LTSmin tool set.
Both these tool sets are open-source; see their respective web sites [mCR]
and [LTS].
• For other external Explorer components the availability varies; some are
available as part of TorX.
JTorX is being maintained; the JTorX web site [JTob] has an issue tracker.

Appendix A

Implementations
In this chapter we discuss two implementations of our design: TorX and JTorX.
TorX was our first implementation, in which we shaped our design. JTorX is a
reimplementation of TorX, created with ease of deployment in mind.
In Section A.1 we discuss TorX, in Section A.2 we discuss JTorX, and in
Section A.3 we present a table that lists the functionality of both TorX and
JTorX.

A.1

TorX

The core of TorX was developed in the Côte de Resyste project [TB03b], which
ran from 1998–2002. Effectively, the goal (of both TorX and the project) was to
make testing theory, which had been developed in the years prior to the project,
tangible. Work on the testing tool, that was to become TorX, had already
started before the start of the Côte de Resyste project; the latest release of TorX
is from October 2008. TorX was developed using a number of implementation
languages, like C, Tcl, Tk, and Perl. It is distributed in source form. The
total distributed source consists of 239k lines of code, documentation, and build
scripts; however, this number includes several 10k’s lines of code that have
been generated. TorX has been available for public download at [torc] since
December 2002, initially under a license that only allowed non-commercial use;
in December 2006 the licence was changed to the Apache License, Version 2.0.
Development of the tool was driven by the case studies that were done during
this project. TorX is extremely flexible, but the benefits of this were mostly
restricted to its developers: for others it turned out to be relatively difficult to
install and configure.
The flexibility of TorX comes from the following two reasons: (1) each of
its architectural components is mapped onto a separate program; (2) these programs communicate over their standard input and output, using textual interface messages. This makes it easy to use the Unix shell to compose components
in unanticipated ways, and to create and incorporate additional components.
The implementation as several independent components also made it easy to
create utility programs that, on the one hand, implement the CADP [GLMS07]
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Open/Caesar interface [Gar98], and on the other hand connect to an Explorer,
Primer or Combinator, thus allowing the use of e.g. the CADP simulator and the
CADP minimization tools on a model, suspension automaton, or the structure
offered by the Combinator.
TorX can be used via a command line interface CLI), and via a graphical
user interface (GUI). Configuration is done via per-component configuration
files. The GUI contains custom, user-configurable, menu’s for models, guidance models and implementations. These menu’s make it easier to e.g. switch
from one model to another one, or one implementation to another one, during
demonstrations.
Because TorX is distributed in source form, to be able to install TorX, the
target system needs support for all the languages that are used in the implementation of TorX. On a typical Unix system this support is already there;
however, on Windows this is more of a problem; there, a user has to install a
Unix compatibility layer, as offered by e.g. Cygwin [cyg], before starting the
installation of TorX.

A.2

A

JTorX

JTorX was developed as a re-implementation of TorX, with focus on ease of
use, with respect to both installation and configuration [Bel10]. Work on JTorX
started approximately in 2008. The core of JTorX is developed in Java (Java was
chosen with ease of deployment in mind). JTorX’ visualization components—
written in Tcl/Tk—are reused from TorX, packaged as a Tcl Starpack, and
integrated in JTorX, together with the the tclkit program that is necessary to
run them. JTorX is distributed in binary form, packaged for Windows, Linux,
and Mac OS X; the source repository is also publicly accessible at [JTob]. JTorX
has been available for public download at [JTob] since January, 2009, under the
three-clause BSD license.
JTorX lacks some of the flexibility that is present in TorX: JTorX is essentially a single program, which has interfaces to connect external Explorer and
Adapter programs.
In JTorX, configuration is done via a graphical user interface (GUI). Configurations can be saved, for later use with the GUI. JTorX can also be used
as command line utility, without GUI, e.g. to run tests with previously saved
configurations.
JTorX is distributed with Explorer support for Aldebaran, GraphML,
GraphViz, Jararaca, STS, and for its own log files. Moreover, the mCRL2
and LTSmin toolkits contain support for JTorX, which provides support for
mCRL2.
In addition to the model-based testing functionality, JTorX contains an interactive simulator, and a tool called iocoChecker.
◦ The interactive simulator can simulate a model, test purpose or modelto-be-used-as-SUT (then it is connected to the Explorer), the suspension
automaton of a model (then it is connected to the Primer), or the combination of a model and a test purpose (then it is connected to the Combinator).
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Progress through the model can be visualised, using the functionality discussed in Section 4.2.5.
◦ The iocoChecker tool was developed as a separate tool by Lars Frantzen [Fra],
and has been integrated into JTorX. It can check whether an implementation model is ioco- or uioco-conforming to a specification model (see
Chapter 2). It exhaustively checks, for each state of the specification,
whether its set of enabled outputs includes the corresponding set for the
corresponding state in the implementation. In case of non-conformance,
it shows the trace to the model state, and the output sets for that state
of specification and implementation. The trace can be used as guidance
information in a test, and it can be used to guide the interactive simulator,
when simulating the specification or implementation model.
JTorX is distributed with a utility that reads any non-symbolic finite model
in one of the supported modelling languages (see Section 4.2.4), and writes it
out in Aldebaran format. This allows analysis of these models, and of JTorX
log files, using tools like CADP and LTSmin.
The distribution of JTorX is rather self-contained: for installation of JTorX,
only a Java run-time environment is necessary. Thus, it is simple to install
JTorX on Windows.

A.3

Synopsis

Table A.1 gives an overview of the functionality of TorX and JTorX.

Functionality
on-line testing
off-line test derivation
off-line test execution
iocoChecker
uiocoChecker
interactive simulator
CLI
GUI
Configuration
User-configurable GUI menu’s
Testing Relation etc.
ioco
uioco
τ -cycle detect
divergence
Input Formats
Aldebaran (.aut)

TorX

JTorX

X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
per-component
X

X
X
via GUI
-

X
X
-

X
X
X
X

Explorer

built-in
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GraphML (.graphml)
GraphViz (.gv)
FSP
Jararaca
LOTOS
LOTOS
µCRL
mCRL2
Promela
Promela
Timed automata net
STS
TorX log
Torx-explorer interface

APPENDIX A. IMPLEMENTATIONS
Explorer
Explorer
Open/Caesar Explorer
SmileExp (external)
lps2torx (external)
lps2torx (external)
Trojka
SPEX
ta2torx (external)
STSimulator (external)
X

built-in
built-in
Explorer from TorX
built-in
Explorer from TorX
SmileExp (external)
lps2torx (external)
lps2torx (external)
SPEX from TorX
ta2torx (external)
built-in
built-in
X

Output Formats (to allow use of third-party tools on (J)TorX models etc.)
Aldebaran (.aut)
in distr
Open/Caesar interface
in distr
from TorX
Accessible Interfaces
Torx-explorer interface
Torx-adapter interface
Primer interface
Combinator interface

A

Adapter
labels over stdin/stdout
labels over TCP
simulated model
Torx-adapter interface

X
X
X
X

X
X
-

via configuration
X

built-in
built-in
built-in
X

Visualization
model
via configuration
built-in
guidance model
via configuration
built-in
implementation (sim. model)
via configuration
built-in
suspension automaton (SA)
via configuration
built-in
‘test run’ (visited part of SA)
via configuration
built-in
message seq. chart
via configuration
built-in
Table A.1: Overview of functionality of TorX and JTorX

Appendix B

Case Studies
B.1

Conference Protocol Entity

The conference protocol is a simple chat box protocol that was designed for a course
on protocol implementation. We discussed the Adapter for the CPE in Section 5.1.2.
We tested a number of conference protocol entity (CPE) implementations using models in LOTOS and Promela, as discussed in [BFdV+ 99]. We also used TorX to execute test cases that were derived from the LOTOS model with TGV [JJ05], discussed
in [DRS+ 00]. In addition, we tested a LOTOS and mCRL2 model of the CPE against
each other.

Test architecture For the test architecture and the Adapter, used to test the CPE
implementations, see Section 5.1.2.

Test tools TorX and TGV; LOTOS support via CADP [Gar98], Promela support
via Trojka [dT00].

Testing modes on-line with TorX, random (+manual); off-line with TGV
Models We used LOTOS, Promela and mCRL2 models. In each of the models,
we modelled not only the protocol behaviour of the CPE, but also the possibility that
concurrently sent messages by the CPE may overtake each other. In the LOTOS and
mCRL2 models we used unbounded FIFO queues, and thus the LTSes of these models
have infinite state spaces.

Results Both with the LOTOS and the Promela models TorX was able to detect
ioco-incorrect CPE implementations. To our surprise, two CPE implementations in
which we had introduced errors were still ioco-correct to the models, because the scenario, necessary to trigger their errors, did not occur, given our models (and corresponding
test set-up).
When running the LOTOS model against the mCRL2 one, we found one error in
the mCRL2 model, even though both models have an infinite state space.

Lessons learned
1. Number of test steps, needed to trigger errors very much depends on random
number generator seed.
2. Analysis of long error traces is cumbersome; translation of these traces to format
that allows study using existing tools would be helpful.
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3. We should not overlook unwanted (bad-weather) behaviour, even when we focus
on expected (good-weather) behaviour.
4. Producing the Adapter is a laborious task.

Impact on design and implementation Translation of test logs to the
Aldebaran format has been added (lesson learned 2).

Design requirements covered We only mention specific requirements.
1. Requirement 3: execution of test cases derived off-line by TGV;
2. Requirement 5: formalism independent: LOTOS, Promela and mCRL2 models;
3. Requirement 6: tool supports infinite state space models, i.e. the LOTOS and
mCRL2 ones;
4. Requirement 15: support for simulated model as SUT allowed testing of LOTOS
and mCRL2 models against each other;
5. Requirement 20: the LOTOS model was validated using simulators in LITE [BLV95]
and CADP, and the Promela model using Spin.

Design requirements triggered
1. Requirement 21: produce/keep test execution data: translation to tool-supported
format was triggered here.

Publications The case study was reported in [BFdV+ 99, DRS+ 00].
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B.2

EasyLink

The EasyLink protocol facilitates communication between a TV and one or more Audio/Video (AV) devices, like VCRs. We tested its preset download feature, which allows
automatic downloading of predefined settings (e.g. channel number, frequency, etc.)
from the TV to AV devices.

Test architecture We tested a TV that was connected to a single VCR via an
intermediate device called MBB by means of scart cables. The MBB—a proprietary
device, developed within Philips for testing purposes—is connected to, and controlled
by, a networked computer running the test tool (TorX) via a bidirectional serial link.
The MBB takes care of all timing constraints of the scart communication. The TV can
be operated by a uni-directional remote control. The remote control is also controlled
by the computer via a human interface—a human that presses buttons on the remote
control, as instructed by the computer.
To best use the computational resources which were available for this case study—
relatively slow machines—a distributed testing tool set-up was used: test derivation took
place on one machine, and the Adapter that interacted with the MBB ran on another
machine. This was facilitated by the TorX Adapter interface, that, for this case, was
run over TCP.

Test tool TorX; Promela support via Trojka [dT00].
Testing modes on-line, random
Model In Promela, with an extension to allow parameters (without constraints) in
labels. The label parameters were used to deal with the unknown initial state—its list
of presets—of the TV. The TV that was used, has a preset list of 100 entries, each
containing a name and a frequency. So, without the parameters in the labels, the enumeration of all possible responses at the start of the test run—all possible combinations
of possible names and frequencies, for 100 presets—would have given a huge number of
expect outputs. With the parameters in the labels, this number was manageable.
This approach of using labels with parameters was one of two approaches which we
tried to tackle the “unknown initial TV state” problem—for the other approach we refer
to [BFHd01].

Results Two (believed) errors were detected.
Lessons Learned
◦ A generic method was used to deal with SUT output messages that were deemed
irrelevant, such that they did not have not appear in (and clutter) the model,
but still did appear in the test log.
◦ The ability to distribute the testing tool over multiple machines was very useful;
◦ User guidance in the form of test purposes (i.e., specifications that specify the
property that is to be tested) would greatly improve the usability of the tool in
a practical setting.

Impact on design and implementation
◦ introduction and application of symbolic testing to decrease the state space, in
particular to reduce the number of transitions;
◦ the ability to distribute the tester over multiple machines;
◦ need for user guidance identified.
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Design requirements covered
◦ Requirement 19: modelling language with expressive power, suitable to express
large number of transitions;
◦ Requirement 23: in this case, the tool had sufficient performance to be usable,
even though distribution of the tool functionality was necessary.

Publications The case study was reported in [BFHd01].
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B.3

Highway Tolling System Payment Box

In the highway tolling system a money transaction takes place, to pay toll, when a car
drives through a tolling gate.
We tested whether the payment box (PB), the tolling gate component that participates in the money transaction protocol, correctly implements the money transaction
protocol. We used multiple concurrent transactions, and included the possibility that
protocol messages getting lost.

Test architecture We tested the actual PB hardware and software. However,
because the transactions are encrypted, and we did not have access to the keys, we
could not create an Adapter that directly interfaces with the PB. We were able to
use a testing framework that had already been developed for traditional testing of the
PB. It interacts with the PB over UDP. We added a “remote control” interface—to
be accessed over TCP/IP—to this testing framework, to be able to apply stimuli and
obtain responses—where the testing framework took care of encryption and decryption.
An Adapter provides the connection between TorX and the remote control interface.

Challenges When the PB waits for a next message in a transaction, it only waits
for t0 seconds (100ms); if no message has arrived by then, the PB aborts the transaction
with a TimeOut message. This makes it hard to decide on a suitable quiescence timeout
value tδ : a value >= t0 will cause transaction time-outs; a value < t0 may result in
unjustified test failures. Therefore, we choose tδ > t0 , and let the Adapter, when asked
for an observation, return special action Tick when the PB is waiting for input, and no
other output is available. This use of Tick is included in the model.
When testing with multiple concurrent transactions, it turned out that the change
to successfully complete a transaction is very low, because apply inputs that belong to
the same transaction in time t0 . Therefore, we let the Adapter do
To deal with a stringent timing requirement of the PB—two particular protocol
messages have to arrive within a given short time interval, or else the PB times out—we
let the Adapter do action refinement: The model contains a special label that represents
the sequence of the two messages. When the Adapter is given that label as stimulus, it
lets the testing framework send the two messages in quick succession.

Test tool TorX; Promela support via Trojka [dT00].
Testing modes on-line, random, random+weights. We used a new selection strategy,
random+weights, that associates weights with labels, and uses the weights during the
random selection, to affect the probability that particular labels are chosen. We used it
here to test with erroneous input, such that the erroneous inputs are tested less often
than the correct ones.
Model In LOTOS and Promela, using macro processor m4, to easily instantiate the
number of concurrent transactions, and to include/exclude partial behaviour descriptions.

Results One unexpected observation of quiescence was made; otherwise, no errors
were detected.
Lessons Learned Action refinement may help to meet timing requirements of the
implementation.

Impact on design and implementation For this case study, we added the
Selector tool component to the architecture, see Section 8.1.3.
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Design requirements coverage
◦ Requirement 11: for this case study, we extended TorX with a component that
implements the random+weights selection strategya ;
◦ Requirement 19: Expressive power of LOTOS and Promela, though sufficient
to describe the system behaviour, does not allow parameterising the models for
e.g. the number of concurrent transactions, or to include or exclude partial behaviours;
◦ Requirement 23: for this case study, we had to use action refinement in the
Adapter to meet IUT’s timing requirements—with faster test derivation that may
not have been necessary.

Publications The case study was reported in [dBF02].
a This

B

is not present in JTorX.
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B.4

Oosterschelde Storm Surge Barrier Emergency Closing System

The Oosterschelde storm surge barrier emergency closing system (ECS) controls the
main operation of closing and opening the barrier. Typically, in response to just a few
inputs, the ECS produces a series of outputs, where each of the outputs only arrives
after a specified amount of time has passed. The shortest expected response time (delay)
is two seconds, the longest expected response time is 85 minutes. There are no timing
requirements on inputs.
The ECS was tested using model-based testing, where we tested not only functional
behaviour, but also experimented with testing the timing requirements on the outputs
of the ECS. After the ECS was put into production, an event log was obtained from
it, and transformed to a trace of model actions, which was treated as a special kind of
SUT, to test whether the trace was valid.

Test architecture Normally, the ECS runs on dedicated hardware; it interacts
with its environment using signal lines that have either a high or a low signal. For
traditional testing of the ECS, a testing framework had already been developed, which
allows testing of the ECS on an ordinary PC—it simulates all connections that the ECS
has with its environment. For model-based testing, an Adapter was developed to use
this testing framework. The Adapter received every second the status of all signal lines
from the framework, via shared memory—if the Adapter looks “too late” a value may
have been overwritten. This Adapter reported, to the Manager, the signal line values of
all signal lines, but only when at least one value had changed.
With each applied stimulus, and each reported response, the Adapter includes a
timestamp in the label.
To deal with the large difference in response time, which made it very hard to
choose a sensible quiescence timeout value, we effectively tested without checking for
quiescence. The Adapter was made to return a special label Tick when an observation
was requested, and none was present.
Test tool TorX; Promela support via Trojka [dT00], guidance via jararaca.
Testing modes on-line, random, guided; IOCO, practically without quiescence.
Model We modelled the ECS in Promela. We modelled both functional behaviour,
and the time delays for the outputs. We modelled the functional behaviour in terms
of individual signal line changes. We modelled time delays as integers. We used a
special process in the model to combine the individual signal line changes and delays
into (expected) output labels, where also the special label Tick was included.

Scenarios We used Jararaca test purposes to guide the testing, to avoid applying
many inputs while waiting for an output that only comes after a long time.

Results No errors were detected. The event log obtained from the running system
was found to be a valid trace of the model.
Lessons Learned Since this was our first experiment with timed testing, we tried
several approaches to deal with time. The approach where we only gave fail verdicts for
functional errors, and logged timing errors, without stopping test runs due to a timing
error, was most successful. For the other approaches we refer to [Bel02].
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Impact on design and implementation
◦ To use the label, returned by the Adapter after applying a stimulus, to compute
the successor state—in this case study that label contained a timestamp.
◦ Visualisation/animation of test purposes was added.
◦ (indirectly) timed testing was studied theoretically, and a timed Explorer for TorX
was developed.

Design requirements covered
◦ Requirement 7: both random and guided strategies were used;
◦ Requirement 15: the trace, obtained from the execution log, was used as SUT;
◦ Requirement 19: after some tweaking, we got sufficient performance to not loose
observations;
◦ Requirement 23: performance sufficed to not miss responses in the Adapter.

Publications The case study was reported in [Bel02].
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B.5

Myrianed Protocol Entity

The Myrianed gossip Medium Access Protocol gMAC is a protocol, developed by
CHESS, that allows CHESS Myrianed Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) nodes to communicate with each other, such that application programs that run on the WSN nodes
can exchange messages. Communication is via radio, and, to save power, the radio is
switched off most of the time. Important aspects of the protocol are time and nondeterminism: both play a role in the mechanisms that allow WSN nodes to synchronise
their clocks—and thus, the periods in which their radio receiver is switched on.
We tested the gMAC protocol stack on a normal PC, using simulated time. This
was part of a case study in which also two other model-based testing tools were used
to test the same SUT: TorXakis, and Uppaal-Tron. Here we focus on the experience
with JTorX, for a more elaborate discussion of the case study see [TV11].

Test architecture Normally, the gMAC protocol stack runs on the special hardware of the WSN nodes. For the case study, a test framework was developed by CHESS
that allows to run and test the gMAC protocol on a normal PC, using simulated time.
Testers can control the clock that is implemented by the test environment, by issuing
clock tick commands that make time progress.
For JTorX we developed an Adapter to interact with this test framework.
Challenges The main challenge of this case study was to make the model. We used
an iterative approach to obtain system knowledge from an expert (and from system
source code):
1. we made a model that reflected our understanding of the system,
2. we tested the system w.r.t. this model, which typically resulted in fail verdicts,
after which
3. we discussed the result with the expert, which resulted in a better understanding
of the system, after which
4. we go back to step 1, and update the model to reflect our increased understanding,
etc.
Test tool JTorX, using the Explorer for Timed Automata.
Testing modes manual, automatic (random)
Model Timed automata
Results Improved understanding of the IUT, obtained by discussing test results with
the expert.

Lessons Learned
◦ Symbolic treatment of data (in addition to the already present symbolic treatment
of time) would be beneficial.
◦ Support for data functions (as present in Uppaal, but not supported in the Explorer) would be beneficial.

Impact on design and implementation
Design requirements coverage
◦ Requirement 5: the design should be modelling language independent: here we
were able to use a timed automata model.
◦ Requirement 19: the expressivity of the timed automata language, supported by
the Explorer sufficed for the case study; nevertheless, support of data functions
would have been beneficial.
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Publications The case study was reported in [TV11].
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B.6

Rivercrossing Puzzle Program

The rivercrossing puzzle program is used in the lab class of a course name Testing
Techniques at University of Twente. The program implements the well-known puzzle in
which a farmer wants to cross a river with a goat, a cabbage and a wolf. For each move
in the puzzle, the player can say what the farmer takes with him when he crosses the
river. The puzzle program has invalid moves, unsafe moves, and valid moves. The model
is underspecified and non-deterministic. It is underspecified, because in an unsafe or
invalid state, only output is specified: the error message that the puzzle program should
present. It is non-deterministic, because each unsafe state has a transition to the initial
state, and a transition back to the last safe state. This combination of underspecification
and non-determinism makes that testing with ioco may lead to undesired fail verdicts:
for testing uioco must be used.
The students fill-in-the-blanks in a given Java implementation of the puzzle program,
and create (uioco-)incorrect mutants of it. They also create mutant models, both
uioco-correct and uioco-incorrect ones.

Test architecture The puzzle program provides two interfaces to each environment, both on standard input and output: firstly, using labels of the model, and
secondly, using a very simple encoding onto bytes. For the first interface, one of the
JTorX built-in Adapter programs can be used; for the second interface, the students
have to fill-in-the-blanks in an Adapter that connects to JTorX using the torx-adapter
interface.
Test tool JTorX
Testing modes on-line, manual, random, guided.
Model The model is made using yEd, in GraphML.
Scenarios The students design their own scenarios, e.g. to expose the errors they
introduced.

Results Typically, most of the erroneous implementations are uncovered.
Lessons Learned It was rather surprising that such a simple exercise already
made testing with uioco necessary.

Design requirements covered
◦ Requirement 7: both random and guided strategies were used;
◦ Requirement 15: in the lab class, the students also test models against each other;
◦ Requirement 14: most of the students use the visualisation to see what happens
during testing;
◦ Requirement 18: the modelling formalism is easy to understand, and suitable for
this case, because the model is small enough;
◦ Requirement 10: use of the uioco conformance relation was necessary;
◦ Requirement 23: performance sufficed to not miss responses in the Adapter.
◦ Requirement 12: the students install and use JTorX themselves.
◦ Requirement 16: the students can use the built-in Adapter for toy programs.

Publications None.
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Questionnaire
To obtain feedback about TorX and JTorX, we asked users to fill out a questionnaire. We received 13 responses.
Below we present the questions and answers of the questionnaire. For this
presentation
◦ we have edited the questions to make them shorter;
◦ we have combined and summarised responses;
◦ where appropriate, we have combined related questions;
◦ where possibly relevant, we indicated the category of respondent (student,
researcher).
Note that for a number of multiple-choice questions, a single respondent could
select multiple answers.
We obtained responses in two “rounds”:
◦ in fall 2013 we presented the questionnaire to an initial small group of
users, and
◦ in spring 2014, after the Testing Techniques (TT) course at University of
Twente, we presented it to the TT students, and to a few more researchers.
Just before the start of TT course a new version of JTorX was released, for
use by the TT students, in which some of the feedback, obtained from the initial
respondents, had already been taken into account. This may explain why some
of the responses to the questionnaire seem to contradict each other—different
respondents based their responses on their experience with different versions of
JTorX, at different moments in time.
Some responses may refer to issues, present in some older versions of JTorX,
that have been dealt with, and are no longer present in the most recent version.
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Did you ever install JTorX? Platforms?
Installing JTorX was ...
How much time took installing JTorX?
Did you have to install additional software?
Did you ever install TorX? Platforms?
Installing TorX was ...
How much time took installing TorX?
Did you have to install additional software?
Remarks about installing (J)TorX?

How did you use (J)TorX?

In what role did you use (J)TorX?
Did you use the JTorX GUI?
Using the JTorX GUI was ...
Did you use the JTorX command line tool?
Using the JTorX command line tool was ...
Did you use visualisations?
Which ones did you use?

Were they helpful?
How?

Possible improvements?
Which viz. did you miss?

C
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Windows: 11, Mac OS X: 3, Linux: 2
Very easy: 4, Easy:8, Ok: 1
30 sec – 30 min, typical 5-10 min
X11: 1; two 32-bit libs: 1; yEd, GraphViz:
2; CADP: 1.
Linux: 1, Solaris: 1
Impossible: 1, Hard: 1
several hours; (long ago) 1 hour, student
needed 1 day
a lot; some – both don’t remember details
Switching from TorX to JTorX made installation much more comfortable, and
hence also teaching and supervision.
in a course: 11 (as lecturer: 1), internship
/ graduation assignment: 2, case study: 5,
research: 2
student: 10, researcher: 3, teacher: 2,
other: 1 (developer)
yes: 13, no: 0
ok: 8, easy: 5
yes: 1, no: 12
very easy: 1 (helpful, easy to extend, extremely important for large experiments)
yes: 10, no: 1, N/A: 1
model: 9; test run: 6; sim model as IUT:
4; msc: 4; real impl: 1; other: 1 (lazy OTF
MBT)
yes: 8, no: 1, N/A: 4
get insight; see what goes on; find errors;
location in specification; show what part of
model is visited
More userfriendly it should be.
Statistics/plots over multiple runs, but
that should be part of a large test/case
study management tool.
Monitoring

Table C.1: Overview of the questionnaire questions and answers about installation, respondent background, GUI and CLI, and visualisation.
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How did you make a model?

Which modelling languages?
Making the model was ...

How much time took modelling?

Modelling language expressivity?

What add to modelling language?
Which modelling language to add?
Tried adding a modelling language?
What was your experience?
Remarks about modelling?
Have you used test purposes?
Modelled in?

How?
Making them was ...

How much time to create?

yEd: 11, text editor: 3, graph drawing tool: 2 (1:
.dot), modelling env: 2 (1: mCRL2, cadp), other:
1: programmatically, and transforming model-code
into XML
GraphML: 10, mCRL2: 3, STS: 2, Aldebaran: 1,
GraphViz: 1
hard: 2, ok: 4, easy: 5, very easy: 1
hard: not modelling, but finding/using additional
tools (researcher)
hard: limitations in error messages for STSs (researcher)
few days (case study student), 5 min – several hours
(researcher), a lot (researcher), day per model (researcher); 10 min – 1.5 hours (students)
ok (students); no data (researcher); no real-time in
STS (researcher); tool limitations necessitate modelling restraints (researcher)
data (researcher); DSL for STS (researcher).
NuSMV, because it is a very powerful modelling
language
yes: 1
very difficult, no good documentation
researcher: Error messages when JTorX cannot
read the model are often not very helpful
yes: 6
GraphML: 5, Aldebaran: 1, mCRL2: 1, STS: 1,
other: 1: extension to combine multiple test purposes
yEd: 6, text editor: 1, other: 1: programmatically
hard: 1, ok: 1, easy: 2, very easy: 2
hard: a single test purpose for a single feature was
simple, but combining became quickly complex (researcher)
about 2 days, a student of mine about 2 weeks (researcher); no time at all (previous models) - 10 min
(students)

Table C.2: Overview of the questionnaire questions and answers about modelling
and test purposes.
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What IUT did you test?

C

simulated model: 11, toy implementation: 6, real implementation: 7
How did you connect JTorX?
simulation of given model – directly connected: 9
real program, communicating labels on stdin/stdout: 7
real program, communicating labels over TCP: 1
real program, started via given TorX adapter: 7
Connecting was ...
hard: 2, ok: 7, easy: 3, very easy: 1
hard: sometimes easy, sometimes difficult (researcher)
hard: you really need to know which connections need
to be made (student)
very easy: there were little problems with the custom
adapter (student)
How much time took it?
a day or so (student case study); Practically nothing – 2
hour (students)
from 0 (simulated model) to couple of hours, depends
very much on SUT (researcher)
all in all about a person week (a student, a developer
from industry and I) (researcher)
the simulations were easy to do; communication via TCP
was a bit more iffy (student)
Did you create an adapter?
yes: 8
How did you connect JTorX?
simulation of given model – directly connected: 2
real program, communicating labels on stdin/stdout: 3
(1: was the easiest way)
real program, communicating labels over TCP: 2
real program, started via given TorX adapter: 3
Connecting JTorX was ...
very hard: 1, hard: 1, ok: 3, easy: 1, very easy: 2
How much time took it?
researcher: about an hour (a student of mine did it and
told me)
Practically nothing.
2 hours
Creating an adapter was ...
very hard: 1, hard: 1, ok: 3, easy: 1
How much time took it?
researcher: all in all about 3 days (most work was a
facade to hide all the web service complexities from the
model and core adapter)
2 hours
Biggest stumbling blocks?
researcher: all the small details you have to consider,
mostly due to the SUT
researcher: to adjust the adapter for the needs of the
implementation
researcher: see above: web service complexities
student: I didn’t fully understand how it works.
student: No clear documentation of the responsibilities
of the different methods (in Java).
How to ease adapter creation?
researcher: a few example adapters and a better documentation on how to connect an adapter
researcher: Offer a utility api.
Remarks about connecting JTorX to IUT?
researcher: better documentation

Table C.3: Overview of the questionnaire questions and answers regarding connecting JTorX to IUT.
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What are the top three things you dislike about JTorX?
Sometimes hard to understand how several features work.
Need own code (adapter) to make it work.
no data
no integrated front end
option boxes in GUI without on-line help for which I always forget their meaning
very little documentation
buggy, it sometimes simply crashes
storing configurations doesn’t work
some bugs, but none too difficult to fix
the core engine and STS integration
that lazy OTF MBT hasn’t become a part of JTorX yet ;)
Sometimes too verbose tool-tips
sometimes too high window (testing mode)
the simulation windows look a bit ugly on Linux (but are fully readable).
Too many things on the screen.
several options and boxes that can be ticked, but for which I have insufficient knowledge
of FMT to figure out what they do on my own.
A slightly clunky GUI that performs decently but is otherwise not immediately intuitive.
The lack of an in-depth manual to go with the tool
Hardness
not so much userfriendly
time consuming
What are the top three things you like about JTorX?
Very general
Seems useful in practice
Runs using Java
nice tool for playing, teaching, learning the theory
fast answer to questions
simple design (GUI is not overloaded)
visualisation of the test-process (msc, model ..)
the modular design and extensibility
the user-friendly GUI
that STSs are supported
It really works
the simulations are very informative
it can be customised and used in many ways.
Simple tool
Easy installment
the underlying theory
java-based
visualisation
The ease with which simulations from yEd are imported and tested
The range of communication possibilities, including TCP communication and Std in/out labels

Table C.4: Overview of the questionnaire questions and answers about likes and
dislikes.
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What are the top three things would like to see added/changed/improved in JTorX?
NuSMV support
Function that uses GUI buttons as JTorX input (from implementation) in order to
automate GUI testing.
no data
no integrated front end
option boxes in GUI without on-line help for which I always forget their meaning
handling of real-time and data
more expressive STSs;
a DSL for modelling STSs;
more powerful core engine (symbolic, better solver, better guidance (e.g. via lazy OTF
MBT));
Sometimes too verbose tool-tips,
sometimes too high window (testing mode),
the simulation windows look a bit ugly on Linux (but are fully readable).
The manual, mostly! Especially for people using it in the course of the bachelor/master,
without the extensive FMT background that some have, would be very nice to have!
Is there anything else that you would like to share about JTorX or TorX?
JTorX has helped in my research a lot. Thanks.
I really enjoyed working with this tool. :)

Table C.5: Overview of the questionnaire questions and answers about suggested
improvements and other remarks.
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Samenvatting
Het hoofddoel van het werk, dat we in dit manuscript beschrijven, is: “Het ontwerpen van een flexibel en state-of-the-art tool voor model-gebaseerd afleiden
en automatisch uitvoeren van black-box tests voor reactieve systemen. Het tool
moet zowel bruikbaar zijn voor educatieve doeleinden, als ook buiten een academische context.” Van dit hoofddoel leiden we functionele en niet-functionele
eisen af voor het ontwerp van het tool. De kern van het manuscript is een
bespreking van het ontwerp van het tool, waarin we laten zien hoe aan de functionele eisen voldaan wordt. Daarnaast presenteren we materiaal—case studies,
en antwoorden op een enquete die we gehouden hebben onder gebruikers van
het tool—dat laat zien in hoeverre aan de niet-functionele eisen voldaan wordt.
We bespreken de architectuur van het tool, en beschrijven een drietal gebruiksscenarios die het tool moet kunnen ondersteunen, wil het aan de functionele eisen kunnen voldoen: “random on-line” testen, “guided on-line” testen,
en het “off-line” afleiden en uitvoeren van tests. Bij het “on-line” testen vinden
test-afleiding en test-uitvoering geı̈ntegreerd plaats: een test-stap wordt pas afgeleid op het moment dat die nodig is om de test-uitvoering voortgang te laten
vinden. Bij het “random on-line” testen wordt tijdens de test-afleiding een willekeurig pad door het model doorlopen. Bij het “guided on-line” testen wordt,
naast het model waaruit de tests worden afgeleid, extra sturingsinformatie gebruikt, die aangeeft welke paden in het model doorlopen moeten worden bij het
afleiden van de test. Bij het “off-line” afleiden en uitvoeren van tests vinden het
afleiden en uitvoeren plaats als gescheiden activiteiten.
In de architectuur van ons tool onderscheiden we twee hoofdonderdelen:
één voor testafleiding en één voor testuitvoering. Het hoofdonderdeel voor testafleiding leidt testprimitieven (teststappen) af uit een gegeven model en uit
eventueel daarbij gegeven sturingsinformatie. Het hoofdonderdeel voor testuitvoering bevat de functionaliteit voor het koppelen van het tool aan een te
testen systeem—we noemen dit de “adapter”. We bespreken het hoofdonderdeel
voor testafleiding aan de hand van het bovengenoemde drietal gebruiksscenarios, en beschrijven daarnaast faciliteiten voor visualisatie, en voor het omgaan
met “divergence” in modellen. Bij de beschrijving van het hoofdonderdeel voor
testuivoering bespreken we drie adapter voorbeelden, waarna we deze veralgemeniseren tot een algemeen ontwerp voor een adapter. We sluiten af met een
beschrijving van uitbreidingen voor het op symbolische wijze kunnen omgaan
met data en tijd.
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